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/Abstract of Thesis
The Social Status Of Indian Women During The Last Fifty
Years. (1900-1950)
The present social, political, legal and economic 
status of women in India has been the result of many 
kaleidoscopic changes during the last 150 years. As the 
pace of enlightenment and progress has been quicker and 
marked during the present century a more detailed study 
is made of this period. An attempt is made in this work 
to trace the various trends, activities, factors, efforts anu- 
forces which contributed to the general amelioration in 
the position of women as individuals, as integral constituents 
of the family and as members of society.
The subject is treated historically in the first
three chapters in order to facilitate a clearer perspective
for the understanding and evaluation of the progress made.
Chapter I deals briefly with the status of women during
Vedic times (before 2S0C B.C,) when the women enjoyed
almost equal status with men in order to show that such
enlightened attitude was not foreign to Indian society
and culture. The second chapter gives briefly the gradual
Soo
deterioration from the Smriti period ( d 0 W  B.C. to 500 A,D,) 
to the end of the nineteenth century vhich marked the 
beginning of an enlightened attitude. Chapter III
traces
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traces mainly the contribution of social reformers, the 
growth of women’s institution and the immense awakening 
as a consequence of pblitical struggle during the present 
century.
The next seven chapters deal topically with the 
relation of women to marriage and family life, the customs 
of child marriage and enforced widowhood, social evils 
like purdah (veil) and prostitution, education of women 
and their legal, political and economic status during 
the last fifty years. In the last chapter an effort is 
made to collect the threads and give an overall picture 
of the status of women with a few suggestions for further 
progress.
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IRTRODUCTIOn.
The present social, politica.l and economic status of 
women in India ha.s not been miraculously attained overnight but 
has been the result of many kaleidoscopic changes throughout 
the last hundred and fifty years and especially during the 
present century and, therefore, it is difficult to give a 
detailed account of all the numerous activities of women during 
this period. However, it must be admitted that this definite 
advance in every sphere of life during this century v/as beyond 
the expectation of women of the 19th century. The problem for 
investigation - The Social Status of Indian Women from 1900 
to 1950 - has been specially selected in view of the fact that 
during the period many swift and remarkable changes in the 
status of Indian women have taken place as a result of the 
political, social and economic movements through which India 
has passed. In order to understand and evaluate the condition 
of Indian women in various important spheres of life,an attempt 
is made here, to study the position of women with reference to 
various a,spects like education, marriage customs, legal status, 
political rights^ and economic status. Various problems 
affecting women have been thoroughly discussed and their 
distinctive features brought out in the following chapters 
which are arranged according to the various topics:-
(1) A Socio-historical Survey of the position of women from 
ancient times upto 1900.
(2) A study of the factors responsible for the general
amelioration
2
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amelioration in the position of women and a survey of all 
important women's organizations and chief forces and movements 
responsible for social and political awakening in India.
(3) Position of women in the family during the period 1900 to 
1950. Rights and limitations as a daughter, wife and a mother 
in the family, widowhood, its drawbacks and benefits.
(4) Social evils - Purdah and prostitution, its ill-effects 
on the health of women and its hindëranee to their progress.
(5) Education of women and their role in different spheres.
(6) Extension of wanen’s franchise and their improved political 
status with a detailed discussion about the position and 
status of women under the Rew Constitution of India; and the 
future scope for further progress.
(7) Forces affecting the economic status of women; and
(8) Legislation affecting the status of women with special 
reference to marital relations and property rights.
The topics mentioned above will give the readers a 
coherent and a chronological account of the progress of women 
in this country from ancient times to the present day. In 
order to interpret the bocial Status of Indian Women in the 
correct perspective anjieffort is made to examine, explain and 
analyse critically the changes which have taxen place together 
with the reasons that have affected the condition of women in 
India during the period 1900-^950 as well as to see how far 
the existing laws, institutions and forces have influenced
the
3
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the social position of women. An attempt is also made to 
give a vivid picture of the deplorable condition of women and the 
social injustice which they have suffered in the past. The 
year 1947 is not only a landmark in the history of India but 
is also a culminating point to some extent in ending a few of 
the glaring injustices to which the women of this country 
have been subjected. The partition of Bengali in 1905, the 
non-cooperation movement of 1920 and the civil disobedience 
movement of 1930 led many a women to leave their hearths and 
homes in order to take active part in politics. It has not 
only influenced their social sàatus but it led to a, complete 
change in the position of women in this country. Since the 
attainment of independence and the framing of the Rew 
Constitution women have enjoyed equal rights with men, 
developed their interests in public activities, took active 
part in the social reform movements in this country and finally 
tried to improve the economic condition of the family by 
working as clerks, tea,chers, doctors, nurses and pleaders. To 
a certain extent, this may be due to the influences and impetus 
which they received from the West.
Up till now few investigations in this direction have 
been made in India dealing with the problems of Indian women.
Most of them deal with the past. Only a few of them discuss 
the status of women in modern times. These studies ha,ve their 
own limitations and, therefore, they give an incomplete
picture
4
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picture of Indian women. Some have made a survey of a 
restricted area; some have issued questionnaires and based 
their conclusions on a few samples from it; while some studies 
are so old that they give only a partial account of Indian 
women to-day.
This thesis is a very modest attempt to review in brief
the gradual cha.nge in the status of women which has taken
place from the Vedic to the modern times. In addition, 
particular attention has been given to the period between 1900 
and 1950 on account of its being one in which great, swift and 
epoch-making clianges have taken place. Hence constant 
references have been made to the historical events in the past 
and the present. In doing so, certain activities and social 
forces are bound to overlap. However, care has been taken to 
avoid repetitions. Special references have been constantly 
made to historical evidences of vital importance with a view 
to giving a clear picture of the changing position of Indian 
women, during the selected period.
Most of the social reform movements have their beginning
in the second half of the 19th century. A majority of women's
organizations have been founded and have flourished in the 
twentieth century which resulted in the awakening amongst 
women of to-day. Another reason for the changes in the social 
status is the transformation brought about by the political 
movements in India as well as the world over. The Rew
Constitution
5
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Constitution of India has tried to maintain equilibrium 
between the status of women and lias given them the rights and 
privileges for which they had fought.
All these various factors have contributed largely to the 
clianging outlook of Indian women of the present day, as a 
result of which enlightened women take an active part in the 
social and political activities of the country and share in 
shaping the future of the nation. It must, however, be 
acknowledged that it will take some time before all the 
women in India will be able to reach such a level of 
enlightenment. But the influences and forces for an awakening 
of social consciousness in women are visible and are gathering 
momentum thus giving hope for the bright future.
6A SOC 10-HIST ORICÆ SURVEY OF STATUS OF WOMER 
IR ARCIERT TIMES.
Status of Women During the Vedic Period: (2500 to 1500 B.C. )
Indian culture is one of the oldest culture in the world and
its history dates back to the pre-Christian era. The cultural,
social and political traditions of ancient India have been
well preserved because they form the basis of religious ,
legal as well as social life of the Hindus in modern times.
J. C. Chose writes: "The Hindu law and the Hindu social
customs are the most ancient of human institutions. ¥e can
trace in them the gradual development of the laws and
institution of the Aryan race from before 2500 B.C. to the
1
year 1917 A.D." Most of the present customs, manners and 
ceremonies amongst Hindus are the outcome of these traditional 
religious orders of the past mainly relating to family life 
in its various aspects, including the forms of marriage, 
proprietary and legal rights of women and their position in 
Society.
In order to understand the present status of Indian
women in general and Hindu women in particular a study of the
old customs, rituals and manners, and the place of women in
the ancient society is necessary as a background. From the
contemporary
1. From the Preface of the book "The Principles of Hindu Law" 
1917, p.l.
7contemporary literature of that time one can get a picture
of the actual state of women by weighing the various
evidences. "With all its faults and drawbacks, India’s past
was rich and glorious. Taking into consideration contemporary
conditions of other countries, ancient India had nothing to
be particularly ashamed of. On the contrary she possessed
a number of such bright features as would now be a source of
inspiration and light to the many so-called enlightened and
2
advanced modern countries".
During the Vedic times society was well organised and
the family was the unit. In those days girls were ordinarily
less welcome than the boys and in Atharva Veda one finds
stanza.8 like "Grant it elsewhere the birth of a child but
3
here grant a boy", which definitely indicates the preference
of a boy to a girl. Yet a daughter’s birth was not a source
of misery during the Vedic and Upnishad times and female
infanticide was not practised at all.
The education of a girl was not neglected in Vedic India,
and there were several references of Gurukulas (Residential
schools) where girl students used to stay in pursuit of
study. Women had equal opportunity for receiving knowledge
of
Indra; From the Preface of "The Status of Women in Ancient 
India", p.2.
3. Atharva vi., 2-3.
8Of sacred scriptures, as there was mention of many learned
ladies, such as Lopamudra, Indrani, Shachi,Mamta, bury a and
others. The main feature of the educationa.1 system in
later Vedic civilization was "the part taken in intellectual
life by women like Gargi, vrho could address a Congress of
philosophers on learned topics, or like Maitreyi who had
achieved the highest knowledge of that of Brahma (meaning
highest spiritual knowledge). The Rigveda also shows some
women such as Visvavara, Ghosha, and Anala as authors of 
5
hymns." The women were not only scholars of philosophy
or composers of Vedic hymns but they had the right to perform
6
the religious ceremony or a sacrifice. Vishvavara was not 
only a composer of verses but even performed the function of
а,priest at a sacrifice. Thus it is clear that in Vedic 
times women enjoyed the best privileges at ^ par with men not 
only in getting equal opportunities for academic studies but ali| 
played an important part in religious ceremonials.
Infant or child marriages were not practised by the
Vedic Aryans and women had considerable freedom in selecting
7
their partners. "Usually girls lived under the protection
of their fathers and after their death in the shelter of
8
their brothers. From the instances of Surya a daughter of
Sun
4. Rigveda, x-189; v-28.
5. Mookerji R. K.; Hindu Civilization, p.iii.
б. Rigveda v.28.1
7. Ibid,x-27.12
8. Ibid,ii-17-7 and iv-5-5.
9
4.
Sun and Ghoshs, the lady - ’Rishi' (seer) who married at a 
mature age m-^ of their ov/n choice one could infer tha,t 
marriages were performed when girls reached maturity and 
their consents were taken in the selection of suitable 
partners; hence pre-pubescent marriage was not a customary 
feature of Vedic Society.
Marriages. Marriage in Vedic Society was monogamous as a general
rule and polygamy v/as limited to the wealthy class. The prac­
tice of polygamy v;as never approved by the society and was 
usually condemned, as plurality of wives often disturbed the
happiness and oeace of domestic life of common peuple. A
9
jealous wife would try to win her husband’s favours by
various means. It is quoted by Indra from Rigveda as follows;
"0 plant, blow thou the rival wife away and make my husband 
10
only mine." Sexual morality was very high in Vedic society.
The husband -was considered as the master of the house­
hold while a wife held an equally important position as the 
mistress of the house. The custom of Sati was unknown to 
Vedic society and a widow could be reunited either by a 
re-marriage or vja,s permitted to practice Riyog. Reference to
this is found in ‘Rigveda of a childless widow marrying a
11
younger brother of her deceased husband. Though no
reference
$. Rigveda x-27-12
10. Ibid,x-145-2 also x-145-1; x-145-4.
11. Ibid,i-109-2.
10
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reference v/as made to widow re-marriages in Rig Vedic times
there v;as a positive proof in Atharva Veda to the practice of
13
widow re-marriage.
There was little possibility of child widows, as girls 
were married at a mature age yet in the case of a childless 
widow Riyoga also was permitted hence such widows could have 
marital relations with their husbands'younger brothers for 
begetting a male issue which was considered essential for 
spiritual salvation. This v^ as a social custom of the time 
and no stigma or scandal was attached to the practice of 
Riyoga.
Religion; The wife enjoyed equal status with that of her 
husband in all matters connected with religious ceremonies.
A sacrifice or any other religious act could not be performed 
without the partnership of the wife. He could not conduct 
it alone because at that time the wife was not considered as 
the property of the hiisband, but the other half of the man 
and without her he was incomplete. On the same ground a 
coronation vas always performed in the company of the queen.
"The queen had an official character in^ sjnuch as she appeared 
with the king on the throne on certain official occasions. It 
seems, how/ever, the underlying principle here is the sacred 
theory that without the wife no sacrament could be performed,
the
12. Ibid,x-40-2.
13. Atharva, ix-27-28.
IL
the sacrificer by himself being only one-half of his whole
14
spiritual body, the other half being the wife.
Property Rights; The right of adoption to women was
recognised in Vedic society but as it vjas a patriarchal
society her property rights were limited. The father’s
property ivas inherited by a son and not by a daughter. Only
in the absence of the former it went to the latter as a widow
was allowed to inherit the property as a daughter of her 
15
parents.
Women and Politics; In ancient India women mostly engaged
in their household duties and occasionally participated in
politics or political struggles. The system of governing the
people v/as quite different in that Society and there was no
scope for agitation for women’s franchise. In general, women
had enjoyed equal liberty with that of men in freedom of
movement, association and expression. References were found
of women in Rig Vedic society participating in political
activities. There has been a reference to Vishpala - the
queen of king Khela v/ho had lost her leg in a conflict and
16
was replaced with an iron one by Ashvins. There have been
17
also instances of other women such as Indra-Sena and
Saraswati
14. Jayaswal, K.P.: Hindu Polity, p.16-17.
15. Rig Veda ii-%-7.
16. Ibid,i-112-10.
17. Ibid,x-112-2.
1 2
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Saraswati who took part in via r far es with a view to help 
their menfolk against enemies. There ha,ve not been many 
instances of women taking active part in warfare as "there 
must have been a stage in the evolution of the Aryan 
civilization when it was necessary for all men and women to 
defend themselves and their property from attacks and aggre­
ssions, but in the course of time, the fighting came to be
19
relegated to the sterner sex only."
Position of Women in General; In short the position of
women in the Vedic period was almost tliat of equality. It
was a society where child marriages did not exist, girls had
an equal right to learn religious scriptures as well as the
three R’s of the time and their freedom of speech and
movement were never restrained. Women shared equally in
sacrifices and other religious ceremonies and their place in
the home v/as that of equality. It was so because "during
the Vedic period when civilization was simple, life was lived
in agricultural communities and wealth consisted of crops
and cattle, woman v/as comparatively free and her place in the
community ivas naturally determined by her ability to share in
20
the work of the community." Thus women enjoyed an equal
position in religious, social and political ma^ tters, throughout
the Vedic age but there was a sign of decadence in the status
of
18. Ibid,v-61-7.
19. Indra; Status of women in Ancient India, p.183.
20. Quoted from the Forward by Vijayalakshmi Pandit to the book 
the Status of Women in Ancient India.
la
of women from that period onward. However, few instances 
were to be found even in Vedic times where women were held 
in low esteem.
The only disadvantage she suffered v/as her right to 
property. A woman had no right to inherit property except 
in few exceptional circumstances.
1.2 The Position of Women during the Age of the Samhitas, 
Brahmanas and Unanishadas (1500 to 500 B.C.): On this period
immediately following the Vedic period gradual changes began 
to appear v/hich were responsible for the beginning of a very 
slow deterioration in the fairly high status of women hitherto 
enjoyed by.them. One of the fields in which the change 
though very small in the beginning was not such as to be 
invisible to an impartial observer. The Upanayana, ceremony 
(sacred initiation into learning) which in the previous period 
was observed by one and all began to be restricted in this 
period generally to the higher sections of society. Thus 
it came about that the education of women in the lower caste 
began to be neglected as this ceremony which gave an impetus 
to learning became uncoimnon in the lower strata of society. 
Though, references are found in the literature of the time 
to women who were philosophers and teachers, it must be 
admitted that towards the close of the period there was a 
decline in women’s education. The marriageable a,ge was not 
much lowered during this period and Bwayami^ /are (choice
marriage)
marriage) was common among Eshatriyas. Divorce was 
permitted to wife under certain conditions. Sati custom was 
not yet knoim to the society and a widow could marry either 
with her brother-in-law or with a.n outsider. However, no 
radical changes took place in women’s rights pertaining to 
their civil conditions as well as to their status in the 
family and the society at large.
1.3 Women’s Status in the Spies and Smriti Period (500 B.C. 
to 200 A.D. ): During the later period of Epics and
Dharmasastras Indian Society had acquired a fixed pattern 
and upto the advent of the Western culture Indian Society 
followed the same old customs except for the alterations in 
consequence of the Mahammedan occupation of India. In 
Smriti Period, the dictates of Manu Samhita were the only 
ideals before the cultured Aryan race. This period ifas 
followed by Puranas and later works of other Smritikaras of
WCRC
whom Yajanvalkya and others were the most prominent. The 
Puranas tried to popularise the pattern adopted by cultured 
people and later, Smritikaras gave fixity to the pattern. 
Prom this time onwards, the status of women began to 
deteriorate considerably because of the fact that certain 
restrictions had to be placed by the Dharmasastras in 
response to the changed conditions. Her right to Vedic 
studies was checked by the religious commands.
It
1 5
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It seems however, that the position of women did not
begin to deteriorate suadenly, as women held the respected
position in a way, at the beginning of Smriti period. Manu,
the earliest and the most authoritative Smritikar was held
in great reverence by the Hindu Society. He eulogised women
as goddesses in homes who brought many blessings with them.
He further adds that where the female relations live
in grief, the family soon wholly perishes; the family where
21
they are not unhappy ever prospers. He also specifically
paid great tributes to women in his two well known stanzas.
VZhere women are honoured gods are pleased but where they
22
are not honoured, no sacred rite yields any reward.
Another well-known Smritikara Yajanavalkya held an equally 
high opinion about women. Even in Epic literature the same 
idea about the high status of women was prevalent. In 
Mahabharata women were responsible for bringing up children 
because on them depended the future of the country. Bita, 
the typical embodiment of all virtues, evoked the greatest 
respect and honour even today from every Indian wom|n. 
Draupadi, the wife of the Pandavaj was another woman of lofty 
ideals who placed before women a different but at the same 
time an inspiring ideal. Draupadi, Bita and Savitri from
the
21. Manp iii-57.
22. Ibid, iii-56.
the Hindu classical literature were considered the embodiment 
of the finest ideal of womanhood.
Education, Religion and Marriageable Age of a Girl; One of
the reasons which lowered the position of women was the
marriages of non-Aryan women with the Aryan men. With the
passing of time Aryan settlers began to move inward and they
came more and more in contact with non-Aryans. As the
conquerors of the land they must have accepted the Anarya
women as the war-prizes in their households. Later on,
the permission to marry non-Aryan wife was given by
Smritikaras, perhaps, due to unequal numbers in both sexes.
There were also instances in the great epic of Aryans
23
marrying non-Aryan^ wives. This brought serious degenera­
tion in the education of girls or women. Though a birth of 
a daughter was not prized in Vedic society, she enjoyed almost 
equal opportunity of education. But their education was 
neglected in later times and finally stopped during the 
period when non-Aryan wives were introduced in the Aryan 
households. However, there were instances of learned women 
during this period also, which leads one to believe that 
women among the higher clashes were privately educated by 
a learned teacher while in ordinary circumstances girl’s
education
23 (i) Arjuna married Ulupi a Princess Regent of Raga.
ii) Bhima married Hidimba a sister of Rakshasa Chief.
17
education was left entirely in the hands of her guardian.
In an Aryan home ritual formed an important part in
their daily life. \Ihile performing the daily ceremony of a
householder, a wife and a husband both were supposed to
recite holy verses. The non-Aryan wife knew very little or
no banskrit and was also unable to pronounce it correctly.
There was every possibility of her committing mistakes in
recitation of sacred hymns. Vedic Aryans and law-givers
believed in correct pronounciation and intonation and the
slightest mistake in pronounciation of sacred texts would
distort the text. That state of things might have frightened
the priests and therefore an attempt was made to stop
non-Aryan wife from participating in any religious recitations. 
24
Vashishta did not allow a non-Aryan wife to take part in
rituals. She is only meant for the personal use of her
husband alone. But the powerful Aryan chiefs might have
insisted on permitting their favourite non^Aryan wives to
participate in rituals. The conscientious Aryan priests did
not allow any women whether Aryan or non-Aryan to take part
in sacrifice. Thus the right of Aryan women of active
participation in rituals v/as lost for ever. Priests thought
that
24. Vashista xviii-17 ^  ^ ^
Also see Vishnu Puran Ch. 26: a \
•318
that they were preserving the sanctity of religion, hut their 
action i\ias responsible for the consequences and a certain degrat 
dation in social status of women.
The education of women had a setback when the Upanayana 
ceremony for girls also fell into disuse as it was the main 
landmark to indicate the beginning of education. Women had 
no right to learn and recite religious hymns or sacred 
verses and thus their status was lowered to that extent. Row 
girls he.d little to learn before their marriage except the 
household duties. As a girl ivas considered a sort of a 
deposit entrusted to her father he v/e.s naturally eager to 
dispose her off in marriage as early as possible. Hence the 
age of marriage became lower and lower and the natural result 
v.ras tha.t toi^ /ards the end of the period by 500 A.D. there was 
a definite tendency tov/ards lowering the marriageable age 
of a girl.
As mentioned before, a marriage was a sacra.ment to all 
Hindus. Also,marriages were considered very important in 
ancient society as the householders life v/as the foundation 
on v/hich the v/hole system, social duties, obligations, 
priveleges and satisfaction rested. These are grouped under 
five categories. (l) Duties to men. (2) Obligations to
father and na,tion. (3) Duties to God and religion.
(4) Duties to creatures and animals. (5) Duties to one’s self.
The
19
The first consisted in extending hospitality to a visitor.
The second consisted in continuing the thread of family by 
creating progeny as his parents have created him or her 
supplying men a.nd women to the nation. The third consisted 
in Sacrifices, fire-tending, study and teaching of Vedas and 
promulgation of Dharma. The fourth consisted in giving food 
to animals like cows, birds like crows, insects like ants.
And lastly, the fifth consisted in worshipping God and 
trying for ’Moksha’ (salvation) through ’Vairagya’ (renuncia­
tion) which comes after enjoyment of worldly life. It was 
this intention that the Vedic society thought that the 
child-bearing time of a girl should not be wasted. And 
during the Vedic period to get married v/as the social and 
religious duty of every man and woman, because besides the 
perpetuation of race and oblations to Gods a.nd ancestors
OWT
there v/as a special duty for a householder as pointed^by
Dr. Altekar. "A later age, which had developed the system
of the four Asrams,s, pointed out that the whole Society
depends upon the householder for its maintenance; the
Brahmachari, the Vanaprastha and the Samnyasi can hardly
exist without active help from a zealous and conscientious clas£
of householders. The householder is as necessary for society
25
as the breath is for the body. (Manu 111,77). So
great
25. Altekar; The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization, p.37.
20
great an importance was attached to marriage in later age 
that there was an interesting episode in the Epic depicting 
the fate of a maiden, Suhhru, the daughter of sage Kuni 
remained unmarried throughout her life though her father 
wanted to marry her. She passed her life in pursuit of 
higher knowledge hut when she approached death she knew 
that as a maiden she could not enter heaven because she had 
not performed the sacrament of marriage. She, therefore, 
requested one sage Sringavat to marry her, and after her 
marriage she could go to heaven. Thus a. very great value 
was attached to marriage. Also in Mahabharata sage 
Eirghatamas had forbidden women not to remain unma.rried as 
it was considered a great sin.' Thus marriage v/as made 
obligatory for men and women by Epic writers as well as other 
lawgivers.
The examples from the Epics and other literature indicate 
tliat upto 400 B.C. girls in cultured families did not marry 
earlier than 16 years. But from this period onwards upto 
100 A.D. later Smritikaras began to advocate that a girl’s 
marriage should not be postponed after her puberty. Vashistha 
and Baudhayana were of the opinion tliat a girl’s marriage
her
could be delayed upto three years after the&r puberty if
suitable partner was not available, while Zlanu who generally
held
26. ^  2 Maha 1,114-36.
21
held the same view went to the extent of recommending that 
a girl’s marriage should not be performed until a suitable 
mSvtch vras found. There was a conflict in opinion upto 100
A.D. regarding the marriageable age of a girl but soon after 
tlmt later bmritikaras decided in favour of pre-puberty 
marriage as great importance was given to absolute chastity, 
in act and thought. Hence it ivas considered desirable to 
marry a girl before puberty. Pre-pubertjr marriage came in 
vogue specially among the Brahmin class which was the topmost 
class in the society and to Ac extra precautions to observe 
the Shastric injunction. Among Kshatriyas girls continued 
to marry after they were fully groim up and sometimes by 
Sv/ayam-v/ara. Having had some idea of the customarily 
accepted age for marriage in the early Erariti period it is 
necessary to understand the different forms of marriage 
prevalent at tha,t time in order to appreciate certain social 
customs and traditions. To begin with, there were eight 
forms of marria,ge knora to society in Vedic times. They were 
Paishacha, Rakshasa, Asura and Gandharva, Brahm^<^, Arsha, 
Prajapatya and Daiva. Out of these eight forms the first 
four fell in disuse in course of time and at present only 
three of them viz. Brahm^^, Arsha and Prajapatya are in 
practice though they have been modified to meet the changing 
conditions.
Paishacha
22
Paishacha and Rakshasa forms of marriage involved 
compulsion to the girl to marry under external prëssure, the 
first form being of a, very base type and it wa,s disapproved 
since very early times. Rakshasa. form \«æis more common among 
fighting classes as it meant the giving of a. maiden in a
marriage as a i'ja.r prize or in the alternative it meant the
27
kidnapping of a girl for marriage. “It is clear that though
the Kshatra (a variety of Rakshasa marriage) marriage continued
to be recognised by Smritis and Epics it had ceased to be »
approved even by enlightened Kshatriyas in the third century 
28
B.C." It could therefore be concluded that the Rakshasa 
form or the Kshatra iorm^was not a very popular form of 
marriage and it vras generally practised as and when the 
need arose. The third form, Asura, meant a marriage in 
which a bride-price v/as paid. It was condemned by later 
lawgivers because, it I'/as the ma,rriage by purchase.
Though, the custom of bride purchase was not quite unknown 
in vedic times it was not highly esteemed and most of the 
leaders in the society condemned it. The traces of this 
practice was found in Epics also.It:&eing customary in their 
families the guardians of Kaikeyi, Ha.dri and Gandhari 
demanded the bride-price due,with apology. Most of the 
______________________   leaders____
27. e.g. Marriage of .\rjuna with Subhadra.
28. Altekar; op. cit., P.45.
leaders of the dociety and lawgivers condemned it as it marred
the spirit and sanctity of marriage. The main purpose of a
ma.rriage was that a daughter should he given in a marriage as
29
a gift and hence she co^ld not be sold. Almost all the 
Dhaririashastras did not approve of this type and criticised 
the custom severely. Bacihayana gave a warning to the parents
A
as well as husbands regarding this particular type of
marriage. The bride purchased by wealth could not be considérée
a legal wife and her status was similar to that of a maid.
Parents who sold their daughters because of their greed for
money would go to the most terrible hell. Though the custom
v/as severally criticised by Purana war iters and leaders of the
bociety from time to time; the evils of it were so deeply
rooted that it did not vanish totally and it is still
prevalent in modern society.
Gandhrva marriage or love marriage was not sanctioned by
some of the later authorities, because it was not regular 
of
though it was a very simple form. In short it was ayl union of 
two lovers showing reciprocal attacliment and could be 
practised without the least interference of the guardians.
The consummation took place immediately after the consent of 
the two lovers, without any sacred rituals. This would have 
definitely prevented child marriage to some extent because
only
29. Bemdhayana 1,11,20-1. Also see Atri, 384.
only grown up people could practise this type of marriage.
Baudhayana approved this form on the ground that love unions
should be regarded as marriages as it manifested reciprocal
30
attachment. Mahabharata also regarded it as an approved
31
form of marriage, and Kamasutra held it in the highest
32
esteem though Manu was uncertain. In course of time it 
became infrequent but it did not vanish totally. Hence later 
authorities put some restrictions on it in order to give it 
the sacramental form. They laid down that a religious 
ceremony of marriage should be performed before the consumma­
tion of marriage in Gandharva type. The instances of Gandha.rva 
or love marriages which could be practised by mature persons 
might liave become rare as child marriage vjas gradually 
becoming popular. Towa.rds the end of 500 A.D. the whole 
problem of marriage wa.s generally left in the hands of the
33
father or a guardian. However, the practice of Swayamvara 
was prevalent in a few instances especially among the 
Kshatriyas. Here the bride selects her own partner. The 
custom survived till the 12th century A.D.
The remaining four forms of marriage were approved of by
all
30. Mahabharata XIII - 44.
31. Kamsutra III - 5 - 30.
32. Many III - 25, 25.
33. e.g. bavitri, Damayanti, Rukimani.
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all the Smritikaras and among them Brahma was held in high 
esteem. In a Brahma marriage a. gift of a daughter to a 
learned man specially invited for the purpose, was made by gitKe 
father according to $L prescribed religious marriage ceremonies. 
The word’gift’ did not give any proprietary rights to her 
husband, on the contrary he v^as supposed to be her close 
associate in all the spheres of life. The word ’gift’ ( )
had its holy significance; also a gift should be given to a 
proper person. In a marriage like this where there is nothing 
to give and take in terms of money, a father would attempt to 
find out the best possible partner for his daughter as the 
whole function was solely based on religious ground. It was 
one of the most popular and sacred forms' of marriage.
A Prajapatya marriage was not very different from Brahma
marriage. "The nuptial rite called Prajapatya is performed
when the father gives away his daughter with due honour,
saying distinctly, ’may both of you perform together your
34
civil and religious duties.’ The instruction given to the 
couple.,, in the Prajapatya marriage was to remain inseparable 
partners in the practice of civil and religious duties. This 
v/as sometimes, wrongly, interpreted as the main distinction 
between Brahma and Prajapatya. marriage. According to this 
injiAtion a husband could not join other two Ashraims or
remarry
34. Behru, S; (ed) Our Cause, p.224.
remarry without the consent of his wife. But looking to the 
spirit of a Brahina marriage the same conclusion could he 
drawn as a wife and husband were the life-long companions in 
a Brahma marriage too, hence practicaAly the marriage principle 
was the same in those two types.
A marriage arranged during the perforimnce of a sacrifice 
to Devas (Gods) v/as called Daiva marria.ge. In this type of 
marriage a gift of a girl beautifully dressed and ornamented by 
the sacrificer, was given in marriage to a learned priest who 
attended or sometimes conducted the sacrifice. This type of 
marriage disappeared with the falling in disuse of vedic 
sacrifices and no instance of this form could be traced even 
at the later period.
Arsha form of marriage was placed the last in the 
approved forms of marriages because some law givers considered 
it a relic of the Asura form. Generally, in a ^ift of a 
daughter a father was not supposed to take anything from his 
son-in-law-this was perhaps a midway between the old practice 
of Asura form and a Brahma one. In this type of marriage a 
father v/as entitled to take a pair of cow and a bull.
Divorce, Separation and Widowhood: Marriage was indissoluble
according to the bmritis as was the case in early Christian
times. A wife could not terminate her marriage even if her
35
husband were to desert her or sell her. Though Manu did
not
35. m .  IX - .
not allow the dissolution of marriage^^-^womn must obey her
husband and could not get separation from him. According to
Manu "Though destitute of virtue or seeking pleasure elsewhere
or devoid of good qualities, yet a husband must be constantly
36
worshipped as a God by a faithful wife." However, he did 
not blame a wife who abandoned an impotent or insane hus'feand.
He did not object to a wife deserting a husband suffering from 
incurable or contagious diseases and she was free to marry 
if marriage was not consummated. The later Smritikaras did 
not favour the idea of divorce. Thus according to the Vedic 
concept of marriage, a union vras not only life long but 
continued even after the death of her husband. Hence a 
widow could not marry, but the same v^as not the case with a 
widower. The householder must perform his religious duties 
every day and he was only permitted to do so in the company 
of his wife. Hence a householder who v/as supposed to perform 
sacrifices and religious duties v/as all owed to re-marry. Child 
marriages were not very common and hence there was a very small 
chr: nee of them becoming widows in childhood. But in the later 
times the marriageable age of a girl varied between eight and
twelve^ence there v/as a danger of a large number of child-
A
widows in society. The practice of Biyoga also v^ as gradually 
restricted by later bmritikaras. A wojiian who desired to get
a son
36. Manu V - 154.
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a son by Biyoga should perform severe penances; she should 
also lead a, life of austerities. Though widow remarriages 
were not permitted in Rig Vedic time it was sanctioned by 
later authorities because the practice of Biyoga which was 
not restricted in tne Vedic times v/as not widely approved of 
by the later Smritikaras. There were occasional references
37
of v/idow-rema.iriage in the works of later writers. Barada
approved the practice of widow re-marriage unc.er certain
conditions. According to him a v/oman v/as justified in
re-ms.rlying if her husband was lost or dead or if he was
impotent or excomiaunicated from the caste. Parashara v/ho
was considered an authority on Kaliyuga also wrote in favour
36
of vjidov/ rema.rricige. Early writers of the Eharmashastras 
also adopt a sympatnetic attitude towards the child v/idows. 
Thus Vasistha (XVII - 66) states that if merely the 
ma.rriage ritual is performed and the marriage itself is not 
consummated, the girl should be married a^gain.
Besides religious injunctions another factor which 
affected the social condition of v/omen v/as partly political, 
several foreign invasions upto the middle of the 2nd century, 
political upheavals and v/ar atrocities resulted in a decline 
in prosperity and roanpov/er. Such a decline led to a v/ave of
despondence
37. Barada XII - 97 - 101. 
36. Parashara IV - 27.
despondences and put an ideal of renunciation bef re the people 
which aflectcd the sition of widows considerably. A higher 
ideal of salvation through renunciation instead of heaven 
which could be attained by begetting son by Biyoga was placed 
before the widows and it v/as to be attained by leading a pure 
and ascetic life. Baturally, v/idow marriages came to be 
disregarded by the society. Another bad custom, Sati, v/hich 
i\/as hitherto cormnon among the v/arrior class, v/as spreading 
gradually among the other classes. Ae To he a Sati was mostly 
considered as an act of great religious sacrifice and v/idov/s 
burnt themselves on the funeral pyre. Thus the general 
condition of women gradually began to deteriorate during the 
period in various aspects connected with her married life 
except in case of the proprietary rights.
Property Rights of Women (500 B.C. to 50j A.D.) Upto the 
first half of the selected period widow remarriage and Biyoga 
continued to be practised but public opinion started to grow 
against these customs, as a result of the appreciation of 
ascetic ideals of life. Consequently widow remarriage and 
Biyoga gradually became unpopular tov/ards the beginning of the 
Christian era. This led to an increase in the number of 
widov/s and a new problem v/as created of their inaintenance. 
bo far the provision for a v/idov/ v/as a responsibility of the 
family but now a need \\/as felt to make provision for her in
the
30
family estate. Hence a group of jurists at the beginning of '
the Christian era began to advocate that if a husband was
separated from the family a widow was entitled to inherit her
husband’s property. This view v/as not accepted iimnediately
but later on it v/as supoorted by a great majority due to a
growing need for such reform.
In general, during this period a widov/’ s position v/as not
bad as it appeared in the later ages. She v/as allowed to
remarry under certain conditions. She also enjoyed certain
39
rights to her husband’s property. Though Manu and Barada 
held the opinion in disfavour of a widow’s right to property 
as she had right to get only the maintenance v/hile the entire j
property v/as inherited by the brothers of the deceased; other I
Smritikaras were more liberal on this point. Katyayana believed] 
in the right of succession of a widow. It was the widov/ ivho 
was the rightful successor to inherit her husband’s property. ,
Vishnu, Brihaspati and Tajanvalkya appeared to hold the j
Iopinion that a v/idow had a definite right to inherit her ]
I
husband’s property. Of course, all believed that a v/idow 
should lead a chaste life and Manu disclaimed her right to
If
maintenance prevMed she led a sinful life. Thus a widow had
wAs
a right to inherit property or entitled to get maintenanceA
according to the viev/s held by various law givers. But a
wife
39. Manu IX-185.
wife had no right over her husband’s property except her
stridhan# (gifts given to her at the time of me.rriage by
either party). She had no individuality apart from her husband
hence could not claim any separate o;vnership of her husband’s
property. "Over the property of her husband also she has no
right curing his life time, beyond the right of maintenance
and residence. This right to maintenance arises out of the
relationship between the husband and wife, created by
40
marriage which is indissoluble." But Mitakshara law was 
very liberal to a wife also. Uhen the division of the property 
was made during the lifetime of her husband she got an equal 
slis.re with thal of a son.
Technically^ a woimin could not hold any property as a wife 
but she enjoyed special prerogatives over her Stridhana. It 
meant a property entirely possessed by a vroms.n over which she 
had full rights.
Bo reference is found in Rig Veda regarding Stridhana.
A detailed description of btridliana was given by late bmri­
tikaras. According to Ma.nu following has been included in 
41
btridlaana:
1. Any gift given by a mother, father or a brother at any time.
2, Presents given by other relatives at the time of marriage
or
40. Manu IX-135.
41. Manu IX-194.
^2
or at the time of going to her husband’s house.
3. Any gift given by the husband after marriage.
4. Any amounts earned by her by manual work when not neglecting 
her household duties.
YajanvaD.kya expanded the scope of Stridhana by adding
any compensation given to her by her husband’s remarriage
during her lifetime. Vishnu added one more category of gift
to Stridhana. A gift given by a son als denominated as
Stridhana. In short,Stridhana was a property over which a woman
could exercise absolute rights of her own.
In the beginning she had absolute right over her Stridliana.
She could sell the property or dispose it of even without
consulting her husband. But later on,with the expansion in
her stridhana which als consisted landed property, her rights
were restricted. In Vedic times or even after it, Stridliana
mainly consisted of ornaments or rich clothes. Bobody
objected to her absolute right to sell this type of property
with or even without the consent of her husband.. In a
patriarchial family, it v/as natural that they might not like
the idea of giving away the family property to somebody who
did not belong to the family. Hence Smriti writers differed in
their opinion regarding a woman’s right over immovable property
42
though it v/as included in Stridhe.na. Katyayana in Dayabhaga
"holds
42. One of the schools of thought which governed the property 
rights of Hindus.
'83
"holds that women possess the power of sale and mortgage
even over the immovable property included in their Stridhana.
Barada differs from him and declares that women can dispose
43
of only the movables in their Stridhana."
When the question of inheritance came first preference 
was given to unmarried daughters. Almost all Smritikaras 
agreed with this point. In case of succession to such property ; 
daughters were entitled to inherit their deceased mother’s
Stridliana. Unmarried daughters v/ere given the preference over
tWt the ,
married ones and unprovided were nreferred to provided ones.
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Kitakshara (11-145) held the same opinion. "Hence,if the 
mother be dead daughters take her property in the first instance 
and here in the case of competition between married and maiden 
daughters, the unmarried take the succession, but on their 
failure the married daughters and here again in the case of 
competition betv/een such as are provided and those who are 
unprovided, the unprovided take the succession first, but on 
failure of them those who are provided. Thus Gautama says that 
a woma.n’s property goes to her daughters - unmarried or 
unprovided. The latter are such as are destitute of wealth
or
43. The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization, p. 267.
44. Yajanvalkya, 11-117.
45. A school of thought which governed the property rights 
of Hindus.
3&W
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or without issue."
If a motler died having no daughters or daughter’s 
daughters or daughter’s sons, Stridhana belonged to her own 
sons. In the absence of all such relations the whole property 
was possessed by her husband but in Ausura form of marriage 
the property of childless woman was claimed by her parents.
WAS
Stridhana by Asura marriage presumed to be consisted of bride 
price hence it should go to her parents, later on when 
Stridh3.na included movable as well as immovable property Manu 
held the opinion that Stridhana property given by the husband 
should be divided among the sons and daughters. This arrange­
ment might have been accepted with a view that landed 
property did not pass away from the family. All other 
schools of Hindu law were of the same opinion. A husband v/as 
given certain rights over Stridhana in exceptional circumstanceg 
e.g. famine etc. but otherwise he had no right over such 
property.
The general position of women in the Vedic times v/as 
tliat of equality and honour, with only exception to their 
property rights; but in the later periods their status 
gradually began to deteriorate. In the age of Samihita.8, and 
Upanishads a gradual decline could be traced in vromen’s position, 
but during the time of Epics and Smritis women’s status
declined
46. Indra; op. civ. p.210.
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declined considerably as very ably described by Majumdar.
"In regard to tne position of women, there was hardly any
improvement. Daughters were regarded as a source of misery.
Women could not go t the tribal council or assembly (Sabha.)
neither could they take an inheritance. Married women of the
upper class had oiven to suffer the presence of rival wives.
... The education which some of them received was of a high
order, as it enabled them to take a prominent part in
philosophical disputations at royal courtt. The rules of
marriage underwent a change tov/ards greater rigidity and
47
there were instances of child mariiages."
Though Purdah v/as not knov/n to this period a woman’s 
freedom of movement v/as restricted. Women did not attend 
public meetings frequently. Women’s right to property was not 
recognised but she enjoyed the right over her btridhana.
1.4 Further Deterioration in the Position of Women After 
500 A.D.; During the epic, post-epic and Smriti period women’s 
position underwent many changes. The general deterioration 
in v/omen’s status v/as due to the several factors:
(1) Entrance of non-Aryan wife in the Aryan family.
(2) Beglect of girls’ education.
(3) Beginning of pre-pubescent or child marriages.
Though there v/as no trace of female infanticide the 
birth of a girl was not rejoiced. The Upanayana (sacred
initiation)
47. Ma.,iumdar: An Advanced History of India, p.45.
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initiation) of a girl totally went out of practice, but the 
formal upanayana ceremony before marriage continued to exist 
even at a later age. The education of a girl which began 
after the upanayana ceremony was practically neglected and 
only a few gifted ladies from the high-nobie-society could 
get an opportunity to study. Pre-pubescent marriage had done 
serious harm to girl’s education. The age of marriage for a 
girl was lowered from sixteen to eight. formerly this was the 
time of Upanayana ceremony after which the girl’s education 
began. The early marriage put a stop even to the liberal 
education of a girl. Her only education was to perform 
household duties and carry/out the commands of her husband 
and elderly people of the family. Swayamv/ara v/as practised 
among Kshatriyas only. Love marriage became out of practice
except amongst the Kshatriyas because as a girl of tender
hev^ce she
age, smd inexperienced could not participate in settling her
\
imrriage and it v/as settled by the parents.
As mentioned earlier the only sphere in which the position 
of women improved was in the field of proprietary rights. In 
all other spheres of life - marriage, divorce, education etc. 
the position of women was deteriorating.
1.5 The Status of Women as Interpreted by Buddhism and 
Jainism; It is essential to add a short note on Buddhism and
Jainism
37
Jainism at the end of the cliapter as certain characteristic 
features of these religions contributed to the improvement 
of the status of women in some fields. Buddhism and Jainism 
were the outcome of a revolt against Hinduism which was 
increasingly becoming ritualistic and was beginning to 
neglect to some extent the very underlying spirit of its 
spiritual tenets. These two religions brought about an 
upheaval in the prevailing ideas on the participation of 
women in religion. According to Buddhism and Jainism both 
men and women were given equal opportunity in the study of 
religious scriptures. This na.turally expanded the scope of 
education for women. Contrary to Hindu beliefs the birth of 
a daughter was not looked upon with disfavour by Buodhists 
and Jains. One of the main reasons for it v/as that to the 
Hindu law-givers a son v/as important and essential for funeral 
ceremonies and for offering oblations to the ancestors and 
the Gods. Consequently, a man could not attain heaven if he 
did not have a son. Hov/ever, according to the preaching of 
Buddhist and Jain philosophy a son v/as not required to attain 
ITirvana (or balvation) but a person could reach that stage by 
severe penance and follov/ing strictly the religious orders 
and it made no difference whether he had a son or not - 
rather any offspring at all.
Unlixe Brahmanic injunctions in Buddhist bociety a v/ife
Except
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except her barrenness was not superseded if she had only
female children. Also "contrary to all previous legal tenets
of the Dharma Shastras, the Buddhist canons hold the adoption
of daughters as quite valid ... Bor the first time perhaps
in Indian Literature female children were given such a
creditable position. ... ¥e hear of one Somvati who was
adopted by the householder Mit ta. Again a certain king is
mentioned to have taken a girl named Kana and made her his
48
own eldest daughter."
That marriage wa.s not imperative to a man or a woman 
%vas another striking feature of the preaching of Buddha and 
Mahavir. As in Christianity, celibacy was held in high esteem.
A marriage was an impediment or a fetter in attaining Birvana 
and it v/as aovisable for a man and a woman to avoid it. A 
girl allowed to lead a life of a celibate, devoting her 
life in higher pursuit of knov/ledge. Some restrictions, of 
course, were put on this, wdiich also helped in extending the age 
of marriage. Buddha, though after a little reluctance, did 
allow v/omen to establish their Dwn religious order. The number 
of women ascetics was greatly increased in Buddhistic society. 
"Among the nuns of the Therigatha the majority consists of 
women who ha%^  renounced the world during their maidenliood.
The career of preaching and evangelising tliat v/as thus opened
before
48. Indra; op. cit., p.219-220.
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before women by Jainism and Buddhism attracted a large nuiaber
of talented ladies, who distinguished themselves as teachers
and preachers, ... Such for instance, was the case of Gutta,
Anopama and buinedha, who eventually became very famous
49
preachers. (Therigatha, 54,56,73).
To the bakya women goes the credit of founding the order 
of Buddhist nuns. Sanghmitra, also a royal princess, refusing 
a marriage joined the religious order and took pains to go 
abroad for the spread of Buddhism. Thus a new prospect 
was open for the career of women which emancipated many ladies 
from the permanent tutelage of household drudgery and enabled 
them to reach the elevated position which was till then closed 
to them.
In spite of enlightened ideas and the recognition of
for women,
a higher status^specially in religion, iLor wemen^the 
Buddhists and the Jains were in such a small minority that 
their ideas did not change very materially the social position 
of women in India as a whole. Besides, in civic life they 
adopted the Hindu Code and so it was not possible for theinr 
liberal views to modify to any considerable extent the 
prevailing influence of Hindu customs and traditions. Little 
as their influence was, it is interesting and worthwhile to 
note that such a. change in attitude to women (though not even
a
49. Altekar; op. cit., p.248-249.
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a fraction of wliat was in Vedic times) was developing in India.
Of course no claim can be made that men and women were
treated at par. Jainism as well as Buddhism both put more rest:
rictions on nuns than monks. The nuns had to stay under the
protection of monks. According to religious injunctions a,
nun could not preach the monies. The highest honour she was
given was to preach before the congregation of nuns. But
under no circumstances however learned she might be, a woman
"was not allowed to preside over the assembly of ascetics or
men. Early Christianity shared the same view. A woman had
no right to give sermon in the church, bince ancient times
quite a number of women were famous for their philosophic
attainments and yet no woman could hold highest position
in religion. Perhaps, only Vedic and post-Vedic time could
be taken as an exception to that as a few women seers and
philosophers flourished during that time. It would not be
thftir
incorrect to say tha,t in spite of b progress in various
spheres, even today, women are not allowed to take up career of 
a religious preacher in a church,all over the world.
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GH/:PTER II
A So cio-historical Survey of Status of Women from Medieva,! 
Times to the End of the nineteenth Century.
Status of Women"at the "beginning of the Muslim Rule; A
gradual deterioration in the position of women in every aspect
of life took place during the period of early Smritis (500 B.C. 
X
to 500 A.D.). Prom tha.t time onwa.rds especially in the middle 
ages freedom of women was more restricted owing to the 
frequent foreign military invasions from the north. The 
invaders f often departed alter lo-ting and plundering the 
country and even when they settled in India as conquerors they 
did not chanige the existing system of social institutions.
So far as the study of Vedas is concerned the status of women
XX
continued to he as low as that of a Shudra as both of them 
were not allowed to study them. Education of women especially 
of the middle and lower classes was very much neglected and it 
touched a very low level during the Muslim rule. The only 
enlightened class of women at that time was found among 
Kshatriyas and prostitutes. Prom 2nd century onwards the 
Upanayana ceremony v/as completely in disuse and the education
of
X. Time fixed by Altekar.
xo:. Lowest caste - a caste of fourth order.
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of girls v/as only confined to the Royal families, and the 
rich and official classes, buch families alone had enough 
resources to appoint a special teacher for their daughters. 
Dancing, music, and singing were very popular in early times 
and most of the girls were encouraged to learn them as they 
were supposed to sing Vedic hymns. In post-Vedic (after
and
1500 B .0.)^Bmriti periods cultured ladies were also supposed 
to know these arts. Many heroines in Sanskrit dramias (2000 
B.C. to 1000 A.D.) could he seen engaged in various fine arts 
such as singing, dancing, painting etc. With the general 
deterioration of education among women these three arts were 
learnt only hy the above mentioned classes. Raj put women 
w^ ere trained in the use of swords and spears and bowe and 
arrows. Besides military training, they received administra­
tive training as well, because many of them acted as regents dr-
during the minority of their sons. This training in the use of
weapons enabled them to lead successfully their armies in the 
time of need and many a times they fought valiently side by 
side with their brothers or husbands in order to protect 
their hearths anc country in the hour of danger. The age of 
marriage v/as not lowered among Kshatriyas and ruling classes 
mainly because of two factors (l) The parents naturally did 
not like child marriage because of the danger of their
daughters
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daughters becoming widows, as the custom of Sati was in
practice by that time especially among the fighting classes.
(2) The necessity of military training and education
prevalent among this class postponed the marriage to a
somewhat later age. Consequently, the niarria.geable age of
a girl in the fighting class v/as not much lov/ered but in
other sections of society child marriage v/as a common
practice. Widov/ ma.rriage v/as not at all practised by the
higher classes and was not so frequent even in the lower
society where it had a social sanction because they tried to
imitate the higher society in order to gain a superior status.
Strict restrictions were put on the v/idov/s and they were
supposed to lead an ascetic life if in the alternative an end
to their lives v/as not put by burning themselves on the funeral
pyres of their husbands. Lakshmi Menon very ably sums up the
position of v/omen thus:-
"Prom the tenth century onwards the condition of women
steadily deteriorated as a result of foreign invasion. By the
time of al-Birunis visit to India (A.D.1017-30) the age of
marriage for girls had become earlu.er, the custom of satee
1
v/ere more usual and the remarriage of widows forbidden."
Divorce was not permitted among the higher classes, and high
standard
X. Sati means V' lunuary self immolation of the widov/ on the 
funeral pyre of the husband.
1. Menon La.:cshmi; The Position of Women, p.4.
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standard of morality and pre-nuptial chast..ty was expected 
on the part of womeh* The social codes demanded strict 
fidelity during their married life and a life of penance and 
asceticism after the death of a husband. A womeui vjas totally 
dependent on another. Host of her rights were curtailed at 
this time but the only advantage she gained was her proprie­
tary rights which were not enjoyed by her sister in Vedic 
times. As Dr. Altekar points out "The right of the widow to 
inherit the share of her husband came to be recognised all 
over the country by G. 1200 A.D. In Bengal the position was 
further improved by conceding her this right even when her 
husband ha,d not separated from the joint family at the time 
of his death. The se ope of the otridhana \\ras further
X
extended by the Hitakshara school by including in it 
property acquired even by inlieritance and partition. The 
widov7*s estate continued to be a limited one, but in some 
parts of Douth India she was allowed to gift it away for
2
religious purposes without the consent of the reversioners."
In short, except her rights on Stridliana and a few 
changes in the property rights a general state of degradation 
in the status of women prevailed at the beginning of Muslim 
conquest.
The
X. Two main systems or schools of thought viz Hitakshara and 
Dayabhag prevailed in different provinces of India which 
governed the property rights of Hindus.
2. Altekar: The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization,
p. 428-429
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2.2 The Glianging ptatus of Women During the Muslim Rule; 
Prithviraj Ghav/an was the last Bajput xing on the throne of 
Delhi and his defeat by Ghori put India under the Muslim 
regime. Till then there had been several invasions by 
foreigners which had no material influence on the life of the 
people but this particular conquest of Muslims brought India 
under the direct influence of the culture of the ruling kings. 
The progress of Hindu civilization especially in the field of 
women’s status came to an end. The conquest of India by Islam 
and the Islamic zeal for conversion had increased the blind 
faith and austerities among the Hindus in practicing religious 
injunctions and traditional customs rigidly and great stress 
was laid upon the observance of those customs by women in 
particular. The iruslim contact in India did not bring any 
improvement in the status of women. On the contrary, the 4 
terror of Muslim rulers and the fear of interpollution with 
them, rigidified the social codesjof Hindu society and its 
ill effects were noticed in the conditions of Hindu women.
This historical development of Muslim authority did not as 
may be expected, release the Hindu women from certain bondage 
regarding marriage ties or proprietary rights which were 
enjoyed by their Muslim sisters. Hone of the good points of 
Islam were adopted by Hindu society. In respect of marriage, 
divorce, widow re-marriage and property rights a Muslim woman
held
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held a better position than a Hindu woimn. On the contrary, 
the intimate contact of Muslims worsened the position of women 
in various fields and this period. wa.s considered as one of the 
darkest periods in the history of the progress of Hindu women. 
Purdah, Zenana and Polygamy were the obvious influences of 
Muslim rule while the increase in child marriages and wider 
prevalence of bati were the indirect results of the Muslim 
nonquest.
(l) Purdah (veil):- Purdah vms not quite unknox-m in Hindu
s vciety uptill now but it was not in c .mmon use. There were
references of purdah or veil in early literature of the Hindus;
or
and its rare practice x^Tas found among the ruling classes in 
higher s ^ ciety. Down to 12th century there are instances 
where purdah was resented by the queens of fulers and this 
custom was never generally appreciated. Thus the common 
feeling v/as against even the seclusion of women. But vrith 
the advent of Islam, Hindu population especially higher society 
adopted it with a tx^ rofold purpose. People, especially Rajputs 
x\7anted to guard their xfomenfoik and in order to hiee them from 
the lustful eyes of the Muslims adopted purdah x^ rhile some of 
them practised it in blind imitation of their rulers in order 
to raise their social prestige. A feeling of insecurity during 
the Muslim rule and the lower position of women helped 
conveniently the xMder adoption of purdah among the Hindus.
This
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This definitely restricted their freedom of movements and 
prevented women playing their role in coiil.unity as well as in 
society. It, consequently, diminished their rights in several 
aspects and purdah women became more dependent on and subordinal
A
to their men relations. Universal observance of purdah x«/as a 
very great evil among the Muslims v/hich greatly afiected the 
upper class Hindu v/omen. The adoption of purdah v/as more in 
northern India wrhere their influence was greater and more 
among higher and middle class because of their close contact 
x^ ith Muslim Courts and royalties. Almost all classes in 
bouth India and lower classes of Hindu society throughout India 
were practically free from this evil. As stated before, 
another reason for the adoption of purdah xvas the imitative 
nature of the high caste society. The customs and manners 
of the court and their ruler were accepted by a certain class 
of society especially officers of the royal court and other 
noblemen and small ruling chiefs. Afterwards, not actual 
Purdah but the seclusion of women gradually became more common 
among the middle class as x\rell.
(2) Zenana (Harem);- The zenana system of the Muslims also 
came to be adopted by members of Hindu families on a larger 
scale. This xTas the result of the imitation of their Muslim 
rulers and chiefs, who used to maintain a big zenana or harem. 
The practice xvas xmdely prevalent among the higher class
Muslim
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Muslim society. Other Indian royalties and noblemen began
to expand their zenana in order to show their power, and
pomp and rise in social position. "Mxcessive addiction to
wine and women x^ as a very c mmon vice among the aristocrats.
Me are told by Àbul lazl t'iriat the Emperor had a seraglio of
5,000 women, supervised by a separate staff of female 
5
officers." The system of zenana vjas as harmful as purdah
which restricted women’s activities and ultiomtely ledto the
seclusion of women. It had also increased a feeling of
suspicion tov/ards the womenfolk and men guarded them and kept
a XAratch over them like other valuables. Chitra Haik writing
on Purdah and zenana summarises their effects thus:- "The
evils of polygaiTiy and the purdah were combined in this
institution and had the most deleterious consequences on the
4
minds of the women and children living in them."
(3) Polygamy:- The practice of polygamy was sanctioned by 
Hindu rel.gious authorities but monogamy x-.ras practised as a 
general rule. The Muslim influence x^ as partially responsible 
for the increase in polygamy especially among the ruling chiefs 
and x-xealthy classes of society.
(4) Child marriages:- Hidnapping of married women was
forbidden
3. Majumdar: An Advanced History of India, p. 568.
4. Haik Chitra: Education of Women in the Province of Bombay,
p. 20.
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forbidden by Islam, Eence child mrriages were practised in 
large numbers among Hindus as an effective measure to protect 
their girls from embracing Islam, Child marriage was very 
coiiBion except among the fighting classes but during the 
Muslim rule marriageable age especially that of a Hindu girl 
was lowered from eight to zero due to the above mentioned 
reas ons.
(5) bati and Widowhood: - By this time xMdow re*marriage was 
strictly forbidden and custom of sati was popular among the
X
fighting class. Even Jauhar was practised in large numbers
by Rajput women. Early omritis aid not sanction the custom
of bati on the grounds that self-immolation or a suicide
could not bring salvation to a woman herself or her husband.
"The most cruel custom of bati xvas widely practised, the
object being to prevent any mixing of blood by our women
5
falling in the liands of Huhamedan conquerors. " Much 
importance vts.s given to the chastity of a Hindu woman. It 
was better to commit suicide in form of a Sati or Jauhar 
than to fall prey in the hands of Muslim conquerors. Moreover, 
most of the women in earlier times without the pressure of
anybody
X. Jauhar wholesale voluantary self immolation of Rajput wumen 
instead of beinr captured or falling prey in the hands of 
Muslim conquerors when there is an attack of no hope of 
victory against the powerful Muslim enemies.
5. Hate, G.: Hindu Woman and her Euture, p.175.
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anybodx^ used o be Sati as they could not bear permanent 
separati on from their husbands. Widows from the higher 
classes also thourht that it was better to burn and earn 
fame them to lead a life of an ascetic. Eor child widows 
it x/as even more difficult to observe the rigid and strict 
rules sanctioned by society. They would have thought tliat 
it was not easy to follow the path of cha.stity and severe 
penances and preferred to burn themselves as Satis. Most of 
them might have ended their lives in order to terminate the 
lifelong misery and degradation of widowhood or sometimes 
out of sheer love for their husbands.
(6; Education and the general condition of women in society;
The status of women in general, was so low that she was 
debarred from any kind of education. She had lost her previous 
right of studying religious scriptures and obedience to her 
husband was the only religion left for a woman to earn respect i 
in this world and salvation in the next. Muslim influence =
could not widen the horizon of Hindu women’s education. They !
were pushed backward in the zena.na or purdah while their 
Muslim sisters enj eyed the right of elementary education. 
According to Muslim concepts every person either a man or a 
woman was supposed to read the Koran in order to get salvation. 
Hence elementary educati of a Muslim woman never suffered.
On
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On the contrary ; this staunch religious aspect wiô.ened the
horizon of a Muslim woman which was totally absent among Hindu
women at tha.t time. Education of a girl xjas not entirely
neglected among the fighting class and higher society though
it had undergone a swift decline. The advent of Islam brought
political upheavals and many rich families were ruined and
therefore failed in their high ideals of cultural activities as i
they could not provide for their daughter’s education by special
tutors. Education of an ordinary girl xvas out of the question
as there did not prevail any special system for the education
of Hindu girls and women. "The daughters in Raj put and Hair
families could read and write; the same xvas the case with
Jain nuns, who were generally in a position to read their
Qvm scriptures. These, however, were exceptional cases. 0
Ordinarily only prostitutes and dancing girls could read and
write. The decline of literacy among women was so marked and
ra,pid that by the beginning of the 19th century hardly one woman
6
in a hundred could read in Madras and Malva."
Thus the state of female education and the position 
of women in general was greatly regretable though there ha.d 
remained a few glaring e:<amples vf Rajput and Maratha women lixe 
Jax'/ahirbai, a queen of king Sanga or Kurmadevi, a queen of king 
bamarasi xvho won fame for their valour and administrative
ability
6. Altekar: op. cit., p, 27.
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ability. Also Shivaj i’s mother Jijabai and several Maratha
XVomen were noted for their ability in governing their states
and leading their armies.
The general education among Muslim women was better
than that of their Hindu sisters and some of the e/omen of the
richer classes among Mahomedans xvere quite famous for their
ability and interest in cultural activities. Many of them
xvere also well-knov/n as poetesses and good administrators.
It is rightly remarked that "great xvomen we hear of during this
7
period a.re princesses and noblewomen" - especially Mogul 
princesses. In the galaxy of illustrious names like Roshanara 
and Zebunissa in literature are also found the names of 
those women who distinguished themselves as v/arriors and 
administrators, the most striking among whom were bultana 
Razzayat and Chand Bibi.
Under Muslim rule the position of Hindu women not only 
received a setback but underwent a state of greater degradation. 
If Hindus would have adopted the Islamic customs regarding 
marriage, divorce and property, Hindu women would have been de 
definitely benefitted by more generous treatment from society 
But unfortunately instead of adopting good features of Islamic 
culture Hindu society especially the members of the higher 
classes and the officials imitated blind.ly those features
which
7. Panikkar, 31.M.; A Survey of Indian History, p. 217.
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which seriously affected the social status of women. As 
shown earlier the observance and the frequency of evil 
social customs lixe Purdah, Zenana, Polygamy and child 
marriage found deeper roots and were firmly established in 
Hindu Society.
2.3 Social Conditions Prevailing at the Beginning of the 
Nineteenth Century; At the beginning of the British rule 
xvomen’s position v/as at its lowest ebb. TJnfortunately, the 
dependent position of xvomen w^ as much aggravated during the 
i'iuslim rule which v/as one of the ctarkest periods for women’s 
progress in India. Vider prevalence of customs like oati, 
child-marriage, Kulinism (wholesale polygamy), dowry system 
and purdah were the results of the influence of Muslim rule. 
In addition to these, evils like enforced xvidow-hood, ban on 
x\âdox-/ remarriage and divorce, female infanticide and devadasi 
were also prevalent at the beginning of the 19th century in 
some sections of society. Majority of the population coming 
from the lo^ xer castes xvas totally free from these evils but 
general dependence of xvomen v/as common to all classes of 
Indian women. Another common factor which prevailed v/as 
illiterc:cy and general backwardness among all women except 
Muslim women, Jain nuns and a class of prostitutes. Moreover, 
women from the lower classes t of society were forced to earn
for
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for tiieir livelihood and though economically independent 
could not enjoy more freedom than an economically dependent 
xvoman, as she v/s.s ignorant and so overburdened with daily rouRne 
that she hardly thought about her personal liberty;" or 
feminine rights. Enlightenment among women v/as directly 
responsible for their higher status in society. Apparently 
it seemed that poor working x-romen enjoyed greater freedom of 
movement as they were working outside the home and were free 
from purdah. Hov/ever, her lot x/as not at all enviable 
compared to that of the women of middle and upper classes 
because she simply struggled for a meagre existence.
The 19th century presented a dismal picture of Indian 
v/omanhood in all stratas of society especially v/hen their 
social status xva,s concerned. Their position usually depended 
on the established social beliefs and traditions originating 
from the religious commands rigidly and narrov/ly interpreted. 
The society in general, and women in particular were so much 
overpov/ered by the influence of customary practices that each 
took special care in its observance. The slightest disregard 
toxvards social c onventions v/hich emerged from the misinter- 
pretention of religious injunctions v/as looked dov/n xvith 
contempt. In order to understand and evaluate the changing 
position of Indian x-zomen during the British rule especially 
from 1800 to 1900 it is necessary to scrutinize some liarmful
customs
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customs prevailing at that time which were mainly responsible 
for the 1 ower and subordinate position of women. Mae. Hajumdar 
describes it as follows:- "Prominent social practices of the 
period were Sati, child marriage, Kulinism and the dowry 
system. Alcbar tried to regulate social usages in such a way 
as to malce the consent of both the bride and the bridegroom 
and the permission of the parents necessary for marriage eontrirr: 
contracts. He also sought to check marriage before puberty 
by either party, marriages betv/een near relatives, acceptance 
of high dovrries, and polygamy. But his attempts do not seem 
to have been effective in practice, bocial evils increased 
during the eighteenth century, particularly in Bengal. The 
Maratha society of the time did not, however, encourage 
acceptance of dov/ries. The Peshv./as exercised an effective 
control over the social and religious affairs of Maharashtra 
.., widow marriage was prevalent among the non-Brahmanas of 
Maharashtra, as also among the Jats of the Punjab and the
8
Jamna valley; and polyandry vras not unicnown among the latter.^’
It may rightly be said that some of the social evils were 
the products of the Muslim influence during their rule, while 
some of them were repercussions of the rigidification in 
Hindu religious and social observances arising out of 
changing circumstances. Moreover, the main forces working
against
8. Majumdar; op. cit., p. 568.
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against the liberation of women were general illiteracy and 
superstitions of the people, especially of women. But during 
the 19th century several factors, such as the influence of 
western culture, the revival of national culture and the 
socio-religious reform movements evoked a new phase in the 
history of the emancipation of women.
2.4 Hew Era in the Progress of Women’s btatus in India: The
period of 1800 to 1900 brought tremendous axvaxening among the
people of India due to the introduction of several new factors
in Indian life. "The period witnessed a remarkable outburst
of intellectual activity in India and a radical transforma.tion
in her social and religi:us ideas. As a result of all these,
9
India passed from the "medieval" to the "modern""a.ge". Though 
the ’non-interference’ policy of the British Government xvas 
not favourable to the introduction of various social reforms 
and consequently to progress in India however the spirit oi 
reformsAion and liberalism pervaded not only in India but' 
throughout the world and it tended British authorities to 
modify their policy in certain aspects. Moreover, the 
acceptance of an attitude of liberalism and the growing 
consciousness of the importance of the individual in Britain 
did not fail to have its useful repurcussions in India. During 
the fifteenth and subsequent centuries, not only Britain but
the
9. lia.iumdar; op. cit., p. 812.
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tîie whole of Europe had undergone transforimti on in ec .noinic 
political, social and even cultural fields. But in the 18th 
century the industrial Revolution in Britain was the culmin­
ating point which brought a complete revolution in the above 
fields. Erom the sixteenth century onwards Europe had witnessed 
a series of new epoch-making and significant events which led 
to manifold changes in the structure of the society and the 
outlook of the people. Hew geographical discoveries resulted 
in the expansion of trade between Europe and other continents. 
The new inventions and the progress in the scientific 
knowledge and the grovAh of democratic ideas totally disinte­
grated the Eedual system and the power of the dominant class 
of the feudal lords in the social, economic and political 
fields v.ras gre,dually loosing ground. "It was also the 
period when great scientists, philosophers and sociologists 
the pioneers of scientific rationalism and humanist modern 
culture,like Bacon, Locke, Hume, Rousseau, Voltaire, Helvetius, 
Diderot and others flourished. These were the leaders of the 
movement which transformed the European feuda,l society into
modern society based on such progressive concertions as
18
democracy, nationalism, rationalism and others."
Thus democratic principles and ideals supplanted the old 
idea of the divine right of kings and democratic conceptions
based
10. Desai, Heera: The Impact of British Rule on the Position 
of Women, p.57.
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based on government of the people, by the people for the 
people as well as the respect for individual liberty and 
equality came to be appreciated and demanded. The spirit of 
liberalism in the field of ideology revealed the basic 
principle of equality of all human beings and recognition 
of the right and personality of every individual.
The Erench Revolution put forth the doctrine of liberty
equality and fraternity xvhich brought a spirit of liberalism
in all the advanced countries and these countries adopted the
democratic type of political administration. Contact with the
literature of these countries helped to develop liberalism
among Indians. Great men and movements arose in various
parts of the world. Among these men Bab and Baha Ullah in
Persia, Cardinal Hexman and General Booth in England, Ca^t
Leo Tolstoy in Russia, Emerson in America and Ram Mohan and
Keshub Chandra Sen in India are some of the most prominent
figures. The main impetus thaA liberalism received in India
xvas from the cantact and influence of the Vest and western
education. "The liberal philosophy stood for the liberation
of the individual from all shacklesAs Laski describes "The
essence of the revolution thaA occurred is thus in a real
11
sense the emancipation of the individual." A spirit of
liberalism xvhich brought reasoning instead of convictions^
search
11. The Rise of European Liberalism, p. 16. Quoted by Heera 
Besai in The Impact of the British Rule on the position 
of Women, p. 59.
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search for knowledge instead of superstitions and progress 
instead of stagnation,prevailed among the intellectual Indian 
personalities. In India, during this century of general 
advance, two schools of thought - Reformers and Revivalists 
flourished side by sid.e who studied and scrutinized religious 
injunctions very carefully which evolved new conceptions 
of morality and social codes by remodelling the customs and 
beliefs of society. This created a stir among the orthodox 
peoples of India, but socio-religious reformers enlightened 
with the new knowledge agitated a movement throughout India.
The feeling of chivalry though not absent during the Rajput pew 
period x-tsis renovated among the cultured people of India 
owing to their contact v/ith the Western people who developed 
a sense of chivalry toxvards their xvomenfoik. The democratic 
ideals and feminine movement in the West gave impetus to 
Indian social reformers to xvork toxvards the liberation of 
Indian womanhood which had suffered since ages.
The non-interference policy xvas adopted by the British 
administration at a very early stage in India in order to win 
the confidence of the people xvhich X'/as necessary for their 
protection of their rights, of trade and ultimately for the 
consolidation of their empire. It x-.as regrettable to note that 
due to this policy of the Government social progress in India 
W8,s not rapid. "Social legislation undertaken by a benevolent
and
SI
6 1
and progressive government is a great instrument of social
reform. If the Government authorities in India had shovm
eagerness and zeal to ameliorate the condition of women, passed
the necessary legislation and enforced it rigidly, the cause
of women would have progressed far more satisfactorily than
12
it actually did."
In spite of the policy of neutrality the Government 
was compelled to modify their policy due to the progressive
1
forces which worked at home as xvell as in India. The enlight­
ened British rulers in India could not hold the non-interven­
tion policy any longer, hecaus é of the prevailing inhuman 
customs during their rule.
Thus various forces were responsible for the new era*. j
in women’s emancipation. The efforts of missionaries and the j
close contact of the people with the westerners, their 
religion and literature brought many changes in Indian outlook. 
Effect of the democratic and feminist ideals from the west j
inspired enlightened Indian people who agitated for social |
and religious reforms. The combined efforts of reformers '
and liberal views of the government ameliorated the status of 
Indian v/omen considerably during this century of general 
progress.
Missionary
12, Haik, Chitra; op. cit., p. 47.
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2.5 Hissionary Efforts in the Eield of So cial Reforms during:
the Period;- The real impact of the Vest came to India
through Christian missionaries. Their work was limited in the
beginning but in the second half of the century they succeeded
fairly well for the betterment of Indian women in the field
of education and health. During the eighteenth century, a few
Englishmen x/ere willing to undertake missionary work and there
ha.d been a few of them who had been able to carry out their
mission only to a limited extent but by the end of the century
a band of young men and women were ready to render their
services. This was due to the preaching of John Wesley,
bimenon, Hanry Hartyn and others.
Besides this the Act of 1813 facilitated the work of
missionaries in India thus : -
"With the Charter Act of 1813 the education of the
Indian people was definitely included xvithin the duties of
the Company; a comparatively large amount v/as secured for
educational activities; and missionaries began to land in
India in large numbers a.nd establish English scho Is, thereby
13
laying the foundation of the modern educational system."
The Missionaries started expanding their movement not 
with a view to helping the ignorant masses or depressed classes 
or to making s cial reforms, but as mentioned before inspired
"by
13. Hurullah and Haik; History of Education During the British 
Period, p. 67.
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by the preaching of religious authorities they worked, to 
ensure the spre..d of Christianity. They could best achieve 
their goal by means of improving the poor conditions of 
health and liygiene and equally deplorable state of education 
X'/hich, however, were not their major aim. The time x-;as ripe 
for their work and many people from the lower strata of 
society accepted their faith as it v/as the only me- ns by 
which these poverty-stricken, ill-treated people could get 
help. Untouchables and other depressed classes suffered 
great injustice and curelty from the high caste people and 
so imuiy of them attracted by the work and service of these 
missionaries, sought refuge in their faith. A few educated 
people from the upper classes also supported their efforts as 
they were influenced by western culture and literature and | 
impres^^ed by the work of the missionaries among women, and 
poor, illiterate peple. The provinces of Bengal and Madras 
which were the most poverty stricken and under the rule of 
British officials from earlier times, x^ ere rapidly influenced 
by them and today, through their patient x^ rork of so many 
years and their compassion tbxvards every human being without 
any consideration of/sex, class or creed, they have established 
many institutions throughout India.
Hot only have they succeeded in religious propaganda, 
but most of them h^ve rendered useful service in the fields
of
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of social work, feincile education and medical aid, x/zhich 
awakened and inspired the enlightened people of India for 
raising the general status of women. Most of the social 
reformers - men and women - hs.d been much impressed by the 
success of the missionaries with their vast knox'/ledge and 
training in special branches, their capacity for hard work, 
enthusiasm and good/organising power, they opened a new vista 
for social workers in the various fields of social service.
"The destructive influence of Western contact is sometimes
deplored, but in so fa,r as women are concerned, it was e.n
exclusive blessing because it broke up most of the conventional
14
chains that bound them."
The early missionaries who came to India x^ ere not free 
from the perils of voyage. But ox-ring to their faith in Christ 
and their courage and adventurous spirit they could endure all 
the difficulties. Education and medical aid to women 
especially to those in purdah xrere first started by the 
Missionaries. Their daring spirit in xvorking among the most 
illiterate and backxvard people in strange places in a foreign 
land gave strength and impetus to Indian xvomen and other s .ci 1 
workers to xfork among their illiterate sisters.
The earliest scho .1 for girls v/as started by missionaries 
in 1816. "According to a report made by the Rev. James Hough,
Mrs.
14. Haik Chitra; op. cit., p. 40.
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Mrs. Bailey (C.H.b.) hc.d a few girls under instruction at her
15
ox\m charge and in her ov-n house in Kottayarn Travancore. "
Mrs. Rhenins conducted a girls’ school in 1823 at Balamcottah.
In 1832 a girl’s school v%s ouened by Mrs. Brew. Mrs. Eckard
of Madura Mission opened a day school f r girls. In 1840 and
1841 two more scho ;ls x/ere opened for the girls and Mrs.
16
Carver gave her attention to these schools. In short,
till 1857 education of girls and x\romen v/as entirely in the 
hands of missionaries. Their personal contact with Indians 
as well as their cultural heritage and democratic viewpoint 
provided a nev; outlo k for the Indian social reformers in 
their treatment of xvomen. Their literature, behaviour, mode 
of living, manners and customs influenced the Indian people, 
gradually but immensely, and helped to speed the v/oric of 
social reformers especially in the field of eimncipation of 
women.
2.6 oQcio-religious Reform Movements in India and the Work 
of the Reformers: Contact v/ith English literature and culture 
opened a x*/ider horizon for Indian scholars and reformers.
These Indians, dissatisfied with their orthodox social 
customs and evil practices and rigid superstitions justified
under
15. Brockxvay, Hora Iv.; A Larger Way for Women, p. 38.
16. Ibid, p. 38.
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under a garb of religious soniction were attru,cteci towards 
Christianity. Raj a Ram Mohan Roy, however, attempted to 
stop its spread by reforming the ancient Indian religious 
conventions and by establishing a sect known as Brahma bamaj . 
This faith xvas most ponular among the middle classes of Bengal. 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy was the pioneer of the ref orm movement which 
started at the beginning of the 19th century. People were 
not quite ignore.nt of the s-cial and religious evils existing 
in the society. The main branches of socio-religious 
movement formed the divergent grjups namely reformists and 
revivaMists, who inspired the Indian people for social reform 
in various fields. The former influenced by Christianity 
and marvelled by the Western ideals of liberalism, sought 
for radical clu.nges while the latter believed in gradual 
modification through the revival in the principles of 
Vedic religion. These reformers believing in democratic 
principles desired to libersite Ind.ian womanliood and society 
from the bondage of social convictions which nought refuge 
in the incorrect and narrow interpretation of religious 
tenets. While revivalists we.nted to go back to Vedas for 
spiritual uplift and gradual social reform on Vedic tradition 
with the least provocation from the public. "Under the first 
head, the Bralima bamaj .... is the most striking product of a 
strong reform movement brought about by the impact of new
ideals
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ideals and beliefs that agitated men’s minds early in the
17
nineteenth century."
Brahma bama.i; Inspired by Western thought, Raja Ram Mohan
Roy founded the Brahma bamaj in the year 1828, August 2üth.
The main principle of Bralima. bimij vrae based on the unity
of God and like Christianity discarded the worship of images.
"This arrangement for the non-sectarian worship of the one
true God is Ic ked upon x.ow-a-days as the foundation of
18
Brahma bamaj." Raja combined the old learning with the new, 
as he v/as a scholar of Indian philosophy, banskrit, Persian and 
Arabic. He v/as influenced by mixed Hindu Muslim culture.
With the advent of British rule and the close contact v/ith 
them he noticed their superiority in certain respects and 
v/as deeply impressed by their liberal viev/s. Hence he started 
to learn English privately in order to study their cultural 
background. Hot satisfied x^ ith English albne he further 
studied Greek and Latin. Being the supporter of ancient 
Indian culture he x/as eager to find a suitable method of 
casting ancient culture into a new mould. Though, influenced 
by x\restern culture and Christianity he v/anted to revive 
Hinduism. "To lead the Hindus back to the Vedanta which he 
called "Hindu Theism" v/as one of the main tasks of his life,
and
17. Majumdar: op. cit., p. 877.
18. Ibid, n. 877.
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and he spared no pains to ct it."
He earnestly desired and niade efforts to modersAev\\s^
education and to take it out of the grip of orthodox Pandits.
He, being a social reformer sto^d for the cause of women
and tried to ameliorate their condition by social reforms
and by the spread of education among them. His work in
the political field x;7a.s also notex^rorthy. "... The Raja was
not only the father of -political agitation, his fame was
20
even greater as a social a.nd religious reformer." He 
protested against the false interpretation of scriptures by 
a group of religious Textual authorities. He tried to 
develop the public opinion by the Vernacular translation of 
religious lav/-books as he already translated religious 
scriptures in Bangali and English. He also agitated for 
social reformation and put a stop to consequent evil and 
barbaric practices. He himself being the victim of child 
marriage and polyga.my strongly opposed these customs. Eirst 
of a.ll, his attenti ..n v/asdravm to the custom of bati. He x/as 
much perturbed at this inhuman custom. He might have 
developed a hatred tovmrds the custom of Sati, since child­
hood as he hap-oened to xfitness his brother’s v/idov/ immolating 
herself on the funeral pyre of her husband. This might have
created
19. Parekh, M.C.; The Brahma bamaj, p. 21.
20. Collet, Sophia Bobson; Life and letters of Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy Edited by Hem Chandra Sarkar, p. 242.
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created a painful impression on his young tender mind which
led him to decide to uproot the evil from the society. He
vzrote the pamphlets quoting Sastric injunctions which
prohibited Sati and appealed to the people to eradicate the
custom of bati. He also sent petitions to the Government
to abolish the custom on humanitarian grounds and with the
combined efforts of social reformers at last a law ims passed
in 1829 by the Government of Lord William Bentinck prohibiting
the custom of bati. Another point that he raised was the right
of inheritance for a Hindu woman. Here, too he invoked the
authority of bmritika.ras (v/riters of bmritis) and put forth
before the society that a mother had equal right v/ith her son
to share the property according to ancient law givers. Her
right to property v/as restricted later on by later commentators
"Only the later commentators like the authors of Layabhag
21
restricted the right of the mother." A v/idov/ could not i 
inherit property if she v/as without issue or share it v/ith a 
son or a s -n’s son who survived his father, bhe could get her 
share only at the v/ill of those successors.
Even for a daughter’s share Raja v/as of the opinion 
that she v/as entitled to get one-fourth portion of her 
brother’s share. But later on the bmritikaras as well as 
Layabhag ascertained that she could get only her marriage
expenses
21. Lesai, Heera; op. cit., p. 82.
7expenses. In this case selfish and greedy hrctfeers would not 
hesitate to sell their sisters and thus prospering at their 
cost. Raj a wanted to remove this practice by legal ban 
but he vras not successful in doing so. He ivs,s strongly 
against hulinism - a practice of wholesale polygamy prevailing 
at that time in Bengal. This practice led to several serious 
consequences, such as female infanticide, ruin of the family 
life, increase in dowry and worst of all an imposition of 
married duties on the wife without receiving the benefits of 
ma.rried life or .aiintenance from her husband which sometimes 
resulted into unchastity. Raja Ram llohan Roy^ s work and 
achievements in other fields(whose mention is out of place 
at this juncture] were also remarkable. He \<,as the pioneer 
leader to snrea.ci tiie spirit of libera.lism and to introduce 
reform movements cased on democratic ideals in the Society, 
lie •'■ras impressed by the British and believed that their rule 
benefitted the Indian people. He strongly favoured ^nglish 
education and v/as the pioneer agitator for the establishment 
of English schools for Indians.
Raja Ram Hohan Roy’s successor, heshav Chandra ben, was 
also an outstanding personality and his services in the field 
of social reform were noteworthy. He ivas more modern in his 
views about religion and the treatment of women than his 
predecessor had been and he v/as much influenced by Christianity.
Though
Though he I'jas successful in popularising the movement 
and expansion of baiaaj in the forms of various branches all 
over the country "iCeshab held moderate views about female 
education and female emo.ncipation, and he was not prepared 
to go to the extreme length proposed by the more advanced 
sections. In his opinion higher university education would 
not be suitable for women and free mingling of men and women, 
or the total abolition of the Purdah system, was frought with 
grave danger to society."
The advanced or progressive group protested against this
attitude and they formed another organization named, the
"badharana Brahma, oamaj ". The constitution of this
association v/as the some but it was more radical in the
policy towards social reforms. "Most of these claimed to be
reformers all round, but their reforming activities in the
social sphere did not go beyond the advocacy of the abolition
of Suttee, and in a few cases a certain amount of liberty or
rather licence taken in secret in matters of eating and
23
drinicing with people of other castes and creeds."
Loouing to the above quotation it appeared that the 
social reform a,ctivities of Brahma Samaj were restricted and 
could not progress much in the field of women’s freedom.
However
iiajumdar; op. cit., p. 8c0. 
23. Parekh, U.C.; op. cit., p. 8.
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However, their activities gradually evoked liberal feelings 
towards the enlightenment of women and served as a basic 
foundation of women’s emancipation in future. Moreover, 
though, Brahma, bamaj v%s a mixture of new thought with the 
old religion, a strange tendency remained toimrds the 
philosophical ideals of Hinduism. The Brahma, oamaj was not 
restricted to religious reforms only but gave women in the 
sect a, higher status than those outside it. They were given 
opportunities for education and they took part in all public 
and social activities.
Besides the Brahma bamaj early in the 19th century there 
ar se groups of reformers in various parts of the country 
which contributed a great deal to the uplift of women in 
different fields. It would be worthwhile to discuss the maiin 
movements in the following paragraphs.
Chaitanya v/as a pioneer who established a form of refined 
Vaishnavism based on faith and emotion. His influence in 
Bengal was very great and his sect, foilowing the tradition 
of faith and service to humanity, v/as joined by many people. 
This tradition v/as represented by another remarkable man - 
Hamkrishna Paramhansa (1836-1886) vrho v/orked in Bengal for 
the spiritual advancement of the people. He had deep faith not 
only in Hinduism, but in Islam and Christianity and tried to 
find out the inherent truth from all the religions. A Mission
v/as
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was established in his name which is actively working even 
today not only in India but also abroad to help Indians and 
for the preaching of his religious principles.
Ram Hr i shna lli s s i on; - The workers in the Mission have tax en 
an active interest in carrying on relief and social work, 
together with educationa.l activities. Its aim and activities 
were to refine religion and to represent the old Indian 
tradition in its frue form. The main characteristic of the 
Ram Krishna Mission v/as a belief in the truth of all religions 
though it v/as inspired by the ancient culture of India. Its 
main s,ctivities are social and religious reforms v/ithout the 
consideration of any class or creed. The success and fame of ^  
the Mission outside India is mainly due to the efforts of 
Bwami Vivekananda v/ho v/as a social and religious reformer 
and the chief disciple of Ram Krishna Raramliamsa. He v/as 
more modern in his ap'^roach to different problems of life and ! 
society. He travelled v/idely, not only in India but abroad 
especially in America to carry out the work of his mission.
Thus, influenced by foreign culture he v/as more progressive in 
his ideas and formed a linJe between past and present at the * 
same time not losing his faith in Hindu religion. Though 
impressed by Western culture he v/as not attracted by the 
manifestations of religion in the West. Thus his faith in
Indian
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Indian philosophy "became still more firm and his chief aim 
was to combine Western progress with the spiritual advance 
of India for the sake of the social welfare of the country.
"The most notable thing about him v/as his flaming
patriotism, his zeal for Hinduism and the motherland. A tour
in America and Europe gave him a greater■sense of social values
and his fervent declaration, ’I do not believe in a religion
that cannot wipe out the widow’s tears or bring a piece of
bread to the orphan’s mouth’, is the recreation of what he
24
saw in the West."
By tliat time a few Indian reformers - religi-us and 
social - had begun to combat social and religious evils and 
injustices done to Indian women. They . read, meditated and 
discussed religiuus books and tried to interpret religious 
injunctions in their real sense in order to improve the position 
of women. They attempted to rescue the ancient culture from 
the pollution and degradation into which it v/as again falling, 
and though they established different sects in accordance with 
their varying ideas, they shared a common aim of rem\,ving 
pollution from Hindu religion. There v/as another reform 
movement too v/hich affected social customs and lav/s, religious 
beliefs and the position of women. The same tendencies were 
at work elsev/here in India and there v/as great dissatisfaction
among
24. Pa ni kkar, K . 11.; op. cit., p. 268.
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among educated people in different places regarding the
degraded position of women, rigid social customs and evil
practices in religion. All these v/rongs r^ ere condemned by
a, Gujarati-bv\jami Eayana,nd Sarasva,ti - and he started a
movement against them among the Hindus of the Punjab.
Arya bam-..,i; Arya Bamaj v/as founded in 1875 in Bombsy by bivami
Bayanand as a protest against the doctrine of Islam and
Christianity. But in 1877 the organisation was established
at Bahore and then spread its activities over the Punjab.
"As a proselytising sect, v/ith great urge for social seiirice,
(its educational effort in the Punjab is remarkable), nrya
Samaj is still an important factor in the Hindu resurgence of ti 
25
the ITorth."
Thus a nev/ sect v/as evolved v/hich is known as mrya Bamaj 
and is still v/crking for the protection of the Hindu religion 
and for social reforms. Its main aim was ’back t ^ the Vedas ’ .
It was a form of refined Hinduism started to protect the 
Hindu religion from the influences of both Islami and 
Christianity. It was at first popular among middle class 
Hindus of the Punjab but now it has its branches in several 
parts of India. It has done good work in the direction of 
social v/elfare and for the spread of education among boys 
and girls. It has improved the status of v/omen, giving them
equal
25. Pa nikkar, K . H . : op. cit., p. 269.
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equal treatment with men and more chances in the social 
field. It hc,s also laboured hard to raise the status and 
to improve the standards of the depressed classes. Bv/ami 
Dayanand Baras;vati established the $uddhi (conversion) 
movement, the conversion of non-Hindus into Hindus, thus 
demolishing the cas te-system. This was the most remarkable 
feature of the religious reform movement. Another novel yet 
noteworthy feature introduced by him was in the field of the 
education of girls. He laid emphasis on the pbysical fitness oj| 
a woman, hence great importance v/as given to physical exercise 
and sports in girls’ education. He also restarted the
X
practice of Upanayana for both the sexes as l^ he wanted to 
shape the society on Vedic ideals thus giving equal status 
to v/omen. He strongly opuosed child marriages, restrictions 
of castes and ban on sea voyages. He also oneourage-d the 
encouraged the education of girls putting much stress on
26
Banskrit - the Vedic language - and re-marriage of a widow.
The above mentioned three main socio-religious movements 
v/ere helped to a very large extent in bringing about a social 
revolution in favour of v/omen by the untiring efforts of 
individual workers. A brief survey of their work would not 
be out of place.
One
X. Upanayana - thread ceremony - for details refer Chapter i. 
26. Hajumdar: op. cit., p. 883.
One of the most outstanding figures in the history
of social reiorm in India during the 19th century was Pandit
Ishwara Ohc,ndra Vidyasagara. It has been rightly remarked
that "The Raja saved the widow from self-immolation on the
funeral pyre of her husband, while Ishwara Chandra Vidyasagar
released her from a living death, by legalising the widow
re-marriage Act. Thus Vidyasagar became a link in the chain
of liberal philosophers who worked for the eroancipation of
27
Indian women." He vms born in a poor though respected
family in 1620 in Calcutta. In his efforts of emancipation
of women Vidyasagar got much encouragement and co-operation
from his mother who possessed liberal views in spite of little
to
academic education. Bhe did not obj ect^herself dining with 
re-married couple or with European friends of her son. 
another lady Raimani, also took keen interest in him and 
encouraged him specially in his work for the amelioration 
of women’s status. Thus social environment helped him and 
gave impetus to him in his work for the cause of women. He 
did not believe in mere preaching but tried to put into 
practice, wliat he believed in. He chiefly worked for female 
education, child-marriage, widow re-marriage and abolition 
of polygamy. He himself made following decisions in order 
to implement in his own life what he preached. He would allow
his
27. Pesai, He era; op. cit., p. 91.
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liis daughters to study as long as they wished. Ee would not 
marry his daughters before eleven years and a son before it
18. Though he put eleven as a limit all his daughters 
married after the age of sixteen. VZhile selecting a bride- 
grc .m he would not give importance to riches. He would allow 
his daughter to re-marry in case she became a widow. He would 
neither re-marry when his first wife v/as living nor give 
his daughter in ma,rriage as a. second wife. In order to 
pacify the orthodox people he, also, like his other predecessor 
took the help of the blmstric injune ions. He quoted Parashara
28 X
omriti v/hich vras to be follo-ed in Kaliyuga. He
published a book on "Ividov/ re-marriage" in 1883. Though 
Society v/as not ready for reforms and from an orthodox quarter 
BÙ2 8,ttempt v/as made in vain to murder him it v/as mainly by his 
efforts and the sympathy of the Government and the co-operation 
of the enlightened people and social v/orkers that Widow 
Marriage Act of 1856 came into force. The Act v/as passed 
on 25th ,July, 1856, liberating Hindu v/idov/s from life long 
bondage and permitting them to remarry if they desired. It
was
28.
X. The present era is knov/n as ICaliyuga,. As a matter of 
fact a Yuga or an era. extends to thousands of yea.rs 
according to Hindu tenets.
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was .enacted as follows:- "Ho ms.rriage contracted between 
Kindus shall be invalid, and the issue of no such marriage 
shall be illegitimate, by reason of the woman having been 
previ usly married or b e thro the d to another person who was 
dead at the time of ,..uch marriage, any custom and a,ny 
interpretation of Hindu law to the contrary notwithstanding."
The Act though passed remained ineffective up to the
present century because of conventions and social criticism
•for
and stigma attached to the idea of re-marriage ages.
Vidyasagar ’ s son on his own initiative married a widow. The . 
right of 2. widow’s son v/as not made clear in the Act hence 
again v/ith the signature of thousands of people Vidyasagar 
appealed to the Government to reform the Act. He made an 
attempt to prepare a list of persons having more than one 
v/ife, as he v/as fully av/a.re of the v/i de spread practice of 
Kulinism in his province. The result v/as very shocking. The | 
list only included persons v/ith more than five vrives otherv/ise | 
it v/ould have f il lied the whole pamphlet. It was found during 
his investigation tha.t one polygamist had 80 wives. cir Herberi 
Risely in his "The People -f India" observes that "It is still 
in full form in East Bengal v/here such an abominable practice 
of having me.ny ^ûves still exists,*^ and an actual case was 
mentioned to me recently of a Kulin Bralmmn living in the
neighbourhood
29. llehru, Bhyamkum:ri: Quoted in "Our Cause", p. 273.
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neiglfoourliood of Calcutta who lias more than fifty wives, duly
entered in a register, when lie visits f .r a consideration,
30
during the cold weather."
jinother reform advocated by Vidyasagar was in the field
of the age of consent. He agitated for the fixing of a
minimum age of marriage and as a result the first step v./as
taken by the legal authorities in the year 1860 in connection
with the age of consent and of consummation of marriage.
"He v./as along with Baja one of the few, who emphasised
31
the necessity of dissemination of English education." He 
was deeply interested in female education and adopted various 
v/ays to promote and popularise female education. He once 
advertised the prize of a gold medal for the best essay on 
"the utility of Eemale education. " He met Hr. Bethune, the 
chief guest for the first time on the ac cas ion of the prize 
distribution of the above function and they became great friends 
With the combined efforts of these two personalities a school 
v/as started for girls in 1849 which later on became the famous 
Bethune Colle e. The strength of the school began to increase 
rapidly owing to the co-operative efforts of all social 
workers. In order to facilitate and assure the attendance of 
girls a bus v/a.s engaged for transport. Thus his faith in
Indian
30. Bisley; The People of India, p. 167,
31. Pesai, Heera: op. cit., p. 97.
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Indian pliilosopliy became still more firm and his chief aim
was to combine western progress with the spiritual advance of
India for the socio.1 welfare of the country. In addition
to this monumental institution he established forty girls
schools. In order to popula.rise feme.le education he used to
charge no fees and give materials required for study free.
Vidyasagar was deeply moved by the condition of women at that
time and he, with great zeal, carried on his s-cial reform
movements especially for the betterment of the condition of
widows. In a tribute given to Raja his mission is well
expressed. "In the matter of soci 1 reform sympathy for
women v/as the key-note of his creed. That, too, v/as the
guiding principle of Vidyasagar’s efforts. It was syriipathy
for v/omen tha.t led Vidyasagar to agitate for the re-marriage
of Hindu widows. It v/as sympatliy for v/omen that led Ram
32
iiohan Roy to agitate for the abolition of bati."
Beramj i Malbari (1853-1912) a Parsi gentleina.n of Bombay 
v/as equally enthusiastic for the improvement in the condition 
of v/omen especially of v/idov/s. He, also, lixe Ishwarchandra 
Vidyasagar agitated for widow re-marriage and abolition of 
child marriage. In the ye:r 1884, B. H. Halbari vnrote two
pamphlets
32. By burendra Hath Banerjee in the course of his speech
on the occasion of the celebration of the Anniversary of 
the death of Raja Ram Hohan Roy 27th beptember 1904.
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pamphlets regarding evils of child marriage and enforced
widowhood. In his note which v/as addressed to the Government
he wrote, "To msAiy it is a wonder that the v/orld hears so
little of the results of such social inequality. I believe
this is so because v/oman is the sufferer ... Hindu parents
deplore no misfortune so much as they deplore the widowhood
of a y-und daughter." bpeaxing of the community he was very
outrageous. "Has caste the power to punish an act which
the State recognised as legal and natural ... Oaste has no
objection to the vridower marrying again, as often as he likes,
and more women than one at a time if he so wishes. Its
cold-blooded phisosoplijr is reserved only for the woman who |
2)3 '
has lost her husband, that is her all in life."
Tvxenty seven years after the passing of the Act Halbari |
could see its ineffectiveness and tried to ameliorate the •
position of Hindu v/idov/s. He v/rote a note to the Government ;
suggesting certain measures to improve the miserable plight 
of vridov/s. It bore no result as public opinion was very 
much against it. Another social evil, child marriage, v/hich v/as: 
very common at that time received his prompt attention. He 
also struggled in vain to get legislation enacted against 
marriage of children belov/ 12 yea.rs. The national Conference 
of Social Reforms also passed a resolution requesting
Government
33. Hehrua bhyamkumari; op. cit., p. 276-277. I
3Governiaent to give protection to young girls. Halbari 
struggled hard during his life time and worked ent.husiastically 
for the social welfare of women. Halbari toured -^hole of 
India to pronagate " is views on this question. He advocated
(a) the formation of national Association
(b) the introduction of lessons, dealingji-zith the problems
arising out of child marriages and widowhood in educational 
34
b 0 oks.
Justice Ranade (1842-1901) was a great personality in the
later half of the nineteenth century. He was bvrn in 1842
at Hi pad in Hasik district. He married at the age of 12 years.
He v/as a great scholar a.nd had a brilliant college career.
"As Ranade began to advance from class to class his capacity
for worx began to increase till it reached a stage at which
he did not lose even a minute of his time in other than
essential duties ... even in the interval between exsmiinations
35
Ranade continued to read." Prom the above quotation his
great capacity for work and love for education could easily 
be seen. Hot only was he a very famous and an enthusiastic 
leader in political activities but his work also in social 
fields especially in the cause of women were noteworthy. His 
contribution related mainly to the following four fields:
Child
34. Pesai, He era; op. cit., p. 103.
35. ICarve, p. G. ; Ranade: The Prophet of Liberated India,
p . xi i i.
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(l) Child Marriage (2) Widow re-me.rriage (3) Education 
of women (4) Rational bocial Conference.
Ranade based the right of re-marriage for a widow on
the interpretations of religious texts because he could see
that public opinion had not developed to an extent as to be
able tq/adopt the liberal standards of behaviour and equal
rights for both the sexes. Ee also tried to raise the age
of marriage by niesns of propaganda, lecutring and voritings.
Ee considered twelve and eighteen as minimum marriageable ages
for a girl and a boy respectively, and sixteen and twenty five
for consummation of marriage. He also worked with Halbari to
raise the age of consent. He v/as an active member of Widow
Re-marriage Society though personally he did not practice
v/idov/ re-marriage at the death of his first v/ife. This action
provoked the most unfavourable comment from the supporters of
v/idov/ re-marriage v/hich he tried to answer on the following
grounds. "It appears that v/eighjting his duty to his family
and above all to his father and other orthodox relations,
and to the cause of the reformist movement by way of setting
36
a persona.l example, Ranade chose the former." In 1869 he
cicel
e^ t-e-red the first v/idov/ re-marriage. At that time bociety 
used to become very furious even towards the supporters of such 
marriage. Ranade v/a.s ex-communicated for his action, but he
had
36. ICarve, P. G. : op. cit., p. xxvi
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had not to suffer social provocations and hardships to that 
extent as Vidyasagar and Karve had suffered.
He w3vS a supporter of female education. He himself used
to teach his second wife against the wishes and protest of all
his family members. He used to take Ramabai (Mrs. Ranade)
with him whenever he visited a girl’s school. His wife e,lso
to^k active interest in all his activities and was one of the
wellknown and outstanding women at the beginning of the 20th
century. "Ranade’s vision of social reform was so sweeping
as to cover all the aspects of hurian progress, and he held
the t unless social reform in i/ts widest sense v/as brought
about, no other channels of progress, such as political and
37
economic, could be successfully pursued."
He felt the need of a central body under whose auspices 
social reforms could be speedily undertaken. The origin of 
the oocial Reform Conference was the result of his thoughts 
and efforts, as early as 1887 Hon. Justice Ranade had 
inaugurated a bocial Conference in v/rich he announced tha.t 
all social reforms should be made by law through the joint 
efforts of all the social reformers throughout India. The 
Conference paid great attention to the v/omen’s problems and 
provided good services for their benefit. Special attention 
v/as given to problems like child marriage, v/idov/ re-marriage,
female
37. Ea,rve, P. G. ; op. cit., p. 19.
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female education and women’s rights to property.
"Reform in the old v^ ays, by absorption of the good
elements in the new, v/as for Ran de the ns.tural and the only
36
possible method of progress in a healthy society." To him
Vedic age v/as a classical age v/here men and v/omen enjoyed
almost equal status. j
Though a lover of good elements in the ancient society
he did not believe in revival. In a fiery speech he says
"#mt sha,ll bre revive ? .... shall we revive the eight forms of
marriage which included capture and recognised mixed and
illegitima.te intercourse ? ... Shall we revive the Riyoga
system of procreating sons on our brothers’ wives vhen v/idov/ed7 I
... Sh8.ll v/e revive the bati and infanticide customs, ... j
Shall v/e revive the custom of many husbands to one v/ife or |
many v/ives to one husband ? ... in a living organisation, as
society is, no revival is possible ... be revived except by
a reforms.tion of the old materials into nev/ organised beings.
If revival is imuossible, reformation is the only alternative
39
open to sensible peoule."
Thus he did not believe in revivalists, and equally 
discouraged the revolutionaries. He Icnev/ how to ma.ke progress 
in orthodox society. Consequently, in order to evoke the
least
38. Karve, P. G.: on. cit., n. 28.
39. Ibid, p. 26-29.
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least resistance from them "he ever tried to fit in all new
reforms as far as possible within the framework of an older 
40
practice." But he did not stop or retreat whenever this
method v/as not working or unsuitable. In such circumstances
he alvrays preached, end worked for revolutionary acts. In
short he was an inspiring spirit of his time as Raja was at
the beginning of the century. Rs,na,de’s role as a pioneer in
the movement for women’s uplift is definitely grea.t and unique.
He rightly undertood the Indian situation. He did not bl-i-nri
imitated the Mest blindly as "Young Bengal" in initial stages
did. He was not the worshipper of India’s past, as the
revivalists were. "He believed in synthesising the best i
41 ;
element of the two."
The work of women reformers will be considered later on 
in chapter III as almost all of them though they started their 
work late in the nineteenth century made their main contributi orj 
at the beginning of the twentieth century. However, mention 
must be made of Annie Besant, Pundita Ramabai and Mrs. Ranade ;
who worked enthusiastically f r the cause of women. Prom 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy to Ranade there fluurished a band of social 
workers simultaneHiusly in all parts of India working for the 
improvement in the social condition of the people especially
that
40. Karve, D. G.: op. cit., p. 39.
41. Besai,Reera: op. cit., p. 113.
that of T'onen. The eff orts of all the s cial reformers were ■ !
distributed and divided, though they produced a general effect , 
on the public which h Iped to further their mission in raising : 
the social status of Indian v/omen, and the present position 
of Indian v/omen has been evolved from the combined efforts of ' 
all these reformers mostly in the nineteenth century.
Though, they could not achieve much success during the 
century, the fruits of their efforts v/ere enj oyed by the 
future generation in the 20th century v/hich v/as proved an era 
of rapid general progress especially in the field of. v/omen’s 
status.
2.7 llg.in Social Evils during the Period; The socio-religious 
reformers crusaded against the evil practices prevailing in 
the society during the century. They also tried to develop 
public opinion for the eradication of those evils. Borne of 
the evils v/ere so obvious that the growing public opinion and 
agitations from social reformers against them compelled
Government to take measure to stamp out those customs. The j
1
follov/ing problems, in the ma.in, attracted the attention
of the Government as v/e 11 a,s the socia.l and religious rei one rsy
(l) femle infanticide, (2) Sati, (3) kulinism (molesale
Polygamy), (4) child imrriage, (5) Widow re-marriage, and
(6) divorce. Î
Pemale
1
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Eernale Infanticide;- A feeling of dejection was wiirh sho^m 
tj-'.’^ards the "birth of a daughter in ancient India, yet, female 
infanticide ivas totally absent in Aryan society. Later on, |
by the middle ages, a daughter was considered to be the root 
of all misery and. unhap iness specially her imrriage was an ,
extra bun en to the family. This might have tempted a small ^
and backv/ard section of society to do away with their unwanted :
i
daughters. The cast m of infanticide was not practised :
throughout India. Afterv/s^ rds it might have been adopted by |
a section of the higher society who could not pay heavy 
dowry to a bridegroom. Several factors could be attributed 
to feme le infanticide. (l) Superstition and conventional 
beliefs in taking vows of offering a female child. (2) Lis- j
parity in the treatment of the two sexs (3) compulsory 
marriage for a girl. (4) Heavy do very (5) Elaborate expenses 
in a girl’s imrriage. j
Female Infanticide ims chiefly due to the above 
mentioned factors and influence of evil customs prevailing 
in various groups. It was more common among the Rajput Jats i
and Hewats in northern and Central India and among the ICunbis
in Western India. As Sir Herbert Risley c escribes this custom ; 
’there are, unhap-ily, several ways of reducing the unequal 
proportions of the sexes and putting artificially straight 
what has been artificially made crooked.’ The most common
way
es
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v/ay is lor the parents to kill or to neglect 8,11 female 
infants except those, f . r whom they can meet with all the 
expenses in fino.ing husbands. In addition to the problem of i 
to ms,ny girls the practice of infanticide was due to social 
caste restrictions, such as the prohibition of intercaste !
marriages, prevalence of hypergamy and the economic difficult! 
involved in the dowry system. To give a girl in marriage was 
so expensive t.liat some less educated, people thought the,t it 
w,s not worth while to bring up a girl. The custom vas not 
practised because of the parental affection but the rigid!#i- 
cation of social customs and terror of caste criticism simply 
forced them to do so. With the spread of English education 
and efforts of social reformers in several fields lessened 
female inf8,nticide it had not totally disappeared by the end
A
of 19th century. The Census Report of India, 1911 mentions
that "the nuiaber of crimes might have reduced since the Act
of 1870. But that infanticide continued long after 1670 is 
43
certain."
Sati;- Another cruel custom v/hich was widely spread during 
that time v/as Sati or self immolation of the v/ife on the 
funeral pyre of the husband. In pre-historic times several 
races believed that a person’s requirements inthe next world
v/ould
42. Risley: op. cit., p. 9.
43. Census of India 1911, Vol.i, p. 217.
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would remsMn the same because their conception of the next 
world was similar to the existing world. In order to provide 
the dead with all the facilities people used to burn or bury 
his daily necessities with him. This he^ppened widely in the 
case of a nobleman or a chief or a king and his usual parapher­
nalia v/as sent with him. A wife was considered the property of 
her husband and it was believed that he would need her in the 
next world. To this belief is due the practice of bati.
The custom of bati v/as not practised at all during the
Vedic times. The only instance of bati quoted in Epic
literature v/as that of Madri. bhe too was dissuaded, though
in vain, by all the saged around her. This led "to a conclusion
tha,t in those times the practice of bati was not prevalent
and v/as disapproved of by the religion as v/ell as the society.
Later bmritikaras began to refer to instances of bati but
still it was not held as an ideal. Later on, law givers and
commentators advocated the custom of Sati on the theory of
karma (action) that in case of a husband not attaining heaven
his wife could secure him heaven by becoming a bati. So
much importance was attached to Sati that even a husband could
be purified from his worldly sins. This view gradually spread
in the society. "During the period 700-1100 A.D. Satis became
44
more frequent in northern India and quite common in Kashmir."
From
44. Alteka,r: op. cit., p. 149.
9")
From 12th century onv/ards although the custom was widely 
practised among the Kshatriyas and the royal families, the 
Brahmin caste was free from the evil. But due to the 
influence and imitative nature of men a few cases of Sati 
were found even among them in tliat century.
“ Mahomedans did not approve of this custom. Humayun
ventured t in vain to stop the practice. Akbar, the greatest
Mogul Emperor appointed inspectors to investigate the state
of widows and efforts were made to remove any pressure on a
widow compelling her to become a Sati. As a result of this,
the incidents became fewer only in the vicinity of the capital.
Later on, other Muslim rulers opposed it by making a law that
no widow would be allowed to become a Sati without the
45
permission of the local officer.
People began to hate the custom at the beginning of the 
19th century. A greater frequency of Sati in Bengal not only 
attracted the attention of the social reformers but the 
Government officials aw well. "Marquis of Hastings wrote in 
reply to Lord Bentinck’s enquiry that in one of the years 
during his administration of Government in India above 800 
widows sacrificed themselves within the Provinces comprised 
in the Presidency of Bengal, to which number, very many not 
notified to the magistrate, were not added. The average
number
m
45. Altekar; op. cit., p. 149.
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nimiber of bati for the ten years prior to 1828 always stood 
46
ah ove 6 OQ. "
As stated before, social reformers like Raja Ram Mohan
Roy crusaded against this custom and converted public opinion
by quoting Sha,stric injunctions. This attracted considerable
attention of the government as well as enlightened peoples
though an orthodox group of society was against it and became
hostile at times to all these social reformers. The neutral
policy of the Government till then did not help the individual
effort of the social reformer. But the time was ripe. The
spirit of liberality pervaded the Western countries as well
as India. Consequently, efforts of Indian reformers were
responded to by the Government of Lord Bentinck. He decided
to put an end to this cruel custom on humanitarian grounds.
He wrote in his minute: "Everyday’s delay adds a victim to
the dreadful list, which might perhaps have been prevented
47
by a more early submission of the present question."
In spite of the opposition from his subordinate English 
officers he ventured to pass a law prohibiting Sati in 1829 
throughout British India. It was still lingering in the 
states especially in Rajputana. Jaipur was the foremost in 
prohibiting the custom in 1846. Other Rajput States followed
its
46. Rehru, bhyamkumari; op. cit., p. 268.
47. Quoted by Ghandravati Lakhanpal in "Our Cause", p. 170.
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its example but Udaipur was found the most orthodox where
upto 1860 instances of Sati have been noted. Public
opinion gradually won the ground even in that State and
48
after 1861 there was no official record of Sati.
Kulinism (The worst form of polygamy); Although monogamy was
a general rule polygamy was practised among the wealthy class
as from Vedic times in India. People were not much shocked at
the practice as "Polygamy has been permitted among most of the
Indo-European peoples. That it was practised among the Vedic
Indians is clearly proved, but it was confined to kings and
wealthy lords. Rone of the Hindu Law-bo.ks restricts the
49
nimiber of wives a man is permitted to marry." Rajputs of 
the West and Kshatriyas throughout India, used to marry 
as many wives as their status permitted and they used to 
support a big harem which added to their prestige. Luring 
the 19th century a peculiar institution of Kulinism terminating 
into wholesale polygamy was widely prevalent in Bengal. Since 
18th century Kulinism,a mark of nobility was practised by a 
certain class of people. This system of Kulinism might have 
originated on account of hypergamy in certain classes, a 
practice very ancient in India. Hypergamy was a practice
where
48. Altekar: op. cit., p. 167.
49. Westermarck: Short History of Marriage, p. 234.
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where a girl could not marry a person out of her group and 
who was lower in social standing. The custom usually 
prevailed among a class of Brahmins in Bengal.
A Brahmin of Eastern India who practiced Kulinism when 
adding to the number of his wives, used to marry a girl, 
received presents from her father and relatives and after­
wards returned home abondoning his wife for ever. In this type 
of marriage both parties reaped some advantage at the cost
of the girl’s happiness. The girl was not a great financial
us
burden to her father as she continued to be sueful in 
household work. Moreover, the parents had the satisfaction 
of getting her married, thus escaping social criticism.
Polygamy, as a rule, was not common among the majority 
of the people, and at present in provinces like Bombay and 
lyiadras it is prohibited by law. Its practice was generally 
found among wealthy people who could afford to support a big 
harem, also only among those ivho desired a son. Polygamy 
is recognised by the Mahomedan religion. It cannot be inters 
preted as an axiom that a Muslim must have more than one wife 
but if he^Bo inclined the maximum number allowed is four. 
Polygamy increased during the Muslim rule in India as 
mentioned earlier.
Attempts were made by social reformers to stamp out the 
evil but enough attention of the public was not drawn to it
because
96
because of its rare practice. Hence, much progress was not 
done in this field though Yidyasagar’s efforts were quite 
well-known.
2.8 Legal Reforms: As stated earlier the British Government
was reluctant to introduce legal reforms which would affect
the religious and social beliefs and practices of the Indian
people. Thus at the beginning of their rule the British did
not dare to risk their increasing power and stable position.
Consequently, their policy was that of non-interference in
social and religious customs for fear of causing rebellion.
This policy remained unchanged in that respect till the
time when Bentinck who was proclaimed the Governer General
of India on July 4th, itis-
Legal reforms can only be based on the awakening of
people and the intentions of a progressive government. Ranaae
and other social reformers from the very beginning hela tne
vi^ ,w that one of the principal means of improving the status
50
of women was legislation.
Sati Regulation Act was passed on December 4th, 1829.
It declared the practice of Sati illegal and punishable by 
criminal c^ o^u^s. The custom therefore was discontinued on 
account of legal compulsion and the Government of Lord
Bentinck
50. Pesai, Heera: op. cit., p. 303.
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Bentinck with the help of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and others 
.were successful in rescuing the Hindu widow from the funeral 
pyre.
A Hindu widow, though rescued from being burnt alive
had not her sorrowful tale ended a.s her property rights were
practically nil and austerities imposed by society were very
strict. Social reformers like Malbari and Vidyasagar began
to work for improving her condition. Malbari could see
that "Sati was one single act of martyrdom or heroism, as
the victim conceived it, and the act of religious merit as
popularly believed, while the life which caste imposed on an
unwilling widow a perpetual agony, a burning to death by 
51
slow fire." Again it was Ishv/archandra Vidyasagar who 
agitated for widow re-marriage and advocated its validity 
by quoting Shastric tenets. In the year 1856 the work and 
criticism of the socie.l reformers drew the attention of 
the Government and they introduced a bill in the Legislative 
Council to remove the legal ban on the marriage of Hindu 
widows. In spite of strong opposition from the public the 
bill was passed and is now known as the Widow Re-marriage 
Act of 1856.
But the law >/as very defective, as it did not protect 
the property rights of a widow. Such flaws were detected
by
51. Hehru, Syamkumari: op. cit., p. 271.
$by the Social Reform Conference and several attempts were 
made to amend the law. A Bill was drafted to change the 
Hindu Widow Re-marriage Act of 1856 by the Social Reform 
Association in Bombay Presidency.
The Christian Ma.rriage Act (XV of 1872) was applicable 
to the Indian Christians in the whole of British Indiah and 
to Christian subjects in native states. Christian marriage 
can be solemnised in two ways, either in a church or by a 
civil contract. In either case notice has to be given by one % 
of the persons contemplating marriage. The consent of the 
guardian is required if one of them is a minor. Por Indian 
Christians there is a special section of the Marriage Valida­
tion Act by which he or she may marry under the following 
conditions; -
(1) That the male shall be above 16 and the female above 13.
(2) That neither party has a spouse living.
(3) That the declaration of marriage shall be made before 
two witnesses and a person licensed to perform the marr­
iage.
The Parsee Marriage and Divorce Act (XV) of 1865 was 
passed for the Parsee community in order to define andjhmend 
the existing laws governing marriage and divorce. The 
ceremony of Asirwad by a Parsee priest in the presence of 
two witnesses is essential for a valid marriage. Parsee
marriage
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marriage can be dissolved and in that respect the nature of 
such a marriage is contractual.
Among Parsees and Indian Christians one party can obtain 
divorce on grounds of curelty, adultery, incompatibility, 
and so on. The Parsee Marriage and Divorce Act of 1865 
follows,with only slight changes, the English law of that 
time; so does the Native Converts* Marriage Dissolution Act 
(XXl) of 1866. There are some defects in the laws of 
Parsees and Christians but so far as women are concerned they 
heive not to suffer as much as Hindu women.
Other laws, such as the Special Marriage Act (ill) of 
1872, and the Anand Marriage Act of 1909, are meant for 
persons other than Hindu, Mahomedan, Parsee or Indian 
Christian; that is for members of many different castes and 
sects.
The Age of Consent Act of 1891; In order to prevent young
girls suffering from early consummation and its consequences
the first step was taken in 1860. In Indian Penal Code it
was considered an offence and the offender could be punished
up to life transportation if his wife was below ten years of age
Still this age was very bd low and several instances from 
52
Bengal causing death of a child wife by early consummation 
were reported. Malbari agitated to eradicate this practice.
In
52. Instance of Eulrani Dasi.
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In spite of strong public opposition he was successful and 
in 1891 a law was passed in British India known as the Age 
of Consent Act which raised the age from ten years to 
twelve.
In short, various attempts were made by the social 
reformers with the help of the Government for the enactment 
of the more liberal laws and through them they were 
successful in ameliorating the legal status of women in theory 
but in actual practice the lot of Hindu women v/as not much 
improved mainly due to the lack of educated and enlightened p- 
public opinion.
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III
The General Amelioration in the Position of Women 
and the Grovrth of Women * s Institutions (1900-1950].
•’In the twentieth century alone much more drastic
changes have taken nlace in the status of Indian women i
1
than in the long centuries of Buddhist and Muslim :
1 I
domination." i
General Condition of l#men at the beginning of the 20th 
Century; The 20th century was the starting point of a change |
in attitude tov/ards a recognition of the individuality of 
women and the realisation of a need to improve the social 
status of women as an urgent necessity for national development^ 
In India in the past, man ceaselessly attempted to mould his 
social environment according to his own ideals and needs.
Under such arrangements women suffered suppression, inferiority 
and degradation in their general social position. As 
described in Chapter II, a group of reformers agitated and 
a number of reform movements were started against this general 
attitude of society towards women and to combat against the 
social evils which retarded their progress. Though they could 
not achieve full success in their efforts, their attempts 
caused vast social changes and brought about many social 
movements which made basic alterations in the ideals, structure
and
1. O'lnallev Modern India and the West, p. 449.
10 ?i%
and outlook of society as time passed. This did not affect 
the whole country uniformly but these efforts mainly remomned 
attached generally to the people in the urban areas. However, 
the small beginnings of an enlightened attitude were only 
due to the individual efforts of social reformers of the 
previous century and not on account of anj'" epoch making event 
which might have stirred the whole country. There was found 
lacking any considerable awakening among many sections of the 
population and there existed great disparity in attitudes 
and conduct in different parts of the country. It can, there­
fore, be concluded that the position of women at the beginning 
oijthe present century had remained more or less the sanie as 
in the past, of course w;ith slight modifications and a few 
exceptions.
A slight progress was shown, in the field of education.
The people w.rho vrere already in Government services and who 
were themselves educated began to realise the need for female 
education. They regarded it no longer as a social and moral 
danger, though it remained a privilege of certain groups only. 
The progress of education was greatly handicapped because of a a 
dearth of facilities for female education in rural areas and 
a lack of interest shov/n by Government as well as private 
bodies. The recognition of female education and its spread 
in urban areas in certain Provinces Bombay, Madras, Bengal,
d and
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and. in Native States such as Baroda, Cochin and Travancore,
was very wide. The progress in education in 1900 A.D.
described by Mrs. Cousins runs as follows:- "The generation
of students in 1900 showed some result in avjalcened national
consciousness. This education though faulty, had mc.de for 
2
unity."
At the beginning of the 19th century women were suppressed
not only in India but even in the Western countries. During
the next hundred years in India, the wvrk of the social
reformers, social religious movements and educational efforts
met with some success and at the beginning of the present
century "India v.^as able to produce a number of highly educated
women of great ability, sterling character, and unswerving
3
persevera.nce to promote the well being of women." Women 
like Bandita Bamabai - Mrs. Ramabai Ranade, Francina Sorabji, 
Mrs. Parvatibai Athavle, and Mrs. Baroj ini Naidii were the 
finest examples of v/omankind vho were pioneers in bringing 
social and cultural awakening among women. Another womeu - !
not Indian but working for the welfare uf India and Indian 
women was Mrs. Annie Peasant - a powerful personality of that 
time. She followed bv;ami Vivekananda and wanted to make reforms 
on the moral and spiritual needs of India. "The needs of i
India ;
2. Cousins, Margaret E . : Awakening of Indian V/oma.nhood, p. 52.
3. Naik; Chitra: Education of Women in the Province of Bombay,
p. 45.
}■
« 5
India" she wr ke in 1905 "are among others, the development 
of nati-nal spirit, an education founded on Indian ideals, and
4
enriched, not dominated by the thought and culture of the v/est.^ ’ 
It must be admitted that these very highly educated, 
cultured and enlightened women were rather the very few 
exceptions ths.n the common rule. The condition of the average 
ordinary woman was not improved at all. A wome.n was still 
held in subordination and she looked upon man as a a superior 
being. Her religion m s  obedience to her husband. She was 
still ignorant of her social rights and had a lower status than 
a man in socicty. In the family she was important as the 
keeper of the house, but many times she was without any 
authority. Up till then ma.rriage had been the only way open 
to her for becoming economically and socially secured. She 
was steeped in ignorance and ivas generally illiterate and 
these disabilities rendered her position helpless and 
ineffectual in society. Heavy pressure of household w rk and 
burden arising out of early matrimony and consequent weak 
pliysique did not allow her any op ortunity for self-improvement 
She vras nominally the mistress of the home and the hearth but in 
reality she v/as merely a combination of cook, maid, menial 
and keeper of the house. However, most women did not crave 
for better position as they were satisfied with their lot as
a
4. Buch, II. A. : Rise and Growth of Indian Militant Nationalism,
p. 174
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a better ideal was. not held before them. Besides they found 
strength to hear calmly the social injustices because they 
liad behind them a. strong tradition of duty, self-sacrifice 
and an unswerving faith in God which are all so fundamental 
in the Indian philosophy of life.
In the case of social customs a still more dismal 
picture v/as found at that time. Child-marriage i\ras in full 
swing; and in consequence prevalence of chiId-widows was co 
common. Seclusion of women, purdah, mas [^illiteracy, Devadasi, 
caste system, ban on widow remarriage, divorce and restriction 
on foreign travels were the main social evils of that time 
which retarded the amelioration of women.
In soite of this discouraging situation, there was a ray 
of hope because some women were already awakened and with the 
help of other social reformers ifere trying to help their 
unlucky sisters. The efforts of social reformers in the 
19th century were not sown on fallow land and there was every 
reason to be hopeful to see the sprout coming out. Thus 
these pioneers laid the foundations of the movement for the 
emancipation of Indian w^ omen. They created among the people 
an intellectual conviction that women must be liberated and be 
educated so that they can perform their role effectively.
Individual
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3• 2 Individual Efforts of Social obr.:ers in the Present 
Century Especially in the First Two T ecaces: For the sake
of simplification and clarificati-n these social workers 
could he divided into two large groups: (i) Persons who
actively worked for the cause of ' omen and (ii) Persons who
indirectly assisted the cause.
I. (i ÿ Active Women workers were (a) Ramabai Barasvati 
(Pandita) (b) Ramabai Ranade (c) Mrs. mnnie Bease,nt.
(ii) Active men workers: This group c ntains persons who
devoted their whole life for the uplift of women either in
cultural or s cial fields. This includes (a) Kahershi (Prof.)
Karve (b) B. K. Deodhar (c) Lala Devraj and others.
II. Persons who worked in the other fields but indirectly 
assisted the cause of women * s emancipation were (a) Rabin­
dranath Tagore, (b) Maheiraja Soy/aji Rao GailOAîad.
A brief note on the contributi n of the above mentioned 
workers to the cause of the uplift and emancipation of women 
would be very helpful to understand and evaluate the whole 
reform movement which in the early years v^ as solely dependent I
on individual eff rts. This has been attempted in the following: 
paragraphs. |
i (a) Pandita Ramabai Sarsv/ati (1858 - 1922) i
Pandita Ramabai % s  one of the greatest pioneers and !
social reformers in the cause of the emancipation of Indian j
women !
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women and in the adv-cacy of their education as a means to
raise their stetus. Born in a poor Brahmin family, she was
fortunate to have as her father a great advocate of fema.le
education. Her father was so sincere in his beliefs that he
elected to live in the forest and avoid public criticism ^
against his educating hi,_ wife and daughter. ¥ith the help
of her father Ramabai gained a rare mastery over the Sanskrit
language and knowledge of religious texts and in recognition
5
she w s  awarded the title of Pandita.
The loss of heifhusband wlien she was only twenty accentua­
ted her desire to work for the uplift of Hindu wid-ws. Excess­
ive viccisitudes and great physical hardships in her young 
age gave her strength of character and courage so essential 
for any success in socie.l work in India. Her learning helped 
her to quote bhastric injunctions in support of her "condemna­
tion of evil social customs like child marriages, illiteracy 
of girls and the suppression and ill trec.tmert of widows.
"Her speeches created a, great sensation in Calcutta, especially
as every statement of hers ws.s strengthened by quota.tions from
6
the Hindu bha.stras", and her ability vras recognised by 
leading social workers. Hence, she was invited to organise
social work in H-harastra specially in the field of education.
She
5. Gupta, Padmini benL Pioneer Women of India, p. 5 to 7.
6. roid, p. 7.
lôf
She started the Arya Hahila Samaj - a cen&e for promoting 
female education. Her great belief in education is seen in 
her evi'ence before the Education Commission when she pleaded 
for the urr'ent and immediate need for the improvement of the 
education of Indian women. Impressed by the English and 
iimerican methods of teaching on her return to India in 1889 froii 
abroad she started Sharda Sadan (Home of learning) for 
widows.
ihikti Sadan the industrial cenre which she had started was
7
working satisfactorily at the end of the 19th century. To 
her is due the credit of starting TCripa Sadan - a rescue home 
for widows and destitute women - with the aid from America.
Her aims were simple. She vrs.nted to mEike girls and widows 
independent and useful members of society by giving them 
training in teaching, nursing and house-keeping etc. She 
thought very highly of Indian culture and wanted to preserve it 
and was opposed to totally unsuited adoption of Western ways in 
Indian homes. Though, a devout Christian she never tried to 
enforce Christianity and looked after her students with the 
affection and devotion of a mother. 0* Mai ley rightly pays 
a tribute to her w.rk in the following words. "Her faith I'/as 
equal to tlmt of Dr. Barnardo, her resources far more pre­
carious, for her apostasy and had alienated all her Brahman
friends
7. Gupta, Padmini Sen; op. cit., p. 11.
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friends. She was typically Indian and typically Christian.
8
In her the West and East attained a rare synthesis." Her
schools had attracted as many students as 580 in llukti Sadan
9
60 in hrira Sadan and 100 in Sharda Sadan.
Ramabai actually worked f or the cause of women through­
out her life and devoted her whole life in service of destitute 
women trying to emancipate them from social bondage and cruel 
customs. "As one of the great pioneers in the cause of Indian
women, her name will occupy an important place in the history
10
of India and never will her life f^ service be forgotten."
(b) Mrs . Ramabai Ranade: - (1860-1924) Ramabai *s childhood
passed in an ordinary i.^ay and her life to.k a turn after 
her marriage to Justice Ranade who himself v/as a great social 
reformer. She married him at the age of thirteen and her 
real training started after that. Her husband wanted to 
educate his wife and he himself took great pain in teaching 
his young wife. It v/as her husband Justice Ranade who 
inspired her to expand her activities and made her keenly 
interested in women* s problems. "He stimulated her with 
public speaking at the risic of censure from his orthodox 
relations, and ma.de her take a lively part in the society of
Girls*
8. 0*Malley, L. B. S.; op. cit., p. '457
9. Gupta,Padmini Sen: op. cit., p. 12.
10c Ibid, p. 12.
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Girls* Eigli bcliool in Ro-na. " bh.e participated in her Rr 
husband*s activities for emancipation and education of Indian 
women but it was brave on her part that she continued 
independently the social work after her husband * s death in 1901. 
Her liain Works: - Like Pandita her main aim va,s to alleviate
the sufferings of Indian women and promote women’s education on
regular lines. She specia-lly laid stress on economic indepen­
dence of widows and other women. In order to reach this 
ideal she started Seva Sadan - Home of Service - which 
spread branches all over Bombay Presidency. "Mrs. Ranade 
realised the importance of women’s education and in 1904 she 
outlined proposals for the Seva Sadan in Poona which serves
12
and educates hundreds of needy Hindu women in and near Poona.
Her main object in starting Seva Sadan was to educate women
in regular classes and to widen their knowledge by lectures
and by means of libraries thus enabling them to participate I
13 :
in all the domestic, social as well as national affairs.
In order to render social service she started beva Sadan 
Nursing and Medical Association in which high-caste Hindu 
girls and women equally, responded to her efforts by volunte­
ering to work. Thus she was the pioneer in this type of social
service
11. Gupta Padimini Ben; borne Indian Leaders, p. c7.
12. Brockway, Nora h.: A larger way for Women, p. 95.
13. Gupta, Padimini Sen.op. cit., p. 40.
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service e/nd with the help of other workers showed wonderful 
results•
In order to make women economically independent her 
industrial Home of Service trained many needy lûdows and 
destitute women. "The Industrial Home of Service, which she 
founded at Poona is a self-supporting and expanding organiza­
tion conducted by capable Marat ha women up on the business
lines of its foundation and branching out to fulfil the
14
growing needs of today."
Other Activities; bhe also demanded women’s franchise 
and worked herself actively into the campaign for woman’s 
works and in order to devel p public opinion she presided over 
a huge meeting at Seva SadaYi. She also agitated for compulsion 
of primary education for girls in Po-^ na. Her other activity 
which requires a special mention \'/as to take initiative to raisq 
the moral standard and to give human contacts to Hindu women 
prisoners by visiting them in Jail. bhe used to read before 
them religious books or sing sacred hymns, bhe had good 
aptitude for writing and served on various committees dealing 
with text-books. The most creditable thing on her part was 
tliat she did not waste her widowhood in mourning after her 
husbamd ’ s death but rendered the most wonderful service to 
suffering huma.nity. Hiss b. borabji writes about her death
in
14. borab.1 i, Cornelia; (Position of Hindu Women Fifty Years Ago)
’Our Cause’ u. 11.
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in 1924 and her popularity among the people in ’Woman in 
Modern India’ as follows;- "The news of her passing soon 
spread and they came one and all - men women and children - 
an endless procession, to file in silent reverence, past her - 
Ramabai, the friend, the enthusiast, the worker. She had 
spent her years in the uplifting of her people - she had
15
blazed the trail for them in a practically trackless wild."
(c) Annie Besants (1847-1931) Annie Besant was not only an 
outstanding personality of Theosophic movement but she exer­
cised a strong influence over the mind of the educated and 
cultured people and led them in Home Rule League which she 
started in 1905 for India’s benefit. Her service in political 
fields was unique for a woman and she held spell bound many 
educated Indians by her lectures and agitations for the welfare 
of India. She was also aware of the lower status of Indian 
women owing to so many social restrictions and she tried 
her utmost to improve the position of Indian women. Of course 
she was a great supporter of ancient Indian culture and she 
tried to interpret customs according to the ancient religious 
authority. She never failed to criticise Indian people who 
helplessly looked to the West for improvement. On the contrary, 
she tridd to awaken national pride and love for Indian culture 
among the educated Indian people who blindly imitated Western
culture
15. Gedge and Choksi; (ed) Women in India, p. 37.
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culture which was not suitable to India in all its garb.
Her Contribution to Social Reforms;
Child Marriage; Besides Malbari and other social reformers
at the end of the 19th century, she agitated against the
child marriage by lectures and propaganda work. She remarked
"As one who believes in the Hindu religion, I haveel always
17
felt it my duty to base social reform on the Shastras."
She tackled the problem of child marriage from the psycho­
logical educational, national, moral au well as worldly and 
religious standpoints. Further she added that its evils are
so far-reaching that all advanced Indians shall put an end to 
18
it. She believed that in order to remedy the evils of
child marriage firstly boys should not marry before a certain
age, and secondly married boys should not be admitted in the
schools. Thirdly, there should W t  be ^egal enactment for
19
the age of consent. In order to promote this idea she 
strictly restricted an admission of a married boy in a Hindu 
school conducted by her that was situated at the holy city-
Benares
16. Pal, B. C.; Annie Besant a Psychological Study, p. 241.
17. Annie Besant; Wake up India, p. 43.
18. Ibid, p. 42.
19. Ibid, p. 52.
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Benares started by her. Her belief ths,t the ^reat reason of 
early rn^ 'rri-'-ye T-./as the gradual lowering of the position of 
Indian women m s  shared b%" other social reformers. She 
sincerely believeu unat "the future of India as a nation 
depends on the abolition of child-ma.rriage amongst the people 
that as long as tha.t persists, there are certain inevitable 
consequences of lowered vitality, of the spread of nervous 
diseases, of premature old age,all of which you can see going 
on in the India of today, standing in the way of her taking
20
her place among the physically stronger nations of the world."
Remarriage of a Widow: lirs. Annie Lésant favoured reimrriage
of a child-widow but at the same time she strongly opposed
the remarriage of elderly widows, -^.s she believed in ancient
culture she considered marriage as a sacred tie and a widow
continued to remain a part of her husband even after his
death. "A second imrriage of such a widow, she considered as
"sacrile e. It is adultery, it makes me,rriage a commercial
c Jiitract of an union of bodies only as well disintegrating the
21
sacred life of the family ..." Lut she tackeled the problem 
of child widows very rationally as she c ndemned child marriage |
as being the ro^t cause of this evil, ohe did not fail to j
notice the sad plight and treatment of child widows. <
marriage I
20. Annie Besant: Op. cit., p. 50.
21. Annie Besant: Builder of Hew India, p. 330.
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Marrii-^re: -She held views on marriage based on the old Hiastric
injunctions but she interpreted them as learned Brahmins used
to do in the 19th century, she supported the views of De van
Bahadur Raghunath Rao, According to him marriage was not
obligatory at all for men or women. It should be optional
provided they know how to control their senses.
A boy should not marry before the completion of his
education. He should finish his education before the 24th
year. Parents or guardians hold their right over a girl in
giving her as a gift till her 16th year and they can exercise
22
this right only after her eighth year. According to Annie
Besant the gift of a girl is not necessary in a marriage, /l
Moreover, she believed that ?narriage is a sacramental contract
and should be entered into by the parties concerned, that is,
the bride and bridegroom. Only the consent and blessings of
the parents or guardians are necessary. In short she approved
of "sacramental nmrriage after the free choice by the bride who
has completed her fifteenth year and by the bridegroom not
less than twenty-four years of each other and with the consent
23
and blessings of the parents of the bride."
Education of Girls;- She fully supported the education of 
Indian girls but it should be based on national lines. If
men
22. Annie Besant; op. cit., p. 46.
23. Ibid, p. 47; example of Savitri is the best and most 
appropriate form of marriage.
I'I
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men wanted, to solve the vital problems of national life and
wished to progress they sh aid ec.ucate their women and then
only they whuld be able to tackle those problems with the
support of their womenfol.ii. bhe believed that "every great
problem or question in country in r^liicii the men are interested
demands for the understanding of the Indian ifomen .... As
such may you try to make an Indian(nation without the education
of Indian women, as a bird .might try to fly high in the air
24
with one wing broken before it starts upon its flight."
Annie Besant believed that special instruction should be
given to widows in order to train them as teachers, doctors,
nurses which made them economically independent. bhe opposed
the western education for Indian girls as it not suitable
for them. There might be some exceptional cases where parents
''/anted to train their girls on the equal lines as that of
their sons. They could secure for them v/hat they desired. "But
the national movement f ^r the education of girls must be one
which meets the national needs and India needs nobly trained
wives and mothers .... rather than girl graduates, educated
25
for the learned professions." She put stress pn five
fundamental factors on which girls education should be based. 
These were religious and moral ed/cation (2) libereh education
(3) scientific
24. i-.nnie Besant: op. cit., n. 202.
25. Ibid, p. 77.
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(5) scientific education (4; Artistic education and (5) Phy- 
sical education. In short she preached for an education which 
sho-.ld h according to their ancient culture. This tyne of
26
educati.n only will turn them into the "lights of the home."
Another evil which Annie Besant c ombatec was Bevadasi.
bhe strongly opposed the custom of Bevadasi and appealed to
people to terminate such a monstrous evil. She also believed
that for national welfare -omen should cast aside their purdah
and come out from their age-old seclusion. She could eslimate
the unlimited capacity of womanliood and said it should not be
lA/s.sted. She took active interest in India’s political problems
and was elected President of the Indian National Congress,
the first woman to get such an honoured position. She also
agitated a women’s movement for franchise. The Indian Home
Rule League "minly started by her "did ...rruch to stimulate
women in desiring their oi-m enfranchisement and in the agita-
27
tion for political freedom." In short, she tackled almost
all subjects which hindered the progress of India in political, 
social, as well as cultural fields. She, sometimes overpraised 
Indian culture because of her zeal to retain the national herita­
ge c.nd her worries regarding the blind imitation of Western 
culture by some educated Indians of that time. B . B . Pal
properly
26. Annie Besant;on. cit., p. 424.
27. Cousins, Margaret L:op. cit., n. 54.
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properly evaluated her as he writes "She helped to rehabilitate
our national religion to thousands of our English educated 
28
countrymen." After the first World War she actively took 
part in Indian politics and as she participsfed in so many 
activities, s cial, cultural, philosophical and religious 
she could make propaganda through all these various instru­
ments. "She had her machinery of religious propaganda - the 
press, and a number of 1^cal organizations all over India and
a body of local leaders ready, which she could convert at any
29
moment into a nmchinery for political propaganda." oide by 
side she strongly condemned all the evil practices, manners 
and customs of Hindu society and tried to ameliorate the 
position of women in order to improve the country’s lot. Being 
herself a woman and liaving a good knowledge of national culture 
Mrs. Annie Besant v/as a great authority regarding women’s 
problems and held respectable position in the eyes of the 
people of India, especially the intellectual class during the 
first tv70 decades of the present century, after Gandhi j i ’ s 
active participation in politics she retired from the political 
field end- devoted her v/hole attention to theosophic society and 
its activities.
ii (a) Ihharshi Karve;- The early childhood of B. A. Karve
v/as
28. quoted by Ilrs. He era Besai in the Impact of the British 
rule on the position of Indian V/oman, p. 150 from B.C.I'al; 
Annie Besant A Psychologocia.l btudy, p. 241.
29. Buch, li. . : or. cit., p. 173.
was passed in many difficulties as his father was very poor
and could not spend much after his education. Frederick J.
Gould rcma.rlcs "our I). Ik Karve was the leading spirit, who
tramped 110 miles from Murud Toy the sea to the examination
30
room a.t oatara in a four days pilgrimage." It was under
such hardships that he had his education, lie studied for 
sometime at Ratnagiri hut owing to ill-health left the place. 
Ee went to Bombay for further studies and finally gra,duated 
there. He îiad to face many difficulties especially monetary 
in completing his studies. But his desire v/as so keen for 
education that he ^'orked hard and by giving tuitions to others 
he succeeded in reaching his g .al.
His public work started with his village llurud. There 
he collected funds for the repairs of an old temple and 
afterwards engaged in activities for a school building in the 
same village. Bater he went to Bombay and worked in the 
liaratha High School very enthusiastically. lifter settling 
in Bombay he called his wife and used to teach her ii his 
spare time.
His beliefs about widow re-marriage: - From the very 
beginning he vjas an active supporter of widow remarriage 
which vras vehemently opposed at that time by a large section 
of society. He writes in his book "looking back" that the
question
30. Harve, 1. K.; Looking Back, Preface, p. viii.
question of widow re-mrriage had attracted his attention
since he was a hoy. First widow re-marriage was solemnised at
Bombay in 1869 when he only eleven. The whole incident
was described in various newspapers and the marriage became
a topic of conversation among neople in llurud as the bride
31
belonged to the same village. Ee himself did not consider 
the subject for platform talk but put into practice when his 
first wife died. He married a girl rho had bee me a widow 
at the age of eight, bhe wa,s lundi ta * s first pupil to join 
the uheirda badan. Of course, he had to face tremendous hard­
ships and social boycott by his caste. At this time he felt 
the need of starting an organisation through which widows could 
re-marry. How strong the public feeling was against widow 
re-mrria.ge could be noticed in the following lines; - "In 
the year 1900 vre delivered lectures and wanted to secure names 
of one hundred nersons from among the Honlcanastha, Beshastha, 
and Hamhada Brahmins who were prepared to openly interdine 
with people who had married widows .... ¥e were, however,
enable to get two peoiole from among three large Brahmin
52
Communities."
His work in the Widow Re-Harrmage Association and contact 
with people made him feel that it was very hard to create
public
51.H8.rve B. H .; on. cit., p. 45,
32. Ibid, p. 55."
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public opinion in favour of widow re-marriage. The other
Toad open for the cause was to educate widows which would
make them self supporting. Moreover, educated widows would
think over the problem themselves and make themselves ready
for the courageous step.
Thus he started the Hindu Widows'’ Home in order to make
them independent by educating them. He writes that, "I got
my inspiration from Pandita Ramabai ... who was the pioneer
34
in the cause of widow’s education." He was also engaged in 
several activities at that time but his main interest was 
education of girls and widows. As a result, he startôd Majvila 
Vidyalaya as well as Widows Home.
His activities in Field of Education; Firstly, Prof. D. H.
Karve believed that high school and higher education for girls 
should be different from that of boys. Similar curriculum was 
not suitable for women as their field of work was quite differ­
ent than that of men. Secondly,he believed that medium of edu­
cation should be^  vernacular. Hr .Karve uvas of the opinion that 
Indian women are more truely educated and more serviceable to
their own country, if they did their hardest thniking in their 
35
mother tongue. It was,therefore,necessary to frame a new curri­
culum suitable for women and girls alike. IVhile he was thinkipg
over
33. Karve, D. K.: op. cit., p. 59.
34. Ibid, p. 60.
35. O’Malley L.S.S.: op. cit., p. 457.
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over the plan he received from bhri Prasad Gupta of Benaras,
a pamphlet giving an account of Japanese Women’s University.
hr. Paruse had founeed that University in 1900 and the
pamiphlet described the splendid success within 12 years, that
was upto 1912. Prof. harve found that the reforms introduced
by the Japanese University vas very well suited to Indian
University also as hr. Paruse i/rites in that pamphlet as
follows: - "Our aim in establishing the Women’s university
is neither to cony the higher institutions for women in
America and Europe, nor to rival the men’s university courses in
this country. Jha,t we aim at is to so frame our schedul s of
study as to suit the mental and physical conditions of women
at oresent, and to gradually raise the standard in accordance
36
with general progress." He clearly stated his aims in
establishing the University in his presidential lecture at 
the national Social Conference Bombay, 1915. Ee said in 
educ'ting women the following principles will govern us;- 
first to educate them as human beings; secondly, to educate 
them as -women in order to fit them to become good wives and 
wise mothers; and thirdly, to educate them as members of the 
nation so that they may always remember that their lives at 
home are related in an important manner, however, hidden, to
the
36. Karve, D. T{. ; op. cit., p. 106.
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the prosperity or decay of the nation."
The first necessity v/ascfe^  funds and therefore he toured 
all over India lecturing on the need and the utility of an 
independent women’s university. His appeal was responded to 
and the work of establishing the University started vigourously 
On 3rd June 1916 the first meeting of benate was held. The 
number of students in the beginning was very small and the 
first student graduated in 1919 and three in 1920. The 
University suffered financially until the large donation of 
a sura of Rs.l5,00,000/- v/as received from Sir Vithaldas 
Thakersey undeijseveral conditions. But for the sincere 
efforts of Professor Karve the University for women would 
not have been established on a firm footing. Moreover, very 
recently in 1950-51 the University received the recognition 
of the Bombay Government and its degrees are equivalent to 
those of the Bombay University.
Estimation of his work: As shown before his main activities 
centred round the two main objectK. In the early sta.ge of his 
career he worked for the ema,ncipation of women and widows.Uext
phase
37. Karve, D. K.;on. cit., p. 108. Some viewpoints were expres­
sed in the pamphlet of that Japanese University c.f. "There 
is a widespread tendency to regard a woman merely as a 
tool or a machine destined solely for service at home or 
for the propagation of family line; and in opposition to 
such extreme tendencies, we feel the necessity of educati% 
women as human beings, that we may be able to call forth 
their conècibuèness as personalities with infinite aspira­
tion and longings." (ibid, p. 107).
fTô
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pha.se was entirely devoted to education and after attaining
the goal his abilities w^ ere directed in consolidating all his
vari-'us activit.es. He hi is elf w it es that "there have been
different mar ced stages in my work for the uplift of Indian 
38
women." From 1893 till 1900 he worked for the cause of
widow re-marriage and acted as the s,ecretary of the Widow
Marriage Association. Through his contact with people and
his exp. rience in work he was led to believe the.t education
of widows v^ as vitally necessary. He, therefore, started to
work in this line and as a Secretary of Hindu Widows Home
Association continued the work of education of widows upto
at
1916. He writes in his autobiography that^the same time he
devoted a part of his energy to the question of the education
of w.men in general and worked for the Mahile Vidyalaya and
39
Hishkama Earma Hatha.
In making an estimate of his work, it must be noted that
his work indicated regular stages of evolution, ".... The
widow re-marriage Association, Hid jws Home Hahila Vidyalaya,
ITislikamo Earma Ho.tha, Hahila shram and finally the '/omen’s
40
University are the successive steps in that evolution."
In the later years of his life he has acted as a guiding spirit
f or
38. Harve, F. E.: op. cit., n. 97.
39. Ibid, p. 97.~
40. Harve, D. K.; A Sketch of His Life and Life Work, p. 45
r: i 
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for all these institutions.
In short, the vdiole life of ]j, K. Karve v/3.s full of
activities for the social uplift of the people. But his
greatest contribution loas in the field of women’s collegiate
education. At that time when everybody i-rs^s imitating western
education he boldly put forth his views on education fvr
41
women and the necessity of Indianising it. hot only this 
but he started irnm diately the work of /omen’s University and 
put before them a suitable type of education which helped 
Indian women to achieve the right ideal of woo.ianhooc.
(b ) G. K. Beodhar (1849-1935 )'f G. K. Beodhar’s name v/as 
.ulways associated with Servants of India Society and Seva 
Sadan of Poona as he x^ra.s a great worker in the Servants of 
India society and through his efforts Poona Seva Sadan was 
established. G. K. Beodhar, like Prof. K a r v e , f r o m  a very 
poor family and he suffered great lia,rdships to finish his 
educa,tion. But he v/as able to pass his K.A. examination of 
the Bombay University.
In 1927, he was elected President of Servants of India 
Society. He rendered active service to the cause of women’s 
uplift through Seva Sadan and did great service to humanity 
through the Servants of India Soc:ety. For his work he had 
to travel wide but through'.'ut his life he remained active as
he
41, O’hiaAley L. S. S.; op. cit., p. 458.
1he believed in teaching through example rather than prece_t.
He was the most sincere and able worker in oeva oadan and
Ramabai Ranade c uld not have found a more sincere and able
42.
wor:\:er than Hr. leodhar for Seva Sadan.
(c ) Lala Bevaradi (1860-1935 ) :
Arya Samaj’s activities have been already mentioned in 
Clmpter II. Under the influence of Arya Samaj Lala Levraj 
started a Kanya Vidyalaya of Jalandhar in 1886. This was 
another novel experiment in the field of girls’ education. The,, 
founded the institution on the basis of Guruiaila in Vedic 
India. Girls were not taught to read and \rrite but they were 
engaged in several other activities. Three main features 
of this Gurukul were as follows--
(1) The girls who studied there were residents of the Boarding 
ocho 1 and were trained for their special Gurukul degrees.
(2) Physical education was compulsory and much attention was 
given to regular exercise and games.
(3) The medium of education was Hindi or banskrit.
Lais, Levraj \jsls the guiding spirit of this institution. He 
wrote ma,ny boo :s to serve the purnose of propagating the type 
of education needed for girls. The main object of the insti­
tution was to train girls in building a strong character and
strong
42. Hirtikar, Padma: Education of Women during the British
Period (1800-1947), p. 240.
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physique. The institution has still an all-India fane.
Besides these three,there were several other personali­
ties like Gopal Hahs,dev Chiplunkar, Bliahdarkar, Chandavar.:ar 
lady Abla Bose of Calcutta, Mrs. borahji of Poona, Hiss lose 
of Lahore, who worked in one field or another for the emanci- ! 
pation of Indian women, ;
I
A second distinct group of workers includes personalities j 
of India wide fame who indirectly had a far reaching influence | 
in ameliorating the social position of women and whose specific I 
field of activity was not only women ’ s emancipation but had a 
variety of aspects. Two outstanding figures of the period 
under review were Lr. Rabindranath Tagore and bhree ^ayaj irao i 
Gaikwad of Baroda. !
iii (cl) Rab i ndranat h Tagore : ( 1861-1941 ) ; In India as well as | 
abroad no introduction is necessary for Tagore. Ee was |
famous as a gifted poet, a, philosopher and lover of nature and | 
a real a,rtist. He was equally famous abroad as he was awarded 
the Hobel Prize for his collection of songs named Gitanjali.
His extremely kind nature and poetic heart made him think 
over the existing method of education in schools, where students ; 
were punished without understanding. He had his own enlightened j 
views on education. He believed in the type of schools which
prevailed
43. Hirtikar, Padma; op. cit., p. 227.
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prevailed in ancient India where students and teachers
used to stay in forests in the surroundings of nature and
44
learn in freedom.
Tagore started an institution named bliantininetan (abode 
of peace) at Bel pur near Calcutta. He believed in equal 
treatment to girls and boys and framed a curriculum for then 
as "he felt tliat in all other respects the world required the 
service of both the sexes and they shoulo be brought up alike. 
This v/as his main contribution to education. He also brought et 
cultur8,l revival by making arrangement for teaching vari ous 
arts such as dancing, painting and music thus encouraging and ♦ 
reviving the ancient cultural activities at Vis va Bha,rati - 
an international university. His institution became an abode 
of all the great artists of the day and even today the insti­
tution is famous for maintaining the high standard in all 
cultural arts..
Besides this, he ivas a great poet and novelist too. His 
novels are full of hume,n touch and sumpath^^ for crushed huma- 
nity. IJany bo ks depict the misery and deplorable condition 
of Indian "'omarihood. Brockway Hora H. gives a specimen of 
the same subject described in one of his novels as foilowe:- 
*¥omen repudiate the idea expressed in one of Rabindranath 
Tagore’s novels; "The whole world is open to men. For man
the
44. Hi rt ika.r, Padma ; op. cit., p. 227.
45. Ibid, p. 228.
the open air, the beauties of travel; for w;man a corner of
the h'-use, the side of the sick bed, at best a peep throurh
46 J:- c
the window."
(b) IialjCuraja ^ayaj i Rao Gai kwad: (1863-1938) : He v/as one
of the outstanding rulers of his time and he ruled over Baroda 
froiii 1881 to 1938. He v/as not born in the royal faxaily but 
v.ras adopted by the Haharani Jaiiienabai Gaekv/s,d in 1875. He 
v.?a.6 trained and educated by an English teacher hr. Iliot and an '
Inciian ir T. j^ îadhav/rao# At the y 'ung age oi 18 he was able to i
rule his State well. He made several necessary reforms in 
his State. Besides his State activities his man]/" travels 
abroad broadened his outlook and he became an ardent sup^nrter 
of v/omen’s emancipation. He tried to liberate v/omanlio -d and 
ameliorate their position by amending certain lav/s in Baroda 
State. ;
education; He v/as pioneer in introducing compulsory education !
i
first in one Taluka (county) iuiireli, on a trial basis and 
later in 1906 throughout his State. This required opening of 
hundreds of schools for boys and girls. He also encouraged 
female education by offering scholarships in prima,ry schools.
He offered a number of scholarships for higher education and 
education abroad. He strongly recommended female education 
because he believed tliat "By the denial of education to v/omen
we I
46. quoted by Broackv/ay Hora K. in A Larger Way for Women,
p. 86 from Visva-Bharati quarterly (bantiniketan, Bengal,
November 1937]
we deprive ourselves of half the potenti^l force of the nation
deny to our children the advantage of having cultural mothers,
and by stunting the facilities of the mother affect injuriously
47
the heredity of the race."
In order to make the wider circulation of knowledge
and general awakening through books not only every village
in his kingdom- had a library but there were mobile circulating
libraries in the btate which provided books for women at home.
Le.aal Reforms; Other ref rms introduced by him in his btate
were stopping of child marriage by enacting a law in 1904 thus
putting a ban on child marriage and restricting the minimum
age for marriage for a boy at 14 and that for a girl at 12.
lie strongly opposed caste restrictions and encouraged
inter-CcSte marriages. Ee says "the evils of caste cover the
whole range of social life. It hampers the life of the
individ-ual with a vast number of petty rules and observances
which have no meaning. It cripples him In his relations, with'
his family, in his ma.rriage, in the education of his children
48
and his life generally." He also introduced widow re­
marriages, and stopned polygamy by legal enactments. He was 
far in advance of the British Government as Divorce and certain 
rights of inheritance to property were given to women in his
State
47. Sources; (Selected and Edited) Speeches and Address of the
Maharaja Gaekv.^ .r of Baroda, p. 93.
48. Ibid, p. 88".
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btate long before their enactments in British India. He
sincerely wanted to abolish all the bad customs which hampered
the progress of women and society at large. Speaking about
such evil customs he says: - "The existence side by side of
custojns like polygamy and the prohibition of widow re-ma.rriage
similarly shws a bad organization of society. The one keeps
UT) an unduly low standard of morality among men, the other
49
demands an impossibly high standard from women."
Conclusion: The Kef/-rms he introduced for the betterment of
society and especic.liy for women can be concluded as follows:
(1) Introduction or compulsory education in order to 
promote female education a,nd education in general 
given through liberal scholarships.
(2) Removal of Purdah system and untouchability for a wider 
promotion of education among women and depressed classes.
(3) Enactment of several lav/s regarding widow re-marriage, 
divorce, bigamy and inheritance in order to ameliorate 
the status of women.
In SLiort he was the most enlightened and popular ruler 
of his time. \Jhen the British Government was not ready to 
introduce certain reforms by legal enactment he boldly did it 
and stood by it. Thus he did his best for éducation and 
emancipation of v/omen.
Tin
49.Sources: op. cit., p. 94.
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3.3 An Analysis of the Extent of Individual Efforts of social 
Reformers and an j^stimate of Their success in .n/akenin^ c oocial 
Gonscivvusness; Before attempting to analyse and estimate the 
work of various social reformers it is necessary to understand 
the cultural and social background in -^.hich they had to work.
Thu ideas adv .cated by the social ref :rmers were not f oreign 
to the ancient tradition and culture of the country, xncient 
Indian History reveals periods of great enlightenment when women 
occupied a position which would be envied even today, when 
they were allowed and expected to participate actively not 
only in the small s.uial sphere but also in the larger religi­
ous and political spheres. It may be said without fear of 
contradiction that women made themselves an integral and 
useful members of society. Therefore it v/as not difficult 
for the people and especially for men to accept their women­
folk as taking an interest in nev/er activities outside the 
narrov/ range of the home. Further more a /^ave of social av/aken- 
ing, enlightenment and liberalism had gripped the v/estern 
v/orld and it had its consequent rep'cr cuss ions on the educated 
and liberal minded Indians. These tv/o factors made it easier 
for the reformers to put their ideas across v/i th out very serious 
opposition. Besides most of the reformers restricted their 
field of activity to the urban areas and so met with little 
opposition from the real orthodoxy vhich v./as found in rural
India
134?"
India.
It is interesting to study the evolution in the aims and 
ideals of the reformers of this century. In the beginning 
the reformers aimed at the provision of educational facilities 
for women with a view to make them better wives and mothers 
and to enable them to take an active interest in their homes 
and their husband’s work. Huma,ni tar ian motives were also 
responsible for viuch effort because a large number of reformers 
were m ved by the sad plight of widows and deserted wives 
from families with moderate means and they worked for the 
a:jielioration of these women. It seems that the idea of equality 
of the two sexes was not given much thought to by the reformers^ 
neither did the women themselves agitate for any equality, 
-economic independence of women v/as equally lost sight of except 
in the case of widows and deserted wives who had no one to 
support them.
Various methods used and the different fields in which 
the important social reformers worked have already been 
discussed in some detail in the preceding paragraphs and 
therefore to avoid repetition it would be sufficient to see 
how far they wer( successful in bringing about a change in 
attitude among the people and in improving the condition of 
women in general. ^
First of all the number of reformers was very small
compared
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compared to the large population and the great extent of the 
country. Therefore, their work could not have the influence 
necessary to bring about marked social progress. For this 
the reformers cannot be blamed. Most of the reformers 
concentrated only on two fields of activity viz. spread of 
academic education and amelioration of the condition of the 
women especially widows. This was rather unfortunate because 
the type of academic education received by them was not the 
real need and did not succeed in giving the requisite training 
to enable the women receiving such education to fight against 
deep-rooted orthodoxy and to hold their own in the face of 
social criticism. Instead of such academic education it 
would have been better to have given them training that would 
ha.ve made them economically independent and giving them a 
consciousness of their rights and duties as useful members of 
society. Another reason for a simller success on the part of 
the reformers in achieving social progress was that they 
ma,inly restricted their activities to urban areas while the 
majority lived in villages and abounded in exasperating 
orthodoxy. For all these and many other reasons the desired 
social awakening was not possible and the position of women 
did not improve to any appreciable extent. Credit, however, 
must be given to the courage, zeal and the capacity for 
suffering hardships of these few brave men and women who
dedicated
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dedicated their lives for the betterment of their womenfolx.
Fighting against acute oppositi.n at times, debarred from
social intercourse on many occasions, subjected to scathing
criticism, accused, of evil designs least contempla.ted by them,
these reformers incessantly worked with untiring zeal all
through their lives for a cause, the success of which was
not for them to see but for the future generations to reap.
They could not be expected to achieve .Piracies but they did
succeed in laying a foundation for future progress and did
the thankless spadew.rk which is always the most difficult
«
in every tasm. •
3.4 national Political Movements and its Effects on btatus 
of Indian hbmen; Besides these individual efforts there was 
another important factor which helped a great deal in quickening 
the pace of social reform. This v/as an unprecedented av/akening 
of political consci usness and a strong and persistent deoiand 
for self-government since the latter half of the nineteenth 
century. Indian pec'le began to feel the need of political 
noiyer for India’s advancement. The easy ^cess to English 
literature through their education av/akened their consciousness 
v/hich mindled the spirit of patriotism in them. They were 
acquainted v/ith the history of other countries like .hnerica, 
Italy, Ireland v7ho§e countr^ niien struggled for the liberation 
and independence of their motherlsindS. Ho doubt the first
fruitless
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fruitless attempt was made in 1857. The educated class felt
the need of better co-operation and formulation of creative
programme. -’’Due to their efforts^ "bar va j anile babha" of Poona
and "the Indian Associokion" of Bengal, two political
organizations which aimed at the beginning together of
50
politically conscious Indians, came into existence.
In 1885, the Indian national Congress, the first a,ll
Indie,n political organization was founded by Indian liberals
in co-operation with Hume and supported by non-official liberal
Britishers and intellectual patriotic Indians. The main
object oi the Congress was "to enable all the most earnest
labourers in the cause of national progress to be uersonally
51
Icnovm to each other."
Another notable feature of the Congress was that most 
of the social reforms also were made through it as majority 
of vh.e social reformers were also its co-founders. But at 
its second meeting the Congress officially declared that the 
Indian Hationad Congress was mainly a political body and it 
had no concern with social reforms. This decision of the 
Congress led to the fori.iation of national bocial Conference 
in 1887 which held its sessions at the same time and used 
the same pandal. The main object of the national Social
Conference
50. Besai, Heera: op. cit., p. 205.
51. bittaramaiya, Pattabliai; The History of Congress (1946)
p. 16.
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Conference was reforming of Indian society.
Tlie year 1905 w s a landmark in the histur^/ of India &.s
well as the Congress. The partition of Bengal due to the policy
of Curzon gave rise to militant nationalism. There v/as a
rift in the Congress party regarding the methods of struggle
adopted "by it. "The political strength of the left v/ing within
the Congress led "by Tilak, Pal and other militant nedionalist
52
leaders increased v/i thin and outside the Congress. " As a
consequence, a fev/ features developed out of it, v/hich enabled
the extension of the nationalist movement from the upper
intellectual class to middle classes. "The Bengal nationalism
in its very characteristic form sv/ept the v/hole province
in 1905, as a result of the Curzonian autocracy. It soon
connected itself v/ith the neo^-Vedantic movement of Cv/ami
Vivekananda on the one hand the revival of popular Hinduism
v/hich also, to some extent associated with the same 
53
school." The old method of struggle such as petition and
appeals to the British Government v/as replaced by boycott and 
bv.yadeshi movements. Under the leadership of Bal, Pal and Lsil 
the nev/ schools of militant nationalism v/ere evolved and 
outside the official Congress movement a sort of terrorism also 
developed. They vranted to establish the superiority of ancient
culture
52. lesai, Heera; op. cit., p. 207.
53. Buch, XT. XL. : op. cit., p. 182.
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culture and civilization over that of the modern Vest. ’ The
new trend of that time was described by Pandit Jawaharlal
as follows;- "bocially speaking the revival of Indian
54
nationalism in 1907 v/as definitely reactionary."
The pro ramme of the nwadeshi movement and boycott of iore-i
f .reign goods led wmien automatically in the struggle, ’/omen 
were requested to boycott foreign cloth and to use bwadeshi 
clothes and go^__ds, A few women frmi the advanced, class join­
ed the progra me which enabled them to participate in the 
struggle for country’s freedom.
The policy of the Congress has remained unchanged from 
the very beginning in its treatment of women. Membership of 
Congress v/as o en to all, v/ith out any restriction of class, 
creed or sex. Before Gandhi j i became the Undisputed leader 
of the Congress tv/o v/omen with outstanding personality impressed I 
other v/omen by their v^ ork in the movement and gave impetus to 
them to join the Congress and its activities. Both of them - 
lirs. Annie Besant and the other Mrs. oarojini Aaidu held 
responsible posts as Congress presidents. Ilrs. iinnie Besant 
v/ith her militant demand of Home Aule League for India said 
o-s folldv/s in 1917; - "The strength of the Home Rule Hovement 
was rendered tenfold greater by the addition to it of a large 
number of v/ men v/ho brought to its helping the uncalculating
heroism
54, lluker.iee, Hirendranath: India Struggles for Freedom, p. SO.
heroism the endurance, the self e orifice of the feminine 
55
nature."
World I/ar I (1914-1918) bro-ght great changes in the 
social,economic and political life of the people in India, 
too. Of course it had no profound effect on Indian women as it 
had on European vromen particularly English women. Indian 
industries- began to expand and many '^orhers, men and women were
employed in factories. At the termination of the War due to the;
industrial crisis unemployment occured on a. large scale. A ^
great decline in the prices of agricultural conmiodities also
developed a feeling jf unrest and resulted into great hardships 
for an agrarian population. The econ mic' crisis brought 
discontent among industrial as well as agriculturists cue to |
economic suffering. This created a foreground to launch a
j
political movement on a larger scale as a mass upheaval. ;
I
Upto 1\ 21 many outstanding personalities, such as i;
j
Ranade, Tilak, Golchale, Dadabhai ITavaroji, Surendranath, i
Lala Lajpatrai, G. R. Las though they belonged to different 
provinces and had differences of opinion all shared a common ;
ideal to drive the foreigners out of India. They worked 
together through the Indian .Rational Congress, but could not 
raise the movement (k a mass scale. "Gandhi made nationalism 
a practical anci intelligent creed to the ma.sses and converted
a
55. Sittaraimiya; op. cit., p. 130.
a movement which has been confined to the intelligentia
56
into a mass movement." in 1921, M. K. Gandhi entered the
political arena and attracted many men and women to join the
struggle for freedom of India. "Gandhi’s profound knowledge
of the heart of his people was never better shown than in
his special appeal for women to come and serve. I knew that
the strength of India lies inJLts women because of their great
cower over their sons, and because of their idealization of 
57
the mother." Moreover Gandhi j i evolved a programme for 
mass movement arid successfully led it in the first phase 
during 1919-1923. M. A. Buch in v/riting about this new 
movement writes tha,t "It inspires men, women and cMldren, 
classes and masses, the orthodox and the educated alike. It
58
has given birth to a new literature, a new art, a new industry’. 
Uptil now women and masses could not participate in the 
political movement because of the lack of suitable programme 
for them. It is Gandhi j i who could draw masses and women 
into the nationalist movement for political emancipation 
because he evolved a suitable programme for them. Hot only 
the programme but the method of participation was not militant 
yet required a great strength of will which made it not
possible
56. O’Malley, L.S.S.: op. cit., p. 750.
57. Hauswirth Frieda: Purdah: The Status of Indian Women, p.231
58. Buch, M. A.: op. cit., p. 125.
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possible but even necessary f r women to j oin the struggle.
"Gandliij i ’ s preaching of non-violence was taken very seri -usly
by his femi'.le followers, but altnough they couM oot retaliate
59
violence did not daunt them,"
A wave of national awakening, not confined to the women’s
movement spreaa throughout the country during the first
quarter of the 20th century. Apart from legal reforms and the
social services of men and women several political m.-vements
led by Mahatnv., Gandhi awakened women and made them still more
conscious of their position n society, iifter taxing part
in non-co-operation movement of 1921 women realised their
abilities for work outside the home. Their self confidence
and awareness of their own capacity were increased by their
work in variuus fields. They found that they could unite with
men for their country’s freedom and thus "in struggling for the
c0untry’s freedom women achieved their own freedom to an
60
extent hardly credible."
The whole period was of unrest. Speaking of that time 
linker j ee describes it thus: - "In those hectic months of early 
1921 masses end students left the Government controlled . 
educational institutions, and lawyers of the eminence of G. H.
Das
59. liauswirth, Freida: op. cit., p. 254
60. Gousins, liar gar et E . ; op. cit., p. 53.
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Das and Motilal Hehru gave up their practice."
Mahatma; Ganrhi realised that without women’ s equal
interest and help in public activities the desired aim of
national self government could nwer be achieved. ' So he t
encouraged women to discard purdah, to come out of their
homes and to take part in propaganda work of boycotting
foreign goods and burning of them in public. He also invited
them for picketting foreign goods shops and liquor shops. The
call of Gandhi j i was responded to by a large number of women
as "for the boycott of goods, women who had before been
secluded, went unattended to all parts of townjijat a.ll hours
unhindered. It is significant that cases of molestation by
men were exceedingly rare. Though they hod often to go into
the most disr putable and dangerous quarters, the only risk
62
they ran v/a.s from the police." Thus women from noble 
fa.milies and the educated class, laying aside their natural 
timidity, joined i-mth men in picketting foreign goods shops 
especially shops of foreign cloth.
In the great Civil Disobedience Hovement of (1929-1933) 
a still greater number of women of all classes and communities 
both rich and po r, joined hand in hand wi th men in res ending 
to the country’s call, forgetting old precedents, of seclusion
and
61. Huker.1 ee. Hirendranath; p. cit., p. 117.
62. Hauswirth, Freida; op. cit., p. 254.
4and sex separation. Many were imnrisoned. 2000 wvien aginc-
65
from 18 to 70 were arrested during the nati onal movement.
Many seifferec) from ’lathi’ (meaning a Ètrong bamboo stick)
charges, from loss of property, from personal bereavement
from cruelty and s/metimcs fr m the loss of their means of
livlih:od. "The official hist orian of the Congress records
that in 1950-31, within a short interval of ten months 90,000
men, women and children were sentenced. On July 14, 1930
it was admitted by the Government spokesman in the Legislative
Assembly that from April 1 to that date there had been 29
cases of f ring on the nublic which killed 103 and injured
64
420 persons." hoinen fr m  urban as ^^ ell as rural areas
65
faced all these hardships and aggression from the Government. 
The response of the women to Gandhij i’s call to take part in 
in the Landi ( a sma.ll village on sea-coast near Surat) 
Satyagrahs,, in defiance of the salt law was great. They
played
63. 0’1mlley L, u.S.: op. cit., p. 225.
64. liukerj ee, Hirendranath; op. cit., n. 147.
65. Hauswirth Freid^ gives an instance of such bravery as ±-r- 
follows:- "In Dorsad for instance 1500 women were going 
quietly along a street in a peaceful procession. The 
police me/It them with ’Lathi’ charge. The woo.Qn leader 
was wounded, but with blood stained sari, passed on again 
until disabled by further beating." Another instance of 
women’s passive resistance against police provocation is 
described by Freida Hauswirth. In Bombay under the leader­
ship of Mrs. Eansa Mehta ( a, well-known social and educati­
onal leader, later member of an advis ..ry committee of the
1 4 &' e
played their part creditably in the new venture of public
life. The instance >i oarojini Haidu calmly opposing the
police provocation is worth noting hero. ilrs. uarojini
haidu was leading a party during a i\ id on Lharasana ^alt
works, Police stopped her and all her followers from going
further. They set there on the dust but refused to move
bac.iwrard. "Without water or fv^d they sat there throughout
the long burning hours of the day in the scorching dust calmly
66
twirling the thread on hand spindles ..."
In 1940-41 the Civil disobedience movement was launched 
again '^ mth still more vigour and enthusiasm. This time 
hahatma Gandhi challenged the British Government to leave the 
country. "Quit India" was the slogan. The whole nation was
■prepared
Round Table Conference in London) women - a band of five 
hundred - moved in a procession on Tilak day the 1st August 
1930. It was the heavy monsoon season and women of all 
ages - castes and conditions f ough majority of them young 
and educated made their way with s^ngs and banners along the 
streets of Bombay. Nearly two hours the women paraded 
under the heavy rain until the police received the orders 
to stop the procession. Suddenly police st-p ed them 
pr ceeding further but the women did not retreat. Their
leader sat quietly on the muddy road and all the foilowers
imitated her. They sat there for the whole night in order 
to force the issue of either acknowledgernent of the right to 
hold peaceful procession or arrest. "ileanwhile police 
received the orders to disperse them by f-rce .... a series 
of * Lathi * charges followed; lasting i or two whole hours,
in wi'ich the surging, shifting crowd of spectators also
came in for its share. There were numerous wounded and 
hundreds of arrests." op. cit. p. 3.
66. Ibid, p. 235.
prepared for the struggle to gain freedom. Young girls and
hoys left the schools and colleges in order to work in the
national interests. "Politics vjas the first movement from
the wider world which effected Indian women students; the
67
second we,s the call to social reform." llany men and women
actively t-ok part in the movement. ïl.e British Govêrnment
was also active in suppressing it. All the prominent Indian
leaders were suddenly rounded up and nearly thirty thousand
leading men and women were sent to prison during that year.
hore and more persons were ready to go to prison in spite of
inconveniences and hardships they had to suffer during their
imprisonment, llrs. Hansa Ilehta described it thus: "The women
were often kept overnight in lockups level with the ground,
without beds or beddings on stone-flagged floors, behind
shutterless iron-barred windows where people from the streets
could see in all hours, bhen Èhe and twc^others went to jail,
there were eight women in an 18 by 18 feet room in the first
class. In the next cell of the same size there were 10
68
women in the third 12".
In spite of all these difficulties hundreds of v7omen 
went to jail, most of them for a night or two as Government 
could not provide for them as thousands of them ready to
court
67. Brockway, Nora K.:  op. cit., p. 125.
68. Eauswirth Preida: op. cit., p. 237.
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court the Jail, llany of them were sentenced for longer terms
69
as first second or third cl&ss prisoners.
As a result of provocations and suppression by the 
Government a militant movement smouldered more strongly by 
a group of peonle who did not believe in the principle of 
non-violence. Quite a large nuÿber of men and women were 
enge.ged in underground activities. One of the prominent 
workers and leaders of these activities was a woman - hrs.
Aruna Asafali who attracted many women to join underground 
organisations to work for the freedom of India.
The period of India* s political struggle was a period 
of great strife and women proved worthy of themselves- suffering 
all the dinds of tortures in the form of rigorous punishment 
or loss of their dear onvs under military fire, in the cause 
of the nation.
Thus, "millions of women broke in one short year fetters 
which normally it would have taken generations to shake off 
they broke them not in rebellion against their own guilty
?q
menfolk who had forged them but against the alien Government hi.
Women joined the national political movement because 
of the powerful influence of Gandhiji over masses of India.
His ap eal was respondedjby majority of the Indians, and women
also
69. Eauswirth Preida; cit., p. 236.
70. Ibid, n. 243.
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also joined it sacrificing their caste, privacy and comforts
at home. "The cause of swaraj swept all taboos and customs
before it. The revered leader Gandhiji was sufficient
guarantee of the righteousness of whatever new actions had
71
to be taken."
3.5 Gandhiji and his Spécial Contribution to Emancipation 
of Women: (a) His attitude towards women in general: From
1921 onwards upto the independence of India Gandhij i was 
the most towering personality of the time - unique in his 
philosophy of life. Throughout his life he was a seeker 
after truth, and truth and non-violence (Ahimsa) were the 
powerful weapons in his hands. His simplicity of life and 
his virtuous life based on truth and non-violence attracted 
both the classes and the masses. His method of struggling 
for India’s freedom with non-violence as a weapon in his hand 
i/jas unique and of his own invention in the age of scientific 
invention of atom bomb. Achievement of freedom through peace­
ful measures astonished the world and finally his realisation 
of efforts appeared on 15th August 1947 when India won her 
freedom. He was famous as a political leader but his work 
of social reform was none the less important. Gandhi j i
believed in five great ideals viz. the removal of untoucha-
bility, prohibition of alchohol, home spinning, Hindu-Muslim
7 2
unity and last but not the least equality between sexes.
First
71. Cousins. liar gar et op. cit., p. 56.
Gubta. fa ami ni ben: op, cit., p. 66.
First of al"!, lie brought in women to j oin the cause thus 
mailing them conscious eb _ut their role and ability in 
public field. He "^olieved in equality of w-men and the treat­
ment of a girl si -uld not be cifferent from that of a boy.
He WOT it es about women as follows: "But I am uncompromising 
in the matter of women’s rights. In my opinion she should 
labour under no legal disability not suffered by man. I
should treat the douighters and sons on a footing of perfect 
73
equality." He repeatedly expressed his views in his news­
papers Young India ;nd Rarijan which he conducted. His speeches 
always appealed to the masses and were a powerful instrument |
for making any reform possible. He believed that "Woman is |
the companion of man gifted with equal mental capacities, bhe i
has the right to participate in the minutest detail of the
activities of man and she has the same right of freedom and
74 ,
liberty as he." He held women in great respect and repea-
tedly discussed and criticised the problems which hindered :
♦
their progress. He used to receive many letters from the
:  ^ I
public concerning vari us problems and he considerably drew 
public attention by discussingjsuch problems in his articles.
To him r T./oma.n is not the better half of men but "the mother,
maker
73. Gandhi, li. Z . ; komen and Social Injustice, p. 15
74. Ibid, p. 5. :
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maker and silent leader of men." He regarded her as the
76
"noblest creature of God’s creation."
(b) His Views on Social Reforms:
jyiarriage: - He considered marriage as a sacrament and only
for the progeny of race. Sex had no place in marriage and
sexual intercourse was only to be carried on for the sake of
progeny and not for sensual pleasure. If there was no desire
77
for a child, marriage should not be performed. Unlike other 
religious leaders in the past he did not condemn a woman as 
a temptress, the cause of ruin. He preached celibacy for ^ 
man as well as a woman on equal term. He condemned child 
marriage as it led to early motherhood which ruined the health 
of a mother and caused the degeneration of race.
Ur. Hirschfeld took note of his views on child marriage 
as follows: "This curse consumes the vitality of incalculable 
numbers of promising boys and girls upon whom rests the future 
of our nation - year after year it calls into being thousands 
of sickly children bof both sexes born of immature mothers. It 
is one of the most important causes of the gradual but steady 
decline of the Hindu race in size as well as in physical and
moral
75. Gandhi, M. K.: To the Women, p. 29.
76. Ibid, p. 15.
77. Tyagmurti ane bija lekho (Gujarati) pp. 148, 226. Quoted 
by Mrs. Uesai in the Thesis - The Impact of British Rule 
on the Position of Indian Women.
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moral strength,"  ^lore over child marriage was the main cause!
of child wid -VTS. he prescribed twenty years of age as minimum
marriageable age for a girl as he thought child marriege
79
led to degeneration of body as well as mind.
lie favoured widow re-ne.rriage as he argued that "If a
fifty years old widower nay re-marry with immunity it should !
80
be open to the wddow of thet age to do likewise.."
Enforced widowhood w^ -s a curse on Hinduism end he
considered it sinful end illogical. He m d e  several suggest!om
A
in his writings and speeches regarding the problems of widows. .
1. A widow before the age of fifteen should be got re-married :
by her parents.
2. Child marriage should be entirely prohibited.
3. The women who ha.d not consume.ted marriage ha,d a right to 
marry. i
4. Widowhood should be considered sacred and should not be \
I
considered as a sign of bad 18ck. }
5. kidow/s who did not w/ant to re-marrir should be provided 
with employment. Efforts on a wmder scale should be made
to ameliorate the position of wromen through their education ; 
and emplojHnent.
Uevadasi:
78. Hirschf eld, hagnus: komen East & Vest, > 151.
79. Gandhi II. IC. ; op. cit., p. 63.
80. Ibid, -0. 151.
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(c) Levada si; Another problem which shocked him during his
tour to 3 risal v/as the existence of Uevadasi - religious :
prostitution. Fe crusaded age inst the evil custom of Levada^i
and made a general appe-1 to the people to wine out the practice;1
from thier toi ms. He requested men to abstain from lust as
i
the problem could be solved by providing alternative occupation
to them if men could discord their vice. He remc.rked that
"It is not right that for our lust a single sister should have
81
to live a life of shame and humiliation."
(d) Purdah: He actually condemned purdah as women were 
deprived of thèir natural right of free movement. He support­
ed the m.'vement roised by Bihari women in order to discard 
purd.ah. He has written several times: against the Purdah 
system under the heading f "Tear down Purdah" or "The Loom
of Purdah". bhile narrating his feelings addressing a meeting
of TTomen behind purdah he writes that "I thought of the wrong
being done by men t the women of India by clinginm to a
barbarous custom, xfiich .... XTSS doing incalculable harm to
82
the country."
(e) Education; "A huim n being without education is not far 
removed from an animal. Education, therefore, is necessary
f or
81 Gandhi la. A.: op. cit., m, 134.
82. Ibid," D." 130.
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for wf.jinen as it is f;-r men," Here he meant education
in its X'jidest connotation. He declared in one of his speeches
that without the knowledge of three R’s also much useful v/orx
could he carried on. A wroman who f llowed the path of Ahimsa
(non-violence) and truth can become the le der in *oatyagraha*
(meaning insistence and struggle for truth) which does not
require the learning that boolcs give, but does require the
"^84
stout heart that comes from suffering and faith." mil the
same he realised the importance of liberal education.
He remarked on wrriting about women’s education that a
w,roman had every right to ret herself educated as education
develops and sharpens one’s intellt.ct and it increases one’s
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capacity for doing good." Thus he c nsidered education 
equally necessary for woman in order to sharpen their intellect 
and he further believed tliat as men and women wrere not 
identical the ed.cation to be imparted to them should be the
right type of education which enabled them to perform their
duties efficiently in their own spheres.
The above brief outline on the contribution of GandliiJ i 
to social prog-' ess in general r nd the emancipation of w/omen
in particular shores the f-r reaching, effect not only of the
political
83. Gandhi, A. H.: op. cit., p. 6.
84. Gandhi; I,. H . : op. cit., p. 29.
85. Gandhi,iiiM." If.;' op. cit.. p. 5.
political struggle but of the inspiration given by this 
great leader to the avjakening of social cons ci op.sne s avong 
the vast rural population of the country.
The Effect of the folitical wtruggle for Inde .endence on the 
Position of bbmen; As seen ear"1er the social reformers had sm 
succeeded onl to a soiall extent in imp^ -'oving the position Y ! 
\jomen but it was the political struggle for inc ependence as 
well as the influence of the Gandhian wjay of life that was 
responsible for educating public ooinion .mid ina-.ing not only ' 
men but women as well consci-us of their duties,as worth while ! 
members of the state.
An ad va, nee -^rsLB made in the direction of the betterment 
of the status of rromen as well as in lessening the burden of 
social cx'stoms and orthodox usages. The main changes evolved !
Î
as a result of the political struggle and the efforts of |
Gandhig.il and his associates are briefly the followinr; Prior |
i
to the worm of Gandhi j i the field of activity of the socj.al 
reformers x-/as mainly the urban areas but now the stress X'/as 
slowly shifted to the villages. This increased the contact ’ 
between the classes and the masses and helped to prepare the 
ground for better understanding between these two very widely 
segregated sections. Dignity of labour xva.s impressed in the 
minds of the people because of the high ideal of plain living
and
Ly
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and high, tliimiing nlaced by Gandhi ji hef re the country.
i
..impie IiahitE anc eelf-eufficiency encouraged the cottage j
industries and the call of Gandhiji to one and all to used !
goods e in the country itself gave further impetus to the |
Villages to start suall handicrafts and indirectly heIpea i
i
women and widows in particular to earn something on their own. :
i
.mother factor xUich very materially altered the etatus of X'/mmi! 
x^ ao due to the increasing cost of living after the first ko rid 
kar. Bice in the cost of living compelled the women to work 
ih order to add to the slender income of the men thus enabling 
the family to ma.ke both ends meet. And having thus started ;
xjorking the xj-.anen themselves realised the importance of 
economic inc ependence and at the saoie time men got used to the 
idea of women working, komtn in the course of their work came 
in contact x-rith many people and such contacts broo,dened their 
visi-ii and they came to appreciate the importance of educati on 
and learning. Furthermore, o considerable change in attitude 
tpol^  place b'-cause of th social uplift in the rural areas x-zhich 
made rapid progress possible and gave courage to the enlightened 
as well as the social'y conscious people to do away with manxr 
age old customs and caste restrictions which had no significance 
in modern life. It X'.ras not the spread of academic education 
that brought about these changes rather it x-xas the influence 
of the philosophy of life based on simplicity propounded and
practised
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practised by one of the greatest leaders modern tinæso 
ha.hatria Gandhi. However, much still rems.ins to be done 
especially in the field of w n m n ’s educati :n and economic 
incepen; ence f x-.^oraen and there is a great need for raising 
the status of xromen at a par x-hth rien by giving them equal 
opportunities r nd facilities for learning -'nd for xeorh.
3 • 6 ^ther Factors in moulding the x os it ion of Xndian komen; 
World bar becoYxd, nartiti on of In_ia:/ and finally the Nex'f 
Constitution brought forth other consic erable changes in 
framing the character of Indian viomen. It also liberated 
Indian x-jomanho.,;d to a greater extent owing to the econo ;ic 
situation arising during the Post-'*ar period; and the hex*/ 
Constitution also officially conferred upon them equal rights. 
With the onset of the second World War Women’s Associations 
xiere very active in contributing -lany articles made and 
prepared by them for the soldiers, several new xromen’ s 
organisai ions x-rere also established to work fo: soldiers in
action abr xad. The X’/omen of India xvere inspired by the 
marvellous x-xork and service done by the x-romen of the countries 
at X'/ar. borne of them x-zereleven prepared to fight against ene leg 
if they attacked India. Many x-zomen joined the National .'.rmy 
for the defence of India, secretly founded by b. C. Bose. 
Willingness to undergo military training under Captain Larmii - 
& X7cman from a noble family, il" us t rated x*ro men’s enthubiasxa,
couraere
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were divided into two parts, each coming under a different 
ruling authority. People, especially women and children, 
suffered greatly as a consequence of mass riots. Children 
were cruelly killed and women were kidnapped by the terrorists, 
mad with religious fanaticism. Women suffered the greatest 
wrongs of all, physical as well as mental, as no woman was safe 
and all were forced to lead a very unstable life. In order 
to help these women and other sufferets women like Sucheta 
Kripalani, Rameshwari Nehru, Mridula Sarabhai, Kamaladevi, 
Hannah‘s Sen, Rasha Saran and hundreds of others, united and 
volunteered to help to bring about peace and security aisr 
well as rescue and settle abducted women. Government 
officials also did their best and added their efforts to 
those of the volunteer workers. The nation v/as sufferring 
from the poison of the communal spirit, yet this chaos and 
tyranny aroused a spirit of co-operation and an inclination 
to serve suffering humanity among women xÆlo worked for their 
refugee fellow women in order to lessen their woes and 
miseries. These refugee women had developed a sort of courage 
and fearlessness out of sheer necessity and they struggled 
to preserve their freedom, chastity and religious faith. They 
had fled for their lives without paying any attention to 
caste prejudice or social antagonism. Many women who were 
the victims of the terrorists were rescued afterwards by
the
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courage and patriotism. This does not mean that every woman 
v/as prepared to take part in x>7ar and politics; but a large 
number of enlightened women seized the opportunity to demand 
their civil liberty and political rights, and to fulfil their 
duty to their motherland and take their proper place beside 
the women of other civilised countries.
The World War second raised the cost of living so h i ^  
that middle class families were forced to supplement their 
income by allowing their womenfolk to work outside the home. 
This fact is more responsible for the changed status of women 
in their class than any other single factor. What the 
reformist movement and literature could not do in a century 
this movement in the direction of natural families, combined 
with the need for supplementary income has done.
These circumstances automatically emancipated women by 
compelling them to x\rork in the offices, but this change came 
only in urban areas and among middle class families.
On 15th August, 1947, India officially achieved her 
national freedom. But with this came a heart-breaking blow, 
for she was divided into two parts - India and Pakistan. This 
partition was followed by confusion and bloodshed, and it 
created a feeling of enmity between the two important 
communities, Hindus and Mahomedans. The greatest tyranny and 
chaos prevailed in the Punjab and Bengal for both provinces
were
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the combined efforts of government officials and the
praiseworthy work of women workers. The total number of
abducted women recovered upto April 1950 was, India - 13,001,
86
plus Pakistan-6532 amounting to 19,353. The social 
workers tried to persuade the relatives of these refugees 
to take them back into their homes, without attaching any 
social stigma to them. Some of these women workers were 
successful in restoring these victims to their former happji, 
peaceful home life. But there were left many women and girls 
who were denied protection by their relatives. These were 
given shelter in refugee camps and in social institutions, 
where they were trained to earn their living and lead a 
respectable life.
Several problems were created by the great influx of 
refugees but the enlightened women workers of the towns and 
cities where refugee camps were established helped voluntarily 
a great deal in conducting various classes for teaching 
handicrafts and other cottage industries etc. to the 
displaced people. The branches of the Women’s Conference 
have played a notable part in the work of rehabilitation of 
refugees. The Government also has put forward many schemes 
for the employment of these persons.
New
86. Uesai. Neera; op. cit., p. 260.
New Constitution and Rights of Women: Finally a new const-
titution has been framed which is very important to all women
and is liberal in recognising their rights. This new Const-
titution of 1949 has introduced many changes, but the laws
improving women’s status are most noteworthy.
"The constitution of India enjoins absolute equality
of the sexes. Article 14 of the Constitution lays down that
the state shall not deny to any person equality before the
law and Article 15 provides that the State shall not
87
discriminate among other things on grounds of sex."
W-omen are officially given equal status with men; they
may nox\z hold any government post whatever their creed.
Fundamental rights conferred by the new Constitution imparts
equal opportunity and it clearly states that " ... it is
provided that no citizen shall on grounds only of religion,
race, caste, sex, descent, place of birth, residence or any
of them, be ineligible for, or discriminated against in
88
respect of any employment or office under the state." A 
clause for compulsory primary education has also been 
introduced.
3.7 Growth of Women’s Organizations and their main activities 
for the emancipation of women: The effect of various
socio-religious
87. Uurgabai: Legal Status of Women in India, p.l. Unesco: 
Seminar on the Status of Women in South Asia, Nexv Delhi,
88. Joshi, G. N.: The Constitution of India, p. 72.
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socio-religious movements in the previous century, the
contact and influence of the missionaries, the gradual
spread of education among women, rise of social institutions
and women’s movements in other countries, all drew the
attentionjof Indian women to the wisdom of organising themselves
It is a well known fact that women’s movement in India owed its
inception to the contribution of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and other
reformers in the 19th century who agitated for the amelioration
of women. The religious and social movements in the previous
century was started by men who inspired educated women to
form themselves in an association for the betterment of
their backward sisters. "Those women, who received education
have done credit to their sex and have led the movements for
89
social reforms."
The pioneer a^ong women to lead the movement started 
by men was Pandita Ramabai Sarasvati who worked throughout 
her life for the cause of women. As a result several 
institutions emerged through the individual efforts of people 
in different provinces, all having a common aim in the field 
of social work. The Arya Mahila Bamaj, an institution for 
women, was started by Pundiàa Ramabai as early as 1882.
This was the only institution then working for the welfare 
of women.
Prom
89. Cousins, Margaret, E«: op. cit., p. 53.
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Prom 1908 onx>zards there began the real movement to 
create associations of Indian women. Through the efforts of 
Pundita Ramabai, Sharda Sadan - which means the "Abode of 
the Goddess of Education - was opened in Bombay to improve 
the lot of widox^ zs and to educate adult women. Sharda Sadan 
educated many young widows and high-caste girls. Pundita 
Ramabai in 1912 established another institution, Mukti Sadan 
the "House of Salvation" at Khedgao, near Poona, for out-caste 
women and orphan girls. It was afterwards expanded into a 
big institution with a training school for teachers attached 
to it X'/ere also kindergarten school and an industrial school 
xvhich imparted knowledge in several handicrafts and cottage 
industries to needy women. It xvas a wonderful piece of 
organization sponsored by Pundita Ramabai herself. The 
growing number of students and the monetary needs of the 
institution called for eveji greater efforts from workers in 
addition to propaganda work among the public for financial 
help. The institution xveloomed every needy woman and gave 
shelter to all women without distinction of class or creed. 
Pundita herself worked hard upto her death in 1922. She 
stood for the cause of women and worked among her backward 
sisters to bring the light of knowledge the joy of self respect 
and freedom to them. The success of her work inspired other 
social workers to open similar types of institutions for
women
women.
Another institution, Seva Sadan, was founded at Bogibay 
in 1908 by two social reformers, Mr. Malbari and Bayaram 
Gidumal. The former was the ardent supporter of female 
education and both had agitated long before our social reforms. 
In 1887 Mr. Malbari had published a paper protesting against 
child marriage a.nd enforced widowhood. The work of Seva 
Sadan was very similar to that of the institutions founded 
by Pundita Ramabai. It had many department s for teaching 
small industries and handicrafts to poor women and for 
providing for the education of married women and older girls 
who could not study on account of social prejudices or 
personal difficulties. They were given instruction in the 
subjects useful to them in their home life, such as English, 
the vernacular, singing, needle work and embroidery hygiene, 
home nursing and the care of infants. A home was also 
established for sheltering orphan girls and destitute women. 
They were trained in nursing and midxvifery, also in branches of 
teaching. Ramabai Ranade and several other x^ ell known ladies 
were associated with the work of the institution and were 
inspired to establish other organisation in Bombay to work 
among the women of different communities. Mrs. Ramabai Rande 
started a similar institution named Seva Sadan in Poona for 
the purpose of educating older girls and young widox^ zs. This 
has now added to itself many other institutions for different
purposes
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purposes and has developed several branches in various other 
places•
During the first decade of 20th century several communal 
organisations were started among which following were the 
foremost. A Gujarati Women’s Association for social work 
was established by a Gujarati lady, Jamnabai Sakkai* The 
Muslim Girls Orphanage v/as founded by a member of the well- 
known Taiyabaji family who XA/ere among the first to educate
their girls a,nd who took active steps to discard purdah
themselves. The Zoroastrian Women’s Association and the 
Maharastra Women’s Co-operative Credit Society were also 
founded by women from their respective communities.
These in Bombay, and several other institutions founded 
in other provinces, were each working individually for the 
welfare of women. But few attempts ha.d been made upto that 
time to establish a united body of All India Womanhood to 
demand their rights and to fight against social evils. In 
1910 an attempt of this kind had been made in the form of 
Bharat Stri Maha Mandai, to unite the women of all India into
one association; but the effort -was not successful as
enlightened women in large proportion in the country were not 
yet conscious of the need for demanding their natural rights 
either in the social or political sphere. Within a few years, 
however, the women of most provinces were prepared to fight
against
e
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against social evils. The services of the provincial 
associations awoke x>roinen to their rights and later united them 
in a large body to demand those rights.
In 1925 the National Council of women in India was 
established in Bombay as a branch of the International Council 
of Women. This was one of the important organizationsaffilia­
ted to the International Council for Women and which had 4w
90
representative national councils all over the world. In
India it had branches in all provinces and anotherjimportant
association - All India Nurses Association was affiliated to
it. The main aim of the National Council of Women was to
promote the education of girls and women. It also assisted
the women’s cause in order to ameliorate their condition.
"The membership of the Association is largely confined to
English-knowing women and women from the richer a.nd official
classes. Although it is extremely vigilant in 'its own sphere
and watches women’s interests, it has not been able to capture
91
the imagination of Indian women as the conference has done."
In 1917 Mrs. Annie Besant and !Mrs. Dorothy Jinrajdas 
started the Indian Association of Women at Madras. This 
was the fir st large union of women emd it worked for their
progress
90. Kirtikar, Padma; op. cit., p. 327.
91. Me non Lakshmi; The Position of Women, p. 30.
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progress in different fields such as social, educational and 
political.
"Its character of liberties aimed at the educational
advancement of women, the abolition of social evils and the
92
securing of equal political rights with men."
The aim of this association was to co-ordinate the
activities of the other organizations working in the same
direction. This was first of its kind in Madras and worked
on an all India basis. Afterwards the organization was
expanded in several branches and in 1947 it had 29 branches and
93
the number of women benefitted by it was nearly 8,000.
The first and foremost object of this association was
"to present to women their responsibilities as daughters of
India; as wives and mothers they have the task of training,
guiding and forming the character of the future rulers of 
94
India."
This and several other institutions injdifferent provinces 
- The Bharat btree I^ iandal, The Poona Seva Sadan, The Sarojini 
Putt Mahila Samaj and the Women’s Brahmo Samaj - were success­
ful in uniting women of the educated classes and in rousing 
public opinion. The work of these institutions was planned 
to improve the conditions of women, to fight against social
tyranny
92. Menon, Lakshmi: op. cit., p. 29.
93. Ref: tp Women’s Indian Association Souvenir, 1947.
94. Cousins, Margaret E.; op. cit. p. 53.
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tyranny, to raise women’s status in society and to make 
them aware of their political rights. The result of the 
movement was felt in 1919, x^ hen a deputation of women, headed 
by Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, waited on Mr. Montague to demand the 
right of women to vote.
Thus other provincial organisations started growing in 
India in the first quarter of the present century. Several 
such organizations were running on commune.l basis working 
throughout India in big cities and towns and their main aim 
was to work for women’s cause. The main activities and 
objects of such associations can be shortly described as 
follows: -
(1) to co-ordinate all women’s organizations in the province.
(2) to give shelter to women and orphans.
(3) to spread education among women by conducting schools, 
adult classes etc.
(4) to supply medical aid and to run child welfare centres.
(5) to help women to become self-reliant by teaching them 
handicraft or giving them training in nursing or teaching
(6) to help the people during epidemics and famine.
(7) to serve huoianity irrespective of their caste creed
religion or race or serve the people community-wise.
(8) to protect and give shelter to unmarried mothers, and 
illegitimate and deserted children.
(9) to
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(9) to reclaim, feform and rehabilitate erring girls and t-e 
to protect young girls and children from the evils of 
poverty and destitution, and
(10) to work for the social, cultural and economic uplift of 
womt n and children.
All the above mentioned institutions and organizations, 
communal as well asjotherx^ise tried to contribute whatever 
they could to bring about social awakening specially among the 
women of the lower middle and the poor classes. It must 
however be admitted that the field of activity of the communal 
organisation was limited not only to the srae.ll minority of 
the population because of its communal character but also 
on account of the fact that they were mainly established in 
the large cities and towns. The latter factor was true also 
of the non-communal organisations. Since, these organisations 
were dependent on voluntary effort not only for their fina,nce 
but for their workers they failed to have a very far-reaching 
influence because of a persistant shortage of funds and 
honorary workers. Besides, they mainly provided facilities for 
social intercourse to well-to-do middle classes. No doubt 
some of the communal organisations, inspite of limited 
activities, did a good service to the community by running 
classes for teaching various academic as well as practical
subjects
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subjects together withjkrrangements for intensive training 
in different village crafts and handicrafts. This enabled 
the poorer women to make some money to add to the family 
income. It was, indeed, a great help because a false idea of 
social prestige precluded many women to take up employment 
outside their homes. Inspite of limited activity these 
organisations big or small helped to further the cause of 
women by building a moral support whenever the need arose 
for social reform.
But by far the most important women’s organisation of
the present century was the All India Women’s Conference
with branches throughout the country and it wielded quite an 
influence in arresting women’s rights.
3.8 History of All India Women’s Conference:and a brief out­
line of its present activities; In spite of the general
awakening among women, and although, many women served on local 
and^Municipal bodies as honorary magistrates, women had not 
yet organised any definite movement in the field of educational 
reforms. Individual efforts by several men and women and 
by institutions had been made but these did not bear any fruit 
for lack of organisation and co-ordination.
The idea of uniting Indian womanhood in one central body 
was probably inspired by the indirect influence of the Indian 
National Congress which was an all India political body
working
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working since 1885. Most of the women working in the
Congress or attached to it developed a talent for co-ordination
of women’s organisations through which they could demand their
rights more effectively. The late Mrs. Sarojini Maidu,
Mrs. Kamaladevi Chhattapodhyaya, Mrs. Vijayalakshmi^ Pandit,
Rajkunn^ri Amrit Kaur, Rameshwari Mehru, Mrs. Renuka Ray, Mrs.
Margaret Cousins and many others were engaged in Congress
activities and some of them held responsible posts in it;
Thus women greatly influenced and inspired hy the Congress
were able to work effectively in All India Women’s Conference.
The first suggestion for starting a n  organisation came
from Mr. Oaten the Director of Public Instruction. At the
Prize distribution of Bethume College, Calcutta in 1926, he
said in his address to the public that "I would urge that,
women, who alone can help us adequately should tell us in one
96
voice what they wrant and keep on telling us till they get it."
The above passage was quoted by Mrs. A. L. Huide Kffiper, 
ex-principal of Bethume college in her article which appeared 
in Stri Dharma a woman’s magazine conducted by Women’s 
Indian Association. This gave impetus to educated women to 
organise themselves.
Mrs. Cousins, who had been working for many years in 
the Women’s cause took the initiative and as a result of her
efforts
96. Given in All India Women’s Conference on Educational 
Reforms, 1927, p.3.
efforts the All-India Women’s Conference came into being. In 
the autumn of 1926 Mrs. Cousins made an appeal to the 
womanhood of all India to combine their efforts by uniting 
in a single body to discuss this vital problem of education. 
Nearly 22 conferences were hîèd in different provinces to 
study the problem and at last in 1927 it was decided to join 
and work unitedly. Prom January 5th to 8th 1927, a big 
gathering of all India womanhood, entirely free from religious 
bias for the first time in history was held in Poona under 
the presidentship of Her Highness the Maharani oi^aroda.
Though this was the first attempt of its kind, the Conference 
proved a great success. Its success lay not only in the 
union of the women of British India but in the cooperation 
of women of the native states, Baroda and Tra vane ore, which 
had long been advancing in social and educational reforms .
The resolutions passed at the first Conference were 
almost entirely devoted to the basic question of women’s 
education, the only exception being a resolution condemning 
child-marriage and supporting Sir H. S. Gour’s law of Consent 
Bill. Even this subject was touched only because it i^ras 
felt that early marriage was a very serious impediment to 
the progress of girls’ education. As a result of the 
Conference it was decided to start a countrywide educational 
campaign.
To carry out the work effectively the country was
divided
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divided into different constituences on a linguistic basis 
so that each could hold discussions in i^ts vernacular and 
put forward its demands regarding its particular problems.
An all-India Standing Committee was elected which consisted of 
representatives from each constituency. During the course 
of the year nearly 30 educational conferences of women were 
held all over India. They presented their views from many 
different angles at the second session of the Conference which 
was held at Delhi in 1928 under the Presidentship of Her 
Highness the Begum Mother of Bhopal. It proved a great 
success as the delegates included women holding official posts 
as well as unofficial ones. It was a gathering of women of 
all castes and creeds, not only Hindus, Muslims, Parsees,
Indian Christians and Jews but Europeans as well. There were 
women representatives from social institutions, public workers 
and women students. Thus all India womanhood represented India 
strongly and unitedly in its efforts to find the solution to 
the vital problem of women’s advancement through education.
Such a narrow programme could not, however, be expected 
to satisfy the leaders of the women’s movement and it was not 
surprising tha^at the third session of the Conference in 1929 
its scope v/as definitely widened. It now included the questions 
of the abolition of child-marriage and its consequent evils, 
child-widowhood and early parentage; the removal of untoucha-
bility
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bility and caste restrictions, moral uplift and feform of 
the laws of inheritance as they affected women*
Various resolutions were passed at the Conference to 
carry out social reforms. It also supported all the Bills 
which affected the women’s position e.g. Sarda Bill on Age 
at marriage, Jayakar’s Bill regarding women’s property rights 
etc. It furthered the efforts to secure political rights and 
to abolish evil customs like Devdasi and undertook the publica­
tion of various useful books and pamphlets and established 
connection with overseas organisations.
The conference supported alimost all the progressive 
bills in the Assembly intended to elevate the position of 
Indian women socially, economically and politically. Without 
going into much detail the Bills supported by this Conference 
were mostly regarding the age at marriage, dissolution of 
marriage and property rights. In later sessions the 
conference gradually came to handle many other problems 
affecting the position of women. Thus the seed of the
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problem of education, has grown into the vast All India Women’s 
Institution which tackles not only the problem of education 
but now covers all the fields - social, legal, political and 
economic affecting the position of women. It is the largest 
women’s ogganisation in India and unique in its working. All 
the grievances of women are put forward and their demands 
secured almost through it alone.
The Conference agitated and protested against so many 
evils customs and passed resolutions in order to eradicate 
the social evils such as child ma.rriage, polygamy, traffic in 
women and children and Devdasi. The conference has also 
drawn the attention of the government as well as the public 
by demanding equal rights for women in the field of politics, 
and property. Family planning was the latest move started by t 
the conference as it was quite aware of the facts of over­
population and poverty of India - which required immediate é.
97
attention.
Estimate of its Work: Looking at the aims and objects of
this organisation which claimed to work for a society based 
on the principles of equal rights and opportunities for all, 
social injustice and integrity as well as th/è work for the 
general progress and welfare of women and children it has 
failed to reach the expected goal. There is much disparity 
between the inaugurated programme of work in various fields 
and actual efforts and achievement on the part of the All- 
India Women’s Conference. It would not be incorrect to say 
that a large proportion of their energies was devoted to 
passing of various resolutions in different spheres social, 
economical, political and educational refoims rather than to 
achieving the better result by endeavoring for the work
undertaken
97. In order to understand the progress and working of the 
Conference see Resolutions passeô by the Conference at its 
various sessions in the Appendix B.
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undertaken to implement the resolutions passed. The demands 
made in the resolutions for the betterment of the women many 
times remained on paper. It also did not bring any pressure 
on Government bodies by organising militant activities to 
secure their demands. In spite of its more than twenty five 
years of existence A. I. ¥. C. has failed to reach to the 
masses.
It is quite evident from the foregoing history that 
membership of A. I. V. C. or other all-India organisations 
before it were only confined to the well to do classes or t 
to educated ladies. In spite of having a common ideal before 
them - mostly in the field of social, educational and economic 
progress of women and children and to secure equal rights 
and opportunities for all -they could not progress much owing 
to their restricted programme in urban areas. The Conference 
has failed in bringing awakening in the rural areas as very 
few workers are prepared to work among the villagers where 
they have to face all kinds of hardships and discomforts. If 
its branches can be extended to villages more useful work 
can be carried out which may bring social av/akening among 
backv/ard women which is most essential. Majority of women 
who live in the villages do not know about such an organi­
sation. However, its purpose of co-ordination of all the 
provincial organisations in one central body has been carried
out
17Ç
out successfully. The central body has considerable 
influence and weight in the Government too as their demand 
for the rights for women and removal of social injustices 
suffered by women by legislation a.re given thought to.
The work of the A.I.W.C can be conveniently compared with 
tha-t of Indian National Congress before Gandhiji’s leadership. 
It has failed to secure its demands without the active 
participation and support of women from all classes throughout 
the country. No doubt it has become successful in securing 
leading positions for a few educated women in the political 
executive or administrative fields, and these women have 
succeeded in promoting women’s cause to some extent by 
holding such posts but unless and until a countrywide 
agitation is carried out awakening among the women residing 
in villages is not possible. Resolutions followed by 
extensive work among the reoral population and consequently 
securing their co-operation will alone succeed in bringing 
general awakening among all classes of women which is essential 
for the removal of social hinderances still hampering the 
progress of women. Inspite of limited activities of A.I.V.C 
which is restricted to urban areas and though representing all 
India womanhood it mainly consists of members from the rich 
and upper middle class. There is nothing wrong in saying 
that the present position enjoyed by Indian women is partly 
due to the efforts and activities of this organisation since 
its origin in 1927. Credit must be given for the fact that
the
177'
the various resolutions passed by the Conference from time 
to time hs.ve brought to the notice of not only the Government 
but the legislatures the disabilities suffered by women.
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CHAPTER IV 
Marriage and Family.
"The first step in the formation of the family, whose 
duty is to perpetuate the ancestral worship, is 
marriage."
Women and Marriage; Marriage is considered to be a very 
important event in the life of a human being especially 
among the Hindus a.s it was made obligatory for them since 
Vedic times. Marriage was considered a religious duty the 
main objective in which was the propagation of the race.
And, therefore the religious books held the view that for 
achievement of salvation every individual must have a son.
Up to the beginning of the present century, women in 
India as in the past, had to face certain common problems 
which mainly concerned the family and the h^me. I^rriage, 
which no woma,n could easily avoid, guided the whole course 
of her life. The fundamentals of the marriage system remained 
unchanged and somewhat one-sided; a woman’s life was still 
generally full of household duties. This was incidentally 
responsible for keeping her in constant bondage and economi­
cally dependent on man. liarriage iNfas usually thrust upon her 
before she could realise its responsibilities, and she could 
seldom avoid it. No freedom was, until very recently, and
that
1. Thwing: The Family, p. 23.
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that too only in cultural society, allowed in the choice
of partners; social prestige, economic status, monetary
advantages and domestic conveniences were inevitably taken
into consideration. The marriage was arranged by the parents
or guardians of both parties and it had to be accepted by
them with a staunch belief in its religious sanctity. They
were enjoined to strive to fulfil their duties in a spirit
of companionship though often times it m s  difficult as both
of them practically started as strangers to each other. The
question of mutual feelings or a period of courtship which
one finds so common at present in the West m s  entirely
unkno\\m. The wife was more strictly bound to her duties
especially on account of the social inequalities and
backmrdness of the community and therefore, marriage m s  the
be all and end all of her existence as she had no interests
outside the home and the family. As Dr. Altekar has rightly
remarked "Marriage, therefore, determines the fate of a
woman to a much greater extent than it does the destiny of
a man. A good ma,rriage is a welcome protection for the woman,
2
a bad one is worse than a painful chain."
As stated before a marriage m s  a sacrament to Hindus
since Vedic times and efen upto modern times it is more or
3
less considered to be a religious duty of every Hindu. But
unlike
2. Altekar: op. cit., p. 34.
3. Risley, Herbert: The people of India, p. 154.
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unlike Vedic Aryans and Hindus a small class of people viz.,
Jains and Budcliists held a different view of marriage.
Celibacy was praised by them and marriage was to them an
impediment to salvation. Even Hebrews looked upon marriage
as impure and the source of misery. "St. Paul considered c-elibi
celibacy to be preferable to marriage. ... He that giveth
her (his virgin) in marriage doeth well, but he that giveth
4
her not in marriage dovth better."
According to religious command a virgin has no place 
5
in He©,ven. This is still accepted and an unmarried woman
therefore becomes the object of criticism if she does not
6
get married after a certain age. As the majority of the
people are orthodox and poorly educated they attach great
importance to such authority. It is such beliefs that makes
a Hindu woman consider her husband next to god. This view
is now definitely changing as quite a number of girls from the
upper or upper middle clqss normally marry late or do not
marry at all, in spite of the fact that "the unmarried woman
is the exception rather than the r^le, especially among Hindus 
7
and Muslims." Their percentage is still the lowest on
average
4. Westermarck: Bhort History of Marriage, p. 44-45.
5. For details see Ch. 1.
6. Risley. Herbert: Of. The People of India, p. 154.
7. Altekar: op. cit., p. 23.
1'8B
average yet higher in urban areas than in rural ones. An 
unmarried girl has little social status and economic security 
unless she is a career woman or is self-supporting.
Not only among ancient Aryans was marriage considered
an act of religion but the same view was held by Zorostrian
and Islamic books. Among Greeks too the same ideas about
marriage prevailed. They regarded marriage as a matter of
public and private importance. "Plato remarks that every
individual is bound to provide for a continuance of
representatives to succeed himself as ministers of the 
8
Divinity."
In earlier later times and in the present century the 
religious significance of marriage has lost some of its 
importance. However, marriage still retains the seme strong­
hold over the people because the social and economic dependence 
of women on their husbands since ages could not be erased in 
a short time. There is an interesting distinction in the 
economic status of women of the two main stratas in the 
society - the upper classes where the women are more or less 
economically dependent on men and the lower classes where the 
women have to work in order to add to the meagre income of 
their husbands or families.
In India marriage customs vary according to different
castes
8. Vestermarck; op. cit., p. 43.
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castes and there are practically as ms,ny forms of marriage 
rituals as there are castes and creeds. Yet the chief ceremony 
at marriage remains the same amongst all the Hindus.
4.2 Different Practices prevalent in Marriages; As stated
in the first chapter there are eight forms of marriage
according to Hindu Bastras hut they have considerably changed
since that time. Only four of them though named differently ar<
are in practice at present. In India the greatest importance
is attached to ms,rriage by Hindus because it is the last of the
ten sacraments for purifying the body and it is the only
sacrament for the women today. According to their philosophy
a marriage therefore, is a holy union for performing the
religious duties. Hindus attached much importance to rituals
and imrriage being one of important events in life certain
ceremonies are performed at that time. Two of them have
a
always been considered essentil#, to a valid Hindu marriage..
9 10
These are invocation before the sacred fire, and ’Saptapadi’
in the presence of priest, who utters ’mantras* (sacred verses)
and unites the young couple in the presence of relatives
and friends.
Generally, the practice of marriage in the present century 
comes under four headings which have mostly developed from
the
9. ^
10. Seven steps taken by the couple before the holy fire.
pthe original forms mentioned before. They are as follows;-
(l) Brahma (2) Bride-groom price (3) Asura or Bride-price 
and (4) a fixed amount of money given to either party according 
to the custom of the caste.
Brahma: The gift of a daughter to a worthy man is called a
Brahms, fcrm of marriage and involves no financial agreement.
But the number practising this formjof marriage is very small.
This undoubtedly is the best type/of arrangement, in which
neither party has to suffer and where there is no unfair
competition among the parents of both parties.
Also the main purpose of marriage can only be served
by this type of marriage as "the divine purpose of marriage
appears to be the continuance of the race, the protection and
the training of children and the development of the chara,cter
11
of the husband and wife."
Bridegroom Price and Dowry: The second form is the worst type
of marriage, in which a bride’s father or guardian has to 
pay a large sum to the bridegroom or bridegroom’s father or 
guardian, and which is known as bridegroom-price.
In early days the dowry system was totally absent amongst 
the ancient Aryans. On the contrary there were some instances 
of bride-price where a father or a bride was paid a compensatioj 
for depriving him of the services of his daughter. Hence in
early
11. Thwing; op. cit., p. 123.
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early times the dowry system \\ras not a prominent feature 
and it did not arise as a hindrance in a daughter’s marriage. 
The practice of giving presents at the time of a daughter’s 
marriage was found among the rich families and royalties.
This v/as ms,de voluntarily and only out of affection. As a 
system it was not practised very expensively up to medieval 
times and was confined to the Rajputs in Raj put ana and the 
richer classes throughout India.
Amongst the ordinary people the dowry was nominal or nil 
as it was only a small voluntary gift given at the time,of 
their daughters’ marriage as a token of love. Thus dowry 
system was not common in the pre-British times when the great 
majority of the people were agriculturists. During recent 
times especially in this century the amount of dowry has been 
raised immensely in certain communities though it was not 
totally absent in the 19th century. The social reformers in 
the later half of the 19th century tried to stop this evil by 
passing resolutions through the Social Reform Conference and 
such other reform committees. But in course of time instead 
of declining this evil has greatly increased. How deep- 
rooted the evil is, can be seen from the letters written by 
a correspondent to Mahatioaji. "The more a man is educated, 
the higher the degrees he has received, the more is the
worth
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12
worth in the matrimonial market." This state of affairs
prevailed throughout India mostly in upper class society where
hypergamy was practised.
In I^sore bridegroom price varied with the academic
qualifications, wealth, age and looks of the bridegroom. A
foreign-returned bridegroom could demand almost as much as
Rs. 5000. In determining the amount of the bridegroom price
the important criteria were education and wealth of the 
13
bridegroom. In Bombay Province amonst Patidarsand Anavils 
the bridegroom price is considered according to the status of 
the family, in addition to the above factors. In these 
cormmnities during the last twenty years the price of a bride­
groom has varied from Rs. 5000 to Rs. 100,000 in middle and 
upper middle class society. The bridegroom price is also high
amongst certain castes in Bengal, Hyderabad and Amil community 
14
in Sindh.
Gandhij i
12. Gandhi, M. K.; Women and Social Injustice, p. 69. Also 
The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization p. 85. Also 
in the Young India of 6-10-1927 correspondent gives an 
account which indicates the large sum of money given in 
dowry. He writes: "A few months back the marriage took 
place in Bombay of a well-educated gentleman who is a high 
government official, and it is said that a dowry of nearly 
Rs. 20,000 was presented to him.
13. Ivlarriage and Family in Mysore, p. 57. Also Westermarck’s 
Short History of l^arriage, p. 183.
14. Under the heading of "A Shame upon Young Men Mahatmaji 
writes: "A correspondent sends me a newspaper cutting show­
ing that recently in Hyderabad, Sindh, the demad for bride­
grooms has been increasing at an alarming rate. An 
employee of the Imperial Telegraph, Engineering service 
having exacted Rs. 20,000 as cash dowry during betrothal
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Gandhiji was educating public opinion against the
dowry system through the columns of Young India and Earl Jan.
Other progressive newspapers also criticised the evil. In
1936 the Statesman wrote in its columns about the wider
prevalence of dowry system amongst many castes all over India
and published an editorial on the subject discussing the evils
of this practice. Gandhiji in Harijan of 23-5-1936 expressed
his views once more on the subject as he used to write on the
unhappy custom often. "The Statesman ha,s carried on a crusade
against the custom in general. ... Enough educated Sindhis
are found who exacted large sum of money from parents who
15
were anxious to see their daughters well married."
The educated and enlightened Indian women protested 
against the practice. A thoughtful understanding and reflec­
tion on the problem as well as a clear picture of a young girls 
mind is visible in a letter which was written to Gandhi ji 
and later published by him, in which she expresses "her
desire to be self-supported by proper education instead of
16
marriage by purchase."
Today
and promises of heavy payments on the wedding day and on 
special occasions thereafter. Any young man who makes 
dowry a condition of marriage discredits his education 
and his country and dishonours womanhood." Young India, 
21-6-1928.
15. Gandhi, M. K.: Women and Social Injustice, p. 76.
16. Ibid, p. 81.
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Today a bridegroom may demand a larger amount from his 
future father-in-law because the standard of living as well 
as earning capacity he,ve risen considerably in India during 
the second World War. Apart from this sum the father is 
supposed to give his daughter jewels and gold ornaments, silver 
rich dresses and so on, which require an equally large amount. 
It is really shameful of educated youths who try to squeeze 
as much money as possible out of the bride’s father, buch a ^  
form of marriage is not a happy union of two souls but merely 
a bargain. The quarrels arising from the custom of high 
bridegroom price are described by many writers. The bride’s 
party, in addition to bearing the expenses of the marriage, 
have to be submissive and eager to please the bridegroom’s 
relatives. The entire atmosphere of the marriage is strained. 
The custom of bridegroom price is more common amongst the 
richer classes and the higher castes where the women are 
not supposed to work outside their homes and are economically 
more dependent than the lower class women.
In order to eradicate this evil Mahatmaji and other 
social reformers have made a few suggestions and guided the 
public from time to time through speeches and articles as 
they all held the same views on the subject. Once more,
Gandhiji expressed his views thus; "A strong public opinion 
should be created in condemnation of the degrading practice
of
of dowry, and young men who soil their fingers with such
illgotten gold should he excommunicated from society. Parents
of girls should cease to he dazzled hy English degrees, and p
should not hesitate to travel outside their little castes
and provinces to secure true gallant young men for their 
17
daughters." Also "an exs,mple set hy a monied-man hy
18 ,
simplifying his daughter’s marriage is a good guide to society^j'
Bride-price or Asura Marriage; In the Asura form of marriage 
a hride-groom gives as much wealth as he can afford to the 
father of a bride and even to the bride herself. This is 
generally common among the non-Brahmin classes and among the 
lower classes of society. In a community in which a female is : 
an earning member and there is a smaller proportion of girls 
there is always a demand for the bride-price, while where 
woman is an unproductive factor there is generally a demand 
for the bridegroom price. It is common among certain South 
Indian communities as well as among the lower strata of the 
society, to pay bride-price. This amount varies from one 
sub-caste to another and from village to village. All one 
can say is that for all communities in India practising this 
form of marriage, a virgin gets full price while a widow is 
worth only half the price. A widower always has to pay more
than
17. Gandhi, M. K.: op. cit., p. 75.
18. Ibid, p. 82-83.
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than the ordinary bride-price.
No doubt, in the present age of increasing equality, 
it is very unfair to demand a sum on either side but it is 
less objectionable on the bride’s side as normally a marriage 
is compulsory for a girl and she, being dependent on her 
father or guardian, becomes a cause of great anxiety to them 
if not easily given in marriage. The majority of Indian girls 
cannot live independently owing to social prejudices and 
customs. Even educated girls are found lacking in courage, 
obeying their parents blindly; partly, of course, because of 
their love for them, and partly because they have no other 
alternative. The Asura form of marriage does not always 
bring much happiness as often the husbands rebuke their wives 
with harsh words a,nd try to extract work from them, sometimes 
beyond their capacity, in order to compensate them for the 
price which they have paid for the marriage. Many men have to 
go unmarried as they cannot afford to pay bride-price.
Besides the economic reason, there is also another reason for 
their situation, well expressed by E&lsom thus; - "In the 
many groups and classes in which there is a poor balance of 
sexes, many persons greatly desiring marriage, and well fitted 
for marriage, are deprived of it. On the other hand there are 
many persons ill-fitted for marriage, or relatively indiffer­
ent to it, who have nevertheless had it thrust upon them by
their
I  Ç
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19
their situation."
Two hindrances therefore are mainly experienced in a 
marriage by the group where bride-price is the custom. 
Economical condition and the fewer number of females in the 
community are the chief reasons which forced some men in 
particular community to remahn unmarried.
Fixed Customary Payment; In the fourth form of marriage a 
certain fixed sum is given to either party according to the 
custom of the community. But generally the bridegroom’s side 
is responsible. There are certair^ommunities, such Nagar 
and Vaishya, which follow similar custôms, in which practically 
nothing is given by the girl’s pe.rents, or anything in the form 
of gift ornaments or clothes is voluntary; on the contrary, 
she receives a certain amount of money, known as ’Stridhan’ 
or ornaments equivalent to that sum, from the bridegroom’s 
side, over which she can exercise her legal right. This 
seems the second best form of marriage, for a girl gets some 
assurance of her future provision however meagre, in case of 
an accidental death of her husband. Among certain communities 
nothing is given in the formjbf money or gifts in marriage 
but exchange of girls is the general practice. In short, 
this type of marriage includes some kind of compensation given 
to either party according to the community rules. But mostly 
it can be concluded that "some consideration has to be offered
to
19. Eolsom; Family and iiemocratic bociety, p. 526.
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to the father or other relatives of the bride, either in
the form of the exchange of bride for bride or of service or
20
of the giving of property of some kind or other."
4.5 Expenses at Marriage; Besides dowry system, heavy expen­
diture at marriage celebrations was another great evil which 
often worried Hindu parents. "The presents of clothes, jewels 
and money; the feasting and feeding, the elaborate processions, 
and the necessary hiring of bearers and musicians and dancing 
girls; together with the fireworks and lights, - all these
things swallow up large sums of money and after all the chief
21
supply comes from the bags of the money lenders."
Before fixing the marriage usually a list of demands is 
forT\^rded by a son’s father or guardian to the other party, 
sometimes personaJ.ly or sometimes through a middleman, and if 
the girl’s family agrees to them both parties fix the marriage 
and declare the engagement. If the boy is from the lower 
middle class and the girl from the upper middle class within 
the same caste the marriage expenditure, or the sum to be 
given to the boy’s father is not very large or is sometimes 
nil; but if it is the reverse the girl’s father has to accept 
all the terms dictated by the opposite party. When both the 
parties are on equal footing the father of the prospective
bridegroom
20. Vestermarck; op. cit., p. 156.
21. Padfield, iRev. ) J. E.: The Hindu at Home, p. 118.
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■bridegroom cannot demand more than the customary amount
fixed by the caste regulations. This sum might vary from 
22
Rs. 11 to Rs. 5,000 according to the caste. But generally 
in ordinary circumstances the bridegroom’s father might demad 
the following from the bride’s father or guardian;
(1) a certain sum in cash to be given to the bridegroom, vary­
ing from Rs. 100 to Rs. 5,000/-.
(2) Some gifts to the bridegroom varying from Rs. 100 to 
Rs. 1000.
(3) Clothes and ornaments to the bride worth Rs. 200 to Rs.lOOO,
(4) Two or three dinners to the bridegroom’s party which 
sometimes includes more than hundred persons consisting
of relatives, friends and acquaintances, costing upto Rs.lOOO. 
Moreover, the bride’s father has to spend approximately Rs. 500 
more on dinners to his friends and relatives.
The present cost of marriage has however increased four 
or five times because of the higher cost of living during and 
after the World War II. In addition a further demand is made 
(especially since the Second World War) for provision for 
further education of the bridegroom preferably abroad. This is 
more often the case where the bride’s father is known to ha.ve 
a large income. The problem is common to both the Brahmins 
and non-Brahmins, though the party spending in each case is
different
22, Re.l is equal to ls.6d.
f «3
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different, "Everybody knows that marriage is excessively
costly, yet no organised group effort has been forthcoming
23
to tackle the problem." The main hindrance to cutting
down the expenses is vanity and a tendency to preserve the
family traditions. Obstinacy on the part of the bridegroom’s
party is also àhe cause of heavy expenses. This self-created
custom of huge expenditure is not so harmful to the rich, but
has ruined the po r w o are imitating the upper classes in
order to stand withthem on an equal footing in society.
Shrinivas mentions that the most frequent excuse for asking
loans from co-operative societies is a son’s or a daughter’s 
24
marriage.
One remedy for escaping excessive costs is found in 
resorting to one-day instead of two or three-days’ marriage 
ceremony as well as feasting. The majority of the people, at 
present, are resorting to this owing to circumstances but 
they have not reduced marriage expenses. Mass marriages or 
performing two or three marriages together is another solution 
for cutting down marriage expenses though this practice is 
not common in India. Civil marria.ge is the least expensive 
form of ceremony, but it is not practised by the majority of 
the people and only a few educated people have civil marriages
but
22. Srinivas: op. cit., p. 61.
24. Ibid, p. 61.
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but even they sometimes combine this with the religious 
ceremony.
A reform movement has been started by social workers to
reduce the expense at marriage so that its grave consequences
such as female infanticide orfill-treatment of girls may come 
25
to an end. Walterkrit Rajput Hitkarini Sabha and other 
reform movements like Arya Samaj and the bocial Reform 
Conference simplified the marriage ceremony in order to 
curtail the heavy expenses.
The different forms of marriage except one (Brahma form) 
involve heavy expenditure which is quite often far beyond the 
capacity of a girl’s parents. This indicates that marriage 
has lost its original religious significance and instead it 
has developed a somewhat commercial aspect where the brides 
and the bridegrooms can be ahd according to the money one 
can pay. Various arguments are advanced by orthodox people in 
favour of dowry but when considered in a rational way one can 
find no justification for such a custom. It is all a viscious 
circle; the sooner it is done away with the better. But 
one must admit that no amount of legislation can bring about 
the change. Transformation is possible by educating the
people
25. According to a speech delivered by Dr. Muthulakshmi
Reddi on March 27, 1928 before the Madras Legislative 
Council (of which she was the deputy President). Given 
in "The Indian Minotaur", p. 71.
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people and making them socially conscious.
4.4 Age at Marriage; The marriageable age of a Hindu girl 
specially amongst Brahmins was fixed between eight to ten
26
years by the religious authority during the Smriti Period.
As stated in the second chapter child-marriages were in
common practice after the advent of Islam. "The later custom
of bwayamvar which prevailed amongst the Rajputs and the
Kshatriyas proves that till as late as the tenth or twelfth
27
century A.B. girls were free to choose their husbands."
This evidently, therefore, leads to the conclusion that early 
marriage was not in general vogue among fighting classes upto 
that period as a girl cannot choose her partner if she is not 
mature.
With reference to the marriageable age of a girl in early 
part of the present century the population can be conveniently 
divided into three groups. In the first group girls were 
generally married between the age of eight and twelve or any 
time from one to twelve. All orthodox Hindus, Mohmedans and 
lower classes of society form this group. There are exceptions 
too in this group where a girl marries after twelve.
The second group comprises of middle class the Hindus 
and the girls in this group were generally married between
the
26. Por details see Ch. 1.
27. Hehru, Shyamkumari: (ed) Our Cause, p. 256.
the age of twelve and twenty years. But the barda Act of 
1929 has raised the marriageable age of a girl as well as 
a boy and it is applicable throughout India. There are also 
exceptions to it but unmarried women after twenty are not 
common unless they are career women or ^ engaged in higher 
studies.
In the third group women marry generally after eighteen
and not before fifteen. Of course, a new trend of late
27
marriage is developing among educated girls. All the 
educated high class Hindus and other communities such as 
Parsees, Christians, Jains and educated Muslims belong to 
this group.
The census Reports of 1911, 1921 and 1931 (1931 being 
the latest available Report at present though a new census 
has been taken in 1951 but the Report is not as yet published) 
give statistical data for the civil condition of women. A 
study of these figures shows the truth of the above statements 
regarding the marriageable age of girls. Figures are also 
available for the number of married and unmarried women for 
the different important communities in India. In Appendix 1)
Tables
27. According to the investigation of Mrs. Hate she found
it as follows: "Calculating the average age of 263 unmarr­
ied girls, it comes to 24 and of those matriculated a,nd 
above comes to 29". Hindu Woman and her future, p. 166. 
This shows the modern tendency towards me.rriage among 
educated class.
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Tables I, II, III and IV percentages of ma,rried and unms.rried
women for all India as well as for different communities
are given classified according to five year age groups.
Besides statistical representation of the percentage of
marreid and unmarried women for the total papulation in India
for the years 1911, 1921 and 1931 a separate graph showing
the civil condition of women in different communities is 
28
included. A cursory glance at the statistical table 
immediately brings to one’s notice the marked difference in 
the marriageable aige in the various communities e.g. there 
were 35.6 p.c. marriages amongst Hindus in the age group 
10-15 years in 1911 as against 3218 p.c. amongst Muslims and 
9.8 p.c. amongst Christians in the same age group in the 
same year. This has been true of the years 1921 and 1931 
as well. It is very creditable for the Parsi community to 
have had as low a percentage as .64 of marriages between the 
same age group. Similar differences are noticeable in the 
age groups lower than 10. Consequently, in the age groups 
above 15 the percentages of marriages are very low amongst 
the Hindus while they are at the maximum in the age group 
25 to 30 years amonst the Parsis. Another interesting fact 
which emerges is that marriage is the general rule amongst 
the Hindus and the Muslims which were the communities which
formed
28. See Appendix B. Graphs A and B.
formed nearly 90 per cent of the papulation. Percentage of 
unmarried women above the age of 25 years amongst these two 
communities was never more than 1.9. Out of these 1.9 p.c. 
quite a few could not find men to marry because of physical 
or mental disabilities.
To estimate the amount of progress achieved between 
1911 and 1931 an absolutely fair idea would not be obtained 
by studying the graphical representations in the Appendix 
because these show percentages and though the improvement 
is small when percentages are worked out yet the actual 
numbers are very large because of the fact that there was a 
rise in population between 1911 and 1931 to the extent of 
about 20 p.c. and further more, out of this rise a major 
proportion was amongst the uneducated and the orthodox. 
Another important factor to be borne in mind when studying 
the period between 1911 and 1931 is that owing to the delay 
in bringing into effect the barda Act which ivas passed/in 
1929 but brought into force after six months, innumerable 
marriages were performed in the lower age groups in order 
to escape the law. This peculiar fact raised the percentage 
of early marriages among girls thus nullifying the progress 
made between 1921 and 1929. There were 271,739 marriages 
amongst the Hindus between 0 to 5 years in 1911 as compared 
to 183,957 in 1921, but 564,194 marriages in 1931 shows a
definite
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increase in child marriages due to the fact stated before.
A similar difference of 154,186 between 1911 and 1921 in the ne; 
next age group of 5 to 10 years. This shows that thou^ the 
progress was very gradual the efforts of the social workers 
to raise the marriage age were succeeding and their enlight­
ened ideas were beginning to be appreciated by an increasing 
number of people.
As discussed earlier the two religious orders Arya Samaj 
and Brahma Samaj which were founded by the two social reformers 
of the 19th century showed praiseworthy progress in raising the 
age of marriage. VÆiereas 10.1 p.c. marriages were found in 
the age group of 5 to 10 years amongst the Hindus in 1921 
it was only 4.22 and 2.4 amongst the Aryas and the Brahmas 
respectively. It is surprising how the influence of the 
social reformers could alter so materially the attitude to 
early marriages of the Aryas and the Brahamos who origina.lly 
belonged to the Hindu community. It certainly makes one 
optimistic about the possibility of changing these deep- 
rooted social customs if one has patience, perseverance and 
devotion for the cause.
There is no legal or social restrictions on the 
difference between the ages of a husband and a wife. The 
husband is usuallj/older than the wife by three to five years. 
\i/hen the husband is much older than the wife, the marriage
becomes
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becomes an object of social criticism.
4.5 Field of Beclection for Marriage; "In the West the 
field fr^m which a man can choose his wife is practically 
urü.imited. The restrictions based on consanguity are few, 
and all but an insignificant number of marriages are deter­
mined by the free choice of persons who have attained physical
29
maturity, and believe that they know their own minds."
In India the field of choice in marriage has become
very limited among certain communities owing to certain
caste restrictions. Such restrictions are however not universal
and are largely based on social usuage. The usuage varies from
30
province to province and as between different divisions."
When these caste restrictions originated they aimed at 
preserving the cultural and specific traits of each caste 
which then happened to be very marked. But today there is a 
greater blending of traits and there are a few peculiarities 
special to each caste yet the age old customary restrictions 
prevail. In spite of this the differences remain and this 
makes it rather difficult to generalise on the subject.
Broadly speaking they can be formed in three divisions.
(a) Endogamy (b) Exogamy and jjc) Hyper gamy. Endogamy, in 
brief, means ’marrying in the group’ - that is, a member of a
particular
2^ 1  ey* Herbert: op. cit., p. 155.
30. Harijan, Bated 29-5-1937.
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particular class or clan cannot marry out of the group.
Looking at the history of the nations of the world from
ancient times it appears that endoga,ray has been practised
31
due to the racial, national or cultural differences. In
India, especially among Hindus, caste system is the root of
this regulation while among Mahomeda.ns, the Horan ordered in
specific terms "marry not a woman of the Polytheists until
32
she embraces Islam," .... and as a result in no circumstances
is a Mahomedan woman permitted to marry non-Muslim.
Exogamy means ’marrying out of the circle’. It also
prohibits^upto certain generations on maternal side. In
exogamous group a man is not only forbidden to marry a girl
of his ov/n clan but also fronjhis mother’s or grandmother’s
clan. Unless it is customary no marriage is valid between
persons within prohibited degrees. Broadly speaking two
rules have been mainly observed by a clan following exogamy.
33
A person cannot marry in his ovm ’gotra’ and he should 
refrain from marrying his ’sapinda’ which is "usually consider­
ed to be relationship upto the seventh degree through males
or females of the paternal family and upto the fifth degree
34
of the maternal side." This Sapinda relationship has now
undergone
31. See Westermarck’s Short History of Marriage, p. 53-54.
32. Ibid, p. 59.
33. A unit in a community claiming common ancestry.
34. Ibid, p. 73.
undergone some changes and a marriage is not valid if two
persons are as near as fourth in descent from a common
ancestor on paternal side and third in descent on maternal 
35
side.
Incest marriage is non-existent throughout the world
and even first cousin marriage is not practised among Hindus,
though Mahomedans look upon with favour on such type of
marriage. Cross cousin marriage is performed amongst certain
communities in India. Moreover, "among certain castes in
India a man has a special right, or is even expected or
obliged to marry his sister’s daughter, his brother’s daughter,
36
his father’s sister or his mother’s sister."
Hypergamy is another practice followed by high caste
people. The custom of hypergamy is very old and even today
it is spread over a vast area in India. Looking at the 
37
four varnas inferior divisions cannot marry a girl from 
a superior section e.g. a Vaishya’s son cannot marry a 
Brahmin’s daughter and so on, but a Vaishya’s daughter can 
marry a Brahmin. This practice of hypergamy has created 
many problems for a girl’s father. The high cost of marriage 
and feme.le infanticide can also be attributed to it.
The
35. Westermarck; op. cit., p. 73.
36. Ibid, p. 67.
37. Four main divisions.
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The natural outcome of this in India is heavy bridegroom-
price. Only rich people can stand in the competition and
poor people may suffer. They try to borrow money but failing
in that sometimes resort to some other means in order to
38
avoid social criticism.
4.6 Choice of the Partner and Fixing of a Marriage: There
are two broad divisions, so far as choice of the mate is
concerned, borne castes, (generally in the higher ones) go
in search of bridegrooms while the other section go in search
of brides. "Among the ancient Romans ... the consent of the
pater families was indispensable to the marriage of children
39
sons and daughters alike." Even in most of the Western 
countries - England, France, Italy, Austria, Germany, Swit­
zerland and Sweden - parental authority can exercise their
40
right over their minor children’s marriage. Only in the
United States a marriage of minors without the consent of
their parents is valid. In Scotland also marriage after-
obtaining puberty can be performed without the consent of
41
the parents or a guardian.
As a general rule these communities that follow a
system
38. See Kulinism in Ch. II.
39. Westermarck: op. cit., p. 137.
40. Ibid, p. 145.
41. Ibid. p. 146.
system of hypergamy or those having a greater number of
girls than that of boys have to go in search of bridegrooms
while the reverse is quite possible for the remaining groups.
However, where the dowry system is in vogue the father of a
daughter in a middle class family is always worried at the
thought of a fixing of his daughter’s marriage. In such
a state of mind he does not wholly look to the personal
happiness of his daughter but only thinks of how to give her
away in marriage in order to escape social criticism. In some
cases he hastily gives his daughter to any person, however
unsuitable, though of course within the limit of the caste
regulations. Sometimes he dares to give his daughter of
42
sixteen to a man of sixty^ who is a widower .but wealthy;
dYiy
he knows that the bridegroom will not demand money from 
him, but, on the contrary, he would benefit financially by 
securing an old but wealthy and respected man as his son-in- 
law. He hardly thinks of the inequality of the match but 
gets satisfaction from the idea that he has secured much 
wealth for his daughter and that she can now enjoy any comfort 
she likes. He dismisses the idea of any misfortune with the 
view that if his daughter becomes a widow it is her fate and
nobody
42, Instances are not lacking of this type. A girl of 14 
was married to a man of 45 and a Sikh girl of 14 was 
married to an old man of 70 as described by Mrs. Hate in 
her book Hindu Woman and her future, p. 124. Moreover, 
in her survey of 119 girls she found that eight were 
married to old men, p. 118.
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nobody can avoid it and moreover, she would be the owner 
of her deceased husband’s property and there will not be 
much sorrow or unpleasantness for the young widow.
In most cases in India parents or guardians arrange 
marriages and the persons marrying have very little voice 
in the choice of a partner. It is not so much the interest 
of the couple as that of the family that is mainly kept in 
view. Normally, a girl cannot take any part in arranging 
her marriage and a b jy in his early teens has no discrimina­
tion regarding marriage. On the other hand, when he is fully 
matured and independent, he can refuse or accept any marriage 
proposal against his elder’s wishes. A girl is more depedent 
upon somebody else’s will in the choice of a pe,rtner than is 
a boy. In certain castes though marriage takes place when 
both the partners are fully groivn up their engagement is 
arranged in their infancy or childhood and they cannot break. 
If a man is marrying a second time he is free to choose a 
wife. Generally, however, parents select the bride or bride­
groom, and a daughter or a son has to agree, whether willingly 
or unwillingly but parents usually see to their interests. 
Under present customs any unsuitable man may marry even a 
very decent girl, if he has a parent or uncle to arrange the 
match. A desirable husband or wife is a matter of accident 
but the way of rearing children in India helps them to adjust
them
themselves to one another. Before the final decision an 
astrologer is always consulted among orthodox families and if 
stars disagree the engagement never taxes place. There are 
a few exceptions nowadays where there is scope for choice 
marriage. Today, for example, parents may recognise the rifht 
of the bridegroom to sonsent or choose but few acknowledge 
the girl’s right to consent. She has no courage to revolt 
or express her unwillingness as she has been dominated from 
her very childhood. She takes it simply as bad luck if the 
marriSuge proves a failure and in the course of time gets 
reconciled to it.
Like Roman families in ancient times in all Eastern 
countries reverence for parents was considered a filial duty 
of children. Hence the right of parental authority was 
automatically exercised by them. Following factors help to 
support their right in selecting a partner for their children. 
Being the originators and supporters of their children parents 
enjoy natural rights over them. Their age, experience and 
superiorilÿx-pe-rionec allow them to rule over their young 
helpless children. Besides this, respect for old age and 
natural feelings of affection towards parents ; filial duties 
and the desire to satisfy the wish of parents who are nearing 
death gain a ground for parental rights.
Even
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Even modern social reformer like Maha.tmaji expressed
his views on the ideal of ma,rriage as follows; "Spiritual
development ought to he given the first place in the choice
for marriage. Service should come next, family considerations
and the interest of the social order should have the third pi
place, and mutual attraction or ’love’ the fourth and the 
44
last place." He also gives importance to eugenic fitness 
as procreation is the sole purpose of marriage. To a western 
ar this may sound very strange hut in India a marriage was 
considered as an act of pious duty and the main purpose of it 
was procreation. Though Mahatma. Gandhi’s marriage ideology 
differed from the views of modern witers in as much as he 
gave fourth place tu ’love’ or mutual affection he v/as not at 
all against love marriage. According to the changing views 
on marriage at present among young people the ideal of 
marrying is quite different. Highly influenced hy western 
culture, attitude to marriage and life has greatly changed 
in favour of individuality and love. In India an ideal 
marriage is being understood today as one in which there is 
mutual understanding and respect for each other, combined 
with a sense of duty and deep affection which leads to a life­
long happy companionship.
Impediments
44. From the article "The Marriage Ideal" Harijan, 5-6-1937.
4.7 Impediments in the way of Love idarriages; This ideal
can he achieved with less difficulty in a love marriage than
in an arranged marriage. %ile eDepressing the views on love
marriage Thomas thinks that besides personal happiness love
45
marriage will improve the quality of race. Love marriage 
can take place only if there is ample opportunity of social 
intercourse for the choice of a partner. But in Indian 
society customs are a great hindrance in the v/ay of social 
progress. In certain castes especia.lly ajnong orthodox middle 
classes and backward classes it is customary not to see the 
partner before marriage. It is also considered a sign of 
good manners for the young couple not even to see each other 
before betrothal or sometimes even before marriage.
In the lower stratas of society the majority of the 
people married at the age of five or seven, before they could 
understand the responsibilites arising out of marriage. 
However, at present most of them marry in their late teens 
and they may get a chance of seeing each other as the majority 
of them have to work outside their homes to earn their living. 
In rural areas both boys and girls are generally engaged in 
agricultural labour, while in urban areas the majority of 
them work in factories. These young people get greater 
opportunities of coming into contact with each other than
their
45. Thomas: op. cit., p. 138.
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their morecultured counter parts from middle class society. 
Generally, in the middle as well as the upper middle classes, X 
the majority of the girls are not allowed to go out after 
a certain age. Most of the people in rural areas disapprove 
of co-education at adolescent stage and there is little 
chance of mixing with the opposite sex. If hy any chance 
they wish to choose their partners as is the custom in the 
West there is no possihlity for it as there is no means of 
social intercourse owing to the segregation of the two sexes.
At present the situation has somewhat improved. Parents with 
progressive views take into consideration the consent of the 
hoy and in most cases that of the girl too. Of all the 
prevailing VTays of fixing à marriage in present Indian society 
a marriage settled hy the parents with the sincere consent 
of the parties concerned is the best arrangement; but the 
ideal state can only be reached if a daughter or a son is 
given full liberty in the choice of her or his partner. Of 
course, opinion of parents based on widdom and worldly 
experience may prove valuable in guiding the young couple, 
but it should not be forced upon them.
In spite of growing acceptance of co-education and 
freedom in urban areas there are still few chances of social 
intercourse in Hindu society. Greater opportunities of 
mixing with the opposite sex should be available if young
people
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people want to establish the custom of choice marriage or 
love marriage. The majority of Indian and especially Hindu 
girls, are shy, sentimental and bashful by nature ; they have 
less chance of settling their marriage for themselves. Unless 
they develop a spirit of courage, self-confidence and self- 
consciousness there is not much hope of settling their 
marriage question. Even inWestern countries girls who have 
shy temperaments and suffer from an inferiority complex hs.ve 
fewer chances of marrying inspite of their sincere desire 
for it. Even those who are successful in getting a mate, do 
not necessarily achieve happiness. Sometimes their selection 
of a mate is so hasty and is the result of temporary 
infatuation and attraction that it either ends on account of 
a lack of tolerance with broken homes or unhappiness through­
out life, which also casts shadows on future generation.
Really speaking, the success of a marriage lies in mutual 
understanding, tolerance and sincerity to one another rather 
than ajclaim for equality or assertion of one’s rights.
Another obstacle \diich hinders the practice of love
marriage is caste barrier. There were a number of social
restrictions among different classes in the previous centuiy,
46
especially against eating together and intermarrying; 
though the former is vanishing quickly at present, the latter
still
46. Nehru. Jawaharlal: The Discovery of India, p. 208.
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still persists. Caste barrier is also removed by the new 
constitution of India but public opinion is still holding 
fast to past tradition. There are few instances here and 
there of intercaste marriages among progressive groups but it 
is not quite approved of by the society. Though they cannot 
excommunicate such couples now the general mentality of the 
common people in selecting their children’s mates has remain­
ed more or less the same.
4.8 Various Practices of Marriage and Divorce; (l) Monogamy 
and Polygamy (2) Polyandry.
(l) îlarriage in India, especially among Hindus, Muslims, 
Parsis and Cliristians is generally monogamous and it is the 
only form approved by the cultured society of today. But 
polygamy was allowed in certain castes of Hindus as well as 
of lylahomedans. Though both the communities had religious 
sanction for polygamy the percentage of polygamous ma,rriages 
was very small. Ordinarily a Hindu married again if his wife 
was barren. It v^ as also practised among the royal families 
and Rajputs not because of the same reason but sometimes in 
order to exhibit their pomp and power.
C. Ha,te in her investigation found that a number of 
Hindu women were ill-treated by their co-wives and they 
tried to commit suicide. Polygamy, therefore, should, be 
considered as an offence age,inst the female sex. Further
she
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she remrks tliat "When we come across such cases, we are
forced to admit the failures of polygamous marriages. This
statement is confirmed hy the reports of the Shradhanand
Rescue Home, which repeatedly request overdue legislation
47
to prevent bigamous marriages."
Several attempts were made to prohibit it by legal 
enactment. A bill for the abolition of polygamy was intro­
duced in the Central Assembly by Radhabai Subbarayan in 1938. 
Some effort was made by Seth Govindas Motilal too. A bill 
was introduced by him in the Council of State. This did 
not bear any fruit immediately but after the independence of
India some provinces e.g. Bomb8,y and Madras were successful
48
in passing a law prohibiting polygamy. Also several
advanced native States have prohibited polygamy for a long 
time.
Polyandry as a pattern of legal marriage is rare in 
India and its traces are found only among certain hill tribes
and backward classes. It is restricted to certain non-Aryan
49
tribes such as Dravidian and Tibetian. It is not worth­
while to enter into the causes as it is of rare usage today.
A different type of polyandry ivas also practised by Nayars
but
47. Hate. G.; Hindu ¥oras,n and Her Future, p. 119.
48. For details see Chapter "Legislation affecting Status 
of Women."
49. Westermarck; op. cit., p. 254. Also "Women East & West" 
by Magnus Hirsc-hfeld, Preface, p. xiii.
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but it is out of use at present.
Divorce; Divorce is unknown in Hindu Law in general though 
the most authentic law giver, Idanu, has allowed divorce on 
certain grounds. "In the case of Hindus, marriage is regard­
ed as a sacrament and there is no right of divorce although
amongst low caste Hindus, divorce, usually of a most informal
50
character is recognised by custom." Divorce v/as not in vogue 
among high caste society in India because of the marriage 
ideal that a Hindu marriage is a sacrament and ma.rriage ties 
cannot be dissolved by human actions. But with legislation 
coming into existence, prohibiting polygamy the problem of 
divorce becomes a very giajor issue even for the husbands who 
all through out had enjoyed privileges. It becomes absolutely 
necessary to allow divorce in all classes of society and at 
the same time to simplify the procedure to obtain it. It is 
no use allowing divorce under absolutely impossible conditions 
but sensible considerations like adultary, cruelty etc. should 
be the sufficient grounds for divorce. Legislation in this 
field has been discussed in detail later on in Chapter IX.
Another problem that arises is that with deep-rooted 
social customs it is extremely difficult fCr a divorced woman 
to remarry as a sort of a stigma is attached to divorce. As
a
50. Nehru, Shyamkumari (ed.) op. cit., p. 287.
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a matter of fact, her case would he equally difficult as that 
of a widow remarrying. It would he decades before women 
themselves would demand divorce on grounds which appear 
quite reasonable to the Western democracies. A woman in 
India would only ask for a divorce when her life becomes 
absolutely impossible and unbearable. Besides, in India, 
especially in high caste Hindu society where marriage is 
held in such a high esteem that women hardly ever gream of 
getting a divorce. Once marriage is effected death is the 
only alternative to end it. Before 1949, when the Hindu
YWît
Divorce Act was^enacted in some parts of the country legal 
provision for divorce for high caste Hindus existed only in a 
few native states. A divorce v/as condemned on social as well 
as on religious grounds. Furthermore, Hindu marriage is basic­
ally a religious one, resulting in a life-long union of the two 
partners. This union is considered so pious and holy, that 
although legally recognised, divorce is difficult in most 
of the high caste Hindu families. Only certain castes and 
communities and most of the lower classes of society enjoy 
the right :of divorce on both sides, but it is mainly advanta­
geous to males.
Even today it is feared that divorce is the enemy of 
married and peaceful domestic life. If it is easily effected 
it will prove destructive to the institution of family.
Looking
Looking to the present condition of some of the high- 
caste Hindu wives divorce is the only remedy to terminate 
their unhappy marriages. VJhat is the use of binding two 
persons in lifelong misery when a marriage has proved unsucc­
essful or a wife has been deserted by the husband ? "When 
a marriage is unhappy and beyond repair, dissolution is, I 
believe, the only moral cause. If the quality of home life 
and the enrichment of human personality are held to be matters 
of value, it cannot be right for two people to live together
whose im temperaments jar to such an extent that they are
51
never at their best with each other."
Efforts have been made in this airection by educated 
men and women. They ha,ve begun to advocate the legal 
recognition of divorce in high caste Hindu society. This is 
a very natural outcome of what they have suffered up till 
now. The husband has always enjoyed the right of re-marriage 
neglecting his wife totally or making her a family drudge.
Today divorce is legally permitted in certain states 
but it is still not popular in urban areas and even less 
popular in rural areas and among orthodox groups. However, 
quite a number of people in big cities where divorce is 
legally permitted have taken advantage of the Divorce Act 
and society is beginning to take a view and condone such cases.
The
(Ht s .) Pollock, nighton: Women of Today, p. 18.
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4.9 The Position of a Daughter-in-law in a Joint Family 
and an Individual Family; The joint family system is rigidly 
followed in villages. The family according to Indian defi­
nition, does not mean parents and children only, hut it is 
a unit consisting of members related to each o.her by blood 
and marriage. This unit varies from place to place. A 
comparison of rural and urban families reveals that there 
are more small unit families and fewer joint families in the 
cities than in the country. The reason is twofold. In 
villages all the family members pursue the same occupation, 
mainly agriculture or animal husbandry. The cistricts are 
thinly populated, so the families have plenty of space for 
residence. In cities, however, a person has a limited space 
for his residence. He cannot afford to keep dependents, and 
since members of a family have different occupations it is 
not so convenient for them to live together. Considering the 
problem from the economic and social points of view, it will 
be found that the custom of the joint family is the most 
prevalent among I'ja.ge earners in the cities and agriculturists 
in the villages, irrespective of their economic position. In 
olden times the family did not only mean^n institution for 
regularization of sex relations and for upbringing the future 
generation but also a complete economic system, a training 
ground for all the family members and a means of observing
the
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the religion. Under the present circumstances the joint 
fam-ly is losing its original significance and functions.
There is definite tendency for individual or unit family 
among the educated and people residing in urban areas which 
in spite of its advantages has created a small world of wife, 
husband and children which has definite effect on the inter­
pretation of family life.
The size of the family has been much affected in the 
cities than in the countryside by the influence of western 
civilization. The present younger generation craves for 
more independence in its personal as well as social life.
The head of the fa,mily in a joint family is always the 
eldest male member. It is true that law has never barred 
women or younger people from assuming the position of a family 
head but it is not customary. There are quite a few families 
where women by their skill, wisdom and cleverness have attai­
ned a dominating position; but as a general rule youngsters 
and womenfolk are held in subordination like a Semitic family
in ancient times. "The husband and father in the Semitic
52
family v/as a king and lord". In such joint families, as
remain, a newly married wife has no individuality whatsoever. 
Even her husband cannot make a stand against the family-head 
in the interests of his wife. Youngsters, and especially
daughters
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daughters-in-law, are supposed to work for the elderly 
members of the family. In return, most of the time she gets
renroches or harsh words. Thus the position of a girl as
53
a daughter-in-law is very irksome in Hindu bociety. The 
wife has to give priority in obeying the orders of her 
mother-in-law and sister-in-law to what she herself or her 
husband feels. \'7here relations are strained the mother-in-law 
always finds faults with her and treats her in a v/ay even 
worse than a servant, in spite of her intelligence or willing - 
ness to work. Hext to the family head the mother-in-law is 
the supreme authority and, owing to the seclusion of women, 
rules over all the younger womenfolk in the house. The tyranny 
of the mothers-in-law sometimes go so far that there are not 
a few examples of daughters - in-law comiîiitting suicide. This 
is more frequent in a community where the bridegroom-price 
is very heavy. Under such circumstances every action of the 
daughter-in-law 9-r— sie - even the way she talks, the way 
she dresses is criticised by her mother-in-law or sisters-in- 
law. Naturally, there arise unnecessary quarrels and the 
poor daughter-in-law becomes the victim. It is generally 
accepted that a girl must exercise greater care in performing 
the function of a daughter-in-law than that of a wife. As
observed
53, See the evidences in Joshi Report.
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observed by bister Nivedita in ’The Web of Indian Life’
"unlike Western bociety, according to Hindu notion, the eyes 
of the bride and birde-groom are to be directed towards the
54
welfare of a family and not of themselves as basis of society’.*
Dr. Muthulaxmi Réddi describes the lot of young daughters-
in-law thus; "In the middle-class and poor families with
an unsympathetic husband and an illiterate, cruel hearted
mother-in-law, the lot of the poor young, inexperienced
daughter-in-law is very hard indeed. She ha.s to serve as a
cook, as a nurse to her children, as the wife and a general
servant in the house and in addition has to observe all the
55 56
foolish ’acharams’ prescribed by the elders of the house..."
However, times are changing and with the spread of education
and av/akening of social consciousness and the growth of #he
unit family system the subjugatœôn and the hardships that a
daughter-in-law has to suffer are slowly diminishing. There
are many examples of joint families living in peace and
he,rmony and these make one realise the good points in this
ancient joint family system.
At present, industrialization has limited the scope of
the joint family. New and enlightened tendencies are visible
with
Sister Nivedita; The Web of Indian Life, p. 38. 
55. Duties.
6^. Rathbane^ E.P.; Child Carriage, p. 36.
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with the spread of education among men and women. In the 
modern times small groups of people crave for personal 
freedom, but society as a whole is as yet very far from an 
attitude in which a woman’s right to cevelop herself and to 
live her own life is recognised. An educated girl does not 
like to work under her mother-in-law. The intellectual and 
ideological gap between the two is so wide that any attempt 
to keep them in one house is nothing but an invitation to 
daily quarrels. /Further due to the influence of the demo­
cratic and individualistic concent the educated class begins
57
to disfavour the life in the joint family."
The joint family, in its real sense, is slowly disappear­
ing today. It has a direct relation to human behaviour as 
well as to economic factors. Now-a-days, many families, 
though they seem to be a single joint family, in reality 
are not so, because married brothers who stay for convenience 
in one common house, have separate apartments, separate 
kitchen and separate expenses, borne times the joint family 
is split up because some of the members migrate to cities 
to earn their living. Technically speaking they are still 
considered members of the joint family, but if\ fact they are 
not. They form separate families of their own, sometimes 
having with them one brother or a widow sister or a dependent.
However,
57. Pesai. Neera: The Impact of the British Rule on the 
Position of Indian Women, p. 403.
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However, at present the problem of shortage of housing is 
very acute in urban areas especially in big industrial cities. 
Today a new contradiction has appeared. Ideologically, the 
educated strata support separate individual family while due 
to economic difficulties and scarcity of space, they are 
forced to live a joint family life.**"
The individual fanily pattern has broxeiTjup the family ties 
Grand parents, untess, aunts or other dependents have less 
chance of living with the family. A new attitude has develop­
ed among the young people; they do not consider it desirable 
to live with a pe-rental family or to support old or dependent 
relatives. This v/as quite ununown in the joint family and 
among the previous generation. "The wife who refused to share
her husband’s obligation to a dâ widowed sister and her
58
children ivas never knoim in India." At present partially 
the young people have been forced aivay from all those depen­
dents by mere circumstances and they also look upon the 
complications of a large household as something to be 
avoided rather than welcomed as a duty.
However, the break up of the joint family, though 
improving certain aspects of the marital relation has discardé 
some benefits of "the old-time household where grandfather
or aunt often had a personality which held the group together
59
in a rich and beautiful social life." It must also be
admitted
58. Sister Nivedita: op. cit., p. 37.
59. Folsom: op. cit., p. 186.
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admitted that certain problems of present-day child-rearing
are partially accounted for by the disappearance of the
elderly people from, the family. Young mothers have .practical)-
no knowledge of childrearing, either in practice or theory.
These old people, especially aunts, grandmothers and other
dependents rendered a valuable service. They brought up and
instructed the children with less difficulty because of
their long experience. Thus, while assisting the young
mothers, they occupied themselves and proved worthy of being
family members without becoming an extra, burden to the family.
For peace and solid^arity of homes, "four qualities are
essential - sympathy, compatibility, confidence and mutual
aid. There must be sympathy between all the members of the
family* compatibility between the parents, confidence in their
60
children and mutual aid from all to all."
Thus both systems of family life prevailing in India have 
their advantages and disadvantages, and with slight alteration 
one could reap the advantages only of both the system.
%ether the individualistic trend on the part of younger 
generation is good or bad one cannot say at the present, nor 
is it possible to say that the individual family is better 
than the joint family. Btill for the peace in the family the 
older generation is expected to be more generous towards the
individualistic
50. Nearing, Scott; Woman and Social Progress, p. 48.
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individualistic spirit of the younger generation. Only a 
spirit of understanding and tolerance will bring more peace 
and harmony between husband and wife and between a daughter- 
in-law^ ûAsJi a wxo-tKer- IVI Uw.
4.10 Relation between a Husband and a Wife; "A woman in
twentieth-century t^unerica, is looked upon as a complete
physical and mental organism, which can exist and function
61
without the a,ctive aid of man; " while in India such an idea 
is foreign to the great bulk of society. In spite of a 
steady increase in education and growing appreciation of lib-em 
libera,l views in society the majority of women are still held 
in subordination. Their individuality is not respected like 
that of American v/omen, especially if they ha,ppen to be 
members of joint families.
But the relation between a husband a,nd a wife in an 
individual family is better than that in a joint family. Here 
they get a chance of developing their individuality and 
accept marriage as a partnership and not condemnation or 
subordination of a wife. According to the favourite Indian 
metaphor the wife is a minister and the husband a king of 
the family kingdom. It is the king’s duty to rule and the 
minister’s duty to administer and to maintain the kingdom.
Their
51. Nearing bcott; op. cit., p. 2.
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Their field of work is different as one attends to work
outside home while the other works in the home. "Man and
woman are equal in status; hut are not identical. They are
62
a peerless pair being complementary to one another." Hence
this division of duty is beneficial to them on average as
"feminine individuality is essentially distinct from the
masculine and the great organic distinctions between men and
women will alv/ays tend to produce different characteristics 
63
in each." However, it is quite correct to say as the
proverb reads "Man works from rise to set of sun
64
But woman’s work is never done."
Barring a few well-placed women coming from the aristocratic 
classes the maj ority of v/omen in India have to toil hard for 
the maintenance of their homes. A woman works from morning 
till night doing all sorts of odd jobs and during night also  ^
she cannot sleep peacefully as she has to nurse and look 
after her children. Under the domestic system even in the 
middle class family, besides household management and daily 
work in the home, a wife’s duty is to bring up the children, 
to look after them, to educate them and to train them to 
become the best possible citizens of the country.
Up to
62, Gandhi. M. K.! op. cit., p. 6.
63. Mitra. S. M.: The Position of Women in Indian Life,
Preface, p. xv.
54. quoted by bcott Nearing in Women and Social Progress,
p. 52.
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Upto the davm of the present century women’s place was 
evidently in homes and their duty towards their husbands and 
elderly people was to obey and serve them. A wife did not 
have separate iaentity other than her husband and her inter­
course in s cial activities outside the home limited to 
marriage8^and festivals. It has been rightly remarked that 
"The domination of males over females has always been consi­
dered so saturai logical and inevitable that not until recent
65
times has, it even been seriously questioned."
During the present century society has undergone so many
changes owing to social,political and economic upheavals that
woman’s right to engage hemself in outside activities has been
automatically recognised. According to the writing of
Gandhiji "Woman is the companion of man gifted with equal
mental capacities, bhe has the right to participate in
minutest detail of the activities of man and she has the same
66
right of freedom and liberty as he."
A woman’s activity is much restricted by frequent 
pregnancy which makes her helpless and ma,ny a times weak. 
Besides this, her temperament is different; hence a woman 
should not imitate a man but make the best use of her most 
peculiar distinct characteristics, as "Nature intended the
sexes
55. Schenfeld. Amram; Women and Men, p. 289. Also Nearing 
Scott Women and Social Progress, p. 30.
55. Gandhi^ M. K.; op. cit., p. 5.
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sexes not to be c mpetitors but to complement one another."
The only thing tha,t is required is that a woman’s work and
service to the family should be recognised so that she may
also realise its true value and devel-p self confidence and
real interest in her home activities. Generally speaking in
India as well as in other countries many of the modern v/riters
ha,ve concluded that the work of a wife and a mother is in 
68
a home. Yet nobody can deny their right for outside
activities. "There are also women who are born scientists,
artists, administrators, teachers, statesmen and so forth.
There will be always suffering if the state or public opinion
tries to force these women into a domesticity that does not
suit them, a,nd real loss to us all of their services in what
69
does suit them."
The advantages of division of labour and her main 
activities in home are quite apparent yet it does not mean 
that women with gifted ability should not partaxe in politics 
and other outside activities if circumstances permit them. 
Women have every right to share in every aspect of the outside 
world - whether it be politics, economics or social work, 
provided they do not neglect their duties 'in the home. Yet
an
5^ » Scheinfeld, Amram; op. cit., p. 329.
55. Roy den Maude; Women’s partnership in the New World, p.114
59. Ibid, p. 115.
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an average housewife of a Hindu or a Muslim family knows 
hardly anything about the outside world, being mostly engaged 
in household work. A woman of the typical Hindu family 
organises the household with the consent of the supreme 
authority that is her husband, plans meals and looks after 
the needs and comforts of the family members. Also, so far 
as social relation with friends and relatives are concerned, 
it is the wife who plays the most important role, with the 
occasional support or co-operation of her husband. Further, 
it is not uncommon for the husband to hand over the necessary 
sum for the household expenses to her. But the Indian custo­
dian of the family purse does not haive the same economic right 
as the western one.
An average Hindu woman in the married state is happy 
if there is mutual understanding and affection between her­
self and her husband. The dominating spirit of the husba.nd 
ha.s begun to abate now-a-days and the educa.ted wife ènjoys, 
though not equal, at least a better status than before.
Though woman’s position has greatly improved, men still retain 
the first place in the family. Thus father and mother are 
considered equally responsible for the bringing up of the 
children and even for the running of the whole family, still 
ii a disagreement does arise it is the father’s opinion which 
becomes decisive.
To -
23
To some extent the relation of husband and wife depends 
upon the personal qualities of the couple. % e n  the husband 
is weak or stupid, and the wife able and energitic, she often 
plays an important role in a unit family. There are a 
number of examples where the ablest wives have handled the 
family affairs cleverly and sometimes have been even played 
prominent part in public life and enhanced the prestige of 
their families. But these are exceptions. Generally, the 
husband is a more dominant figure and a henpecked husband 
is a subject of ridicule in Indian society. The status of 
a wife remains subordinate, though it is true that to some 
extent that status is improved when she becomes a mother 
especially a mother vf a son.
4.11 A Woman as a Mother; "The apothesis of the mother has rë.
reached a greater height in India than anywhere else. The
son could never abandon his mother, even if she was boycotted
70
socially and religiously." Thus a woman’s position as a
mother is highly honoured in India since Vedic times. Indian 
OTiters, philosophers and poets have praised the mother so 
highly that she is treated with greater reverance than Heaven 
itself. "What lived deep in every huma& soul and v/hat the 
people of India cherish ardently. Tagore expresses so 
beautifully when he sings; "Mother, I shall weave a chain
of
"^ 0. Altekar; The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization,
T). 116.
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of pearls for thy neck with my tears of sorrow."
An Indian mother is in greater intimate contact with 
her children than the father is. The mother is a symbol of 
kindness and affection, and the father of dignity and stern­
ness. "While the father cares more for the purely physical 
welfare, while he gives gifts which are transitory, the
mother through her educational gifts in the domestic and
72
religious spheres, is working for eternity."
A father may grade his affection for his children 
according to their abilities, but for a mother all of them 
stand on an equal footing. She loves equally the weakest 
and the ablest, or sometimes the flow of affection goes 
more strongly to the former. Her love for her children is 
self-less. She shares their joys and sorrows and tries to 
comfort them in any state of unhappiness. A mother’s love 
is in the truest sense revea.led in the Indian family. When 
the father dies, leaving no property behind, it is the mother 
who, by spinning or doing even menial work, manages to add 
penny, in order to bring up her children, always at the cost 
of her own comfort. The mother’s position waswe11 described 
in the laws of Manji; "the mother is a thousand times more 
venerable than the father". Ideally, the mother in Indian
society
'Î'I. Mrs. Ketkar (trans); Quoted from Gitanjali, p. 77 by 
Mrs. Ketkar in her translation of the Book on the Soul 
of the Indian Women," p. 39.
■?2. i^id, p. 17.
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society is a unique example, of the spirit of tolerance, 
patience and sacrifice. But toaay the relations between 
motherand son are often embittered by the mother’s attitude 
towards her daughter-in-law. A mother may refuse to forego 
the position of supreme a,uthority over her and in the 
resulting tug-of-v/ar not only the daughter-in-law but the son 
himself is inv&lved, and the couple iiiay leave the home because 
of str: ined relations. The feeling of reverence tov.ards the 
mother and elders has been less prominent recently among 
youngsters; hence in extreme cases a mother may be totally 
neglected. In general it would be quite coriect to say that 
the mother’s position in a joint family is higher than all 
other women members whitfe. in line with the changing trends 
of modern society her position in an individual family system 
comes after the wife’s.
4,11 Barrenness of //omen; The greatest hindrance in the path
of a happy or succes.-ful marriage is the barrenness of a
Hindu woman. "Barienness is the greatest possible curse
to a woman in India and the most dreaded of all the misfor-
•73
tunes that can befall a Hindu family."
The d.esire for a child exists in almost every human 
heart. Even extreme poverty does not stop the desire for 
children. This notion has its root in certain socio*)-reli-
gious
"^5* Abbe, J. A. Dubois; Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies.
I=>. s - 3 2 .
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gious beliefs of society. There may be other social reasons
for it, but there is a natural instinct in every human being
to beget j(his progeny.
In Hindu society a barren womanjis not respected and her
disability is considered a logical excuse for her husband
to remarry. As a result, a fear of barrenness is so innate
in a Hindu woman that she takes any quack remedy to cure it.
The attitude of society towards a barren woman has been very
well reflected injthe following words:
It is be ter to be a stone tha.n a barren woroe.n because
the first can be utilised in washing clothes, that is the
74
use of a barren woman ?
Pandita Ramabeh in her’High-cast e Hindu woman’ gives 
a picturesque description of some practices to remove barren­
ness as follows:- Herbs and roots knovm for their virtue of 
son-giving are eagerly swallowed; also son-giving gods and
trees are regularly worshipped,even rosaries used by mothers
75
or sons are procured to pray with.
76
Women practised all such ’vratas’ not only, because 
the chance of their personal happiness depends on it. Dr. 
Magnus describes his experience during his tour to India
thus:
74. A common Indian proverb.
"^ 5. Pandita, Ramabai: The High-caste Hindu Woman, p. 16.
76. Religious vows.
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thus:- "an equally deep impression was made upon me by the
women in Bombay, who laid siege to my room at the hotel from
early morning till late at night, asking me for advice about
77
how to prevent - not pregnancy - but stedlity." According 
to Mlanu "a barren wife may be superseded in the eighth year". 
However, in practice the husband does not generally wait upto 
period prescribed by the religious law-books but marries 
again after three or four years. Then, the childless wife 
is me.de to drudge of the i^ hole house. There seems no hope 
for her in this world, since her husband is displeased with 
her on account of her misfortune. Gradually, however, enlight* 
tened people ha.ve come to understand tha,t it is not the woman’s 
fault alone but the husband may be equally responsible for 
childlessness.
4.12 Importance of a Son: Indian society has placed an
exaggerated value not only on progeny but on sons and belittled 
daughters. The desire for a son remains strongly in every læ. 
Indian, especially in every Hindu, buch an attitude h&is its 
origin in the particular social habits and religious beliefs 
which result in tears instead of joy at a girl’s birth.
Among high-caste Hindus it is a common belief supported 
ty religion that only a son ha.s the capacity to perform the
parents’
77. Hirschfeld Magnus: Women East and West, preface, p. xi
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parents’ ’Shradha’ by which one attains Heaven. Moreover 
only a son is capab.le of freeing the parents from the Hell 
named ’Put’. Such is the importance given to a son that
in India when a married woma.n salutes a [grahmin (priest) or 
any elderly person, he says "May you ha.ve seven sons" as a 
blessing. It can be reasoned that all such beliefs had their 
root in the particular patriarchal structure of society in 
general, because among the Nayars of South India where 
matriarchy prevailed it is quite the contra.ry.
Twenty-five yea.rs ago, under certain circumstances, the 
birth of a girl brought calamity to her mother. If unfortu­
nately a wife happened to have all daughters and no son, Manu 
authorised the man to marry again after the elventh year of 
their marriage. The law, being one-sided, favoured the man 
and not only neglected but suppressed the woman; so the 
majority of Hindu women were overpowered with fea,r at the 
approach of each child-birth, her husband might marry again 
if she produced all daughters and no son. In most cases her 
hopes of holding the affection of her husband and other
relatives
78. A religious ceremony performed by the son on the tenth 
day after the death of a person.
79. Sanskrit word for Son, putru, means literally ’one who 
saves from hell named ’Put’ into which sonless parents 
fall according to "Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies,"
p. 205.
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relatives depended on her hearing a son. The women of the 
poorest class perliaps had less rear in this respect than the 
richest who were almost invariably subject to this trial. 
Among al classes the wish for a son still prevails but its 
intensity is felt less at the two extremes of society among 
the most refined because of their education and understanding 
and among the lowest class where a girl is not an economic 
burden.
In addition to religious beliefs, the following are the 
main reasons for preferring sons to daughters.
(1) Patrilocal Residence of a son.
(2) Social status.
(3) Psychological and traditional influence
(4) Economic pressure.
Patrilocal residence of a son is to some extent respon­
sible for the parents’ looking down upon a daughter. A son 
remains in the parental home till his death, while a daugh­
ter goes away as soon as she is married. Thus a son becomes 
the only comfort of his parents as he looks after them in 
their old age.
A father may at ain a higher social status only 
through his son. Whatever he may not have done or achieved 
can be accomplished by his son or sons. Thus he fulfils 
himself through his son or even his grandson. In a joint
family
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family society, the individua.1 has not much scope to flourish 
separately; thus the sons fame or prosperity is the highest 
satisfaction and pride of the family.
In every human being there is a desire for the continu­
ance of his race. In patriarchal society this is only possible 
through the birth of a son, which gives much mental joy to 
the parents as well as adds to their social prestige. Most 
people believe in religious conventions a.nd so the craving 
for a son is the product of tradition^.
Everyone in Indian society aidently desires an heir to 
his property if he is rich, or, if he is poor, a son to 
lessen his burden by lending a helping nand in the family. 
Norma-lly, the common belief is that a girl cannot earn; also 
she is by convention not supposed to earn, whatever the 
talent and capacity for work that she may possess. The times 
are changing and many parents do find the,t girls are as 
helpful as boys, but their number is not large since the 
daughters are not giben opportunities to work unless they are 
forced by the circumstances.
Another objection to having daughters is that they are 
generally supposed to be the property fof others. They do not 
help to add to their father’s property; on the contrary the 
father has to spend some amount after their marriage. In some 
communities a daughter is a burden to the father throughout
his
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his lifetime. The father is not supposed to provide for her 
only; hut he is compelled to provide for her children too.
If a poor father has one or more daughters he is doomed.
Most of the middle class people have to incur oebts in order 
to celebrate a daughter’s marriage. Thus the monetary conditm 
of a father influences his willingness to accept a daughter 
and plays an important part in determining the treatment 
given to her.
There is nothing wrong if many people think that the
birth of a daughter therefore "is considered to be the penalty
of sins committed in a former state of existence." People
in Hindu society do not desire for a girl where fathers have
to sell or mortgage their residential houses; thousands of
girl wives have to suffer in patience maltreatment like
prisoners under their fathers-in-laws’ roofs in consequence
80
of their fathers’ inability to meet unjust demands."
Among the working class, since girls generally work 
less than a boy, they have proved to be a poor economic 
factor. Therefore with so many advantages in having a son 
and so many disadvantages in having a daughter, who would 
wish for a daughter ? "Sons are earnestly longed for, while 
daughters are not v/anted. This feeling exists everywhere,
but
80. Rislev. Herbert; op. cit., p. 169.
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but it varies greatly in intensity" according to dowry 
and the cost of the marriage prevailed in that particular 
caste. The whole blame goes to the social structure of 
society, to religious beliefs and social convictions. All 
these factors may have been good in a.ncient society but they 
should be changed with the times. In Indian society generally 
it seems that girls are only needed for the continuation of 
the community, hence they are much respected as mothers.
4.13 Treatment of a girl and a boy: A girl born in a house
shadowed by superstition, prejudice and ignorance did not
bring any joy to the family. If accidently somebody died in
the family or a boy’s death v/as immediately preceded by her
birth all thought her to be the cause of disaster. As a, result
she became sullen and self-centered which affected her mentally
Moreover, a girl might not only be neglected but was abused
and was considered an unwelcome guest in the family. As, all
82
girls were born into a world of subjection" not only her
parents but even a brother asserts his superiority. In the
absence of the parents a brother became her guardian and
advised even his elder sister as to what she should do and
what she should not.
The history of any country earlier than the later half of
the
81. Census of India, 1911, Vol. I, Part I, p. 215 
Hearing Scott; op. cit., p. 30.
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the 19th centurÿ shows tha.t it is not an exaggeration to
say that, "Females, in all countries are too much under the
83
domination even today of their parents." But an average 
Indian girl is not free from the subordination even today 
to the same extent as a modern girl in America where "her
84
father does not own her ... her husband does not beat her."
Humiliation greatly affects the formation of a girl’s
character and most of the girls are found lacking in self-
confidence. Consequently, she becomes sad, dull, unhappy
and easily dominated by others. It is true for an average
Hindu girl that she "is never really made to feel that she mu*
must stand on her own feet. She is brought up to expect that
85
her father will support her until she can find a husband."
There \ja.3 not much difference between the treatment of
a girl in a poor family and in a rich one, but there was
a marked difference between the treatment of a girl and a
boy, except in educated and enlightened families. A boy was
th e  W f  coYnforlî
educated even at the cost of starvatio-n of the family. A 
girl was under-educated or not educated at all, even if the 
family was in a good financial position, in the belief that 
she has not to earn her bread, so what is the use of
education
83. Wollstonecraft, Mury: A Vindication of the Rights of Women
p. 161.
64. Nearing Scott; op. cit., p. ix.
65. Nearing Scott; Ibid, p. 95.
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education to her ?
It is believed that the daughter must speak submissively 
and in a low voice, as she v/as intended to be a wife, when 
she would have to obey the orders of all the husband’s family 
without any hesitation or question. She must be trained 
thoroughly so that she might not bring disgrace to her parents 
family. The culture of her father’s family was measured by 
the daughter’s behaviour. A girl was always taught how to 
cook; how to clean the house and th manage it, how to carry 
out orders, how to beha.ve and speak with elderly people and 
to show due respect to them and so onZ It is true that there 
is nothing wrong in performing the duties of a housei^ife 
but when a girl is not allowed to work outside the home and 
her freedom restricted, there is much harm done. This whole 
attitude has now gradually changed in educated families and 
intelligent co-operation is preferred to blind obedience. 
Discipline in daily life and respectful behaviour towards 
elders is and always will be appreciated but a semi-military 
type of obedience is not welcomed in modern society by the 
younger generation, either at home or in the schools.
The position of girls in certain societies is gradually 
improving, and they themselves are ready to adopt enlightened 
ideas. Parsees are recognised as the highly advanced and 
cultured community in India and marriage as already stated
is
2'iÉ
is not compulsory for their girls. Yet traditionally they 
are supposed to know and do all domestic work; hence they 
do not yet enjoy so much freedom as hoys, nor have they found 
an equal opportunity of competing with them. At present, 
the status and importance of the girl varies in all societies 
according to the prevalent beliefs and the degree ofi adaption 
to progressive education and culture which are knovm only 
among urban people. The vast majority of the people who 
reside in rural India are only beginning to get a glimpse 
of it. But the revival of ancient Indian culture, properly 
adapted to modern conditions, has brought progress among the 
majority of people in Indi... Thus the degree of variation 
in treatment between a daughter and son depends upon how far 
a person has socially and educationally advanced and how far 
he has grasped the true ancient Indian culture.
In the last few years there has been a slow but marked 
changes in the attitude of the people, regarding the treat­
ment of girls. Mass mentality, however, cannot be changed 
within a short period. It may take years and years to 
uproot the deep-rooted habits of neglect towards girls.
During the last twenty years more giils have been educated 
and tliis has raised them to consciousness. In towns and 
villages, among the educated and less educated, among the 
rich and the poor, girls are having greater freedom thah
what
wîiat was given to their mothers. There is less difference 
between the treatment of a girl and that of a boy. Now-a- 
days girls are not so much belittled as they used to be. In 
cultured and enlightened families girls are treated on an e 
equal footing with boys.
For the general betterment of Indian girls some practical 
steps should be taken by young India and if the following 
suggestions were taken into consideration the final achieve­
ment or the improvementof position of girls would not be 
very far:-
(1) Development of respect for females without any difference 
of class, caste or age.
(2) Enough opportunity and freedom to help them to attain 
more knowledge and to develop their character.
(3) Removal of harmful social restrictions which hamper their 
progress.
(4) Education and training in the creation of self-confidence 
and their ultimate economic independence.
(5) Removal of all disparity in the treatment and upbringing 
of the two sexes by developing the public opinion.
The majority of the people who talk of equal rights, 
for boys and girls forget to treat them equally but there are 
exceptions and it would be unjust to some of the parents who 
sincerely believe in equal rights and equal treatment of girls
and
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and boys, if one made too sweeping a statement. They try 
to provide facilities for them with whatever means they have, 
irrespective of their sex. However, the general treatment 
of the girl in an average Indian family is not very enlight­
ened and a moj ority of the males have not yet developed, a 
feeling of respect towards females. This hinders the girls’ 
progress in later life both in the home and in the society.
4.14 Marital Status and rights enjoyed by non-Hindu Women:
The marital status of other India.n women differed very little 
from that of Hindu women, yet it did vary with different 
groups, 8uCcording to the social and religious beliefs of each 
community. A Mahomedan woman did not suffer many adva 
disadvantages in marital relationship as her Hindu sister 
used to suffer. The Muslim concept of ma.rriage was quite 
different from that of the Hindu ane and it was more favour­
able to a Muslim woman compared to her Hindu sister. A 
marriage is a civil contract according to Mahomedan la.w, 
however, its spiritual value is none the less recognised. "It
enjoins it as a religious duty ’incumbent on all who possess 
86
the ability’ . Moreover according to Ashabah, "It is a 
sacrament in so much that, in this world, it is an act of 
worship, for it preserves mankind free from pollution. It is 
instituted by divine command among members of the human
species."
86. Westermarck: op. cit., p. 40.
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species.” Thus it is ordered in Islamic law that a
marriage is an act of worship and everybody who is ca,pahle 
to contract it should marry. The girls were not allowed 
freely to mix with hoys after a certain age as it was consider­
ed hy society to he indecent. In northern India, as well as 
in most of the Moslem communities, girls, after the age of 
ten or twelve, were not allowed to go out in the day time 
without a purdah or a veil. They were forbidden to see any 
male except their brothers, fathers and nearest relatives 
and to go to school for study. Most of the time they had 
to confine themselves to the inner part of the house - knovm 
as zanana specially set aside for thefemale members, hue 
to the custom of Purdah, therefore, a Muslim woman was 
restricted in her movement and upto the civil Disobedience 
Movement an of 1930 many of them were more secluded than 
Hindu women. Early marriage was very common among them as 
majority of them were illiterate and b3.ck\'/ard. The choice 
of mate is generally the province of the parents or guardians.
A woman’s consent is not required if she is minor and under 
her father’s protection. But a Muslim woman enjoys certain 
privileges in selection of a partner after attaining puberty. 
This right varies with different sects of Mahomedans. "Among 
the Hanafis and the Shiahs the father’s right to marry his
daughter
87. Q,uoted in "Our Cause”, p. 230.
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daughter without her consent comes to an end when she arrives
at puberty, but this is not the case among Maliki School of
Mahomedans, where she ceases to be his property by death 
68
only."
In the msj ority of cases after attaining puberty the law
required her consent to the marriage and nobody can force her
to contract a marriage disapproved by her. Child marriage
was frequent but such marriages arranged by a guardian could
be dissolved by the person on attaining puberty. Only such
marriage could not be repudiated, if it was arranged by a
father or father’s father except when^t could be proved that
the girl’s guardian ha,d acted negligently or fraudulently, or
to the disadvantage of the girl. Polygamy is practised among
Mahomedans and their projjhet allowed them to marry not more
than four wives at a time. According to Koranic injunctions
"If ye fear that ye cannot do justice between orphans, then
marry what seems good to you of women, by twos, or threes,
89
or fours;...."
Islamic law permits divorce to both the parties yet 
certain terms favour the male party. Three types of divorce 
are practised among Mahomedans. Talak, Mubarat and Khula.
In the first type a Mahomedan woman is sometimes- divorced
at
88. Westermarck: op. cit., p. 136.
89. Quoted by bhyam Kumari Kehru in "Our Cause", p. 232.
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at the whim of her husband which is unfair to women; he can 
even divorce her in her absence only by speaxin/:^  the word 
’Talak’ three times. In Mubarat, a marriage can be dissolved 
by the mutual consent of both parties. In the third type, 
Khula, a wife can secure divorce through the intervention of 
the court on certain grounds. But she has to forego her dower 
if she asks for divorce. In short "divorce" by mutual consent 
and also by judicial decree has always been recognised in 
Islamic law. But the husband still has/the right of pronoun­
cing ’talak’ (divorce) whenever he pleases without assigning 
90
any cause." Thus, a Mahomedan woman does not however, hold
a high position as a wife and women are suually held in low 
esteem, except in a fewr cultured families. It is customary 
for the husbands party to give dowær and it is fixed at the 
time of marriage. The dower consists of money or property 
and is divided into two kinds - (l) prompt and (2) deferred.
The prompt dower is payable at the demand of a wife but the 
latter can be received only at the time of dissolution of 
the marriage. The main purpose of the custom was to provide 
for her in case of neglect by the husband, on his death or 
divorce at the desire of the husband.
Thus, in general Islamic laws are more favourable to 
women than that of the Hindus. The main disadvantages suffered
by
^0. Menon, Lakshmi; The Position of Women, p. 24.
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"by Islamic women are seclusion, custom of polygamy and 
Talak. Besides these the general trend of society is not 
progressive as most of their customs which are not suited 
to the present times still persist and a,re based on religious 
injunctions. Marriage of a Muslim woman cannot be contracted 
with a person other than Muslim hence intercommunal marriage 
is not at all practised. The status of a Muslim woman is not 
not higher than that of a Hindu woman. "The Mahomedan reli­
gion, by its original concept, ascribes to women a status not/h
91
much higj-ier than that of a slave to man." In short, there -
■WVacK
fore the general status of a Muslim woman is not^higher than ^ 
that of a Hindu woman.
As given in Religious books of the Parsees, marriage 
1^8 a religious duty according to Zoroaster. Marriage \'/as
92
monogamous and there is no mention of nolygamy in Avewta texts. 
Of all the major communities in India Parsee is the most 
advanced community at present so far as the treatment of and 
attitude towards women is concerned. They marry comparatively 
late and in most cases marriage is settled by the mutual 
consent of two partners. Though, parents have rights over 
their minor children, educated parents do not interfere much 
and give their consent if there is basically nothing unsuitable
in
Scheinfeld, Amram: op. cit., p. 297.
92. Dalai, P. M.; Social Life and Manners of the Parsis in 
Iran and in India, p. 335.
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in the match. The Parsee marriage is governed by the Parsee
Marriage and Divorce Act. The nature of marriage cerremony
among them is religious and the requisites of a Parsee Marriage
is based upon two main factors: "ho marriage can be valid if
it is between parties related to each other in any of the
degrees of consanguinity or affinity prohibited among Parsees,
and unless it is soleminised according to the Parsee form of
93
ceremony called Asirvad by a Parsee priest in the presence of
94
two independent Parsee witnesses." The consent of the
guardian is necessary if a party undergoing marriage is below
twenty one years. A marriage certificate is provided by the
Parsee priest duly signed by the witnesses as well as guardian
and then the marriage is registered. Though a Parsee marriage
is a religious binding yet divorce is allowed and to that
extent it is a contract. Religious authority does not
sanction celibacy. "In the Zorostrian books, as in the sacred
books of India we meet with the idea that a man should marry
95
and get progeny."
After their migration to India and having settled at 
various places in Bombay province their dress, customs, 
religious practices, marriage and other aspects of social
life
93. Blessing.
hehru, bhyamkumari (ed.): op. cit., p. 242.
^8. Westermarck: op. cit., p. 43.
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life were highly influenced by Hindu culture. With the
advent of the English the Parsee came under their influence.
This contact with Western culture, literature and people led
them to treat their womenfolic on a basis of equality.. Today
if the status of their women is not quite equal to that of
men it is definitely higher than in any other main Indian
community. Amongst Parsees marriage is not compulsory today
and no stigma or social criticism is attached to a spinster.
96
The prevalence of child marriage is almost absent among them.
Por women, the field of work is not restricted to home only bit
they enjoy almost equal privileges as men. An average Parsee
woman is more educated and can easily compete with men in
each and every sphere if necessity arises. The joint family
system among this community is not rigidly followed; it is
found more in villages than in cities and towns. Women who
work outside the home have more opportunities for social
intercourse and even for those who do not work outside there
is no socia.l restrictions agamnst mixing with men.
Christians, though in a minority, are governed by
separate laws. The Christian marriage is also a sacrament
s*nd cannot be dissolved particularly in the case of a Roman
Catholic. Other Christians are governed by the Indian Divorce 
97
Act. Polygamy is forbidden and consent of the guardian is
required
96. See Appendix D Table no. Ill and IV.
* Menon, Lakshmi; op. cit., p. 24.
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required in the case of a minor. Majority of the Christians
in India are converted Christians hence they mostly follow
their original caste customs and so the position of women
is not better than that of women of that particular caste.
Due to the efforts of missionaries their women stand better
chances for liberal education yet many a times they do not
hold a better position that a Hindu wife. A person may change
his religion quite easily but his social habits, outlook and
attitude to life cannot be altered within a short period.
This change mainly depends upon the cultural environment in
which he or she lives and his or her social contact with
enlightened progressive society.
Inter-caste marriages are valid if registered under
the bpecial Marriage Act, of 1923 which applies to Hindus,
98
Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists. A provision in this Act is 
made for dissolution of marriage. Sikhs, Jains and other 
communities perform marriage according to their religious 
tenets and give more or less the same treatment to women 
as a Hindu woman gets. The amelioration in the status of 
women mostly depends upon the culture and the nature of 
■views held by that particular community.
4.15 Social Position of Women in General; The women of today
have
8^. Me non. Dakshmi : op. cit. p. 24.
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today have won a position in the family and in the society 
far superior to that of their grandmothers, who continue to 
live under the old customs. The degree of equality which 
the modern wife has won is the outcome of understanding and 
love rather than that of legislation. Today women have more 
influence over their children and they are less often subjec­
ted to the wishes of their mothers-in-law. In some provinces 
viz. Bombay and Madras polygamy has been prohibited by law.
It is due to theiar serious co-operation of women with the p 
efforts of social reformers that they have been able to deve­
lop their own freedom. The seclusion of women and the rules 
concerning the separation of the sexes are beginning to 
disappear in the cities. Women today are seen in all public 
places, streets, ma.rkets and theatres. They have begun to 
compete with men in every field of life, especially in 
education. Still owing to the great influence of age-old 
customs, many modern educated women who are ardent supporters 
of equality in theory, yet in fact cho.se to become the 
humble and obedient wives of their husbands. It seems that 
the greatest advance ha,s been, made by those women who combine 
modern ideology with economic independence.
Although the majority of Indian marriages are not love 
matches in the real sense of the word, there are many happy 
and loving couples to be found in India. % e n  their relation
with
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with their husbands is strengthened by mutual affection such 
happy wives are not conscious of any bondage in thought or 
action. Sometimes ’ignorance is bliss’ and this may apply 
to most Indian women who are happy in their married state, 
because they do not crave for and are unaware of their rights 
to claim equality. The success of the marriage system may thus 
either be attributed to their ignorance together with submiss­
ive nature or to the spirit of tolerance and patience culti­
vated by them.
Generally speaking, the position of Indian women has 
greatly improved during the present century; They have secured 
more rights and more freedom in the home as well as in 
society. Women w.ll be able to take their rightful position 
quickly in the family if all the harmful social customs such 
as child ma,rriage or enforced widowhood would be abolished.
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CHAPTER V.
Child Marriage and Widov/hood.
"The chi Id-marri age and the ban on widow remarriage
1
have been typical institution in Hinduism."
Origin and Prevalence of Child Marriage;
Early History; It is diffucult to point out the actual date 
of the origin of the custom of child marriage, yet, one can 
locate its origin to a particular period in History. Prom
the evidence of ancient religious Vedic literature it van
2
be concluded that it did not exist in Vedic times and
there were examples of Kshatriya girls marrying husbands of
3
their choice by bwayamwara in Epic literature and
Purans. Instances from those religious books, of young men
and women parti eu ma^rrying sometimes against the wish of
their parents or guardians indicated that they were grown
up people who could understand the seriousness of marriage
and use their discrimination in the selection of a partner.
It seems that early marriage was not generally practised
4
during those times. But looking to the other evidences
this
i# Buch. M. A.: Rise and Growth of Indian Rationalism, p. 57.
2. See Ch. I gre-puberty marriage.
3. JQ.fi. Subhadra, Okha, Rukhimani, Bamyanti.
4. Hehru. Sferamkuma.ri: Our Cause, p. 256.
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this cannot he taken as a general rule because the custom
4Ynonq
of Swayamwara was mostly coimnon^Kshatriya people. According
to the religious injunctions of Manu and other Smriti writers
Sr%d dovm to 17th century A.D. it has been observed that mostly
5
the Kshatriyas did not follow it.
6
The writers of the Dharrnasutras (400 B.C. to 100 A.D.)
began to advocate that a girl’s marriage should not be
7 e
delayed after her puberty. Thus, early but not pre-pubscentA
marriage was advocated by e c . r l y  Smriti-writers and the
ma.rriageable age of the girl was generally lowered during
that time. It seems that people developed a tendency to
marry their girls at about the time of their puberty. Prom
about 200 A.D. the widespread prevalence of the custom^ of
lowering the Eiarriageable age of a girl has been gradually
increased and nre-puberty marriage became the general
8
practice. Prom the writing and records .D foreign travellers 
and traders it wa& quite evident that the popularity of 
child marriages went on increasing during the medieval times 
upto the advent of British rule. Ho, doubt the custom of 
child marriages became common among the Brahmins in the
beginning
5. Altekar; op. cit., p. 73.
6. Religious injunctions.
7. Ibid, p. 63.
8. Ibid, p. 67.
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beginning and afterwards it spread gradually among other 
classes. A group of scholars believed that widespread 
custom of early marriage came into vogue during the foreign 
invasions. In those days of insecurity, due to political 
upheavals which also affected their social structure especi­
ally during the Moghul invasion and Mahomedan rule, the 
custom I'/as practised as a measure of security.
cju<#rl&r
As late as the first of the present century,
many girls of ten or under were married because of the tradi­
tion mostly in rural areas. Many young girls in villages and 
from the backward classes ardently wished for marriage, with­
out realising its responsibilities but simply for the sake 
of having fun at the marriage. Usually they saw their 
sisters or friends married and remembered the pleasure and fun 
arising out of it. The poorest, as well as the richest, tried 
to ma.ke it as pleasant and magnifieiènt as possible and this 
vja.s the only occa.sion when children could enjoy themselves toy. 
the full. There were beautiful dresses, fireworks, music, 
songs and plenty of sweet things to eat without any restric­
tion; The house w^ is illumina-ted and decorated with artificial 
flowers, banners and green leaves. Ordinarily children were 
neglected, especially girls, but marria.ge was the only good 
occasion when, as a bride the girl received attention and 
m s  made much of. Thus unconsciously there was created in
the
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the mind of the girls an association of marriage with
9
pleasant things. borne times too, a girl desired to marry, wh
when she was ill-treated in her home and we.nted to escape
misery at the hands of her relatives. Except for these two
apparent reasons, no child would ha.ve wished to marry, bhe
had no idea of what would ha.pnen to her in the future through
such a marriage. In certain communities the hoy took the
bride av/ay immediately after marriage and handed her over to
his mother who put all the domestic duties on her shoulders
10
and treated her as a groim up person. In spite of many
disadvantages she used to get good training befitting to 
the family, under the able guidance of elderly women.
Besides these two obvious factors - religious injunction^ 
^security-and several others^ f child ma.rriage has its origin 
in other social practices. Disparity in sex and the rules of
endogamy
9. c.f. A similar thought is expressed in "a larger way for 
women" where one Brahmin enthusiast discussed various 
hindrances in the way of women’s education with a woman 
missionary teacher and she writes about it as follows: "He 
said that the chief hindra,nce ivas the child marriage custom 
Little girls grew up in an atmosphere of wedding excitements 
In the conversation of their xiothers and grandmothers the 
importance of weddings figured largely. They took part 
in the prolonged marriage festivities of their young friends 
and it was natural that they should look forward to the time 
when they too would be the recipients of magnificient saries 
and would sit in sta.te under a pandal adorned with flowers." 
p. 96.
10. bimilar accounts are quoted from the Joshi Committee’s 
Report in Rathbane’s Child }Iarriage, p. 31.
endogamy and especially hypergamy made it difficult to find
a suitable husband for a girl fairly advanced in age.
Moreover, in arranging a marriage it ws,s the family interest
that was counted first hence parents arranged their daughter’s
marriage when they were children inorder to avoid the
complications arising at later age when a question of choice
marriage might arise. In order to guard a woman’s chastity
11
pracuice of child ma,rriage might have existed. The wider
prevalence of the custom was also responsible for the
imitative nature of the people from the lower strata in order
to raise their social position, as the custom was most stricter
followed by high-caste people especially Brahmins. Thus
"hypergamy, paucity of women, impact between the Aryan and
12
Bravidian civilization, disturbed civil conditions during
medieval ages and lower age of puberty are advanced as various
13
explanations to the custom." Besides in certain sections ea 
early marriages were common on account of the custom of bride- 
price. Another reason for early marriages of girls was the 
joint family system in which all members of the family had to 
be supported and so an incoming young bride v/as not much of 
a burden.
■Whatever
11. Risley; The People of India, p. 190.
12. Census Report of 1911, Vol. I, Part I, p. 269.
13. Hehru, bhyamkumari: op. cit., p. 79.
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\\hatever may be the reason for the origin of Child 
marriage it is certain that child marriage is undesirable 
in the present age of peace and security. Since the time 
of Raja Ram Moha.n Roy the attention of all the social reform­
ers was draim to this grave problem and its drastic result. By 
the introduction of western thoughts and literature and 
revival of ancient Vedic culture, an advanced section of
society began to realise the need for raising the age of 
14
consenty as well as marriage. "Social conferences began to 
advocate the causes of post-puberty marriages during the j
nineties of the last century, but their efforts were not j
i
appreciably successful till the beginning of the 20th century, j
I
The terrible havoc caused by the plague advanced the marriage- j
15 • :
able age of girls from 8 to 12 or 13." |
The evil of child marriage wa.s mostly prevalent through­
out India and its practice v/as found among Muslims as well I
as Hindus. Statistical data on the number of ma.rried men ,
and women in the years 1921 and 1931 amongst the two major
communities
14. The first attempt v/as made in 1846, "Hindu and Muslim 
ancient law severly punished the offence of rape outside 
marriage, but the idea of making intercourse between 
husband and vrife below a certain age illegal seems to have 
originated with the Law Commissioners who drafted the 
Indian Penal code in 1846. The code, finally enacted in 
1860, prescribed a punishment which might extend to trans­
portation for life for the husband who consuimmated his 
marriage v/hen the v/ife ivas under ten years old." Given by 
Rathbane in "Child Marriage", p. 17.
15. Altekar; op. cit., p. 73.
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comiaunities the Hindus and the Muslims clearly sha*/s the 
incidence of child marriage. Unfortunately no relibahle 
figures are available for years later than 1931. A quick 
glance at tables v and vi in Appendix D reveals a disparity 
in the number of female child marriages as compated to that 
in male child marriages in both the years 1921 and 1931. Por 
instance in 1921 there were 183,957 Hindu girls married bet­
ween the ages of 0 to 5 years while there were only 92,482 
boys married in the same age group. Similar w<$s the case 
amongst the Muslims as well. At first sight such a phenomenon 
seems ambiguous but a more careful study of the number of 
marriages in the different age groups for both the sexes shows 
that there is a. larger number of marriages amongst men at 
higher age levels. This is a consequence of a large difference
in age between the husband and the wife. It can be seen that \
!
the percentage of child marriages amongst Hindus was about |
double of that amongst Muslims in the lower age groups. It is | 
indeed shocking that infants should have been married in |
such large numbers as late as in 1931. Of course, its 
incidence was highest among the Hindus and the Muslims and was j 
practically absent in enlightened communities like Parsis, ■
Brabmos and Aryans. As mentioned before, the custom of child- 
marriage continued among Brahmins since Smriti period upto the 
present day. There v.ras still a strong religious belief among •
most
2 6 3
most of the cultured and educated Brahmins that a girl should 
loE given in marriage before she attained puberty. According 
to their ideas, the marriage ceremony should be performed 
before that period so that they might receive the reimrd for 
it in the next world, but the consumma.tion of marria,ge took 
place after she was fully matured. The custom was, therefore, 
not harmful physically but it unfair to the Hindu girl.
As she married in her childhood she neither gained the 
advantage of her own consent nor could she exert her personal 
right of choice in marriage. The same disadvantages were 
suffered by the boy who married her but in the majority of 
cases a boy did not marry in childhood. The custom of child 
marriage generally observed by almost all the higher castes 
v/as most rigidly practised in Bengal and Bombay. It v/a.s less 
common in Southern India. "The custom originated irith high
16
caste Hindus and spread gradually from them to lower castes!'
Thus it is seen that the incidence of child marriage varied
17
from caste to caste and from province to province.
Tv/o types of infant marriages were prevalent in the 
society. Among certain section pre-puberty marriage v/as 
performed but consummation took place after maturity. "While 
in certain communities marriage was consummated irnmediately
after
16. Census of India, 1911, Vol. I, p. 269.
17. See Appendix D Tables III and IV.
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after marriage ceremony. Among certain castes there v/s.s a
separate ceremony performed before a consummation of marriage
and upto that time a bride used to stay in her father’s home a»
as a virgin. \fh±le criticising the two forms of marriage
Sir Herbert Risley ha.s rightly remarked that "one of which
is at least free from physiological objections while the
other deserves, from every point of view, strongest condemna- 
18
tion." In United Provinces, three high castes - the
Brahmins, the Rajputs and the Kayasth, allowed a girl to go
to her husband’s house immediately after marriage but they
always thought better and usua.lly in almost all cases performed
the second ceremony viienever the girl had atta.ined full
19
physical development.
5.2 111-Effects of Child Marriage; The system of child-marrig
age has brought three serious consequences to women of India. 
These were (l) early motherhood, (2) Degradation in health - 
mental a.nd physical injury, and (3) Child widowhood.
The custom of child ma.rriage, which \ias widely prevalent 
among the backv/ard groups of society as well as among high 
caste Hindus and Muslim had brought about a gradual degrada­
tion of the race owing to the heavy death rate of women and
frequent
18, Risley; op. cit., p. 193.
19. Ibid, p. 194.
6k
frequent pregna^ncy in their early teens "because associated
2Ô
with early maternity is another evil of frequent maternity."
Moreover the early marriages resulted in early motherhood
and statistics showed that in cases of m.others below sixteen
the percentage of still birth and neonated deaths is 14.8;
while in the cases of mothers those of twenty to thirty, it
is 4.3. In a comparison of child-mothers with grown-up
mothers it hcis been found that infant mortality and maternal
mortality are always greater in the case of child mothers.
The first child generally becomes a victim of ignorance of
21
child mothers.
Hot only did early marriage create ill-effects on the
young mother’s health but it sometimes leaves permanent damage
to mind and body. "Its psychological effects are harmful to
22
the moral and intellectual growth of the race." The
23
damage done by early maternity is quite obvious from the 
various interviews taken by Joshi Committee of eminent doctors, 
lav/yers and social workers. The cases which came to their 
notice were mostly of early maternity and frequent maternity
resulting
20. Hehru, Shyamkumari: op. cit., p. 80.
21. Ibid, p. 214-215.
22. Ibid, p. 260.
23. Examples given in the Volumes of Evidence issued with 
the Joshi Report. Vol. I, p. 443 Vol. VI, p. 287 Vol. 
IX p. 53.
2resulting in death due to had physique of mother, nerms.nent
24
ill health or partial dame.ge to mind or sometimes insanity.
It was not very difficult for the young mother to bring up 
her child or children in joint family but today when a 
definite trend for individual family is found early motherhood 
invites many more responsibilities on her part. Besides 
household duty, to rear a child requires special skill on the 
part of a young mother. While interviewing bister Subbalak- 
shmi - Head Mistress, Lady Willingdon Training College^the 
Age of Consent Committee found from her talk that there are 
"m8,ny such cases, it seems to be a general rule*’' of women who 
are not able to look after their babies." So young them­
selves, they cannot keen av/ake, at night with the babies
25
crying all the time." In a country like India v/here
methods of birth control are mostly unknovm to the common 
public or religiously forbidden as in the Roman Catholic 
religion, there was every possibility of rapidly increasing 
the number of children in the family which greatly affected th 
the economic position of the fathery who was always worried 
at the idea of providing them with their requirements. The 
mothers nerves were alv/ays stra ined by overwork, bhe had to
face
24. Example given in the Vol. of evidence issued with the 
Joshi Report Vol. I, p. 25.
25. Rathbone: Child Marriage, p. 31.
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face so many problems that as a result she grew untimely
old, sullen and dull, bhe lived and worked mechanically,
practically losing all interest in life. This, in turn,
hindered the progr ess of children and created a bad effect
on their minds as they were rebuked and neglected. Moreover,
it is well expressed by Kama.ladevi Chhattopadhyaya in her
atticle "Education and child marriage" that "Early marriage
has many more and very far-reaching evil consequences apart
from this physical disaster. It - cuts short the period of
childhood, deprives the girl of all budding joys of girlhood
.... snaps across their school-career, shattering their
intellectual groth, imposing responsibilities premat%)rely
26
on their shoulders." In short, sometimes, early marriage
brought unhappiness to the whole family which disturbed the
peace and harmony in the home.
In the higher castes where widow marriages were not
permitted child marriage v/as still a great menace to--earl-y
widoifhocd which drew many a child wives into permanent drudge
and misery. Looking to the statistical data of the year 1931
it is quite obvious that its consequent result is a large
27
number of child widows in the country.
5.3
26. Chhat opadhyaya, K. ; The Av/akening of Indian Women, p. 17
27. Bee Appendix L, Table VI.
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5.3 Various Pactors which helped to decrease Child Marria.ges;
As stated before upto the beginning of the present century
in spite of the efforts of social reformers and other
institutions started by them, child mc.rriage was practised
without many exceptions; but the percentage went on devEeasing
after tha.t as a result of the gradual effect of other factors
besides the work done by them. These factors were mostly
responsible forcultural, economic and legal changes undergone
by Indian society in general. It is stated by Ramxeshv/ari
Hehru in her article "Early imrriage" that "with the spread
of women’s education and, the rapid change in economic and
social conditions the rigour of the practice is toning down
and among the educated cla.sses the marriage age of girls all
28
over India is steadily rising."
The main factors, therefore, that were responsible for 
lessening the evil are as follows;-
(1) The wark of the reformers in 20th century.
(2) Cultural advance.
(a) Beginning of the spread of female education.
(b ) Women’s av/akening.
(3).Economical and environmental changes
(a) Industrialisation
(b) Urbanization
(4)
8^. Hehru. Rameshv./ari: Child Marriage, (Our Cause) p. 257.
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(4) Legislation.
The crusade against child marriage v/as continued by
Arya Samaj, Brahma Bamaj and other organisations started by
other advanced coiTimunities. The v/ork of the Arya Bamaj is
noted in the Punjab which gradually spreao its branches
throughout India. They did succeed to a considerable extent
as is evident from a study of columns 6, 7, 8, and 9 in
Appendix L as compared to the numbers in other columns for 
29
Hindus. several other reformers v/orked locally also. Por
example in the Punjab they started several organisations
such as Leva, Arya, Bralima, and Lharma. Bamaj . Their chief
agitation ivas* for raising the age of marriage. Other reform
societies such as the Rajput babha, the Khatri Conference,
the Aror Baner Babha were inaugurated by several castes of
Hindus who w-rked in the direction of abolition of child
marriage. These societies have passed several resolutions
fixing the minimum age of marriage 14 for a girl and 18 for 
30
a boy. These efforts it seems remained restricted to that
particular group, as they did not bring appreciable changes 
in diminishing the number of child marriages.
With the spread of education people began to realise the 
disadvantages of child-ma.rriage and social reformers after
their
29. Bee Appendix D, Tables III and IV.
30. Report of the Age of Consent Committee, 1928-29, p. 28.
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their long experience came to a conclusion that legislation
31
ivas not an effective measure to eradicate social evils
"because, followers of Arya and Brahma Samaj did not require 
the law to Ice p them from child marriage and the orthodox 
Hindus would not care for the law. Some of the social 
reformers like lyialhari, Ranade, Earve, Agarkar Fundi ta Ramahai 
Mrs. Ranade, Francina Borahj i and Suhhhalaxmi therefore, took 
great pains to s 'read education among women which helped them 
to become conscious of their position and rights. The 
beginning of the century wa.s not a period of social conscious­
ness amongst the people at large but there were many instances 
of individual enlightenment. These people with advanced 
ideas held meetings for women only, and spoke with great
vigour and zeal. They worked hard and tried to establish and
32
maintain individual contacts. As a consequence the
efforts of these individual reformers brought social awaken- 
ing to both sexes, especially to women who began to dem^ 
their rights. Educated couples were averse to marrying 
their children in their early teens in spite of the pressure 
from their earl guardians or elderly rela.tives as the system 
of joint family had started to disintegrate. Since its very
beginning
31.XtÛfc£'fectiveness of the Widow re-marriage Act of 1856 upto 
the present century led to believe tliat unless and until 
social outlook is changed, rapid progress is not possible.
32, Hehru. S^nyamkumari: op. cit., p. 9.
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■beginning the All India Women’s Conference inaugurated in 
1926 dealt with social problems especially child marriage as 
it was one of the greatest hindrances to female education.
This and other provincial bodies were partly successful in 
creating a feeling of distaste for early marriage in society, 
by passing resolutions and by creating the public opinion so 
tha.t enough attention was drawn of the government to codify 
certain rules relating to early marriages.
In suite of its many disadvantages urbanization due to
industrialization speeded up the progress of women especially
in the field of education, ho doubt, “There x^ as a disruption
of the old economic structure and disorganization of the
Ob
social order.“ Compulsory education in two native states
automatically extended the marriageable age in those areas 
as parents did not like to send their girls to school after 
their ma,rriage which also had a tonic effect on others 
residing in the vicinity. The facilities of female education 
were greatly increased in big cities and toxms. The tendency 
tox'/ards life ha.d taken a definite change. People’s ability 
in earning and the development of their individuality broadened 
their eneral outlook. Being a,way from the joint fa]..iily and 
caste authority they were not overruled by them and did not 
fear the excommunication from the caste.
Besides
/'/.33. Inti727duction to our cause by Shy am ICumari hehru, p. xi.
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Besides the work of the social and religious reformers 
with the wider sptead of education, influence of Western 
literature and revival of ancient Indian culture, the move­
ments started by various sects brought axmkening among 
modern youths on a larger scale. During the two decades of 
the present century, a decrease was found in th^umber of 
child marriages but it had suddenly increased in 1930 due to 
a sudden rise in marriages performed in a rush before the 
coming into force of the Barda Act. The statistics shown.ng 
the civil condition of the people during those thirty years 
are as follows:-
34
Dumber of married per 1,000 of those aged 0-15 years. 
Sex 1901 1911 1921 1931
Males 59 54 51 77
Females 162 156 144 18Ei
hot only compulsory education in two native states 
automatically extended the ms.rriageable age of a girl, but, 
those two Hindu native states, Mysore and Baroda whose rulers 
were depply interested in ameliorating the position of women 
were pioneers in putting a legal ban on the custom of child
marriage
34. Census of India, 1931, Vol. I, Part I, p. 215. btatistics 
for later years are not available. More detailed figures 
are given in Appendix D.
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marriage. In inysore the marriage of a girl helcw eight
and in Baroda below twelve was considered a legàl crime, /^f
which also raised the age of consent from ten to twelve for
married as well as unmarried girls. The public attention
was drawn to several cases reported in Bengal of pre-puberty
consummation of ma.rriage, resulting into the dearth of or
35
serious injury to the young brides. As a result, the
first step taken in British India after the Penal Code in 1860
v/as the passing of the Age of Consent Act in 1891’which makes
it penal for a man to have intercourse with his wife before
36
she is twelve years old.’ Again the Act remained practically 
a dead letter for nearly thirty years. The failure was due 
to the various causes. The Act was practically unknown to 
almost all the people of India except judges, laxjyers and 
a few educated people. The failure was also due to tri 
several other factors such as imperfect or no registration of 
births which further raised the diffmculty of ascertaining the 
age, the inadequacy: of medical tests and the reluctance on 
the part of wives and their relatives to complain. On the 
other ha.nd, by the time public attention vjas sufficiently drawn 
to the drastic results arising out of pre-puberty marriage 
and early consirmuation a, need was felt for further raising
the
35. Refer Ch. ]LI, last page.
36. Census of India, 1911, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 272.
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the Age of Consent. After the Reforms of 1919, it was
genrally felt that strong action should he taken by the
Government in order to stop the early consummation of marriage.
Consequently, an Act was pas .ed in 1925 vhich raised the age
to thirteen years. This did not stop the miseries and woes
of young child x\rife. As late as 1926, deaths due to early
consuimnation of marriage were reported. Gandhiji writes in
Young India tha.t "cases have been reported of girls death or
suicide caused by their husbands in the attempt of drawing
37
them in early consummation of marriage."
Enlightened section of society wa,s not averse to such
mishappenings. There was, however, a group of people in
politics, XAÀho persistently introduced Bills relating to child
38
marriage in the Legislative Assembly and who created an 
opinion and considerable stir in the public in favour of such 
enactment. After a great deal of discussion Rao Bahadur 
Harabilas Sarda introduced the child Marriage Restraint Bill 
in the Legislative Assembly prdhibiting even the celebration 
of child marriage. The Government decided to investigate 
into the matter and appointed a Committee in June 1928 - The 
Age of Consent COmanittee or Joshi Committee as knov/n by the
name
37. beveral cases were reported from Madras and Bengal, where 
the custom of child marriage xjas highly in vogue. Young 
India, 26-6-1926 and 7-10-1929.
38. Joshi Report, p. 14-15.
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name of its Chairman Sir Moropant Joshi to inquire into 
the matter. The Committee made the following two recommen­
dations to Government! (l) The Age of Consent should he 
raised to fifteen and eighteen for married and unmarried 
girls respectively and (2) to prohibit and penalise the 
marriage of a girl and a boy below 14 and 18 respectively.
In 1929, the Assembly passed the Child Marriage Restraint 
Act on 28th September which came into force on the 1st April 
1930. The -Aet-^rovided that The marriage of a girl below 
fourteen and tliat of a boy beloxv eighteen wa.s penalised by this 
Act and those concerned x-àth the ma.rriage such as the parents 
or guardians on either side and the priest who performed the 
marriage ceremony, were liable to punishment^ fine or 
imprisonment or both. The Census authority of 1931 remarks 
about the Act as follows:
“Generally speaking, the _.ct met x^ rith xvide approval
among educated Hindus interested in social reform and
39
advantage xvas taken of the great Kumbh Mela at Allahabad
in February just before the Act x/as to became operative to
40
undertake propaganda on its belialf." Although Sanatana 
Dharma Sabha and some of the orthodox Hindus resented the
distribution
so. Census Report 1931, Vol. I, Part I, p. 230.
39.'Eumtiha Mela' is one of the largest Hindu festivals held 
in the holy city of Allahbad once in every 12 years.
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distribution of vernacular translation of the Act and showed 
their disapproval of the Act by demonstration. The Muslims 
opposed the Act on the ground of religion and a committee 
x/as appointed in order to protect religion. Thus, there 
xjas a still wide gulf between the people from various classes 
and communities^
5.4 Actual Result of the efforts of social reformers and
the influence of other factors in leading to a decline in
child marriage; Before this Act came into force a greater
number of cliild nmrriages had taken place in the lapse of
six 'onths time. A. F. Ratlibone gives an interesting account
of it thus; "All over India there was a veritable spate of
marriages, of children of all ages, from infancy upwards, so
that the night in many districts ws,s made hideous with the
41
sounds of the processions and festivities." V/hile the 
1921 census Report gave 'tho figure for girls ma,rried between 
the ages of five and ten years as 9.2 per 100, that of 1931 
revealed a rise to 19.3 in the intervening ten years. "The 
total population has been increased by only 10.6 per cent, the 
number of acknowledged xfives under fifteen has increased from 
roughly to 12-g- millions and the number of husbands under 
fifteen from to over 5|- millions xvhile x/ives under five
years
"^ 1. Rathbone; op. cit., p. 45.
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42
years old ha.ve nearly quadrupled.
Consequently, it led to early consuiiiimtion of marriage
for females and as compared to the percentage of male 
4 us
marriages "become a larger proportion of them might have
married to very younger child v/ives. As mentioned before
43
this was mostly due to a rush of child marriages before 
the Sarada Act became effective.
Moreover, the lax/ itself was more honoured in theory 
than in actual observance. There x/as strong opposition from 
the Muslims, xdiose prophet Mohmed married his last wife x/hen 
she was txvelve and from the Bralimins and other orthodox 
people of the sect, to this law. In adcition, the Government 
refrained from inviting more troubles which were likely to 
result from the rigorous application of the law ox/ing to the 
Civil Disobedience Movement at that time. Yet this Act x/as
not
42. Rathbone; op. cit., p. 46.
43. "The rush of ms.rriages in Gujarat xvent on in December, and
1.000 x/ere reported to hs.ve taken place in Surat on 
December 12th alone. Similar sce«ues x/ere enacted in Bengal 
in the following February and March. ... in Banicura child 
marriages x/ere reported to be taking place at the rate of
1.000 a day on propitious days in February; in Dinajpur w a  
some 10,000 marriages were reported to have taken place, 
mostly in order to anticipate the Act, between the middle 
of January a,nd the middle of March. ...Same State of 
things prevailed in Allaliabad, Manbhum in Bihar, Madura, 
Bombay" given in the Census Report of 1931, p. 231-232.
The ’Liberty* (I3th March 1930) describes the state of 
affairs in somewhat hyperbolical x/ordings thus ; - "A matri­
monial wave is just passing over the country. Bride in 
embryo is being mated to groom in the drqdle."
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not an absolute dead letter. Certain groups as well as 
individual social reformers took up the task of reporting 
cases of violation of the Act and sax/ that the persons 
concerned were properly punished. The Social Reform Associa­
tion in Gujarat and Youth League in Bombay x/orked efficiently 
for the observance of the Sarada Act. Rathbone i^ nrites on the 
measures taken by individuals and other reformers during tx/o 
years and five months just after the passing of the Act as 
follows:- "There were 473 prosecutions, of which only 167 
were successful. There x/ere 207 acquittals, and 98 cases 
x/ere pending. Of the successful prosecutions in only 17 
did imprisonment from x/hole or part of the sentence. ...the
largest number of cases were in the Punjab and the United
44
Provinces, with 146 and 110 respectively.." Thus action
taken was not on a large scale for the effective implementa­
tion of the law.
A number of persons x/ere prosecuted everyday and the 
proceedings were reported in the daily press. Many people 
who did not favour the Act tried to put hindrances in the 
path of these reformers, who worked without the support of 
both-people and Government. They faced all the opposition 
bravely for the fulfilment of their aim and for the welfa,re 
of society. The social conscience of the people had not
yet
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yet been sufficiently awakened. Besides increasing public 
opposition the Lav/ itself v/as found defective in certain aspe 
cts which required iiimiediate amendment. For instance, the
yAincc
lav/ was not cognisable^it could not stop child marriages..
It did^ not help the already married couple in any v/ay.
In Harijan dated 16-11-1935 Gandhi j i v/rites that "the
evil of child-marriage is at least as extensive in the
villages as in the cities. It is pre-eminently women’s
v/ork" ...Moreover he suggested to the All India Women’s
Conference to work in the villages in order to root out this
evil completely. Undoubtedly, the Barada Act v/ith all its
drawbacks has proved effective. K. Mora Broackway writing
on Sarda Act in A Larger Way for Women expressed a similar 
45
viev/. The number of child marriages performed every year
is, therefore, definitely decreasing. Besides legal prohi­
bition, the social environments in India lias undergone a 
sweeping change. Although no statistics are available after 
1931, regarding the number of child ma.rriages it may be said 
that general awakening among people, especially among v/omen 
for v/ider spread of education, more liberal treatment to 
v/omen and to some extent the ermncipation of women have 
brought a gradual decrease in child-marriages.
5.5
45. Brockv/ay. flora K.:p. 130.
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5.5 General condition of x/idov/s prevailing at the beginning 
of the present century: During the last hundred years the
attitude to x/idox/hood has been undergoing some changes, but 
almost upto the last tx/enty five years these cha.nges x/ere so 
slow that they x/ere hardly noticeable. The dread of widowhood 
xms alx/ays practicaMly absent from the lower castes of Hindus 
where the social custom of enforced x/idowhood was not so 
strict and where x/idow remarriage was customa.rily approved 
without any stigma, being attached to it. Even among communi­
ties other than Hindus, it was not actually forbidden, altn-
ough, generally it was criticised in the higher strata of
h%gh- casie
society in such communities. Among ^Hindus, however, it x/as
socially prohibited; hence widox/hood x/as the greatest dread
of any high-caste Hindu woman. "Among the Hindus it is
x/idely believed that a x/oman is f urtunsbe if she dies during
the life time of her husband. So x/omen actually pray to
46
God for the fulfilment of this x/ish. "May thy husband
survive thee" is therefore the familiar and common blessing 
on a Hindu married x/oimn from an elderly person or a Brahmin 
priest. For a Hindu x/oman, her husband is her only salvation 
cind if she survives her husbemd her life beomes generally 
x/retched. So the happiest state for a woman is to die when 
&he is still in married state. The Hindu doctrine of
reincarnation
Hate, G.: Hindu x/oman and her future, p. 190.
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Reincarnation teaches that one’s present life feffects one’s
good or had deeds in a former life. In particular the state
of widox/hood is regsrded as a x/oman’s punishment for a crime
committed in some previous life. Hence "it x/as a remarkable
amount of fortitude and resignation, strengthened by the
solace of religion and the belief in Kari/ian, which enabled
47
the Hindu widow to pass through her dreary life."
The custom of tonsure of a Hindu x/idox/ might have
originated from the same practice follox/ed by monks and npns.
A widow is suplosed to lead an ascetic life; so in order to
keep her appearance in harmony with her spiritual ideal of
renunciation of the world the x/idox/, young or old is deprived
46
of her hamr as x/ell as her beautiful brightly coloured clothes. 
In order to make her less atteactive the custom of the tonsure 
of x/idox/s might have been introduced by sophisticated society. 
It is not a custom for x/idox/s to wear ornaments and very 
colourful clothes. They are generally in x/hite or broxm plain 
apparel which is x.mth a view, to impress a simple life for 
them. They do not take a very leading part in gay festivities 
like marriage celebrations and religious ceremonials.
Society greatly influenced by conventions had become 
prejudiced against woman. A high-caste Hindu widow in her
teens
* Altekarj_ op. cit., p. 195.
48. Ibid, p. 188.
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teens or even in cMldho d was forbidden to re-marry but a 
widower nearing his grave, could imrryf girl of fifteen or 
twenty. The large number of x/idox/s therefore, especially 
amongst the Hindus in India is mainly due to three factors. 
They are child marriages, disparity x/hich often exists betx/een 
the ages of husband and wife, and ban on x/idow remarriage 
of high caste Hindu x/idows.
The Act of 1856 removed the ban on widow re-marriage but 
customarily it x/as not approved by. majority of the high 
caste Hindus till modern times. On the contrary as mentioned 
in the chapter II "she ws,s rescued from the flames and x/as 
condemned to undergo he© life sentence of rigourous imprison­
ment.......In the words of Behramji Mulbari Sati x/as a single
Act of martyrdom or heroism as the victim^ conceived it..
while the life x/hich caste imposed on an unx/illing widoxAms
49
a perpetual agony, a burning to death by slow fire."
In short the position of a high caste Hindu x/idox/ x/as 
not at all better at the beginning of the present century 
compared to that in the previous one.
5.6 The Plight of a x/idox/ in the present century: Throughout
India, except in the Horth, x/idows in general and those in the 
the higher castes in particular ha.ve to undergo a kind of
penance
49. Hehru, Shyarnkumari; op. cit., p. 271.
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penance, observing strict rules formed by society. The same
ideal of an ascetic and simple life as was prevalent in the
earlier period was held even in the present century. Hox/ever,
it must be admitted that the women’s movements, the efforts
of reformers and the spread of education had helped to
modify to a small extent the idea of penance prescribed by
usage. Such modifications were of a considerable nature
in some communities. "She is considered inauspicious and
usually elders taunt her as a woman bringing bad luck to 
50
the family." As stated by Kumar Ganganand Sinha in the 
Legislative Assembly 1927 a widow’s life was full of hard­
ships sufferings and austerity. It is a life which has been
inflicted not so much by providence, not so much by the
51
Sastras as by social customs.
At present the plight of a Hindu x/idox/ is gradually 
improving owing to the resultant effect of the movement 
started by reformers of the present century like ilaharshi 
Karve and Mahatma Gandhi. How-a-days widows have not to 
observe strict rules regarding their dress and even tonsure 
of a Hindu x/idow is out of practice among educated people.
This
50. Hate. C.: op. cit., p. 51.
51. Legislative Assembly Debates, 15th Sept. 1927
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This change is found in big cities and among the enlighted 
cultured people but the miseries and restrictions are not 
at all appreciably lessened in the case of x/idows in rural 
areas and il].iterate x/omen among some high-caste Hindus.
Ho d ubt the revival of vedic culture and research in religi­
ous injunctions x/hich have been found to permit widow re-mar- 
riage as x/ell as the influence of educated people are the 
jTiain forces responsible for changing public opinion. Reformers 
like Agarkar, Dr. iZarve tried to enlist the sympathy of 
people for x/idox/s by x/orking among them. ¥idox/ re-marriage 
is not -\/6 very widely practised but today a person 1ms not 
to suffer caste austerities as it x/as fifty years back.
Child-¥idox/s; The rules for child x/idox/s or young widows 
are still more strict than for aged ones. A life x/ith ascetic 
ideals in clothes, food, speech and action is expected by 
social customs to be foil owed by a x/idox/, especially a)/( 
young one. Her husband’s relatives, as x/ell as her ox/n parents 
constantly x/atch her, fearing she may bring disgrace to the 
family by some improper action. Temptations on the path of a 
young x/idox/ are many and a lapse from the righteous path of 
chastity means severe public criticism. Mrs. Hate found that 
’*70 out of 188 x/idows from the Rescue Homes x/ere subjected 
to seduction." Really speaking x/idox/s especially child-
x/idox/s
52. Even today examples are not lacking in s .ciety x/here a 
young x/idox/ is seduced by her near relative or neighbour.
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widows if they so desire should he re-married by their
parents or relatives so she may not fall prey to temptations*
Mahatma j i has xnritten and preached various times on the
subject. "I have repeatedly said that every widox/ has as
much right to re-marry as every widox/er. Voluntary x/id ox/hood
is a priceless boon in Hinduism, enforced x/idox/hood is a
53.
curse."
Then as nox/, if a widox/’s husband has no relatives, or
if they are unable to take care of her, she has to live x/ith
her ox/n parents. As a rule, a Hindu woman does not inherit
any ancestral property if any, either from the husband’s
family or from her father and has no economic independence.
When her husband dies she gets a certahn incomera very
insignificant amount and hardly sufficient for her bare
maintenance from her husband’s property. Mostly ’as soons
as the husband passes ax/ay the i/ife loses her status in the
family. ’ Moreover, in a joint family she becomes the
rhe
subordinate person in family. Under such circumstances a
 ^ 54
child x/idox/ mostly takes shelter in her parent’s house.
Further
They have to take shelter in the x/idox/ Rescue Homes or Ashrams, 
Looking to the Report of such institutes these x/idox/s came 
from advanced as well as backws.rd castes. Cases of such x/omen 
are given by Mrs. Hate in Hindu ¥oimn And Her Future, p. 149. 
Also p. 147.
53. Gandhi M. K.t To the ¥oraan.
54. Hate, C.: op. cit., p. 5.
9Further, if her husband dies in youth leaving no property 
on which his x/idox/ can he supported she is treated indiffer­
ently in the family, x/hich furnishes her only x/ith f o vd and a 
few cheap garments. Her only consolation lies in prayers; 
she is expected to spend her leisure time in this exercise, 
and in reading or listening to religious hooks, or in singing 
sacred hymns. In short, she should renounce the world, its 
pleasures and comforts, thus leading the life of an ascetic 
as x/ell as she ought to x/ork hard in the family.
Vidox/s x/ith Children; A x/idox/ having one or more sons is no t 
so much condemned by society and has not to undergo a very 
strict observance of social customs. Hox/ever, orthodox people 
certainly look upon her as a sinner in her previous life, but 
socially she is quite secure. As the mother of a son, she 
finds consolation in him, thinking that she is not left quite 
alone in this x/orld. Moreover, she lives in the hope that 
in future she may attain higher positional since a mother is 
generally venerabie in the East and the.t the son x/ill support 
her in her old age. She takes great care of her son as he 
is the only hope left for her survival in this x/orld.
The position of a x/idox/ with daughters is the x/orst 
of these tliree categories especial'y x/hen she cannot manage 
to find husbands for them at the proper age. As mentioned
earlier
2 8 7
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earlier,the marriage customs of Hindus in some higher castes
raise difficulties for a penniless x/idox/ to get her daughters
married. In addition to her economic hardships she is very
minutely observed by the caste people and if they find any
shortcomings in her behaviour she is severely criticised and
then it becomes really a hard task in some communities for
such a x/idox/ to marry her daughters.
But it is alx/ays the chi Id-x/idox/ or the young x/idox/ x/ho
has more pitfalls on her vray and x/ho buffers the most. Her
life, as already described, becomes a drudgery, x/ithout
interest of any kind or even a ray of hope for joy. Speaking
in the Madras Provincial Council, 1927 on the evil of child
x/idox/s, Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddi summarises the plight of a
Hindu x/idox/ as f ollox/s: - "¥e are too painfully conscious that
the child x/idox/s for no fault of their ox/n, are subjected to
such indignities and ill-treatment in a Hindu household that
56
their life is rendered very miserable indeed."
5.7 Statistics of young x/idox/s in society in general and 
Hindus in particular: Child marriage was commonly practised
in ma.ny communities in India but the hardships and miseries
of
55. For details see Ch. IV.
56. Rathbone: op. cit., p. 130.
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of widov/s amongst the high-caste Hindus in particular are
much greater as compared to those in other communities. Some
may he led to "believe that Hindu x/idox/s are a microscopic
fractioh of the x/hole population "but the urgency and the
immensity of the problem overx/helms one x/hen the actual
number of x/odiws suffering hardships is reckoned. And it is
difficult to neglect so serious a problem x/ ich requires
special and immediate attention. The total number of x/idox/s er
x/as 25,496,660 in 1931. "Even if the number of child x/idox/s
revealed in these figures is one hundredth of the actual
figures, no humanitarian public or Government x/ill x/ait a
57
moment before preventing the source of this misery."
The actual number of x/idox/s aged 1 to 5 years in 1931
x /e re :
58 59
Age group Hindus Actual number 
x/idox/s.
0 to 1 1,081 1,515
1 to 2 1,342 1,785
2 to 3 2,695 3,485
3 to 4 7,078 9,076
4 to 5 11,471 15,019
The
57. Gandhi, M. K. : To the Women, p. 135.
58. Census Report of 1931 Vol. I, Part I, p. 228.
59. Figures taken from the Bulletin Anti Child Marriage 
Committee, quoted in Women and Social Injustice, p. 53.
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The custom of child marriage leaves many a girl a
x/idox/ and it is a tragically large number of young women x/ho
suffer under the curse of enforced x/idox/hood as the disparity
in numbers betx/een male and female x/idox/s in the f oil ox/ing
table shox/s.  ^ ^
Humber per 1000 aged 15-40 x/ho are x/iaox/ed
PLales Females
Province or
Agency 1921 1911 1901 1921 1911 1901
India 56 44 47 138 124 137
Bengal 36 31 31 232 224 240
Bihar & Orissa 57 49 41 138 125 120
Bombay 59 40 63 136 117 148
C.P. & Berar 59 39 61 104 78 125
Madras 27 21 24 131 120 131
Punj ab 77 72 50 98 106 88
United Province s 79 64 51 111 104 102
Rajputana
(Agency) 86 50 83 141 108 152
The number of young x/idox/s in Indian society x/ith 
special reference to Hindus and Jains x/here the proportion 
of cl'iild-x/idox/s is greater is seen from the statistics bel ox/:
x/idox/s
X. Census of India, 1921, Vol. I, Part I, p. 161
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Widox/s per lOjOOO of the female nonulation of all
60
ages.
0 to 5 years 5 to 10 years 10 to 15 year
1921 1931 1921 1931 1921 1931
Community '
Hindu 6 12 48 55 163 129
Jain 8 11 40 33 119 81
All Religion 6 12 44 52 148 123
With the gradual spread of education throughout India 
and the x/omen’s movement for their ox/n education and emanci­
pation child marriage became less popular in the second 
quarter of the present century. Consequently, it can be said 
without fear of contradiction that the nurnber of child 
marriages gradually decreased since 1901 upto 1929 and this 
had direct effect on thé number of child x/idox/s. However, 
the above statistics tell a different tale because they 
shox/ a rise in the number of child x/idox/s in the age range 
of 0 to 10 years but this can be explained by an important 
factor. There x/as a great spurt in the number of child 
marriages betx/een 1929 and 1930 just prior to the coming into 
effect of the Sarda Act, as those parents x/ho x/ere orthodox 
and wanted to avoid legal disability got their children 
married in a nash. Therefore, tx/o facts can be safely
inferred
60. Census of India 1931 Part I Vol. I, p. 228.
&
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inferred. (l) The number of child x/idov/s had increased 
in the 0 to 5 years and 5 to 10 years age groupsx/hile the
(2) number of child x/idox/s had decreased in the age group 
of 10 to 15 years. As described before, the percentage of 
child nmrriage x/as gradually decreasing upto three decades 
of the 20th century but it had eventually increased in the
61
year 1931, especially for the age group of 0 to 10 years.
The census Report of 1931 adds hox/ever: - "there has been a veiy
increa.se in child x/idox/s, particularly under the age of 5
years, x/hich can only be attributed to the rush of marriages
anticipatory to the Sarada. Act, a rush x/hich it is to be
feared x/ill contribute large numbers of young x/idox/s to the
figures of the 1941 census unless there is before then a.
very pronounced cha.nge of attitude tox/ards x/idox/ re-marriage
62
in Hindu society generally."
Unfortunately, the Census Report of 1941 does not supply 
the necessary information regarding child x/idox/s. Yet one 
can assume tha.t their number did not ha.ve much decreased; 
since there 1ms been little change in attitude among Hindus 
tox/ards the re-marriage of x/idox/s. Even as late as 1937 the 
practice of re-marriage x/as not common. In Harijan of March 
20, 1937 Gandhiji x/hile x/riting on "Enforced x/idox/hood"
declares
61. See Annendix D, Table Ho. II.
62. Census Report of 1931 Part I, Vol. I, p. 228
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declares "Ho outside imposition can cure Hindu society of
the enforced x/idox/hood of girls, x/ho do not even knox/ x/hat
marriage is. The reform can come firstly by the force of
enlightened public opinion among Hindus, secondly by parents
63
recognising the duty of marrying their girl x/idox/s."
Besides this a x/idox/ x/ho does not x/ant to remarry still finds 
herself an economic dependent, helpless and observing the 
same rules of enforced x/idox/hood in general.
5.8 He-nicirriage of a x/idox/ and hox/ far it lias proved success­
ful; "The least tlmt a parent, x/ho has so abused his trust 
as to give in marriage an infant to an old man in his dotage 
or to a boy hs.rdly out of his teens, can do, is to purge
himself of his sin by re-marrying the daughter x/hen she
64
becomes x/idox/ed."
For improving the lot of suffering x/id^s and decreasing
their number the obvious solution lay in social approval of
65
x/idox/ re-ma.rriage." In order to bring about this result
a
63. Harijan March 20, 1937.
64. Young India Hov. 11, 1926, "Prostitution of Ideals".
65. Most of the x/idox/s are not ready to re-marry because it 
is not customarily approved by society. Mrs. Kate found 
in her inquiry as late as 1948 that "this apathy tox/ards 
reme.rriage x/ould go only x/hen the outlook of the society is 
changed and re-married x/omen are equally respected and 
associated x/ith like other x/omen.
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a movement v/as started nearly a hundred years ago. In 1855,
Ishx/arChandra Vidyasagar, x/hose name has been already mentioned
earlier, published a pamphlet on the marriage of Hindu x/idox/s.
He proved the validity of such ma.rriage on religious grounds
by quoting authentic texts and from Parashara bamhita, the
code x/hich is to be follox/ed in Kali Yuga. Thus, by the
sincere efforts of Ishx/archandra Vidyasagar and other social
reformers, an Act, knox/n as the Hindu Widox/ Remarriage Act
x/as passed in 1856. In theory it removed all legal obstacles
to the marriage of Hindu x/idox/s. Public opinion x/as against
the Act. Sixty thousand people opposed it through a petition
66
and only five thousand gave their approval.
It is true that this Act did not have much effect, as 
the condition of x/idox/s has remained more or less the same 
ever since. Hindu x idox/s do not take advantage of the Act, 
not because all of them feel satisfied x/ith the idea of the 
glofification and purity of life attached to x/idox/hood but 
for other reasons. First of all, a x/idox/ is usually ignorant 
of the existence of this Act. An average Hindu girl is born 
and bred in such an atmosphere that she never thinks of 
remarriage and to her mind the very thought is disgraceful 
because she knox/s only the social custom and is alx/ays guided 
hy it. If the thought of remarriage comes into her mind,
conventions
o6. Hehru, Shyarnkumari; op. cit., p. 272
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conventions and ignorance make her afraid to put it into 
action.
Social restrictions and caste prejudice thus prohibit 
an average widow to remarry because she is generally anxious 
to sh w her superiority in the caste by strictly observing 
the social customs. It must be noted that a remarriage of a 
widow from a noble family alx/ays gives rise to severe criti­
cism from the orthodox public x/hich formed maj or part of the 
population. In a reall^ jD^  democratic society, hox/ever, it is
the simple right of every x/idox/ or of every human being to
she
be allox/ed to remarry if they so desired. But in Hindu 
society generally very fex/ x/omen in higher classes have shared 
such an equal right to marriage with that of men.
As stated before, among Hindus, the forbidding of 
re-marriage is confined to certain high-cast es x/here the 
women are economically dependent on men. Women from the 
lower strata of Hindu society, and nearly all other communi­
ties, enjoy the right of remarriage. The Census Report of 
Mysore, 1911 states that "the marriage of widows is prohibited 
only among the Brahmins and in a very fex/ other castes.
Among the rest such ma.rriage is a-llox/ed. In a fex/ castes like
Besta and Unpara, a fine has to be paid for the benefit of the
67
caste people if a man mo.rries a x/idox/."
Thus
67. Census of inysore 1911 Vol. I, p. 100.
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Thus one can gather tlmt there was a customary
prohibition against re-marriage in certain castes only. The
Census Renort of 1931 states the same thing hut adds that
68
there isa strong disaste in all castes for reümrriage.
As mentioned before, the social restrictions for widows 
were not, for certain reasons, so strict among low caste 
people. A widow from a low caste is compelled to go out in 
search of work for her maintenance, hence she cannot afford 
to confine herself in the house after her husband’s death. 
Obviously, she is economically more independent than a high 
caste widow, therefore she is not suppressed by society to 
the same extent. Some social rules have been based on the 
economic strength of the caste. Thus a woman from a low 
caste gets more personal freedom but in order to attain a 
higher position socially she may prefer to follow the customs 
of a higher caste. Up to the end of the first quarter of the 
present century the social position of a person v/as generally 
based on his caste. If a person, even though he was incompe­
tent, poor and uneducated, belonged to a higher caste, he 
v/as held in high esteem, while a learned man from a lower 
caste, howsoever clever and capable he might be, did not gain 
a socially higher position. So the castes belonging to the 
lower orders tried to imitate the social customs of the
upper
68. Census of I-jysore 1911 Vol. I, p. 46^.
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upper castes; so that they might get the social prestige.
Thus they practised customs other tlmn their ovm when widow
marriage had been allowed in their castes in the "oast they
69
condemned it socially and prohibited it.
Thus, originally remarriage of widows was not totally
prohibited in the lower strata of society, but non-Brahjnins
desired to imitate Brahmanic customs in order to rise in the
social scale and of their o\m accorded accepted this social
70
custo$ for their communities. It is true tha.t, while
imitating the Brahmins they absorbed good as well as bad 
customs.
In the majority of widow marriages the person marrying 
a widow has to pay a certain fixed amount to the nearest 
relative of her deceased husband or to her parents according
to
6$. Some of the members of the ICadva Patidar of Charotar 
(Bombay Province) began to practise some of the rules of 
a higher caste; hence with the course of time, they now 
belong to a different class of patidar, the leva, who 
originally belonged to same group of hadva Patidar, and 
have attained a socially higher status thah their original 
class. A similar example can be found among the Piysore 
tribes: "Widow marriage originally prevailed among the 
Bevangas, but now they prohibit it. The hayindas are now 
strongly condemning widow marriage and it seems as though 
the sterner moralists among them might succeed in putting 
an end to it." (I^ îarriage and Family in Piysore, p. 112).
In this case it has al^vays happened that one section of a 
caste who is ambitious to raise its social status has 
followed the customs of an upper caste and they have there 
fore ceased social intercourse with the other class of 
the from which they come.
70. Shrinivas: Carriage and Family in Piysore, p. 111-112.
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to the custom of the caste. This type of marriage is not 
very expensive, hence, v/here widow marriage is allowed, it 
is easier for a widower to ma.rry a widow than a virgin. Yet, 
re-marriage is not so highly regarded in any Indian community 
as a first ma.rriage. There is little or practically no 
ceremony at the re-marriage of a widow. Such a marriage is 
performed at night and sometimes even in darkness. ho social 
celebrations or dinners take place.
Every community has diverse fixed rules as to whom a
widow may marry. In certain castes such as Banjara, and
71
Bahiya, traces of 1evirate exist; the younger brother
of the deceased husband is looked upon as^ the most suitable 
husband for the widow. In certain other communities, on the 
contrary, even a person from the same village as her husband 
is not allowed to marry her, or marriage or remarriage with 
a person in her father’s village may be prohibited as stated 
earlier in the chapter IV.
It will take a long time, however, before widow re-mar- 
riage becomes c,n approved custom among high-caste Hindus. 
Moreover, there are not many people vÆio are bold enough to 
face public criticism while advocating the right of remarriage 
for widows. "Re-marriage of a widow was an impossibility 
and so great was the feeling of society against it tiiat even
to
^1. The root of this right scan be found in Vedic custom of 
Hiyog.
to tills day the re-marriage Act is merely a legal enactment
validating such a marriage, hut nothing has been done to
72
make such marriages more frequent and widespread."
To talk of reform is easy, to enact a law is difficult, 
to put it into practice is the most difficult task of all.
The movement in favour of widow remarriage goes back to a 
century but its results, few and scattered as they are, are 
just beginning to appear whereas it remains a fact that very 
few examples of widow rems.rriages can even today after a 
struggle for nearly hundred years be pointed out.
5.9 Efforts and Work of the Social Reformers: Efforts were
made in the twentieth century by Pundita Ramabai, Ilrs. Ramabai 
Ranade and other social workers to improve the condition of 
widows and to reform public opinion. They established widow 
Homes to shelter them and to educate them so that they could 
stand on their own feet. Pundita Ramabai who found a village 
Home near Poona for nearly two thousand destitute women and 
widows v/s.s a remarkable personality. "There is no more 
startling achievement in the annals of philanthropy. Her 
village became largely self-supporting. Ho widow was ever 
rejected and, as became the home of so learned a woman, work 
for the advancement of learning, e.g. translation and
difficult
72. Hehru^ Shyamkumari; op. cit., p. 315.
2§r
difficult printing in several languages vfas part of the
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village output." The writings and speeches of Maheitma
Gandhi proved very effective in allowing a widow to live 
as h a human being in society. Public opinion in urban areas 
has developed much within the last twenty five years, and 
social cruelty and prejudice against widows has lessened.
Yet society has not approved widoxsf re-Diarriage. Man like 
Dr. Karve and a few others he.ve challenged society by 
marrying widows, thus opening a new vista for this suppressed 
class. Some OTiters liave been moved by the personal misery 
of their daughters or sisters; and though they have had 
insufficient courage to fight openly against society, the 
plight ofjthe widow has remained an important subject of their 
witings. They have been inspired to describe the miserable 
state of widows in their poems, dramas and novels which have 
made a great appeal to their readers.
In the beginning of the present century, the spread of 
education made it possible for people to think rationally. 
Hence they began to realise the cruelty shoim in the treatment 
of widows. Putting aside religious sentiment they saw that 
there x-zas no logic behind enforced x\ridowhood a.nd they asked 
themselves why a xfidow should suffer for x^ 'hat was not her 
own fault. As has been shown earlier the custom of enforced
XA/idov/hood
H .2 The Key of Progress, ed. A.R.Canton, p. 31-32.
x>ri do who od is more rigid among high castes, both in the 
cities and rural areas. With the spread of incus try and 
the decay offvillages, people migrated to urban areas and the 
caste lost its hold on them. Their contact with other 
enlightened communities created in them a sentiment in favour 
of widow remarriage, which is not banned among Parsees, 
Ghristains, Moslems, and the lower classes of Hinau society. 
People coming in contact withEuropean were influenced by their 
views and culture which inspired them to favour widow re­
marriage. Moreover, the axvakened womanhood of India helped 
to develop nublie opinion in the interest of widows.
Hindrauces were placed in their way by the more orthodox 
neonle, but their spirit was not suppressed by public oppo­
sition and with the advance of education, modern college girls 
and boys have begun to show their sympathy for the condition 
of widows by discussion a,nd wide circulation of views on the 
subject. The development of public opinion during the last 
hundred years, missionary efforts of social reformers, 
intensive work of public workers and educated youth, all 
combined to lessen the miseries of wmdmwhood very greatly 
during the last twenty years.
In order to make rapid progress some additional practi­
cable means are necessary for improving the lopt of widows. 
Some reformers think that remarriage alone will put an end
to
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to the miseries and helplessness of widows. But more than 
ÿhis is needed to solve this problem of child widows may be 
benifitted by remarriage as they can remarry after reaching 
ms,turity, but there are those x-mdows who do not xiridh to 
remarry. The attitude of society should be reconditioned; 
a widow, should be allovTed to live x/ithout being subjected 
to the contempt or persecution by the social group. Further, 
xafien a v/oman is self-supporting, as she should be in a truely 
democratic society, artificial social restrictions are not 
able to harm her. Hence, besides remarriage, the social 
stigma of widov/hood can gradually be banished if the follox;- 
ing steps are taken:-
(1) Changing the outlook of society i.e. a social ax/akening 
to a human'and rational attitude to women in general and 
x/idox^ rs in particular.
(2) Removal of the tyrannical treatment of xridoxvs especially 
in the high-caste Hindu wociety.
(3) Improving the economic condition of a x/idox-^  by making hwr 
self-supporting.
(4) Removal of social stigma attached to widox/hood and remarr* 
iage,
(5) Active state interference by enactment of laws giving 
protection to x/idows.
(6) Arousing self consciousness among the x;Mox/s themselves
and
and making them conscious and giving them strength a.nd courage
to demand vjha.t are their natural rights.
moorft
(7) Establishment of^widoxv rescue homes and simile.r institu­
tions giving educational facilities to x/idows.
To bring about a change in the outlook of society 
requires great patience and sincere effort on the part of 
public workers. To achieve this is not easy and it is a slow 
and elaborate process x/hich needs the co-operation of one and 
all concerned especially of women. So long asawoman is not 
given equality x/ith a, man, there is little hope of a, x/idow’ s 
receiving fair treatment. It is simple logic that a x./idow 
receives inferior tre tment to that given to a x/idox^ er, 
because her position is subordinate to that of a ma.n; she is 
ignorant of her personal rights; a no she is x/eak and dependent. 
Both sexes are equally necessary for the x/elfare of society 
and general progress of the country. V/hen this becomes an 
accepted fact then x/ilZ the sufferings of x/omen and of widox/s 
in particular come to an end. In this age of equality women 
should be given equal rights x/ith men if any society x/ants to 
progress. A mature x/oman should have liberty to do xvhat she 
believes best for her personal happiness, xvithout in any x/ay 
ha,rming the social structure. It is the duty of every Indian 
to x/ork for this change in the social attitude by means of 
propaganda and instruction to the ignorant and illitere,te
masses
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masses# Social customs and conventions interpreted in the ri^ 
right spirit. This requires special attention of the social 
reformers and Panditas so ths.t human sympathies may be 
released from the bondage of dark, blind custom.
Women are mostly illiterate or less educated than men,,
and their condition very greatly deteriorates on account of
this disparity when they become x/idows. In that state, ashas
already been shoxvn, they are usually exploited by members of th
the family. If the deceased has left some property it is
mostly sx/allox/ed up by his relatives and is wasted after the
caste dinner. The x0dow gets a small sum x/hich is hardly
sufficient to meet her needs, t.hen ahusband dies x/ithout
leaving any property, the situation becomes even more serious
for her. bhe owing to lack of educa ion, has not the necessary
qualification and capacity too, to earn her livelihood, or
74
to support her children, if any. To remove the hardships
and difliculties a.rising from x/idowhood every girl should 
before marriage, ]^ e given a training to fit her to earn her 
oxm living if necessity arose. The problem of economic indep­
endence and of educa,tion often go together. Courage, too, 
ll/hich can be developed by proper education, is essential in 
a person x/ho X'/ants to be independent.
"Ho outside imposition can cure Hindu society of the
enf orced
'74, c.f. Examples of this type found every x/here in Hindu 
society. Hindu Women and Her Future, p. 52-55.
enforced x/idox/hood of girls, x/ho don’t even knox/ xrhat marriage
is. The reform can come first by the force of enlightened
public oninion am-ng Hindus, secondly by parents recognising
75 '
the duty of marrying their ^irl wives." It is, of course,
a difficult task to remould public opinion. It is harder in 
the rural areas where people are mostly ignorant and super­
stitious. Religious beliefs are greatly tx//islêd in their 
interpretations incourse of time and cértain customs and simple 
rituals which arose out of the peculiar environiaent of a 
particular period slowly got so deep rooted in the traditions 
that their observance was given a religious sanctity by the 
orthodoxy, in spite of the fact tha.t to any rational observer 
they would appear absolutely unnecessary and out of date. An 
example of such religious sanction given to very ordinary and 
even meaningless rituals is seen x/hen an average villager is 
found to be afraid of punishment in the next world if he 
transgressed any tenet or religious command or fahled to 
observe small rituals. Conventions and public opinion have a 
very strong hold on these ignorant vil]agers. All these can 
be changed in three x/ays; by more enlightened religious int­
erpretation by the efforts of the social reformers, and by 
the active steps of the community leaders. Religious 
authorities can have a strong general effect on the masses
and
75. Gandhi, M. K.; op. cit., p. 135.
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and their preaching x/ill help to remove the cruèl attitude 
towards x0dows that is believed to be based on religious 
grounds. Such a sermon will prove most influential among 
womeuy as they are ignorant and backxvard and do not think for 
themselves but totally accept the verdict of the religious 
preachers. The social reiorners by xnritings, speeches and 
public meetings can lessen the miseries of widows by develop­
ing the sympathy of the public for them. The leaders of the 
community, by pioneering reform activities against harmful 
social customs, can open a further vista for a brighter life 
for x^ idox^ s. They can even set an example by marrying themselves 
a widow or alloxving a x/idow relative to re-marry or helping to | 
transgress all social taboos imposed upon widows* In addition, ! 
educated youths in each community can carry on the mission 
of educating the widox‘/s, by rendering social service to the co 
community and humanity at large. Hindus themselves should make 
up their minds to remove the stigma of x/idox^ /hood, x/hich is 
an age-old sin in Hindu society.
Maliatimji has x/ritten and spoken on this subject repeatedly 
before the public, before the educated students and before 
the class of xvomen themselves. On one of such occasions he 
made an appeal to the students of Pachiappa’s College, iiadras 
saying, You are not going to marry, a girl who is not a widow 
you will seek out a wiaow-girl" ... Moreover, he has questioned
the
the same audience: "Do you sup ■•ose that we can possibly call
ourselves men, worthy of wuling ourselves or other or shaping
the destiny of a nation containing 30 crores, so long as there
is one single widov/ who x/ishes to fulfil her fundamental x/ants
but is violently prevented from doing so ? It is not religion
76
but irréligion." Widox/s should come to be respected by
society and treated as normal huma.n beings. There should not
be any special regulations for wic ox'/s; on the contrary the
Hindus should be the first to awaken public opinion in favour
of widow-remarriage and vpenly condemn any one believing in
the ill-treatment of x/idows. All these efforts require many
years’ laborious and patient work before they bear fruit.
It is for the government, too, to provide some aid for
widows in the form of gra.nts and to encourage the efforts of
77
private enterprise. It should also make certain measures
more effective by giving them legal status. All the social 
customs relating to the disfigurement of a widow shoula oe 
ma.de illegal. The Widow Re-marria.ge Act should be given wide 
circulation, through translation into privincial languages 
and distribution throughout the country and by bringing it to 
the notice of x/idox/s. Girls, in the schools, should be taught 
the existence and meaning of certain Acts regarding x/omen’s
status
"76. Gandhi. M. K. : op. cit., p. 147.
"77. ilehru^ Shyamkumari : op. cit., p. 283.
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status x/liicli X'jould help them to develop initis.tive if necessity 
arises. Even fairly well-educated girls have no knox/ledge of X 
the regulations af i ecting a x/oma.n’s position? they are lacking 
in courage to oppose evil social customs as they a,re mostly 
guided by the prejudices of caste and social conventions.
Some people imy feel that state interference in social customs 
is not desirable. This is mostly right for an ideal society 
or for a progressive one x/here every individual ha.s maintained 
his rights and personal freedom, but #here the society has not 
yet reached a higher level of social progress, it is the 
duty of the state x/hich can partia.lly help with the co-opera­
tion of socia.l reformers and public and public workers to pre­
serve the rights of individuals and to release all the victims 
of social tyranny.
But the most effective measure x/ould be the increase of 
self consci jusness among xfidox/s themselves. They xs’ould be 
made ax/are of their personal rights and their duties towards 
society and the nation. This can be partly achieved by 
economic independence. There are a great number of x/idox/s 
and child x/idox/s in particular x/ho might x/ish to become 
economically indepencent of theri relatives. Mrs. Ha,te in 
Hindu Woman and her Future x/rites that "the only practica.l 
method to ameliorate the lot of x/idows a.ppears to be to find
out
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out ways and means to make them independent." These
widows could he instructed in useful handcrafts. India suffers
3. great shortage of teachers; and as this profession is very
suitable for xvomen, some of the x/idox/s could be educated so ths.t
they could earn their living by teaching. Efforts in tiiis di
direction ms.de by bubbulaksbmi in bouth Inoia are not ex/or thy.
K. Hors. Brockx/ay expresses her appreciation as f ollox/s; "It
was a great step forx-.^ rd x/hen some Brahmin families x/ere
persuaded to permit Hindu x/idows to join the Hostel in Tripli-
79
cane and to be trained as teachers." Hursing is equally
x/ell-suited and beneficial to them. Widox/s could also run 
sma.ll stores or organise nursary sc ho ds if they x/ere properly 
trained. There is, therefore, a still greater need today, for 
such organisations or Widox/ Rescue Homes and Associations.
As mentioned before, the pioneers of such institutions,
Krs. Romabai Rana.de, Pundita Ramabai and other x^ romen x/orkers 
started the work of organisations for x/idox/s tox/ards thès^nd. 
of Their efforts, insulted in the beginning of the tx/entieth 
century in a fexv Rescue Homes and institutions for x/idoxfs 
which x/ere founded at several pla.ces in India by social 
reformers. They began x/ith restricted accomodation a.nd fex/ 
activities but today they have xÿidened their scope immensely.
At
78. Hate, G: op. cit., p. 54.
79, nrockx/ay, Hora K.; op. cit., p . 101.
At present, a widox/ Home is generally to be found in every 
big city. One of the first institution of this kind in 
Bombay Province x./as started at Poona in 1909 and was known as 
"The Poona be va badan bociety", x/hich is today oneof the best 
in India. Its aim was to teach x/idox/s and deserted x/ives to 
read and xvrite and thus prepare them to stand on their ox/n 
feet znd develop a spirit of missionary zeal so that they 
could help other women who x/ere neglected by their families.
It was opened xvith five or six x/idox/s and deserted x/ives.
Today the total strength of the institution has reached almost 
one thousand five hundred. It has also developed many more 
activities. The original institution in Poona now has three 
branches in Bombay Province at Baramati, Sholapur and Alibag 
and other at Hagpur. Besides éducational activities they do 
much x/urk in the field of medical relief through establish­
ment -f Maternity Homes, Dispensaries and Welfare centres. A 
similar institution near Poona x/as started x/ith four or 
five x/idox/s by Prof. Karve. Today it has opened its doors 
to married and unmarried x/omen and he.s expanded into a 
University - the only Women’s University in the whole of India, 
whose a.ctivities are now purely educational. There are many 
similar institutions today imparting education and giving 
training to x/odix/s, deserted x/ives and destitute women. The 
curriculum of all these institutions has remained almost the
same
3ib
same as that of beva badan in Poona. Besides x/idox/ Homes all 
these institutions provide for orphan children. All these 
institutions have their activities to cover various fields 
and they are found in almost all the big cities and toxms 
in every province.in India. They have added certain modern 
features by providing x/ider facilities for the education of 
x/idows. They also arrange marriages of x/idox/s and orphans 
living in such institutions and perform marriage ceremonies for 
x/idox/s x/ho ask their protecti . n for re-marriage. Vi d ox/s not 
contemplating remarriage can serve in the institution after 
undergoing the full training or may live and x/ork independently 
if they prefer to do so. In shorÿ, one can conclude that the 
purpose of such institutions is to give protection to widuws aa 
and other destitute women and orphs.ns and to educate and train 
them so that they can become self supporting and assert them­
selves and demand their rights as individuals.
Most of these institutions are private enterprises and 
generally dependent on public funds and donations. The latent 
power of x/odix'-s c uld be utilised in many ways if the institu­
tions x/ere financially stable and x/ell-organised. To overcome 
this difficulty big funds and sufficient social workers are 
required. In order to train them as teachers, governesses, 
nurses and in different branches of small scale industries, 
pr.-vision should be made by public institutions, government aid
and
and private funds. The workers can devote more time to 
organising the work of the institution if they have not to 
x/restle x/ith financial difficulties. The irmr,tes of such 
institutions, as are financially sound and well organised, 
would bring countless blessings tu their country by finding 
more opportunities for x/ork a.nd by devoting nore time to 
constructive undertakings.
5.10 Result of these Efforts; In spite of such efforts the 
condition of x/idows has not appreciably changed even till the 
present day. Progress is not uniform as efforts have been 
restricted to urban areas only. Undoubtedly, progress is 
visible but there are certain hindrances x/hich still hamper 
a quick pace . of advance. Being superstitious on account of 
environmental and social reasons, widows alx/ays curse their 
fate but submit to it, and, as yet, there is no broad pathx/ay 
to lead them to the light. Efforts have been made in this 
direction, however, and there is every cause to be hopeful 
for the future. An average Hindu x/oman being intensely reli­
gious minded believes in destiny a.nd luck; hence she resigns 
to fate and is afraid to make any attempt to avert her mis­
fortune by remarriage or by any other means. There have been 
8, fex/ instances of x/idox/ remarriage, among the cultured classes 
and that too in the urban areas. Mrs. Hate x/rit es about the
subject
2îÿ
subject as under: "Out of 111 x/idox/s that I inquired about,
only tx/o have niarried. When I ventured somehow tr other to
ask if the others at all desired to re-marry, only tx/o ansx/ered
in the affirimtive and nine sliox/ed some inclination in that 
80
direction." It can be seen therefore, that the general
tendency tox/ards remarriage is not gaining ground because of
various reasons specified before. Many more have turned to the
professions of teaching and nursing to t<5 secure economic
independence, nevertheless, the gre test proportion of x-adows
still remain in the same sta.te as their sisters in the past,
except for the slightly more liberal treatment by society.
Writing about x/idox/s x/ho are dutiful, Mahatmaji said: "I do
believe that a real Hindu x/idox/ is a treasure. bhe is one of
81
the gifts of Hinduism to humanity." These x/idows are a
great potential source of human pox/er and intelligence and 
if given proper training and freedom thoro x/o.-M  their energy 
could be easily directed tox/ards crea.tive x/ork. Once the 
x/omen are allowed their natural hxman rights, once they know 
their duties, once they are conscious of their abilities then 
they x/ill overcome their helplessness and timidity and live 
and live for their own benefit and for the x/elfate of society. 
This x/ill only not improfe the lot of women in general but 
i>y\|>"vovc I* I' of Uïidôwî ioo. eventually
SO. Hate, C.: op. cit., p. 50.
81. Gandhi, M. K .: op. cit., p. 145.
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CHAPTER VI 
Tx/o Social Evils - Purdah and Prostitution.
"In a country x/here people demand democracy
1
purdah is an anachronism."
The Origin of Purdah; Until the early years of this century
purdah and seclusion x/ere the ma.in factors x/hich obstructed
Indian x/omen’s progress in general and prevented their
securing a rightful place in the society. Purdah has remained
a subject of controversy upto the present century, sanctioned
as it x/8,s by social custom.
Locking to the status and freedom of Vedic Women, there
x/as hardly any trace of purdah or seclusion of x/omen in those 
2
times. The earliest evidence of purdah can be found in the 
present version ofi the Epics. There too it is not uniform 
or universally practised by all the royal ladies. Even in 
banskrit dramas there are hardly any traces of purdah. There 
is a reference to veil (Avagunthe.n) but tha.t cannot be taken 
as a general rule. In banskrit dramas heroinssjlike ohakuntala, 
Haiti and ICadambari are not found to be observing any Purdah. 
The courtesan Vasantsena (in Mrichchha Katika) uses a veil
at
Habibullah; Our Cause, p. 206.
2. Altekar; The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization,
p. 197.
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at the end of the drama when she was raised to a higher and
3
rewpectahle status of a lady. This and other evidences lead
4
one to believe that down to the 10th century purdah x/as 
not generally observed and only a microscopic section of 
royal families might have adopted it as a sign of nobility.
6.2 beclusion of Women in Various Countries; The seclusion
of x/omen x/as not only practised in India but x/as prevalent
though in the form of restriction of movement in most countries
in the x/orld. According to Christianity in the early times
a x/oman x*/as forbidden to come and sneak in public places by 
5
bt. Paul. This x/as applied too literally and "the christen-
izing of the Roman World therefore, involved the re-subjection 
6
of x/omen."
In the same x%y or even more strictly x/omen from noble 
families x/ere secluded in Russia as is seen in Pannina Hailes’ 
"Woman in soviet Russia" x/here she says "In the sixteenth 
century the x/ives and daughters of noble Russians x/ith the
exception
3. Altekar; op. cit., p. 201.
4. Dr. Altekar in the Position of Women in Hindu Civilization 
{p. 203) describes that "Yuan Chuang lias given an intimate 
picture of the Hindu Society of the 7th century A.D., but he
nowhere refers to the purda system. Abu Zaid, an Arabian 
traveller of the early 10th century, has noted that in most 
of the countt in India queens appeared in public x/ithout 
any veils.
5. Hearing Scott : Women and Social Progress, p. 257.
6. Ibid, p. 257.
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exce-otionsé of widowed mothers, ... might not he seen even
7
by their brothers and near relatives, much less by strangers."
Women in Persia, Greece, Turkey, Assyria, and Sparta
did not enjoy freedom of movement in ancient times. Even
as late as the middle of the 19th century freedom of x/omen
was restricted by veil or nartial seclusion in western count- 
8
ries. This leads one to conclude that the seclusion of 
x/omen x^/as conmion in the East as welljhs in the West till guite 
recent times.
At a certain stage in Indian history x/emen x^anted to
guard their x/omenfoik from the country’s mighty invaders, and
seclusion may have come into vogue for this purpose. Prom
ancient literature and other sculptural evidences still
present, one can definitely conclude that before the Mahomedan
invasions strong rules of confinement or of purdah did not
prevail and India.n women enjoyed the same freedom as x/omen
in the time of the Vedas and Puranas. They x/ere knox.m to have
mixed freely in men’s society and there are even several
examples of famous learned women Imving taken part in politics,
public affairs and cultural activities. "The general adoption
of the purda system by the ruling and aristocratic families
of Hindu community is subsequent to the advent of the Muslim 
9
Rule."
Yet
7^. Hailes Pannina; Woman in Soviet Russia, p. 11.
8. Altekar: op. cit., p. 210.
9. Ibid, p. 206.
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Yet at a later stage along with the free movement of
women there are indications of ’Zenana’ or the maintenance of
a large harem, hy royalty or wealthy persons from x/hich one
may he tempted to conclude tl-iat the seclusion of women must
liave been common at least among royal hauses and in upper
class society. But as mentioned earlier there are other
historical evidences as x/ell x/hich do not prove that purdah
X'jci.s common even among the rpyal families. Mahatmaji x/hile
x/riting on purda/ remarked; "I am of opinion that the purda^
in India is a recent institution and x/as adopted during the
10
period of Hindu decline." Thus, the more general adoption
11
of purdah and seclusion dates back to the Mahomedan invasions 
some seven or eight centuries ago.
Purdah According to Muslims: As has already been shox/n the
custom of purdah was adopted from the Muslims. If they 
believe in Purdah on religious grounds let it be purdah as
ordained
10. Gandhi, M. K. : Women and Social Injustice, p. 133.
11. Mahomedan invasions introduced tx/o main evils in India 
among Hindus, Child Marriage and Purdah. Pirst as a means 
of protection Hindus practised child or sometimes infa,nt 
marriages in order to prevent their daughters from kidnap­
ping by Mahomedans as Mahomedan religion forbids the carry­
ing off of married women but afterwards they did not even 
hesitate to break the religious injunction. Therefore, 
Hindus might have adopted purdah for their women and girls 
as a second measure in order to hide them from their evil 
eyes.
ordained by their religion. A woman "decently dressed"
should have every right to move freely in society with her
face uncovered, which helns to widen her horizon and her mind,
12
a sure step tox/ards progress.
The religious injuction of Islam may at some time have 
been socially justified. Social rules, hox/ever should be 
interpreted according to the spirit of the times as whatever 
may have been good in the past need not necessarily be so 
in the present or future. Various people have drax/n numerous 
and contradictory conclusions from the same injunction. The 
most extreme viex/ interprets purda^ as an absolute segre­
gation of the sexes and the complete seclusion of women in 
the zanana and forbids them to go out unless they are 
completely covered by a veil. Others, again, believing in the 
freedom of x/omen, all ox/ them to move out in a "decent dress" 
without covering their face.
In Medieval society the recognition of purdah may have 
had its merits, when x/omen x/ere not considered part of the 
body politic.But in this age of democracy x/hen x/omen are
organising a canroaign for equal rights Purdah is nothing but
13
an anachronism.
It is a sad thing to mark that after the invasions x/ere
over
12. Hilla, Rustomji: (Ed. Hehru Shyzmlcumari) Our Cause, p. 204
13. Habibullah Attia; (Seclusion of Women): Our Cause, p. 206.
14. Gedge & Choksey; Women in Modern India, p. 144.
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over there was no corresponding decrease in seclusion of 
women x/hen the country x/as at peace. Eox/ever, during those 
troubled times x/omen in^eclusion had lost their freedom, 
importance and right to education and afterx/ards failed to 
regain their rightful place.
6.3 Prevalence of Purdah in 20th Century; Purdah is by no
means a universal custom, although it has been commnnly practH
feed among Mahomedans. It has not prevailed at all among
South Indian Hindus or amon^ the x/omen of Maharashtra and a
large section oi Gujarat, except in royal families, and
14
among Jagirdars and noble x/omen. In short, it is more
strictly observed in Bihar, Bengal a.nd United Provinces than
15
in the South, and it has been frequently adopted by the 
Hindus especially in Marx/ar and Rajputana. It is not 
possible to procure statistics about its incidence at differeit 
periods among different peoplé.
Looking to the purdah system in general it may be said 
that it x/as not very x/idely prevalent throughout India. 
Estimating the number of purdah x/omen, Preida Hausx/orth x/rit es 
as follox/s: "Though a close estimate is impossible it is 
doubtful if ever s.t the height of the purdah period more than
15
14. Gedge & Choksey: Women in Modern India, p. 144.
15. bee Dandhi’s observation "Whenever I have gone to Bengal, 
Bihar or the United Provinces I have observed the purdah 
system more strictly follox/ed than in the other provinces 
Young India, 3-2-1927.
3^ 0^
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15 per cent of a.dult women were ever in seclusion.” This
situsition cannot ha.ve changed much during the first quarter off 
the present century a^he majority of Muslim women were still 
found in purdah. But it might have declined after the thir­
ties of the present century due to various cultural and 
political upheavals. It would, however, he difficult to 
estimate the present figure. Owing to the partition of India 
the majority of Muslim women are now in Pakistan. Among those 
remaining in India, and among Hindus belonging to the more 
enlightened a,nd advanced groups the practice of purdah has, 
for educational anc. political reasons, almost disappeared.
A false sense of respect became at one time attached to 
seclusion of women and the idea grew to such an extent that 
even a poor man felt that he and his family would not be 
considered respectable if his wife had to fetch water from a, 
tap outside his house. Dr. Rukhamabai spealcing on the rigid 
values attached to purdah by Rajputs, says: "It has been said 
that a Rajputani (wife of a Rajput) may not leave her house
to fetch water though the house may be in a jungle and the
17
well in front of it." Women in orthodox families also were 
not supcosed to work outside the h.use as men considered that 
it enda,ngered their prestige. The higher and lower middle
class
16. Hauswirth, Preida: Purdah - The Sta,tus of Indian Women,
p. 65.
17. Rukhamabai: Women in Modern India, p. 145.
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class mmitated the upper class in order to raise their social 
status whether it was suitable to them or not. A powerful 
factor operated in favour of introducing purdah quite 
generally, ... and in Hindu s ciety the assertion of world­
wide tendency to imitate an a upper or ruling class v/as 
18
witnessed. Luckily the number of those who have recently
fallen a prey to this social evil is negligible.
Ho attempt has been ma,de up till now to abolish the
custom of purdah by codifying a law. In the last century,
ohly a few wome3q[Lmd developed a f e. ling or resentment towards
it. This W8,s either because of their ignorance or the strength
of tradition, or on account of their personal timidity. Lven
today among many high caste Hindu families the seclusion
of women is considered a part of their duty and modesty. They
do not have to observe purdah when going out, but they still
have to cover their face with their upper garment or with
the fringe of their 'saree* in the presence of strangers or
elders, in order to show respect to them. bundrabai buktankar
while vrriting on purdah describes its different forms on
different occasions thus: "The Rajputs had a thin netted
Gosha (veil) and the Marwadis and the Marathas placed their
upper garment over the head and nulled it in front so as to
19
cover the face completely." Progressive women, however,
had
IS. Hauswirth Preida; op. cit., p. 8.
19. Hehru, bhyainkumari; Our Cause, p. 216.
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M.d. waied war aga-inst this practice and there were quite a nu 
number of women who discarded purdah a,nd seclusion altogether 
following the example of women from the royal and noble 
families. The first and most prominent among these women 
were H.H. the liaharani of Baroda and their Highnesi.es the 
Begums of Bhopal; the one v/as the queen of a first class 
Hindu state, the others were Royal ladies of the Muslim 
community. H.H. the Maha,rani of Baroda said to the All India 
Women’s Educational Eonference in 1927 "if women are to take 
their part in the raising of the tone of social life, if they 
are to understand the duties and responsibilit_es for which 
their sons must be trained, the purdah must go. If women 
are to hkuve thatifreedom of mind and variety of interests
20
without which there can be no joyous life, the purdah must go."
It cannot besaid that rapid progress was being mc.de at
that time because upto 1929 there were instances of several
social activities actually held under purdali. A girl guide
Rally v/as held under purdah at Secunderabad, so v/as a Woman’s
Conference on Educational reform in Ajmer Merwara in Rajputana,
and Purdah clubs v/ith facilities for games and social inter-
21
course v/ere founded.
A
20. All India \/omen’s Educational Conference 1927 (Presidential 
Address).
21. Gedge and Choksey: op. cit., p. 147.
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6.4 A General Agitation against the Custom: One can, however,
definitely say that during the last thirty years feeling against
purdah hes been ^idely expressed by women in public. Several
instances of women’s disapproval of purdcdi have been noted
in different provinces. The women in Bihar took a direct line
22
of protest against it, by casting off the heavy veil. Also 
the Women’s Political conference held at Meerut was active 
in this direction; they resented the purdah arrnagernents
23
provided for them and ultimately all the screens were removed.
Ha,hatmji writing on "The Doom of Purdah" stated that
24
much propaganda work v/as going cbn in Bihar. Men as v/ell
as
22. Gedge & Choksey; on. cit., p. 10.
23. Ibid, p. 146.
24. The origin of this movement v/as described by Mahatmaji as
f ollov/s: "The movement has a curious origin. Babu Hamanandan 
Mi 8 hr a, a Ehadi v/orker v/as desirous of rescuing his v/ife 
from the oppression of the Purdah. As his people v/ould not 
let the girl come to the Ashram (babarimti) he took two 
girls from the Ashram to be c mpanions to his v/ife. One of 
them, Radhabehn, Maganlal Gandhi’s daughter, v/as to be the 
tutor. She v/as accompanied by the late Da lb alia dur Giri’s 
daughter, Durgacevi. The parents of the girl-v/ife resented 
the 8,ttem:t of Ashram girls to wean young Mrs. iMshra from 
the purdah. The girls braved all difficulties. Meanwhile 
liaganlal Gandhi v/ent to see his daughter and steel her 
against all odds to persist in her efforts. He tovk ill in 
the village where Radhabehn v/as doing her work and died at 
Patna. The Bihar friends, therefore, made it a point of 
honour to wage v/a.r against the purdah. Radhab ehn brought her 
charge to the Ashram. Her coming to the Ashram created s 
additional stir and obliged the husband, v/ho v/as already 
prepared for it, to throv/ herself in the struggle v/ith great 
zeal. Thus the movement having a personal touch promises to 
be carried on v/ith energy. At its head is that seasoned 
soldier of Bihar, the hero of many battles, Babu Brijkishore 
Prasad. I do not remember his having headed a movement that 
has been allov/ed to die. (Gandhi, M.K.: Women and bocial 
Injustice, p. 217.)
’^ r
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as women agitated against the evil custom and in opposition
to it almost equal number of men and women (nearly fifty ladi©s |
Signed an appeg.1 demanding the tot'-.l abolition of purdah from
Bihar. Mahatma j i v/xrtes remarking about this incident that
"It is worthy of note ths.t the ladies who have signed the
appeal arc not of the anglicised type, but orthodox Hindus.
It (the apneal of Bihari women) definitely states: ’ e want
that the women of our province should be as free to move about
and take their legitimate part in the life of the community in |
all particulars as their sisters in Harnatak, Maharashtra and
Madras do in an essentially Indian way we feel that :
purdah must go, if we want our grace and beauty to our social
life and raise its moral tone if we want them to be excellent
managers at home, helpful companions of their husband and
useful members of the community, then the purdah as it now
25
exists must ^o."
Public opinion has been gra.dually growing towards the 
abolition of the system of purdah. Besides political movement 
and economic forces this changing attitude is due to the 
advance in fema.le education especially co-education at higher 
stage and the agitation by women workers and great leaders of 
India - Gandhiji in particular - who have openly declared their 
distaste for this harmful custom of secluding women. The
political
25. Gandhi. H. K.; on. cit., p. 216.
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political struggle for India’s independence contributed 
largely in speeding up the progress of women themselves in L 1 
this direction. Moreover greater facilities for transport 
helped to lessen the seclusion of women. VJhatever modifications 
the custom might have undergone during the last fifty years 
it should be continued to be treated as a social problem and 
cannot be expected to vanish completely without greater social 
awakening.
6.5 The Ill-effects of Purdah; Seclusion of women and purdah
have to a large extent been responsible for the low standard
of living among the middle classes in India a.nd this is true
26
of the lower middle class of Muslims/ln particualr. It
has made a large section of the women unproductive and they 
have pr ved an additional burden on the productive section.
The middle class women have no choice of work and the majority 
of them cannot work outside their homes because of the shackles 
of tradition. Purdah ha.s thus remained a, hindrance to free 
economic competition. Some would strongly oppose such . 
economic competition uf women with men, pointing to the 
resulting unemployment prevalent in some western countries, 
but in India the problem is not so a,cute, as the fields of 
employment of women and men generally do not come in conflict.
Thus
26. Ghhatonadhvaya. Kaimladevi; The Av/ekening of Indian Women, 
 ^ P. 20.
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Thus it is helievedtliat the practice of purdah has
affected most adversely on the economic condition of middle
class women, while it has done the leqst harm to the extremely
rich or thqfpo r. The rich enjoy the blessings of light and
fresh air while comfortably preserving their modesty by purdah
as they can afford big houses with gardens and the zenana may
be spacious and luxurious, and all the comforts that riches 
27
can give. presh air, and light are not denied to poor
people as well since they are forced to work out of doors, 
though less often in the north of India than the south. The 
boat w men of Kashmir have more freedom of movement than their 
sisters from the middle class.
Besides economic backv/ardness these women in purdah 
become the victims of the many diseases caused by lack of 
sunshine and fresh air. In a report, submitted by the Medical 
Officer of Health of Calcutta, as early as 1917 Dr. Magnus fi 
finds that so long as the people in la.rge cities do not acknow­
ledge the fact that strict observance of purdah system except 
a few rich who can afford to have large houses with gardens - 
is the immediate cause of ill-health and pre-ma.ture death of
a great number of women. This permanent reproach will weigh
28
heavily upon Calcutta. What is true of one industrial city
is
27. Ratlibone. E.P.: Child Marriage, p. 125.
28. Hirchfeld Magnus ; Ibmen East and ¥est, p. 160.
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is true of every big city in India, beveral troubles during
pregnancy can be directly attributed to purdah. The lack
of sunlight may become the cause of "osteomalacia", gross
pelvtc deformity and the deaths of thousands of mothers and
29
children in childbirth." Dr. Leonard Hills in the preface
30'
to "The Purdah system and its Effect on Motherhood" describes
the importance ol fresh air and sunlight as well as the ill
effects of purdah thus; "The purdah system comdemns young girls
to a hideous life of confinement, separated from all contact
with sunlight and open air, and, ill|fed, the atxophy in mind
and body. The osteomalacia produced by v/ant of li^t leads
to crippling and pelvic deformities which cause great sufferi^
31
and loss of life in childbirth."
Many doctors in charge of Zenana Hospitals have noticed 
that majority of the Purdah women suffered from ill health 
such as anaemic, neurosis tuberculosis and osteomalacia, Dr. 
Arthur Lankester says in ’Tuberculosis in India’ that "In
the
29. Dr. Ruklimabai states the same thing in Women in Modern 
India.
30. O ’Malley, L.B.S.; (Ed.) Modern India and the West, p. 450 
foot note.
51* Dr. Vaughan, M.: The Purdah system and its effects on
Motherhood, Preface, 1928. Dr. Vaughan further states thct 
boat women and peasant women a,re fine examples of healtliy 
womanhood, but the women from the upper class are deformed 
by purdah. It is worth noting that middle class Indian 
women are at least beginning to realise the importance of 
sunshine and fresh air.
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the whole of my tour through the cities of India no single
fact wa.s more constantly brought to ray notice by ceaseless
itera,tion than the direct dependence of consumption upon
32
the system of purdah seclusion of women."
To purdah can be attributed a major reason for the deplo­
rable condition of backwardness amongst Indian women. A 
woman in purdah or seclusion gets less opportunities for 
coming in contact with progressive movements. bhe almost 
knows nothing of the world’s progress and she herself seldom 
thinks of freeing herself from the four vails ofthe house, 
or from the bondage of evil custom as a better ideal has 
never been presented to her. Thus a "purdah abolished all 
possibility of the high-caste women’s participating in the
social life of the community, visits, feasts, discussions
33
musical parties; ..."
Being constantly confined within the house a purdah 
woman has lost all courage, she is not capable of moving outsice 
the house without an escort and a veil to cover her whole 
body, both of which ultimately create an inferiority and 
develop a slavish mentality, not only in herself but also 
in her children. Haturally, a girl brought up in such an 
environment is likely to become nervous, timid and dependent.
Again
32. Rathbone, E.B.; op. cit., p. 125.
33, Hausv/rith Preida; op. cit., p. 96.
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Again, she in turn, living in unhealthy conditions, is
likely to breed unhealthy children physically weak and
lacking in stamina. Ereida Hauswirth rightly remarks that
"children are bound to suffer in other v/ays from the mental
34
starvation of their mothers."
The purdah women have remained ignorant of mapy/fa.cts, 
which hindered the progress of their domestic life and the 
development of their mind. They could not tnjoy the company 
of highly enlightened persons; nor since they had not much 
education, could they enlarge their knowledge with the help 
of books. In many cases it h8.s[been found that some of the 
ladies in the wealthy families were influenced by their 
uneducated maid servants who were sometimes responsible for 
the quarrels among the ladies in the zanana. The life of the 
zanana women of middle class is full of monotonous routine. 
Small children as well are not at all free from this effect.
Purdah has not only obstructed the economical, physical
and social progress of Indian women but it has also been a
hindrance to their political progress. Under the Act of 
1935 they were given ajgreater degree of political power tlian
they enjoyed in the past; and under the present Constitution
of 1949 women havebeen given equal rights of franchise with 
men. But these rights can be of no value if women are still
rdtting
34. HauBvrirth Preida: op. cit., p. 98.
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rotting inside the four walls under the false pressure of 
rigid social custom. Such living conditions have provided 
women with less opportunities for partaking in politics or 
have left them with little knowledge of their political 
rights. Women sho .Id become av/a.re of their power to use 
their vote r._ghtly as an unhindered expression of free and 
independent thought. Purdah is one of the mainjcauses which 
have prevented women from presenting their own interests and 
from taking their place in legislatures a.nd other public 
organisations in larger nuiiibers. Democracy in the true sense 
demands a. political consci usness among all classes a.nd both 
sexes which the practice of purdah has denied to women.
5,6 An urgent need for bwift Cha,nge in the by stem: The main
argument against purdah is that it deprives the womenjof their
fundamental human right of free movement in society. It
leads to the starvation of mind, as well as of body, owing to
35
restricted education and lack of good company. The example 
of the freedom enjoyed by other Indian women not observing 
purdah a,nd of the Western women has had a tonic effect on 
some Indian women in nurdah which made them conscious of 
their restricted activities in every social matter. All 
the progressive countries today have accepted the rights of
women
35. 0 ’Hailey L.S.S.:(ed.) op. cit., p. 450.
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women, and India kn her new constitution of 1949 has liberated 
heif^ '/omenfoik fr-m the bondage of submissiveness and subordi­
nation and has raised them to an equal footing with men.
By giving them equal status in all soc al fields the govern­
ment has provided more facilities for the womenfolk to march 
tov/ards progress. Educated Indian women now claim their 
right of free movement and put forward the argument that 
Indian women outside purdah Imve freedom of movement and have 
never been secluded at any time without in anyway 
having missed their freedom. If this did no harm to their 
character why should it harm purdah women ? Thus progressive 
women in India do not see any point in being secluded and 
have become ardent supporters of the movement for discarding 
purdah. They hoive come to realise that during their seclusion 
period they had become lueaker ploysically as well as mentally 
and that in order to build a stronger and healthier India 
they must lay aside the veil.
buch an opinion ha.^gradually spread among educated women 
and has passed slowly on to middle class and less educated 
women. Lady Tata, in her opening address to the 1930 session 
of the All India Women’s Educationa.l and bocial Conference, 
maintained tliat ’ there are a hundred reasons why Burma,
Bombay, Madras, Baroda, Mysore and Travaneore have the largest
proportion
36. Joshi, G.H.; The Constitution of India, p. 72.
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proportion of literate women in the Indian Empire. But the 
most important ol them, to my mind is that women in these
57
provinces are largely free from the hindrances of purdah."
The forced inactivity of women^Ls as serious a handicap for l
society as for the individual. "Voluntary social enterprise ha
has lagged behind in India as compared with other countries
and in Indiaitseli those provinces where purdah prevails are
behind those where women have been able to do organised social 
38
work." As already stated, hladrasi, Maharastriyan and
Gujarati women, except for royalty and the nobility, have 
never observed purdah; hence their progress is greater in 
every sjcial and cultural activity compared with the women 
of the rest of India. The purdah is more strict and popular 
among the people who have been greatly influenced by Mahome- 
dans. The cons tact/contact of the la.tter with Shi.ihs,
Punjabi, Kashmiri, Behari and Bengali led these people to 
adopt the custom of purdah which is responsible for their 
clinging to social custom, cultural baciwardness and illiteracy 
As mentioned before, in olden times and even upto the ,i 
second half of the last century all over the world,the majority 
of women were patient sufferers but the sufferings of Indian 
women have been greater than/ any. There have been numerous
evil
37. Report of All India Women’s Ed national and bocial 
Conference, 1950 (opening speech).
36. Gedge and Choksi: op. cit., p. 146.
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evil customs tlaat Imve hindered their social progress, hut 
purdah is one of them that has done irreparable ha.rm; it has 
affected not only the women themselves but the suture genera­
tions of both sexes.
Considering from the moral side, also, purdah should be
condemned as an evil. Morality cannot be preserved through
oppression. "Chastity is not a hot house growth. It cannot
be superimposed. It cannot be protected by the surrounding
39
wall of the purdah. It must grow from within." On the
contrary, the suppression of women does much harm mentally and 
obstructs the care and upbringing of children; it also leads 
to lack of harmony and beauty in home. Women became the prey 
of convention and orthodoz^w v/hile men, with their greater 
economic and social independence, could easily escape. Bertrand 
Russel describes in Marriage and Morals that social emanci­
pation of women ia important when marriage ana morals are 
considered, bhile differentiating the opportunities of commit­
ting sin in Bast and West he states that in order to preserve 
virtue of women in the East segregation or seclusion was 
pra.ctised hence not providing any opportunity to them for sin 
while in the West the method of segregation was not adopted 
whole-heartedly but ’they were educated from their earliest 
years so as to have a horror of sexual intercourse outside
marriage
39. Gandhi, M.K.: op. cit., p. 131.
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mg.rriage." Thus the system of purdah is convenient ly
upheld by men in order to retain the sc/called standards of
false morality. True morality must be born of positive
belief combined with understanding, and its standards should
be binding on both sexes.
Whatever may be the reasons for the adoption of purdah in
the past, it lias^ iot served any real purpose or justified its
existence by solving the moral problem. On the contrary, it 
Tard
has restrfeted the progress of society, especially of women.
It may be true that where purdah has existed a few individuals 
among the wealthy class liave shov/n some general progress owing 
to the personal facilities enjoyed by them, but progress of 
women on ajlarger scale ic only possible through freedom of 
movement.
6.7 Direct influence of Political Movement for freedom of 
India on Purdah; The mes t powerful impetus which liberated 
women from the purdah had come from the national struggle 
for freedom. During the two politival movements for India’s 
freedom there was a swift change in attitude towards purdah 
Many illiterate ort:odox women who were staunch enough not to 
show their faces in the presence of their husband’s friends, 
discarded purdah immediatèly and joined in the non-co-operation
movement
Russel Bertrand: Marriage and Morals., p. 22.
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movement and even went to jail.
An interesting account of revoluti n lias been given by 
H. Gray in Modern India and the west as follows: certain
young man, emancipated himself but belong ng to an orthodox 
family, was married by his mother ’ sji/ish to a purdah girl 
whose face he had never seen. Though he would have lixed to 
introduce her to his friend’s, respect for family tradition 
made this impossible. Then came the national Movoment and 
Mahatma Gandhi’s call to the women oi India. In 1930 eleven 
years after their marriage, X ’s friend called and found the 
husband returning home, after a hard dr.y ’ s work, to feed and 
wash the babies of the family because his v/ife, mother and 
sister were all serving sentences in prison...."
The various political movements had done much to weaken 
the stronghold of purdah a ong women. The change of attitude 
was not radical but during the non-co-operation movement a 
large number of women left pureah in order to stand side by 
side with their men for the cause of their country. They 
organised public meetings and processions, also picketed 
liquor shops and foreign cloth shops. They showed their 
ability and proved tlmt women could be of equal importance 
in political movements.
v.liile describing the effect of political movement on
purdah
9-ray, H.* "The Progress of Women" - in Modern India and 
the West, p. 446.
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-purdah Ereida Hauswirth writes as follows: "Of the unprece­
dented nuiiibers who "broke purdah because of the Gandhi mjvenient 
one figure wil]. have an indication. In Meerut alone, 5,000 
women came simultaneously out of purdah as a protest against 
Gandhi’s arrest and never returned to it."
6.6 Modern Trends Toi/jards Purdah: The civilised world has 
condemned purdah and the general tendencies within the 
country itself are against it. The very sight of purdah 
is very hideous to cu: enlightened person. At present, no 
progressive country can isolate her womenfoik, confining 
them to the house. The minds of Indian men have become more 
open to the influence of world movements than have those of 
Indian women as a class, hence these men have been the indir­
ect cause of the movement for women’s freedom helped by the 
ardent support of some i remost women who have fought for 
human rights of their sisters in purdah. The tendency among 
educated men to liberate women from purdah is already marked. 
They would like wo..ien to share in external activities though 
such activities must be those selected by the men.
In the progress from purdah to freedom there has 
remained a difficult problem of proper adjustment. In every 
reform there is likely to occur a struggle for adjustment
between
Hauswirth Ereida: op. cit., p. 238.
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between the old and the new. Men and women adjusted to 
the old situation find themselves thrown into new conditions, 
and it may take them time to readjust themselves to the new
situation, oide by side v/ith this difficulty however they
43
will have the compensation of new freedom in their life.
Another question that arises is whether the present
economic pressure and rise in the cost of living, will force
except
women to give up purdah. It seems that in urban areas it isA
not likely among middle class women, since habits and social 
customs have a,cquired the force of trauition. On the other 
hamd, although purdah heis been more rigid among illiterate 
v/omen, custom has released them to some extent under/ present 
strong economic pressure in towns and cities. It seems that 
purdah or seclusion is already t tally absent in the south 
among Hindus, except in a few noble families. The less rigid 
observance of purdah among Muslim laddies in the south may be 
due to economic pressure, together with its absence amongst 
the Hindus.
It is likely that the wide-spread of education and the 
self awakening oi v/omen will ultimately remove the purdah 
from the remaining sections of society in spite of the public 
unwillingness. Things are undoubtedly changing; progress is 
not very rapid, yet it gives grounds for hope and, in order
to
43. Habibullah Attia: (Seclusion of Women) - Our Cause, p.211
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to speed it up, men and women should imlce a joint effort.
They should carry on an intensive propaganda for compulsory, 
education, specia.l'y among Huslim girls who are in the hahit 
of observing purdah. Purdah women should be encouraged to 
overcome their natural timidity and shyness so that they may 
be able to have their proper share in the progress and develop- 
ment of the family, the society and the country. Some orthodox 
people issue propaganda to the effect thàt purdah women 
themselves do not want to coie out; but this cannot be true.
The ma,jority of the purdah women v/ant to thro-’ awsy^ the purdah 
and to move as freely as men. If such reluctance exists in
44
some cases, the reason is ignorance, fear and force of habit.
The swift change that has taken place after the political 
movement some people are very hopeful about the total extinc­
tion of purdah. "The Head of the Education Department in i 
45
Hyderabad for one, estimates that it will be dead in
46
another decade."
There is a co%%ftbct of opinion as to the means of dealing 
with the. evils created by purdah. Some reformers are impatient 
of the slow and laborious methods of education which they 
think are an ineffective measure for dealing with the conser­
vative
44. Rustomji, Hi 11a; (Ed. Hehru, Shyamlcumari ) Our Cause, p.203
45. Hyderabad being a Moslem state there is strict observance 
of purdah.
46. quoted in O ’Malley L.b.S.(ed) Modern India and the West, 
p. 693 from Mathews I.E. India reveals herself (1937)
p. 130.
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vative influence of the older women in the house, who are
a greatjhindrance to tliis reform. They believe tha,t there
should be a sweeping change brought about by legislation.
"Those women who have abondened it 8.re eager advocates of
reform, and some would not wait for the gradual education
of oninion, but point to the object lesson of state action
in Turkey and would have the legislature abolish it by a
47
stroke of the pen." But it is quite clear that a better 
and more permanent result would be ac ieved by real coopera­
tion and understanding, that is through the wiaer spread of 
education rather them by force. People educated and well 
trained wil automatically come to change their opinion and 
totally ab-lish this evil custom.
whatever the methods employed, urdah must inevitably 
be wiped out with the advance of time. The modern world is 
progressive and India’s progress must be encouraged by the 
removal of such harmful customs if she v/ants to stand on an 
equal footing with other civilised countries. This is not
the tyrannical period of the Muslim invaders. Hence people
should change their social customs in keeping with the state 
of social security and the stability of Government found at 
present. At is the dut., of the younger generation especially 
to help their bacioward sisters and stand by them. They have
their
47. O ’Malleÿ, L.b.S.; op. cit., p. 693.
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their hackwarcl lives before them and should shape and guide 
the purdah women towards light and personal freedom. Hothing 
in the way of freedom can simply be ta±:en, one has to strive
for it and achieve it oneself.
6.9 Prostitution in General; Besides purdah, prostitution^ 
or traffic in women and young girls is another grave universal 
social evil which is most hanmiful uO society and requires ser­
ious consideration. Mahatma Gandhi while expressing his views 
on t e  social evil of prostitution writes in Young India 
of 15th beptember 1921, as follows:
"Of all the evils for which man has maae himself respon­
sible, none is so degrading, so shocking or so brutal as this
abuse of the better half o_ humanity, to me the female sex,
46
not the weaker sex."
Consequently, in any progressive country, striving to 
reach an ideal state, it should be abolished as early as 
possible. It is pitiable for the woman, but more disgraceful 
for the society in which a woman has to sell her body, mostly 
because of her economic position and her inability to secure 
work suitable to her. But the profession which she is forced 
to adopt, seriously ruins her moral sense as well as her body. 
Por a beginner it is a great mental torture but with the
course
48. Gandhi ; M.k. ; Young India, 15th bept. 1921.
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course of time when she has lost hope of any acceptance by 
her people, she gets used to new surroundings and cirsumstan­
ces . Moreover, as time pa,sses her ming gets benumbed and 
hardened to her situation, she who has herself suffered the 
pangs of misery, attracts other girls to the profession 
and in turn causes oheir ruin because of their ignorance 
of circumstances.
6.10 Origin of Prostitution; It is obvious from history that
in Vedic India, when women enjoyed a high/social status and
were economically independent, traffic in women was totally 
49
absent. The earliest reference one can find is from
Mahabharata where Duryodhana’s and Yuahisthira’s armies were
accompanied by prostitutes along with other persons such as
shopkeepers, physicians, surgeons etc. Later on, more
evidences of prostitution could be found in ICautilya’s
Arthashastra, banskrit dramas and Puranas. India in his
book "otatus of Women in Ancient India" tends to believe tlmt
"the Arthashastra of Aautilya is interspersed with references
which clearly support us injthe belief that the nearer we come
to our ovni times, the gres ter is the laxity of moral ideals
51
and the commoner the evil of prostitution." Prom
evidences
49. Menon. Lakshmi: (Trafiic in Women and Children; Our Cause,
p. 166.
50. Quoted by Indra from Mahabharata Udyoga Parva,195,149 in 
the Status of Women in Ancient India, p. 111.
51. Indra: op. cit., p. 112.
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evidences of prostitution, from later religious books and
oanskrit literature one can still conclude that there did not
exist a class of women who werv. forced to sell their bodies
for money; yet there did exist a class known for their profi-
52
ciency in dancing and singing called ’Gunika’ who selected
prostitution as a career. They were supported by the king,
lords or rich merchants and wealthy peonle. It was in answer
53
to the demand created by the leisured 53 wealtliy class.
These women were protected and supported because of their
talents and their proficiency in the arts of singing and
dancing. Kautilya has described in the Arthashastra in detail
their maintenance - rules and regulations, their position in
54
the states and the gradation of this class of women. They
enjoyed full personal liberty and were many times attached to^ :^ 
only one man and mostly entertained their supporters with 
fine arts. Moreover, these women served as intellectual 
companions as most of them were intel igent and even learned. 
They were also able to render service to the king and the 
state by working as spies of in the enemy’s camp and were
used
52. ilbvUt i ly a used the w ord s Gani-ca, y e shya, das i, de vauasi, 
Pumscali, silpkarika, kausikastri and Rupadasi in the 
meaning of a special kind of prostitute as given in the 
Journal of the American Oriental bociety Vol. 71, March 
10, 1951.
53. Ghattonadhyaya Kamladevi; op. cit., p. 22.
54. Indra; op. cit., p. 113.
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used to secure valuable inforimtion through the/ir personal
4nW 55
charm cleverness. Many of them took part in politics and
A
became famous and respected for their courage, wisdom and
ability. Dur ng the time of Budc.hs, two famous courtesans
56
Amrapali and Bindumati were held. in very high esteem. This
cla,ss of prostitutes v/a^very wealthy and many of them even
helped the state when finaneial aid \ms required or gave up
their wealth in charity in their old age. Though, this class
v/as, then, totally separable from the average v/omen in society
no socic.l stigma or condemnation in the present sense v/as
attached to them.
With the building of nev/ and magnifiaient temples , some
people thought of engaging some dancing girls to play music
on the various occasion before the diety. The custom of
associating dancing girls v/ith temples is not found in
Jataka literature. It is mentioned first in ole gha dutta
1,35, by Kalidasa. lie refers to the presence of dancing girls
57
in Mahakala temple of Ujjaini during the evening v/urship.
The custom became quite common sincé this early reference and
56
v/as very popula.r in 6th/7th and 8th century. Thus at a
certain
55. Altekar: The position of Women in Hindu Civilization,p.214.
56. Indra; The Status of Women in Ancient India, p. 293-294.
57. Altekar; The Position of Women in Hindu Civilization,
p. 214-215.
58. Ibid, p. 215. Dr. Altekar writes that "about the 8th 
century A.D. the famous temple of Somanatha is said to have 
employed 500 dancing girls in order to provide music before 
the deity continum;isly throughout the day and night.
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certain stage two classes of nrostitutes existed in India
(l) Religious and (2) Professional.
6.11 Religious Prostitution or Pevadasis: This type of 
prostitution load its origin in religious custom and the 
practice was also found outside India. "It was first secu­
larised by the Greeks in the oea-coast tovms, when the priest­
ess in the temple turned fr.m offering herself to the pilgrim
for procuring the favour of a God, to selling her body for
59
mo ne tary gamn. "
As mentioned earlier, prostitution came into existence
after the degeneration of the status of women. "In Athens a
sumptuous temple v/as dedicated to the Goddess He ta era. In
the time of Plato 400 years B.C., there were no less than
one thousand nrostitutes in the temple of Aphrodite in 
60
Corinth. "
Thus, the girls were dedicated to temples in ancient 
times and even modern practice of Levadasi (iiaiden of God) 
is based on the old tradition.
Thus the restitution based on religious belief is a 
very old institution in India though it v/as not identical 
with the present prostitution on religious grounds, except
in
59. Hehru, Shyamkumari; (ed) Interudction, p. XIII.
60. Quoted by Hearing Scott in Woman and Social Progress, p.73 
from "Woman" A Babel, London W.M.Reeves, Tr. by B.A. Wal- 
ther, 3rd edition, p. 19-20.
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in the imttex* oi twinging and dancing. There were and still
are certain groups in India w o dedicate a girl to God. They
are known as 'hevadasis' in Ikidras, and Bengal; h^ iurlis^  in
61
liaharashtra and 'Basvis^ in kysore. The custom of Bevadasi
62
VTas confined to certain families. In 1927 the number of
such girls in He,eras only were estimated at more than two 
63
thousand. originally the c edication of the girl to God
had a purely religious significance hut afterwearcs some 
secular characteristics were added. A devdasi, meaning a 
"maiden of God" v/as given to God for his service only, uhe 
if/as supposed to lead, a chaste life and ijas mostly engaged in 
the study of the arts of dancing and singing, as she was to 
dance "before God in public, on auspicious occasions and 
religious festivals. Her aim usuaàly was to master the art 
of dancing so that she could please the diety by her skill 
in the profession which was supposed to bring prosperity not 
only to herself or her family but to the whole village, l/ith 
the course of time institution became corrupted and the 
pollution of the priesthood changed her role in life.
Gradually
61. Hehru, oliyamkumari: (ed.) uur Cause, p. 219.
62. uHlalley L.b.S.; hodern India and the Vest heavers in 
oouth used to m k e  a gift of their first born girl to the 
temples, p. 453.
63. Quoted by 0 Vial ley L.S.S. in Ilodern India and the Vest, 
p. 453 from lianifesto of the Bevadasi Association (liadras 
1927), p. 8.
HM
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Gradually she came to he considered not only the maiden of "
, ' -  - 124 
God hut of the priest of the temple, travellers and pilgrims.
This clearly indicates that she has reached such stage of
degradation that today the position of a devadasi is in no
way better than that of an ordinary prostitute and both
systems deserve equal condemnation. Gandhiji, therefore,
has rightly said that ’Bevadasi is an euphemism for prosti- 
65
tutes.
Some of the Bevadasis were absolutely free to live either 
with a single person of their choice or with several persons 
if they desired. This mostly applied to Basvis, and their 
children were all considered legitimate. In the case of 
devadasi poverty was not the cause of their degradation as it 
has been in the case of commercial prostitution. The agita­
tion of the nubile and social reformers is responsible for
66
beinging legal prohibition against this custom of devadasi 
and this class is now fast disappearing.
6.12 Commercial or Professional Prostitution; There remained 
commercial prostitutes of three kinds in India. A class of 
prostitute very similar to devadasi has received the heritage 
of the arts of dancing andsinging. This class attaches itself
to
64. Haikt Chitrarekha: Education of Women in Bombay Province,^
p. 35.
65. Gandhi. M.S.: Women and Social Injustice, p. 166.
66. The efforts of Br. Reddy are welljknown for legal enactment 
in ]^ 1adras.
to a single person, and mostly exhibit their art as dancers
before select audiences. A second group is available to
any person for a sum of money. The third is presented to
select patrons by the middlemen or women traffickers and
they are not open to all. Anyhow the continuance of
prostitution in any form is a blot on humanity and reflects
67
on the morality of the public.
6.13 Universal Prevalence of Prostitutions: Prostitution is
not only found in India but it prevails through^ut the world
in one form or another. Hence it remains an international
problem and every county has to find a solution for the
traffic in women and young girls according to the social
circumstances of the country involved. Ho nation or race
can claim to be without the blot of prostitution. "In Europe,
too, the present attitude towards the problem is a modern
one and the interest is keen because of the growing menace
of venereal diseases carréed from country to country by means
68
of prostitution." After the freedom of India much atten­
tion was given to eradication of drink in some pr-vinces but 
nobody has yet seriously raised the problem of the prohibi­
tion of traffic in women which is graver than the drink evil.
ilaude
67. Hehru^ Shvamkumari: Our Cause, p. 219.
68. Menon. Lakshmi; Traffic in Women and Children, p. 186.
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Maude Roy den while writing on equality in sex relation­
ship expresses her views thus: "It seems obvious now, but 
it did not seem obvious to many excellent people in the past,
that to insist on physical chastity for one sex and not the
69
other compelled the existence of prostitutes...." Their 
false sense of morality prohibit their discussing the 
problem in public. It is a pity that even some educated 
people do not see the danget of this institution to the 
public.
6.14 Regulation System; The British Government had tried to 
deal with the problem by the Regulation System. They thought 
that prostitution should be carried on in order to supply 
the inevitable sex needs of certain groups of people, especial­
ly the military. The new government of India has already 
put a ban on the immoral trade but not on licensed prosti­
tutes. These are generally compelled to live in a segre­
gated area in a certain part of a city or town. Medical 
examination is compulsory at certain intervals and they are 
sent to hospitals for treatment if found diseased. They 
returned to the same segregated area after their recovery 
to carry on the same profession. A woman may become the 
■victim of venereal disease several times and may ruin her
health
GG'Bpydeny MauaA. Women’s Partnership in the Bew World, p. 131.
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health, hut ae^ong as she observes the Government rules 
she does not suffer any obstruction from the police. It 
seems strange that society and the Government can ignore such 
a wastage of human life.
Origin of the System; The Regualtion system was first started
by Napoleon in Europe in 1802. It was accepted in many forms
by forty seven nations. It had its immediate ill-effects
as the traffic in women and girls increased to meet the
demand of clients. Police were corrupted with money and they
co^.nived at this trade in women. The doors of society were
shut against the victim and she could never return to her 
70
people."
The first protest raised against the Regulation System
was by Mrs. Josephine Butler in England. She with the help
of her fellow workers brought a social awaxening not only
in England but in Europe too. There had been before 1870
one or two thoughtful men and women to wnam tiiis practice
seemed repellent .... jDuf on 1st oi January 1870 .... the
members of the House of Commons received without warning,
a protest against the existing laws concerning the regulation
71
control of prostitutes. They made a wide publication of
ill-effects
70. Traffic in Women and Children: Aspects of Moral and Social 
Hygiene in India, p. 5.
71. Stracheyi Ray: The Cause, p. 190.
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ill-eff ects of the Regulating System and a,s a result out 
of 47 nations, 41 have ahondoned the system. It was also 
because of îTrs. Butler’s and her supporters’ efforts after 
1870, that the Lea,gue of Nations Traffic in Women Committee 
came into existence.
It is a matter of regret that India has not yet 
abondoned the Regulation System. It is true that traffic 
in women and children has been prohibited by law but the 
evil has not tota,lly vanished, as the houses of immoral trade 
are flourishing, without any fear of detection by the police, 
in the guise of Boarding and Lodging houses. Nursing Homes, 
Massage Clinics, Entertainment clubs and even as women’s 
Rescue Homes.
6.15 Consequences arising from the system: There have been
many complaints against the Regulation System in India too.
It was protested against first of all in 1875 by Keshav 
Chandra Sen who ims the first Indian member of the Association 
for Moral and Social Hygiene. The movement was started not 
only because there was an increase in traffic but several 
other consequences had arisen from it. By the registration 
method a prostitute’s daughter was presumed to follow the 
same trade as her mother, whether she was willing to or not.
As the girl is branded as a prostitute’s daughter she is
looked
looked down by society with indignation and she has no 
chance of either mixing in good com^^any or of receiving 
education. She is socially outcasts and to utter even her name 
is a matter for disgrace. The attitude of young men and 
modern writers has greatly changed, however, and today quite 
a number of them are not afraid of society andjopenly discuss 
the prostitute’s sad plight and misery. Many writers have 
earned fame by fully revealing the prostitute’s sorrows and 
pleasures, their feelings and sentiments, the injustices 
they suffer tlirough society and so on, thus treating them 
as a class of destitute women, a prey to cirxumstances and 
the lust of men. But the sympathy shown in such writings 
is only theoratica.1 as nobody is yet courageous enough to 
help them to leave their drab life, even when sometimes they 
themselves wish to take up some other occupation.
Another grave danger to society arising out of the 
Regulation system is a wider spread of venereal disease. The 
system was originally adopted to check the spread of such 
diseases but it has not proved effective; on the contrary, 
it has increased their spread, not only in towns and cities 
but in rural areas too. According to the rules, a prostitute 
is forced to undergo medical treatment if she is found 
diseased, but there is no such regulation or medical 
examination for males who come in contact with her. It is
often
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often they who spread the disease in towns as well as in 
villages. This is quite evident from Sir Jhon Megaw’s survey 
of village life upto 1934 in eight provinces of India. The 
average number suffering from venereal diseases out of the 
total rural population of those provinces was calculated as 
follows:
Syphilis 15.6 per mile
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Gonorrhoea 21.5 per mile.
Sir John Megaw also surveyed the other main diseases 
in the same area in those proTiinces. The percentage of
venereal diseases was greater than that of other diseases, 
as the victims of syphilis and gonorrhoea were 37.1 per mile
while those of others were 32.5 per mile.
6.16 Causes of traffic in Women: Without dealing with the c
causes or roots of the system as it stands today it is 
impossible to abolish the system; hence the importance of the 
study of these factors is obvious. The following are the 
main causes of the traffic in women and young girls:
(1) The attitude of society.
(2) Economic conditions.
(3) Social customs and prohibitions.
(4) Ignorance.
(5) Industrialization.
(6)
72. Traffic in Women and Children, p. 10.
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(6) Riclunen and landed aristocracy.
(7) Attitude to cinema, film-industry, actresses, dancers.
Total blame goes to the present attitude of society 
where women are still looked down as inferior and subordi­
nate. They are treated as a plaything and a victim of
man’s desires. A woman who has fallen is condemned and
if
sometimes punished by society^detected. The unsympathetic
attitude towards girls at home may kindle a desire to run
away, which majay a time lead them into the hands of traffi- 
73
ckers. Once they have fallen very few relatives are
ready to accept them back owing to social restrictions.
Either they continue the same occupation or sometimes they
74
may take shelter in Women’s Resche Homes.
Poverty is the prime cause of this evil, not only in
India but in|other countries as well. "Poverty is the cause
in at least 80^ of the cases, is shown by the enquiries made
by the League of Nations in different countries. This is
also the considered opinion of those connected with the
75
Vigilance Association in India." The same Vigilance 
Association while giving the account in the Madras Regional 
Conference clearly stated that "the profession of prostitu­
tion
73. Menon^ Lakshmi N.: Traffic in Women and Children, Our 
Cause, p. 190.
74. Mrs. Hate in Hindu Women and her future describes this 
type of incidents, p. 105.
75. Ghhattopadhyaya, Eamaladevi; The Awakening of Indian 
Women, p. 21.
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tion is carried on in most cases for the sake of livelihood.
The same state of affairs was found in Soviet Russia.
Gandhij i was first shocked to know the existence of such
class when they went to see him. In his interview with those
women he found out that "they were over 350 in the midst
of a population of about 20,000 men, women and children.
They represent the shame of Barisal, and the sooner Barisal
gets rid of it the better for its great name. And what is
true of Barisal is true, I fear of every city." Further he
estimates that "the lowest figure for all India would,
therefore, be 10,50,000 women living on the sale of their 
77
ovm honour."
Nearly eight girls out of ten join the profession 
because .of starvation. Under the present economic pressure, 
where a husband or a mother or some relative forces a girl 
to live an immoral life only because of poverty if she is 
unable to earn money by some other means. Of course, it is 
not right to conclude that prostitution would not have 
existed if there were no poverty. So long as there are men 
to buy and women to sell the total disappearance of the 
trade is out of question; but with less poverty there would 
be fewer prostitutes in India.
Social
76. Menon. Lakshmi N.: Traffic in Women and Children, Our 
Cause, p. 188.
77. Gandhi^ M. K.; Women and Social Injustice, p. 163-165.
0 -
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Social customs and restrictions throw a girl into the 
hands of traffickers. An unhappy married life due to the 
cruel treatment given to her by her husband or his relative 
have made many a girl commit suicide or go astray. Enforced 
widowhood, and the prohibition of widow re-marriage among cer­
tain castes and in high-caste society, are also responsible 
to certain extent for the spread of this evil. Negligence 
shown to deserted wives, or the strict attitude of society 
towards misled girls and widows, often forced them to take 
shelter in the Rescue Homes or lyiahila Ashrams. But even 
here a few of them have been found to be abodes of vice 
and immorality. Being ignorant of the purpose of such Homes 
they become fresh victims. They are dead to their families 
and in the majority of cases they are forced to remain where 
they are. Ill-breeding, child marriage, disparity in sex 
and inability to get married owing to social restrictions or 
caste systems, are indirect causes of the increase in traffic 
of women and young girls. Persons dissatisfied in their 
lives owing to child marriage seek pleasure and enjoyment 
outside their home. Girls who are married to impotent men
are likely to go astray or become the tools of any peri
78
wicked person who can take advantage of them.
Innocent girls sometimes become the victim of unscrupu­
lous men owing to their ignorance of sex knowledge. The
girl
78. Menon. Lakshmi N.: Traffic in Women and Children, p. 190
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girl once fallen does not know where to go and being afraid 
of the consequences has to obey the orders of the man and 
fulfil his desires. The man eventually employs her in the 
immoral trade or sells her to a prostitute for money, many 
ignorant girls thus become the victim of such people without
79
realising the danger into which their action has plunged them.
Industrialization and urbanization which has caused the 
shortage of houses, have been responsible for the increase 
in prostitution. Many labourers went to the cities in 
search of work, leaving their womenfolk behind in the villages. 
Hence the number of women in industrial areas is small, 
especially where there is no provision for family residential 
quarters. This fact attracts the persons interested in 
immoral traffic and they camp in the vicinity of such 
industrial centres. This in turn leads to an increase in 
prostitution resulting in a wider spread of venereal diseases. 
The person infected with the disease carries it to his 
family when he returns home. The atmosphere of the industrial 
areas has become so immoral that the workers untouched by the 
vice are afraid to bring their wives and family into contact 
with it. Sometimes the women indulge in immoral practices
for
79. Hate G. Sot es various examples who had fallen in the 
hands of Traffickers or other reasons - Social or 
economic, p. 102-103-104.
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for want of • enough income. The shortage of houses and 
the housing conditions contribute to the increase in immoral 
habits. Twenty people living in a small room can hardly 
observe any rule of decency as without privacy, women cannot 
preserve their modesty. The low income’ of their husbands or 
relatives indirectly forces them to throng together which 
many times leads them astray and there is no reason for 
surprise when immoral traffic is carried on through the inmates 
of such a house.
Finally, a few among the wealthy and the influential 
people are to be blamed. They comdemn or openly express 
hatred of the immoral action of any other person but often 
they themselves hav e indulged in the same immoral act. The 
immoral behaviour of wealthy or influential persons can 
hardly be detected and if detected, society connives at it, 
being influenced by their wealth, position and power. The 
standard of social behaviour and morality among these people 
is different outside their own family and with strange women. 
The general treatment given to women and girls is not praise­
worthy as it is based on unequal standards. The sense of 
morality is one-sided. A fallen woman or unmarried mother 
is severly condemned and criticised by society, while the 
crime of the real culprit is ignored by the same. The
ideals
60. Menon. Lakshmi N.; Traffic in Women & Children, Our
Cause, p. 190-191.
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ideals of morality should he applicable to both sexes.
Society should give an opportunity for the improvement of 
a person fallen from such standards. Given less demand, the 
supply will automatically dwindle, hence it is the duty of 
every citizen to help in the eradication of immoral traffic 
and any other activities allied to it by helping the govern­
ment as well as social workers in their efforts to restrict 
it.
6.17 Measures taken in order to restrict the traffic; In 
order to prohibit the traffic in women and young girls certain 
measures were taken by International Conferences. The measures 
specially applicable to India were those in respect of the 
raising the age of consent, protecting the unma.rried mothers 
and orphans, spread of education, welfare work and estab­
lishment of rescue homes; but these did not prove very 
effective. Mere legislation against traffic in women and 
children will not root out the evil unless something more 
can be done for the people by changing their whole outlook 
towards this evil and removing the social causes of traffic 
in women.
As mentioned earlier in most of the cases poverty is 
the main cause and in order to combat the evil successfully 
it should be removed. Russia could tackle the problem
effectively
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effectively "by providing work, decent homes, a living
wage, more humane conditions not only to those who are
caught in the net but for all workers and notentia.l prosti- 
81
tutes."
Uÿtill new The League of Nations Committee on Traffic
in Women and children, International Conferences, the work
of the genuine women’s rescue Homes and especially that of
the All India Women’s Conferences, have gradually made progress
in lessening the traffid in women and children. The three
important resolutions passed by the All India Conference of
Social Work held in Bombay in 1947 are steps in the right
direction. It first requested the Central and Provincial
Governments to establish more welfare organizations in
every province and to provide them with "Vigilence workers
of both sexes with police powers." It also demanded
Rehabilitation Centres and Homes in every district and town
with a provision of trained wor^^ers. The second resolution
demanded that "the public should be educated to look upon
men who visit brothels as equally guilty with women, and
procurers of both sexes should be dealt with severely." The
third stressed the importance of sex education in schools
82
for children of both sexes over 14."
Traffic
61. Menon, Lakshmi Ny z Traffic in Women and Children, Our 
Cause, p. 191.
62. Report of All India Conference of Social Work, 1947.
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Traffic in women can be combated more successfully 
by giving more attention to the following points:
(1) Strict enforcement of laws.
(2) Medical care.
(5) Education.
(4) Change in public outlook.
(5) Vigilance Associations - Rescue Homes, etc.,
(a) Provision of v/ork for unemployed women.
(t) Rescue work.
(c) Propaganda.
Although in Ind-a, licensed prostitution is not prohi­
bited, attempts to suppress it by the Immoral Traffic Act 
in various provinces was found as early as twenty eight years 
ago. lyirs. Muthulakshmi Reddi was a very active worker in 
Ifedras in creating a public opinion 4îüt pasing an Act which 
prohibited traffic in women and children. She also agitated 
against the religious prostitution and the system of 
Bevadasis. "By an Act passed in 1925, which extended Sections 
of the Penal Code which made traffic in minors a criminal 
offence. Dr. Reddi sought to make their dedication as minors
illegal. But it was not successful since now the parents
83
began to wait until the girl was of age. Prostitution 
cannot be entirely abolished by legal enactment alone but its
commercial
63. Taken fro* the Key of Progress (1932), p. 182. anad given 
t-n -Q ’m i l c y  L .8 4S * ’ 0 M edern India- and, the- West,-HP-»—
commercial aspects can be checked by effective laws based 
on preventive lines. There is a section of society which 
justifies the existence of prostitution on the ground of 
morality and asserts tha.t this institution is necessary to 
preserve the purity of women in society. Such an argument 
is based on the exploitation of the weaker and poorer sex.
The equality of any woman either poor or rich is important 
in a democratic country. Women in a better position should 
not be guarded at the expense of other woemn who find them­
selves in unfavourable circumstances. If the people of India 
want to progress morally there must be a total absence of 
any form of prostitution and this can be particularly achieved 
by legal ban and public support. The Madras Suppression of
Immoral Traffic Act was also passed by Dr. Reddi’s efforts in 
84
1930. and her work was carried on further by V.T.Lakshmi,
Women’s Wlefare officer, Madras and her other colleague,
85
Shrimati Raj g opal with the same zeal and spirit. Uniformity 
of law is equally important. The public should be awakened 
to such an extent that they may take an active interest in 
the operation of the laws which suppress izrmoral traffic, 
and report all cases to the authorities. Without the people’s
co-operation
84. As given by K. Nora Brockway in the Book A Larger way for 
Women. This Act is in force(in 1948) in sixty-five 
towns in the Madras Brmvmnce.
85. Brockway, K. Nora; A Larger way for Women, p. 127.
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co-operation the laws will remain inoperative. The higher
officials should keep a watch over their subordinates so
that they may not be corrupted by gangs and ensure a strict
application of laws. Further, not only is commercialised
traffic allowed in many cities but the third party is not
87
liable to punishment. If the Government of the province
is inactive the people should start a movement to stop this 
third party gain through immoral traffic.
Another grave problem arising from prostitution is how to 
check the spread of venereal diseases through it. Confident­
ial free medical treatment in India will prevent the spread 
of such diseases. This comes under the preventive methods.
The opening of V.D. clinics in big cities and towns and in 
industrial areas will not only cure many victims of the 
disease but stop the spread of the disease ineural areas 
also. It is the duty of the Government to provide such 
clinics and Infant Welfare clinics so that many children can 
be saved who are infected with the disease from their birth. 
People should come forward to support such clinics financially. 
Diseased persons who do not take medical aid should be 
punished as they are a danger to the whole society.
The wider spread of general education among women will 
definitely decrease the percentage of victims of immoral
trade
67. Menon^ T.akshrni ; Traffic in Women & Children, p. 195.
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trade. Many women and young girls are persuaded or kidnap­
ped while they are travelling alone or stranded in a strange 
city because of their ignorance and illiteracy. The intro­
duction of sex education in schools for children over four­
teen years of age is equally important in combating this evil. 
Many a girl has become the prey of women traffickers because 
of her ignorance of sex knowledge. Once fallen in the eyes
of society the girls have to obey these procuresses who
88
only bring them ruin, sufferings and disease. Character 
formation and proper trainmng of school children in general 
sex habaviour are vitally necessary to stop this menace.
Better social laws for the protection of these fallen 
girls and unmarried mothers, as well as liberal divorce laws 
are necessary throughout India to eradicate this evil. The 
support of the public irjhelping such destitute women and 
girls who are merely the victims of social tyranny is also 
important. Moral rules should be equally applicable to 
both sexes and if a fallen women is considered guilty by 
society the man who seduces her should be similarly judged. 
There should be one moral law for military and civilians, for 
îuen and women if one wants to raise the standard of morality. 
Public opinion should be developed enough to be liberal to 
the victims of vice by giving them a chance to return to
their
Mrs. Hate: Hindu woman and her future, p. 108.
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their normal life for improvement. Every person should 
feel a duty toivards this group of people and enlighten their 
lives by setting a good example in general morality and 
behaviour in public.
6.18 Need for more Rescue Homes and Vigilance Association: 
The greatest needs today in India are the extension of 
Vigilance Associations to prevent the traffic in women and 
young girls, and Rescue Homes to shelter the victims of this 
trade. These associations undertake the additional duties 
of propaganda and provision of work for women who have no 
other means of livelihood. They also try to protect orphans 
and unmarried mothers and young girls who are open to danger. 
Further, these institutes carry on investigations in suspec­
ted houses and help the police in raids and round ups. 
Considering the great bulk of women engaged in this immoral 
trade and that of women likely to be affected by traffickers, 
the number of such organisations in India is not sufficient 
to cope with the necessary work. They were mostly started 
in the second quarter of the present century and, with the 
help of voluntary workers and financial aid from the Govern­
ment and from the people, they can expand their activities 
to fulfil the needs of the destitute women. The public is 
still not prepared to accept the problems as one of vital
necessity
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necessity, and the policy of the Government as well as of 
the people in general is that of sympathetic indifference.
Two outstanding institutions working in India are the 
Hindu Women’s Rescue Home Society in Matunga, Bombay, and 
the liadras Vigilance Association and its Stri Sadan. Both 
have branches in various other places and carry on good work 
in several fields. The main aim of all such institutions is 
to help the suppression of traffic in girls and young women 
and to give them relief, especially to those under eighteen 
and to train them in Rescue Homes so that they can lead an 
economically independent life. They also carry on propaganda 
work in towns and rural areas by arranging conferences, meet­
ings and active field work and by organising women’s groups
in cities and provincial areas. Traffic in women and child-
89
ren is a thousand headed octopus and cannot be combated 
only by Rescue Homes or such other organizations but full 
support should also be given by the public. It is hoped 
that all these efforts will bring a great social awakening 
among people of both sexes. Ther personal contact and efforts 
of the workers' may persuade many relatives to receive the 
victims back into their homes.
As stated before another grave cause of the traffic in 
women and young girls is economic. Industrial centres are
often
69. Chattonadhvawa Kamaladevi: Awakening of Indian Wome,nhood
p. 2 1 .
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often the abodes of prostitution not only because of disparity 
in sex or the absence of residential quarters, but also 
because of insufficient income and unemployment especially 
for women. It remains the duty of every industrialist to 
pay every worker decent vages and to provide his family and 
womenfolk with some cottage industry. The wages of such 
women workers should be raised sufficiently for the main­
tenance of her family, and special care should be taken to 
employ deserted wives, widows and unmarried girls so that 
they may not be tempted to indulge in an immoral traffic.
Over and above all the efforts of workers in such 
institutions and of social reformers, the Government should 
provide a uniform policy and programme of work for the 
suppression of this traffic. As mentioned before, certain 
provinces have a Suppression Act, but it is not applicable 
in all its sections to the entire province. This legal flaw 
protects women traffickers and encourages the trade in every 
province. It should be amended as early as possible so that 
it may facilitate the work of public workers.
Sound economic development of the country is the remedy 
for the removal of extreme poverty. Cases have been found 
of some labourers’ carrying on the traffic not for money 
but simply for clothes and food. This often occurs in 
famine stricken areas or in the extremely poor provinces.
The
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The Government should open uuhlic works in such areas to 
provide work for these people so that they may not indulge 
in immoral trade. Wealthy people, with the aid of the 
Government, should open cheap grain and clothing centres 
to prevent the growth of this evil.
The Regulating System should he gradually banished from 
India by refusing licenses to new persons. The licensed 
prostitutes then would disappear within a few years by 
occupying themselves in other work. The public also should 
be liberal and willing to co-opera-te in order to absorb these 
women into society without attaching any degradation or infamy 
to them. Like the présent drink eradication in certain 
provinces of India this evil can be wiped out through the w 
whole-hearted efforts of the public and the Government.
Nothing can be more inhuman than the traffic in women in 
which many men and womenfLndulge for monetary gain. Yet this 
must become a ni^traare of the past, for it should be the 
aim of free India that every citizen should enjoy more free­
dom, happiness and health and higher standard of morality.
This can be achieved only by demolishing one of the greatest 
social evils. It will remain the duty of every Indian to 
preserve and work for a moral uplift in every field, both 
within and outside marriage and without any distinction of 
sex or creed; then the traffic in women and young girls will
au4omatieaH.y
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CHAPTER VII 
Women And Education
"Educate a girl and you educate an
1
entire family."
A Short History of Women* s Education in India: Some hund­
red years ago and before that, it ivas a common belief among 
people that girls should receive education only inside their 
homes. It v/as equally ture of England at the beginning ef the 
of the 19th century where girls could acquire all that was 
then necessary in the way of education in their home surround­
ings. Scarcely any education v/as provided for girls in India.
y\,
outside their homes and they it was only the privilege of
^ 2 
some princely and rich noble families.
The History of women’s education grea.tly differs from
that of men’s. In pre-British days boy^had opportunities for
higher as well as elementary studies; v/hile in the case of
girls there were neither such opportunities nor such demand.
Ho system of organised education for girls has been found
o
from 1000 to 1800 A.E. The pioneers of modern fema.le
education
1* quoted by Hauswirth Preida in her book "Purdah - the Status 
of Indian Women on p. 147.
P ’Hailey L.S.S.; Modern India and the West, p. 454.
3. IJHESCO; Women"and Education, p. 87.
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education in India were missionaries, Company’s officers
in their individual capacity, non-official men and women
and some progressive Indians. It was they who had taken the
first tentative steps in this direction and until the close
of the first half of the nineteenth century female education
was nursed and nourished mainly by the missionaries. As it
is remarked by Hurullah and Naik in History of Education
during the British Period, ".... missionaries began to land
in India in large numbers and establish English schools,
thereby laying the foundation of the modern educational 
4
system."
India with her past glory of culture and art had the 
lowest percentage of literacy at that time. She had the 
fewest schools and spent the least money on education. 
Moreover, she had practically lost her national system of 
education and had evolved a wrong attitude towards female 
education which retarded female education and greatly 
hampered the progress.
In 1826 bir Thomas Munroe placed his scheme of educa­
tion for boys in Madras Presidency before the Court of 
Directors. He also suggested that improvement of the whole 
country was necessary. It was not only the duty of the 
Government but it was a sound investment too. As a result
of
Hurullah and Haik; A History of Education in India, p. 82
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of this move, therefore, in 1835, Lord William Bentinck
deputed William Adam to inquire into the condition of
schools run by local authorities. In his enquiry he
found the existence of scholastic and vocational types of
schools for boys but he could not find any girls’ school
5
of any kind in the surveyed areas.
"In fact", wrote William Adam, "a feeling is alleged 
to exist in the majority of Hindu females, principally che­
rished by the women and not discouraged by the men, that a
girl taught to read and write will soon after marriage
6
become a widow. .... and the belief is also generally 
entertained that intrigue is facilitated by a knowledge of 
letters on the part of females .... the Mahomedans partici­
pate in all the prejudices of the Hindu^against the instruc-
7
tion of their female offspring." In his inquiry, Adam
found that roundkbout 1830, in the total population of Bengal
8
4 women were literate against 2i,971 men.
The
5# O’Malley L.S.S.; Modern India and the West, p. 454.
6. This popular belief is also supported by several other
educationalists and writers upto 1926. It was mentioned in 
1838 by Adam in his report on Vernacular education in Bengal 
and Bihar, in 1860 by Joguth Chunder Oangooly in "Life and 
Religion of the Hindoos" (p. 26); in 1878 by Mr. Monier 
Williams in "Modern India and the Indians" (p.316); in 1883 
by bhib Chunder Bose in "the Hindoos as they are" (p.222); 
and in 1926 by Mrs. Urguhart in "Women of Bengal" (p.ll7j. 
PjMalley L.b.b.: op. cit., p.455.
G. Basu. A.l ("ed.} Report on the State of jiducation in Bengal 
by Adam, p. 578.
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The Report stated that there was roughly one village 
school for every 400 inhabitants in Bengal and Bihar. The 
schools were essentially religious in character and regarded 
knowledge as a spiritual growth. There ivas no provision 
in these schools for girls. All these schools were affected 
by iiiacaulay’s well known Minute of 1835 which established 
English as the court language and medium of instruction in 
high schools. Macaulay and his supporters were strongly 
opposed by the local people but in spite of this, they 
condemned the old methods of teaching and started a new expe­
riment of educating people through the medium of a foreign lan­
guage.
As the new system came into existence the old system 
gradually vanished. The country suffered a great loss so 
far as cultural and spiritual learning was concerned. The 
new system of education mainly utilitarian and aimed 
chiefly at providing the clerks for the running of a bureau­
cratic machinery. This did not help female education at all;
on the contrary it proved a stumbling block to girls educa-
9
tion, and led to a distaste for higher education.
Another attempt was made to correct this state of 
affairs in 1854. Sir Charles Wood’s "Despatch of 1854", 
îûarks a notable step in the history of Indian education.
The
9. Hehru. Shyamkumari: (ed.) Our Cause, p. 95.
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The main feature of this Despatch was its stress on primary
education and encouragement of female education. The policy
#
was "boldly "to combat the ignorance of the toiling millions
10
which is the greatest curse to the country."
There were several other proposals in the Despatch 
which were for the encouragement of fema.le education. Wood’s 
Despatch of 1854 had explicitly mentioned that "the import­
ance of female education in India cannot be overrated .... 
and we liave observed witbjpleasure the evidence which is now 
afforded of an increa.sed desire on the part of many of the 
natives of India to give a. good education to their daughters. 
By this means a far greater proportional impulse is imparted
to the educational and moral tone of the people th.an by the
11
education of men."
There were other social reformers from Raja Ram Mohun 
Roy to Gandhiji who stressed several times in their writings 
the need for educating Indian women to ensure the progress 
of the country. At the end of the nineteenth century educa­
tionist a.nd social reformer, G. K. Gokhale, "deplored the
ignorance of women as being a powerful obstacle in the way
12
of progress." Western missionaries had already played an
important
10. Chhattapodhyaya, Kamaladevi; and others; The Awakening 
of Indian Women, p. 14.
11. quoted by Syed ITurullah & J.P.Haik in A Students History 
of Education, p. 85.
12. Brockway, Hora K.; A Larger Way for Women, p. 89.
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important role in the advance of female education. As a
staunch advocate of self-government for India, Dr. Muthu-
lakshmi Reddi did not fail to show her gratitude to them.
She said in an address to the All India Women’s Conference 
13
in 1931:
"The female population of this country has been placed 
under a deep debt of gratitude to the several missionary 
agencies for their valuable contribution to the educational 
uplift of Indian women. I honestly think they have done 
more for women’s educa.tion in this country than the govern­
ment itself. Of course, at present India can boast of 
several other religious bodies such as the Brahmo Samaj, the 
Ramkrishna Mission, Arya Samaj etc. doing work in the field 
of women’s education, but in the past the Christian mission­
aries were the only agencies in the field....j&ven at this day 
in every province, we find the women missionary teachers 
working hard, in thejspirit of love and faith, in out of the 
way willages, where the Hindu and Muslim women dare not
V
penetrate.
The Parsees were foremost among Indian communities in 
adopting western .ideas. Prom 1860 they showed their sincere 
interest in feimle education by building and equipping schools 
with their oim money. They promoted English education by
running
13. Report of All India Women’s Conference, 1931.
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running eight out of ten high schools for girls in Bombay 
in 1913. At the same date Calcutta had only two Brahmo 
High Schools, vâiile Madras had none. Up to the present day 
Western India is foremost in female education hut in the 
earliest stages praise must go to the Parsees for the coura­
geous lead given by them in adapting western ideas to suit 
Eastern standards.
Thus^ the first Indians to take an active interest in 
women’s education were naturally the most Europeanised commu­
nities in Indie. - the Brahmo Sa.maj in Bengal and the Par sis 
in Bombay. There was slow progress of female education 
during the 19th century in spite of the efforts of the 
missionaries, the Parsees and other social reformers owing 
to several causes, social as well as political. As pointed 
out by Hora Brockway "there were few signs at the opehiing 
of the twentieth century of the remarkable developments that
were to take place in the education of women in the next
14
few decades." Even at the end of the first decade in the 
present century, the total number of girls unaer instruction 
was very insignificant in proportion to the female popula­
tion.
Thus, before 1913, there were a few learned ladies in
whole
14. Brockv/ay, Bora K.; op. cit., p. 93.
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whole of India among whom Pandita Ramshai was prominent 
(1858-1922). bhe "belonged to the great galaxy of India’s 
learned women, bhe was learning oanskrit when shw wa.s only 
eight, and in her teens completed the study of the Puranas 
and Upnishads. In spite of her Sanskrit learning she did 
not escape western influence. Another well known social 
worker ivas Rama"bai Ranade who was educated "by her hus"band.
Under the Montague Chelmsford Reforms in 1919 education 
became a "transferred" subject under the separate charge of an 
Indian minister. This v/as the beginning of the introduction 
of compulsory education for men and women by local option.
In the beginning of the 20th century people began to 
understand the importance of female education. There came 
a dawn of social reforms. The early 20th century witnessed 
the breaking up of the old social order. Caste divisions, 
purdah and early marriages began to disappear gradually 
and a new era of freedom and of self expresmon was emerging. 
The old attitude towards girls education wras slowly changing 
and the people then began to understand its urgency and 
importance. All the leading men and women of India came to 
realise that national prosperity and the status of the 
country among other civilised nations of the w^ orld depended 
on the education of women as well as of men; then and then
alone
15. For details see Ch. Ill
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alone would India be able to hold a prominent place among 
the advanced nations of the world.
Among members, including the three Indians of the 
Hartog Committee (1928-29) unanimously decided to give 
priority to girls education. The Report stated that, ‘the 
importance of the education of girls and women in India 
cannot be overrated" .... "the education of the girl is the 
education of the mother and through her of her children.... 
It is only through education that Indian women will be able
to contribute in increasing measure to the culture, ideals
16
and activities of the country."
A consideration of other statments of opinions given
at this time throws light on the slowly changing attitude
of the ma.sses and on the growth of female education.
"We are definitely of the opinion that in the interest
of the a.dvance of Indian education as a whole priority should
now be given to the claims of girls education in every scheme
17
of expansion."
The progress made after the first world w^ ar in the 
matter of women’s education was steadily increasing. Owing 
to the economic stress after the War (I) the progress of 
men’s education v/as retarded but a steady though slow progress
v/as
16. The Hartog Committee Report (Interim Report of the Indian 
Statutory Commission 1929), p. 184.
17. Ibid, p. 183.
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was continued with womens’ education. There v/as 30 p.c. 
increase in the number of female students between 1920 and 
1930 against 16 per cent in the previous decade i.e.l910-
1920. Even among the backward community lixe the Hahomedan 
the enrolment of girls in the United Provinces alone incre­
ased by 53 per cent during the same period. Amongst the
high caste Hindus the increase was 28 per cent but the
highest of all was the depressed classes where the figure
18
of increased percentage was 379<
The progress made in the collegiate stage after the 
second decade of the twentieth century was striking. In
1921, the number of women studying in colleges in British
India w/as 1529, "In 1935 over 5000 women were studying for 
19
degrees." An eminent Rani spoke at the All India Women’s
Conference in 1927 this:
"There was a time when thé education of girls had not 
only no supporters but open enemies in India. Eemale educa­
tion has by now gone through all the stages of total apathy
20
and indifference, ridicule, criticism, and acceptance."
This attitude was mainly found in the cities while thousands
of
18. Hauswirth Ereida: Purdah - the Status of Indian Women, p.
p. 161.
19. O’Malley L.S.S.: Modern India and the West, p. 459.
20. Rani Sahib of Sangli Report of All India Women’s 
Conference 1927, p. 13.
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of girls still remained illiterate in rural areas because 
for want of facilities for education, lack of interest and 
last but not the least because of their economic condition.
If there would have been uniform progress throughout India 
the litera.cy percentage of girls would have been much higher.
Education has been one of the most powerful influences 
which have gradually changed India but it has affected men 
far more than women. Until the beginning of the 20th century 
few men ivanted education for their wives and daughters and 
still fewer women wanted it for themselves.
Before discussing the progress of women’s education 
with facts and figures during the fifty years (i.e. 1900- 
1950) it would be proper to discuss, at this stage, some of 
the factors which were responsible for the slow growth and 
retarded education of girls and some of the consequences 
which still remain to be corrected.
7.2 Main Impediments in the Ra,pid g^rowth of female education 
during the present century: There were three main obstacles
besides others to women’s education at the beginning of the 
20th century - apathy, early marriage and lack of funds. The 
first obstacle, apathy, has been vigorously attacked by public 
propaganda and various other means during the first three 
decades of the present century and now it has totally vanished
in
in the cities. People living in the cities understand the
importance of female education. Public opinion has begun
to develop in favour of female education since 1921, and
Padma Kirtikar notes the changing attitude of men as follows:
"The demand for educated wives v/as increased and educated
men were learning to tolerate or even respected the educated
women who were trying to follow careers either with a view
to achieving economic independence or to do social service
21
to the community." Thus, educated people, mostly living
in urban areas realised the importance of female education
and the extension of their ideas to rural areas began to reach
22
speedily. The old popular Brahmanic saying "Educate»* 
a woman and you put a knife into the hands of a monkey" was 
rapidly losing ground and instead of that "Educate a girl, 
and you educate an entire family" has been realised by the 
people. The barada Act, has combated the second obstacle, 
early marriage, by more or less putting a restriction on 
the marriageable age. The third obstacle - lack of funds - 
still remains to be properly solved even by the present 
popular government. There have been several other hindrances
too
21. Kirtikar, Padma; Education of Women in India during the 
British Period, p. 262.
22. quoted by Preida Hauswirth in Purdah : the btatus of 
Indian Womenr p. 147.
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too, arising out of the (i) restrictions of the caste system 
and the unsloved language problem, (ii) the prevalence of 
the purdah system, (iii) Poverty and ignorance of the people 
and (iv) Absence of free compulsory education.
How-a-days the first of these problems is not as grave 
as it used to be in the past. The caste restrictions are 
gradually disappearing in thdjbig towns and cities. A law 
for removing untouchability has been passed by the present 
Government which with the enlightened public opinion will 
automatically solve the problem of separate schools for 
low castes and untouchables. The language problem has to 
be faced by big cities; having a cosmopolitan population.
In a city like Bombay there are said to be 68 living languages 
used by various groups. The only solution to this problem 
is the unification of language throughout the country in 
addition to the provincial languages.
It is a well known fact that the education of girls 
has been restrained by social customs and prejudices, espe­
cially the system of purdah and the seclusion of girls after 
the age of puberty. These have resulted in the neglect of 
girls’ education and the general backwardness of the backward 
groups, which in turn are responsible for the low literacy 
figures for women. Almost all the provinces in northern 
India hs.d the Purdah system among their women and there was
no
377
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no scope for girls education unless there were separate 
girls schools. These are always expensive and do not 
maintain the same standard as hoyè* schools. The recent 
political awa.kening among women has, however, weakened the 
forces of purdah. To-day the importance of girls education 
has been accepted everywhere even by Muslims, and with the 
advance of female education this uncivilised custom is 
automatically giving way.
India is a land of villages and about 67^ of Indian 
population live in these villages. In these villagers two 
main obstacles in the way of the education of their girls 
are finance and ignorance. They are too poor to support 
a school with even one well-paid teacher or to forgo the 
earnings and the incur incidental expenditure involved in 
sending their girls to school. The financial solution is now 
in the hands of the government. The problem of ignorance 
can be solved by public propaganda.
Up till then, female education was compulsory only in 
very fiew districts, although everybody now seems to realise 
the great need for it. In addition to financial difficulties 
the main difficulty in handling the problem was the lack of 
sufficient trained teachers. The Interim Report of the 
Indian 8ta,tutory Commission broadly summed up the problem 
in the following way;- ’Owing to social and other causes,
the
3)'; Y
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the compulsion for girls to attend schools presents very-
special difficulties, and in consequence only in five
provinces, have girls been included in the scope of commil-
23
sory legislation. ’ (of these five, only two have actually 
applied compulsion, i.e. Madras, in all the city wards, and 
Bombay in four wards.) Today, the popular government of India 
has taken a progressive step towards education by passing 
a. law to make primary education nationally compulsory without 
any distinction of sex.
7.3 A General Survey of the Development of Female Education 
during the Present Century; The need for expansion and 
improvement of female education has been continuously stressed 
in most of the Governmeni: Resolutions and Committee recommen­
dations. The first part of the period under review may be 
said to end in 1921 when educaption became a transferred 
subject. The second part of the period between 1921 and 
1947 witnessed unprecedented zeal in women’s education, the 
impact of two World Wars, and the national awakening of the 
people which led to social and educational progress.
Lord Curzon in the Government Resolution on Educational 
Policy of 11th March 1904^ ^  "In their efforts to promote 
fema.le education the Government have alw^ ays encountered
peculiar
23. Report of the Indian Statutory Commission, p. 171.
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peculiar difficulties arising from the social customs of
the people; hut they have acted on the view that through
female education a far greater proportional impulse is
imnarted to the ecucational and moral tone of the people
. 24
than by the education of men."
Eemale education, in spite of some progress in the 
last|century, was still in a very backward state. The next 
important pronouncement was made by the Government 
Resolution on Education Policy 1913. It stated? "The educa­
tion of girls remains to be organized. Peculiar difficulties
were encountered in the branch of education owing to the
25
social customs of the people."
The Government Resolution also laid stress on the need 
for differentiation of the curruculum to suit social needs, 
and the full enlisting of women as teachers and inspectors 
The difficulty in obtaining competent primary teachers was 
mentioned and it was suggested that women should be 
specially trained for the purpose.
A steady progress was made in the spread of female 
education upto 1922 but it was insignificant in proportion 
to the vastness of the problem. The percentage of litera,cy 
v/as only 1.8 in 1921.
The
24. Quoted by P. Kirtikar in a thesis - Education of Women in 
India during the British Period, p. 255.
25. UBEbCO: Women and Education, p. 111.
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The following techie will show the female literacy
26 27
percentage provincewise in 1911 and 1921:
Province and 
Pemale population 
in Millions in 1921
1911
Men Women
1921
Men Women
}iadras 21 13.8 1.35 15.2 2.1
Bombay 9 12.1 1.5 14.1 2.5
Bengal 22 14.0 1.1 15.9 1.8
U. P. 21. 6.1 0.5 6.5 0.6
Punjab 9 6.5 0.6 6.7 0.8
Bihar & 
Orissa 17 8.0 0.4 8.8 0.6
G. P. 7 6.8 0.3 8.4 0.7
Assam 3 8.8 0.6 11.0 1.3
British
India 120 11.3 1.1 13.0 1.8
The following conclusions can he drawn from the above 
table:
(1) The growth of female education was not in proportion to 
that of men during the period.
(2) Some of the provinces v^ich suffered more social
restrictions
26. This table is taken from Padma Kirtikar’s Thesis - 
Education of Women in India during the British Period, 
p. 297.
27. Table giving figures for literacy in different provinces 
among men and women in 1921, Prom the Interim Report of 
the Indian Statutory Commission, p. 1929, p. 145.
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restrictions such as purdah, early marriage, apathy towards 
female education, the increase in femle education vjas not j" 
rapid.
(3) Bombay lead all so far speed and percentage is concerned.
(a) Looking to the general progress of the country in 1921 
even less than two women out of hundred were able to read and 
write in British India.
(b) The gap in literacy between the two sexes had increased 
during the decade.
(c) The progress between 1911 and 1921 Tvas very slow.
The increa.se in male literacy was only 1.7 and in tlmt 
of female literacy was 0.7.
The period from 1922 to 1947 is full of remarkable 
developments as a result of the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms 
as well as economic and political strides. In 1921 educa­
tion became a ’transferred’subject under Indian minister. It 
had a great historical significance because for the first 
time during British rule education was transferred to Indian 
control.
So £ar fema.le education had been developed in a 
haphazard manner. By this time All India womanhood was 
awaxening and in order to give impetus to female education 
they started a countrywide movement. A central body of 
S'il India Womanhood was organised in 1926 and in 1927 under
the
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the Presidentship of H.H. The Maharani of Baroda the first 
session of All India Women’s Educational Conference was 
inaugurated with a motive to begin a new and rapid drive for 
the spread of female education and it made a demand for 
equality of educational opportunity for women and the 
amelioration of their social position. The gmnference 
soon realised the difficulty in girls’ education due to 
child-marriage and, therefore a vigorous campaign aga.inst 
child-marriage w^ as launched. This agitation drew the atten­
tion of several official and non-official persons, and a 
move was sta.rted in the Government in order to restrain 
child-marriages. The Age of Consent Committee after touring 
over the country and deploring the state especially of child- 
wives recommended for further reform and as a result Child 
Marriage Restraint Act or barada Act of 1929 came into force 
which raised the marriageable age of a girl to 14 and that 
of a boy to 18. The age of marriage and education have a 
direct relation as it can be clearly seen from the percentage 
of female literacy communitywise which is low or high 
according to the lowrer or higher marriage age in a community.
Percentage
j t i
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Percentage of iviale and Pemale Literacy G ommuni tywi ee 
Arranged in Descending Order of Incidence of Child marriages.
1931 1931 29
Community Male Pemale Pemale (1942-43)
1. Hindus 14.4 2.1 2.5
2. Muslims 10.7 1.5 2.3
3. Sikhs 13.8 2.9 2.8
4. Jains 58.2 10.6 -
5. Christians 35.2 20.3 11.2 Indian
Christians.
6. Parsis 84.5 73.4 —
All India 23.8 2.3 2.5
The main cause of the disparity in attainment between 
men and women among the first four sects mentioned is due
CVAcl
to the social! customs^the unequal treatment given to girls 
in the matter of education, The girls' schools were not well 
equipped; they lacked good teachers and the amount spent on 
these institutions was inadequate. They were inferior to 
boys’ schools both in quality and quantity. Prima.ry educa­
tion which was in local h^ds did not thrive as well as it 
was expected owing to the depression of the World War and 
an inevitable policy of retrenchment since 1922. The 
Sargent Committee proposed to place it under the direct
control
28. Census Report of 1931.
• According to the figures given in general Education 
Tables for British India, 1942-43.
control of the Government hoards and to institute the same 
measure for all provinces. However, there ivas an awakening 
of public interest in the sphere of women’s education.
A review of the educational position was made by the 
Hartog Gommkttee in 1928. They stressed tha.t the total 
education of women was still very backward, that the number 
of girls at school was only 2.38 p.c. of the total population 
and that the literacy of women tos only 3 p.c. They too 
were of the opinion tha.t the educati'^n of women was not 
properly planned and that a large scale comprehensive drive 
was absolutely necessary. Their findings and recommendations 
with respect to disparity between the education of boys and 
girls; smaller public expenditure on girls’ education 
compared to that of boys’; social customs like purdah and 
early marriages causing obstruction to the progress of educa­
tion; the' need for women teachers and inspectors, the back­
wardness of professional education of women at the collegiate 
level and the necessity for the strict enforcement of 
compulsion together with intensive measures to lessen 
wastage and stagnation were very useful. In spite of several 
above mentioned defects the period from 1922-33 has been 
noted as the most inspiring period in the annals of Indian 
education. "A burst of enthusiasm swept children into school 
with unparalleled rapidity; an almost childlike faith in the
value
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value of education was implanted in the minds of the people.
  enlightened women began to storm the citadel of old
30
time prejudices against the education of Indian girls."
This period of rapid progress was adversely affected 
from 1930 onwards by financial and other conditions. Several 
committees were appointed by the government for the reorg­
anization and reconstruction of education as there was a 
wide spread dissc.tisfaction in the prevailing system.
However, there was a significant increase in the number of 
girls under instruction as compared to the increase in boys. 
"During the quinquennium 1932-37, while there had been an
increase of 7.1 per cent in the enrolment of boys, there was
31
an increase of 20.9 per cent in the enrolment of girls."
The creditable achievements, in.the expa.nsion of women’s
education during 1937 - 1948 from the point of view of growth 
«i
of number students at different levels of education can be 
^ 32
seen from the following figures.
1937-38
30. UHëBGO; Women and Education, p. 117.
31. Progress of Education in India, Quinquennial Review, 
1927-32, p. 3.
32. Hurrulah and Haik: A Student’s History of Education,
p.""2331
1937-38
1. Ho. of Universities 15
2. Ho. of Arts Colleges.
(a) Hor rociles 246
(b) For females 33
3. Ho. of Professional
Colleges.
(a) Por males
(b) Por females
4. Ho. of High Schools
(a) Por males
(b) Por females
5. Ho. of Primary
Schools.
(a) Por males
(b) Por females
6. Ho « of Special
Schools.
(a) Por males
(b) Por females
34
67 
7
11,902
1,403
1,58,602
30,999
5,508
432
1939-40
15
266
38
73
8
12,581
1,633
1,61,810
27,941
10,402
685
392
33
1948-49
24
398
58
178
19
16,087
2,494
1,77,253
13,558
14,559
1,658.
The condition of female education x-xas same in the Hative
States except a few progressive states. British India could
\Kose
learn much from Hative States at the very beginning of the
20th
33, The Indian and Pakistan Year Book, 1950, p. 39.
34. This includes all secondary schools together with middle 
schools and vernacular middle schools.
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20th century. As stated hy Hurullah and Haik "Baroda 
introduced compulsory elementary education throughout the 
State in 1906; Tra vane ore and Che hi n are the most advanced
35
parts of India in so far as mass education is concerned." 
Travancore spends larger amount of 25 p.c. on education and 
its remakkahle progress could he seen from the table below:
36
Literate among Women over Five Years of Age.
per cent
Travancore State 17.3
Cochin State 11.5
Baroda State 4.7
British India 2.0
Another reason for the progress is due to the greater 
freedom enjoyed by women in those states owing to legislation 
as well as social customs.
The only effective measure, therefore, to remove illi­
teracy is a system of free compulsory education for a 
minimum period of four to five years. This would stop the 
xvastage of money, and would increase the percentage of edu­
cated females.
The table below shoxm the progress during the five 
years 1937-42. There was an increase of girl students and
f emale
3^. Nurullah and Haik: op. cit., p. ix. 
^8. Hauswirth, Freida: op. cit., p. 14.
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The government reports for these years attribute the 
disparity between the gigures of boys* and girls' education, 
to a lack of general demand throughout the country for the 
education of girls. This lack of deme.nd is explained to 
have arisen from purely utilitarian considerations. As a 
matter of fact parents send their daughters at present to 
school because they partly believe tha.t it would better their 
prospect in marriage markets. And very often the primary 
classes served as nurseries for children whose parents were 
otherwise engaged during the day. Such girls are taken 
ai'jay from school as soon as they are old enough to do 
domestic work thus leading to a tremendous amount of wastage 
in education. Fortunately social prejudices which hindred the 
progress of female education at the beginning of the century 
have gradually disappeared.
The following table shows the nuinber of secondary inst-
39
itutions for girls and their enrolment between 1927 to 1947.
Year Institutions Enrolment.
1927 243 49,757
1932 324 81,249
1937 410 110,133
1942 539 144,744.
1947 725 232,136.
The
S9, b^scO: op. cit., p. 125.
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The statistics reveal approximately a 473^ rise in 
enrolment which though on paper seems gratifying is very meagre 
compared to the numbers outside secondary schools.
So far as the secondary education of girls is concerned 
definite progress has been made along various lines especially 
during the years 19%8 to 1947. There is an increase in the 
number of girl students, trained female teachers and expendi­
ture in high schools. This is quite obvious from the table 
below: -
Enrolment of
girls in High 
40
Schools.
1937-38
108,660
1941-42
144,744
1946-47
232,136
Women teachers 
41
Trained 3,988 5,620 7,811
Women teachers 
41
Untrained 2,195 2,565 3,832
Expenditure
42
in Rs. 8,497,715 10,485,515 19,144,334
Madras
40. Progress of Education in India, 1937-47, Vol.I, p. 89
41. Ibid, p. 92-93.
42. Ibid, p. 90,
% I !
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Madras stands first of all the provinces in the
secondary education of girls with 50,000 girls at the
secondary stage; next comes Bombay with 43,000 girls and
then Bengal with 18,000 girls. The number of girls attending
school is 16,000 in the Punjab and 15,000 in the United
Provinces. Other provinces are still far behind. Among the
Centrally Administered Areas, the figure, 1800 of Delhi and
43
1200 of Bangalore are gratifying.
There are two obvious reasons for the rapid progress in 
secondary education for girls in Madras. The absence of 
Purdah and the wide spreads of Christianity made the 
province more advance in female education than other 
provinces. In the lower castes, women had greater oppor­
tunity than elsewhere in India. It is stated in the Bombay 
Report, "that the need for girls'^is apparent but for want 
of financial help from the public who generally consider the 
education of girls as of secondary importance, private 
enterprise in this direction is much handicapped.... As 
an encouragement to girls education, secondary schools for
girls are treated more liberally in the matter of grant-in-
44
aid than boys* schools."
Provision for women * s higher education was first made
with
43. Education in India,If37-38
44, Bombay Report, p. 120.
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with the foundation of Bethume college at Calcutta, dating
hack to 1849, the first government institution for girls in
India. The foundation of this college is therefore regarded
45
as a landmark in the history of higher education for women. 
There were only 300 women students at the start including 
those studying at the medical and men's colleges.
Vi thing the next 50 years Madras and Bombay again took 
the lead. In 1878, for the first time, the Medical College 
in Madras opened its doors to female students, hut no real 
advance took place till the establishment of two womens 
colleges in Madras city in 1914 and 1915. They have their 
own residential quarters in bri^t surroundings. Trivandrum 
soon followed their example by opening a medical college for 
women.
In Bengal, the desire for higher education for girls 
was so keen that several high schools for boys were forced 
to open sections for girls with the permission of the 
Calcutta University. In this connection it may be mentioned 
that in the Bengal Report for the year 1935-36, it was 
remarked that "such expedients (opening of girls' sections in 
boys high schools) can never be regarded as satisfactory, 
so long as co-education among boys and girls in secondary 
schools is not an acceptable policy, boys' schools can
provide
0/Malleÿ, L.S.S.; op. cit., p. 456.
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provide neither the right atmosphere nor the proper sort
46
of teaching for girl pupils."
In 1916; the Lady Hardinge^college for women, was 
founded at Delhi. It is an all India institution drawing 
its students largely from the Punjab, the Central Provinces 
and the United Provinces with a few others from all over 
India. It has accommodation for 100 medical students and has 
an attached hospital of its own. It has been found that 
big cities like Bombay and Madras provide mostly for their 
own medical students and it would be very difficult for 
students from other provinces to get admission. The Lady 
Hardinge college for women tries to fulfil the needs of 
other students from various provinces, jl^hough progress of 
female education in higher degree has made the chances of 
marriage favourable for them more importance should be laid 
on the study of home economics and domestic science. Prom 
the very beginning of female education there has remained 
a controversy regarding the curriculum. Many felt the need 
for Home economics in girls' education. "Disease in Indian 
Homes, high infant mortality, malnutrition, even among the 
rich, are signs of their deep ignorance. All the love in 
the world cannot make the home comfortable or healthy unless
the
46. Bengal Report, (1935-36), p. 21-22.
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the housewives know their job."
In order to meet this need the Lady Irwin College 
for Home Science in Delhi was started in 1932 by the efforts 
of the All India Women's Conference. It specially trains 
teachers in all branches of Domestic Science. A number of 
subjects useful to women such as hygiene, simple physiology, 
care of children, dietetics, household management, decoration, 
child nursing etc. covers this field. There are many 
secondary schools which have added this new subject - domestic 
science - to the curriculum for girls, but the treatment of 
the subject is very superficial and sometimes not adjusted 
to local conditons. It also requires special attention in 
mixed schools.
A few years later two women's colleges were founded 
at Lahore, two Intermdeiate colleges at Mysore, with one 
constituent college, the Maharani's College which has a very 
small number of students.
The following tabler shows the number of women receiving 
collegiate education in the years 1937 to 1948 in the differ­
ent provinces, and a marked change can be noticed in the 
advance of female higher education within a decade, which 
also indicates the general progress of each province.
Table
47. Hehru, Shyamkumari: (ed.) op. cit., p. 101
Table showing total number of women at the
48
collegiate stage #
Total Mo. of women at the college stage. 49
Province 1937-38 1938-39 1946-47 1947-48
Madras 1,129 1,%346 4,039 4,438
Bombay 1,256 1,510 5,177 5,873
0 0
Bengal 1,794 2,125 2,924 4,296
United Provinces 790 926 2,764 3,057
00 00
Punjab 766 894 978 1,539
Bihar 35 38 434 562
Central Provinces
& Berar 193 246 845 1,062
X X
Assam 203 245 595 592
Orissa 24 24 168 221
Delhi 157 216 675 844
Bangalore 41 42
Others 234 290 153 88
XX
6,622 7,902 18,752 22,572
The above figures show a distinct advance in women's
higher
48. Education in India in 1938-39.
49. Education in India in 1947-48, p. 80. 
0 . Figures refer to Vest Bengal.
00. Figures refer to East Punjab.
X . Figure before partition.
XX. less States.
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higher education. The percentage of women at the collegiate 
stage increased by about 366^ during the years under review.
In 1947-48 Bombay has the largest number of women in colleges, 
then Madras followed by Bengal although Bengal was leading 
before partition. In 1938, nearly 788 women students were 
studying in the medical colleges and 120 in the law colleges. 
During the year 1946-47, nearly after ten years their number 
reached upto 18,752 females studying in recognised colleges.
At the time a total number of women in India studying in 
unrecognised institutions was 52,444. Thus all women of 
India tfeking higher education was during the year 1946-47 
was 71,196. Women had hardly entered the fields of engineering 
agriculture and commerce as there were then a few female 
students in the above branches, studying in mixed colleges.
Mo doubt, there is an increasing tendency to enter all these 
fields during recent years.
At present a very different picture can be seen so far 
as higher education for women is concerned. Indifference, 
ridicule and hostility have gradually vanished from the 
cities and even rural areas have been much affected by the 
slow spread of female education. Women are freely admitted to 
men's institutions for university education. Thus progress 
during the last 20 years in higher education for females has 
been remarkable. However, even today there are very few
separate
403
separate institutions for females and the majority of women 
prefer to go to mixed colleges which have better staff a.nd 
equipment.
7.4 Two Important Problems of Female Education: (a) Co-edu­
cation and (b) Curriculum: The idea of co-education is not a
very unfamiliar one in India. In the past, before British 
Rule, there were rare evidences of co-education in primary 
schools. Co-education has prevailed up to the present day in 
small villages where it ivas not financially possible to have 
a separate school for limited number of students. In some 
provinces co-education is still unpopular, but this depends 
upon the rigidity of social customs. In South India vhere 
there is no purdah or seclusion of girls, co-education is 
more effective, but in the Punjab and upper India where 
purdah is strictly observed by women and girls, people are 
not in favour of co-education at all. Moreover, it is not 
much approved in rural areas in secondary stage.Because of 
a lack of separate girls* school usually parents have to 
send their girls compulsorily to a mixed school.
The following statistics show provincewise the
percentage of girls in boys* institutions to total girl
51
population in educational institutions.
Province
51. Progress of Education in India, 1937-47, Vol. II.
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Province 1937-38 1941-42 1946-47
Assam 52.2 53.0 54.6
Bengal 26.3 48.1 56.5
Bihar 43.0 45.6 47.2
Bombay 40.3 46.4 46.3
O.P. & Berar 43.7 48.9 45.7
Ifedras 59.9 65.4 64.9
M.W.F.P. 7.4 8.2 9.0
Orissa 72.6 75.6 83.5
Punjab 11.1 11.9 8.0
U.P. 37.7 37.1 33.7
Goorg 72.1 90.4 91.7
Delhi 2.2 2.9 4.9
Total 40.8 49.5 50.4
It can be inferred from the above figures that those 
people favoured co-educztion resided in advanced states like 
Goorg but where people are backward and rigid in their social 
customs co-education is feasible only in the elementary 
stage. It also shows an increasing trend in favour of 
co-education.
Co-education helps to lessen the financial burden in 
education. It may be regarded as a measure of economy where 
there is no provision for separate girls'' schools. The
choice
choice is between co-education and no girls school at all
and it is economically beneficial to have a mixed school
which helps the expansion of female education.
"In addition to minimising the cost of education and
apart from the psychological reasons urged in the favour,
co-education may be useful as a means of improving the
quality of instruction. Much of the opposition and hostility
levelled against co-education is directed more against the
manner in which it is conducted than against the actual 
52
principle."
Generally it has been found that co-education is very
common in India in theprimary and university stages of
education. But it is less common in the secondary schools
as "about 19 per cent of the girls study in boys' schools and
53
81 per cent in girls' schools." In secondary schools 
owing to the complete absence of a separate girls school 
girls may be compelled to attend the boys' school but at that 
stage it is not advantageous. Mixed schools are and should 
be, therefore, less common in the secondary stage. This 
opinion still prevails among the foremost Indian education­
ists. As. Mrs. Yamunabai Hirlekar in her presidential 
address expresses her views on co-education thus: "During
childhood
52. Mehru Shyamkumari: op. cit., p. 100.
53. UlIESCO: Women and Education, p. 121
childhood, the hoys a.nd girls who are hardly sex conscious, 
may attend a common school and the cirrmculum may be identical 
for both. During the adolescent stage ..... I would advocate 
separate institutions for boys and girls and slightly differ­
ent curricula ..•• for higher education - which may again
54
be co-education when they reach the stage of certain maturity!' 
Most girls leave school after finishing their primary educa­
tion because the idea of sending groTvn upgirls to boys 
school is not very popular among the orthodox and rural 
people.
But in the university education it is just the opposite. 
Most of the girls prefer to go to the men's colleges; and 
actually there are very few separate colleges for girls. As 
regards the professional colleges, there are no separate 
institutions for females except in medicine. As has been 
mentioned before, that women prefer to go to men's institu­
tions because they are better equipped and provided with 
efficient staff. Moreover, there and there only they get the 
chance of fair competition with men. The question of co-edu­
cation in the higher stage has never raised any dispute in 
India, partly because there are only a few girls who enter
for
54. Mrs. Yamunabai Hirlekar: Women's iiiducation p. 10-11
Presidential Address at the Women's Education Section, 
XXV All India Educational Conference, Hyderabad 28-31, 
Dec. 1950.
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for higher education and they come from the cultured or 
advanced families. In India, which was far in advance of the 
old English Universities in having no separate women's 
colleges for university education, women were admitted as
early as 1875 into Medical colleges at Madras and not later
55
than 1883 in Bombay.
Another great problem facing the educationalists of India 
is whether girls should be taught on the same lines as boys. 
One opinion which is not widely advocated is that "the type 
of education based on the threefold principles of health, 
beauty and economy must be available to all women and should 
be to all men; for men share with women the responsibility 
for producing healthy children, for providing them with the
right atmosphere and for guiding them into a life of self-
56
controlled freedom." This is the modern view held by a
few advanced educationalists while the other popular belief
still prevalent among the majority of the people that a
women's role is mostly in the home and hence "in so far as
girls education is concerned, domestic science is entitled to
a place in the scheme of things - an honoured position in
57
all curricula - primary, secondary and university."
Thus
55. Me non Lakshmi: op. cit., p. 16.
56. Mehru Shyamkumari; op. cit., p. 101.
57. Ibid, p. 107.
Thus one may conclude that girls education should be
equal in standard to boys but must be different in kind. In
practice girls high schools follow the curri’culum of boys
high schools, but in addition they teach some special subjects
in lower standards, such as music, needle work and drawing.
"There should be some special additional subjects for
women such as home-making which includes house decoration,
cookery, laundry, hygience, nursing, child psychology and
so on, while boys should have special subjects such as
58
carpentry, smithy, workshop practice etc." A few schools 
have made provision for domestic science as an optional 
science subject, but sometimes it is not treated in the 
true spirit for want of facilities. Only the Lady Irwin 
College is well-equipped andprovides the best facilities 
for teaching domestic science and trains teachers in the 
subject. This only institution is not sufficient for the 
whole of India and more training centres should be opened 
for instructing and specialising teachers in the subject.
At this stage another question arises: should women only 
study the subjects related to the home and confine themselves 
merely to the four walls of a home ? To-day educated women 
can if they so desire remain unmarried and pursue some career 
of their own choice where they can make the fullest use of
their
Ilrs. Hirlekar Yamunabai; op. cit., p. 10.
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their capacity. But the age-old belief that, it is the duty
and natural function of women to look after the home and
children and not to be otherwise occupied will continue for
years to come. Another grave problem which middle class
families had to face after the World War second, was the
depression which forced the womenfolk also to earn for a
descent standard of living. Except the rich classes "women
in both strata are expected to supplement the family income
59
if not always imjiiediately, at least, in future." The 
best solution suited to modern times would be that girls 
should be trained in their high school education to keep the 
home comfortable and healthy and that university education ; 
should remain the same, except certain modifications, as it ia 
It is an encouraging factor that woman's education has 
gradually progressed during the last 50 years but there are 
still many drawbacks which require careful attention. A 
few educated women are found in the upper classes and some 
in the middle class, but the great bulk from the lower and 
backward classes require greater attention. From the present 
day conditions especially in rural areas the popular govern­
ment is of the opinion that the utilitarian aspect of educa- 
tion cannot be neglected. This implies^two categories among 
women. Firstly, those who are forced to earn in order to
 ^ supplement
59. Muker.ii. P.P.: UNESCO - Seminar on the Status of Women
in South Asia, p. 3.
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supplement the family income for a fair living and secondly
those that because of interest follow a career. In the
first group, majority of the women will go for marriage and
prefer to work out of their homes if necessity a-rises. In
Mrs. Yamunabai's opinion "they should generally go in for
.... organising cottage industries and home classes to supole-
60
ment the husband’s income if need be." But those who are
specially gifted - the career women - will definitely go for
higher eudcation and the limited programme of home economics
or domestic science is not fitted for them. They have to
compete with men and attain the same level of equality in
education; and for them, therefore, co-education and the
same curriculum is beneficial. Present education is lacking
in the study of national culture. "In India as elsewhere
women have been the repositories and carriers of traditional
61
lore and learning." A suitable programme therefore, should 
be included in school years so that not only girls but boys 
also help to preserve the national heritage and culture.
What India wants of a modern woman is "to cultivate a keen 
interest in our national life, and world problems .... and 
side by side with this they should retain the modesty, calm­
ness
50. Hirlekar Yamunabai: op. cit., p. 12.
51. Muker.ii. P.P.: op. cit., p. 6.
ness and sweetness of the Indian womanhood."
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V.5 Present Position of the Education of Women (1949-50):
After partition, the government was engaged in handling many
pressing problems yet they were not indifferent to the needs
of education which they considered one of the vital problems
that India has to solve. This is seen from the considerable
increase in the funds expended on education in general by
63
the central as well as State Governments.
Provision for free compulsory education for all children 
of school going age, introduction and expansion of adult 
education to combat mass illiteracy and ignorance, expansion 
and improvement of vocational education and re-organisation 
of university education in order to make it suitable for 
country’s requirements and aspirations were important aspects 
of the present educational development.
However, pre-primary education is even today almost 
neglected and only a few states have provision for such schools 
Most of them are run by private organisation and they are
generally
62. Quoted by Syed Murullah and Maik in a Students History 
of Education, p. 236.
63. According to A Review of Education in India (1951-52)
by Bureau of Education, in 1946-47 nearly Rs.205 millions 
and Rs.20 millions were spent by the States and Central 
government respectively on education. In 1951-52 there 
was a tremendous increase in the budget on Education.The 
total amount was raised to Rs.470 millions and Rs,60 
millions by the States and Central Governments respec­
tively.
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generally situated in cities and big towns. They cater to 
the needs of higher and richer classes. Primary education is 
given much attention and its expansion is attempted on a 
nationwide scale. Duration of the primary stage varies from 
five to six years in various states according to the present 
plan. In 1950 in the age group 6-11 nearly 5.01 million 
girls were enroled in the primary schools out of the estima­
ted total population of22.29 million girls. As stated earlier 
there was a tremendous waste especially in a case of a girl 
as a very small number of girls reached the class IV and this 
could be checked only by compulsory education. Basic educa­
tion - learning through activity - has been given priority 
by the Planning Commission and it has been introduced in many 
primary schools. In 1950 the total number of teachers in 
all these schools was nearly 512,000 of i^ hich approximately
15.4 per cent were women.
Secondary education in India has been managed by three
different agencies of which more than 50 p.c. were administered
64
by private organizations. The total number of girl stud­
ents at the secondary stage in 1950 was nearly 700,000 out of 
total of 4,400,000 students. Compared to previous statistics
their
64, This continued even under the popular government as in 
1950, 29.5^ of all the secondary schools managed by the 
Government; 15.9^ by local boards and 54.6^ by private 
enterprises. UNESCO Women and Éducation, p. 147.
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their number has considerably increased in recent years. Theie 
are certain changes in curriculum too; the school administrative 
authorities with the help of the educationalists have tried 
to fix a more elaborate and appropriate curriculum so as to 
suit personal as well as national requirements.. Special 
attention has been paid to handicrafts and vocational train­
ing. In secondary schools 16 p.c. of theiAteachers i.e. nearly
51,000 were women teachers including the primary classes 
attached to the secondary schools. Out of this number 19000 
were trained teachers..
The special feature of the present educational develop­
ment under the popular government is that there is a note­
worthy increase in the number of vocational and technical 
institutions which can be grouped under various categories 
such as medicine, commerce, industry, law, Home economics, 
Domestic science, nursing and fine arts. Out of 2,103 
institutions of this type in 1950 471 were meant for girls 
only while the rest meant for both the sexes. In 1950 out 
ofi the total enrôlement of 205, 442 students 38,926 were girls 
of which the largest number wa^enroled for courses in teachers 
training, fine arts, nursing and domestic science while the 
least number was found in the institutions of applied Art,
Architecture, engineering, technology, veternary science and 
65
agriculture. This type of education - i.e. professional
comes
65. UNESCO: op. cit., p. 155-156
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comes under secondary as well as higher education. The other 
type of education at the higher stage is general. Attpresent 
out of all the 30 universities in India except one Engin­
eering University all provides facilities for general edu­
cation for both the sexes including one which is ^ entirely 
meant for women. It has been found that in 1949-50 nearly
66
52 per cent of women joined colleges for higher education. 
Majority of the colleges and universities have been situated 
in urban areas which has seriously affected the education 
of girls in higher stages in rural areas. At present the 
popular government is giving due consideration for the estab­
lishment of rural universities. Except a few universities 
the medium of instruction is English. Some jC of the uni­
versities are seriously considering the introduction of 
regional language or national language within a number of 
years. The number of women teachers in higher education in
1950 were 1700 which formed nearly 8,9 per cent of the total 
67
staff. Though women’s education has developed in a
haphazard and unplanned manner^ ÿor years, yet under the rule 
of present popular government greater attention has been 
given to it. More and more women have started entering 
various fields of general and professional education and
there
66. UNESCO: op. cit., p. 165.
67. Ibid, p. 166.
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there is a definite increase in the tiumber f^ girl students 
as well as women teachers in every branch of education. 
Special attention has been given to curriculum so as to suit 
girls as well as boys by increasing technical as well as 
vocational institutes. Of course the target has not been 
reached yet as government is unable to .^make full provision 
to educate the rural population but efforts are being made 
in that direction. Women are found in large numbers today 
in teaching and medical professions and there is no discri­
mination in their salaries. The following table gives an 
idea of the increase in enrolment in institutions of girls, 
teachers; and the expenditure on education of girls in 1946- 
47 andl949-50.
Primary
Girls’ enrolment 
68
in 1946-47. 3,475,165
Secondary
602,280
Higher
24,466
Girls’ Enrolment 
69
in 1949-50. 5,010,000
(approx)
700,000
(approx)
34,263
(approx)
Teachers in 
1946-47 (Trained) 38,386 14,561
68. Progress of Education in India, 1937-47, Vol.ïï.
69. According to figures given in Women & Education (UMESGO).
4! 1
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Primary Secondary Higher
Teachers in
1949-50 (trained) 54,528 19,000 1,700
(approx)
Teachers in
1946-47 (Untrained) 17,203 
Teachers in
1949-50 (Untrained) 22,272
5,135
12,660
Expenditure in
1946-47 30,098,298 27,656,316
Expenditure in
1949-50 32,900,622 40,000,000
7.6 Various Experiments in the field of Education: Two 
interesting experiments have been attempted which have an 
important educational significance.
(a) A Hovel Experiment in the field of Women’s Higher 
Education:
In the sphere of female higher education professor 
Earve of Poona opened a new vista by starting a Women’s 
University in 1916. This was an unique example of its kind 
"The Indian Women’s University founded by Prof. D.K.Khrve
and
4(1
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and inspired by a similar institution in Japan, is based on
the assumption that the present system of higher education
in a foreign medium, with a strong literary bias, has as it
70
is is for men, is still more unsuited for women." The 
Japanese founder insisted that women should be educated in a 
different way from men as they ha.ve different functions to 
perform, but whether or not this is a fact in this period 
of equality is still a problemfor discussion. This discussion 
is out of place as majority still accept that women should know 
mother craft and home-making. Keeping, the above view in 
mind the Karve University fixed a curriculum useful to women 
mostly in home-making. Another special feature of this 
university is its media of instruction. Except the Osmania
University of Hyderabad this is the only University in India
which imparts education through the media of mother tongue.
A distinctive contribution has been made by this institution
to educate women in Maharashtra and Gujarat.
In the beginning it had only a handful of students but 
it claimed recognition as a University having colleges at 
Poona, Bombay, Ba,roda and Ahmedabad. During its life of 
thirty two years it has conducted two colleges and two high 
schools. Moreover, three colleges and fifteen high schools are 
affiliated to it. The number of candidates who passed the
different
70. Menon Lakshmi; op. cit., p. 16.
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different examinations uptil now is as under:
(1) Graduates 1087
(2) Matriculates 3251
(3) Trained Primary 
Teachers 331
(4) P.As. 78
(5) B.Ts. 21
The University, in the beginning, suffered certain
difficulties. Firstly, itjguffered from financial stringency.
Secondly, its degrees or diplomas were not recognised by the
Government, hence diploma holders of this University could
not secufe posts in Government or semi-Government offices.
Thirdly, it had no statutory recognition from other Indian
Universities. The first diffmcultjrewas overcome by a huge
donation given to it by Sir V. Thackersey, in 1920. When
the Congress Ministry came into power between 1937-38 (and
again between 1945-and 1947) it quickly granted recognition
72
to the degrees and diplomas of the University.
In short, the aim of the University was threefold.
Firstly,
71. Maik Chitra: Education of Women in the Bombay Province, 
{Ï818-1947), p. 278.
72. The recognition v/as granted under Government Resolution, 
Education Department, No.2735/34, dated 10th Deer. 1938 
(later modified by resolution No. 2735/34 dated 31st Oct. 
1946). Under these orders the Government recognised the 
degree on the same terms as those holding the degrees of 
the University of Bombay.
4/a
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Firstly, its most effective innovation is the experiment of 
teaching through the medium of the mother tongue, though 
English is a compulsory subject. Secondly, the courses of 
study are designed to suit women and they include such 
subjects as painting, drawing, needle work, singing and 
domestic science. Thirdly, external students are allowed 
to appear for the examinations which helps married women 
to prepare themselves for the degree examination.
(b) Wardha Scheme of Basic Education:
The Wardha Scheme of education by Mahatma Gandhi was 
evolved in 1937 from the seven a,rticles given in ’Harijan’ 
and as a result of disapproval of the existing system of 
education. Noticing the defects of modern education, he in
\j
consultation with other educationalists, came to the conclu­
sion that any type of education suited to India should be 
self supporting. Originally the Wardha scheme aimed at 
providing education at àittle or no cost to the state. The 
main idea of the scheme was to correlate all education to 
a basic craft, say spinning and weaving of cotton, and to
impart all instruction to children through such craft.
73
"Learning by doing was its motto." Thus Wardha Scheme 
placed a great emphasis on handcraft and vocational training
so
73. Nurullah and Naik: op. cit., p. 232.
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SO that every school could he self-supporting, without 
ha-ving to rely on the help of the Government authorities 
or on private enterprise.
Another feature of this scheme v/as "teaching was to
74
he given in the mother tongue and it was to he craft centred."
Ehe former proposal of hasic education \^s modified a,fter-
VTards hy a committee under the chairmanship of Dr. Zakir
Hussain. They suggested that it should he only applied
to primary education. lEany of the ideas of ¥ardha Scheme
of hasic education mainly the principle of learning through
activity was approved hy the Central Advosory Board of
Education (1944). In 1948 hadras Government welcomed the
scheme as they intended to change all the primary schools
75
into hasic schools. The principle is introduced in 
primary schools hy many provinces in India. The scheme 
partially tried to solve the burning problem of finance hut 
hy experiment it has been found that it cannot achieve total 
success, although the present government is trying it out 
in many schools. Its main principle of learning through 
activity was widely approved hy many andthere lay its success. 
Writing on education the Sargent Report of 1944 makes the 
following comments: "The main principle of 'learning through
activity'
74, Brockway, Bora K.: op. cit., p. 147.
75. Ibid, p. 148.
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activity’ has been endorsed by educationists all over the 
world ••• On leaving (the school) the pupil should be pre­
pared to take his place in the community as a worker and as
76
a future citizen."
7.7 necessity of Reforms in the Field; It is undoubtedly true 
that western education has brought the Indian people into 
closer contact with foreign culture and with other progressive 
and civilised countries. It has helped a great deal in 
awakening a desire to broaden the intellectual field; it has 
also brought reforms in social fields, especially in the 
literacy of women. But women’s educ3.tion in India has still 
a very long v^ay to go in order to compete with men’s educa­
tion and with the standard or education in other civilised 
countries. Progress during the first quarter of the present 
century has been very slow, yet there is a considerable 
progress# in recent years. There is a general awakening 
among women and a greater demad for education. There are a 
number of very good institutions in each province which 
progress a great deal every year. However, there remains the 
important question of getting larger funds for educational 
expansion and improvement but this could be effectively
solved
76. quoted by Syed Hurullah andJ.P.Haik in a Students’ History
of Education, p. 238.
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solved by the present government by using economy devices 
and by a higher contribution by the federal Government to 
education.
Moreover, the whole system of education in India still 
requires many changes to remedy its defects. Modern educa­
tion is a plant imported from a foreign country, transplanted
into unfavourable soil and nurtured in an adverse climate
77
where it cannot bear the desired fruit. In the new
system introduced by the British administrators the impor­
tance of Indian culture and national heritage given no 
place in the curriculum of the schools and education became 
merely a means for producing clerks and other minor officials 
required in the Government service. "This education was 
calculated to suppress our feelings of nationalism and to 
make us admire everything Westei^, their dress, their food,
78
their customs and manners and the very people themselves."
It was so expensive that it only reached a limited number,
It was not available to the toiling millions of India and 
in consequence the bulk of Indian people have remained 
illiterate. V/hat India requires for her people is the 
education which prepares them for their future life. "The 
national movement for the education of girls must be one
which
77. Mitra, S.H.: The Position of Women in Indian Life
{Preface).
78. Hirlekar Yamunabai; op. cit., p. 3.
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which meets the national needs and India needs trained wives 
and mothers, wise and tender rulers of the household, educa­
ted teachers of the young, helpful cousellers of their 
husbands, skilled nurses of the sick, rather than^girl 
graduates, educc->ted for the learned profession." The
instruction received by a few Indian girls did not encourage 
national cultural development but was simply a means of 
earning a livelihood or attaining a superior post or to 
satisfy their pride by being the few fortunate ones to 
receive education. Very few women availed themselves of it 
as this type of education was not at all useful to women 
in agriculture or cottage industry. Women from the middle 
class families were normally not required to earn as they 
were supported by the male members of the family. Only a 
few women from the upper class began to seek knowledge 
through education.
Besides social prejudices and other difficulties, the low 
percentage of educated people, especially women, was partially 
due to the absence of the right type of education and the 
attitude ^ towa.rds education in general. Considering the 
number of years spent, the labour involved and expenses 
incurred education was not worth the average persons while.
The total blame does not go to the system itself but to the
curriculum
79. Besant Annie* Bor India’s Uplift, p. 77.
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curriculum and methods used. The system hasal^ready passed 
through many stages and today, after the attainment of 
independence still further reforms are needed. As it stands 
it is totally inadequate to meet the needs of modern times 
and to deal with the problems of national life. Many plans 
have been made for the betterment of education of which the 
Bombay Plan, the Sargant Scheme and the scheme of the 
Rational Planning Committee of the Congress for education 
are noteworthy. On the whole the most noteworthy present 
day experiment is the ¥ardha Scheme.
Reviewing the progress of education of women during the
last 50 years it may be said that women in cities have made
great strides but the women in rural areas have remained
in a state of semi ignorance and illiteracy. Even education
received by the city women is academic and theoretical. Ro
doubt they successfully competed men and showed their
extraordinary talents in almost every fields such as teaching,
medicine, law, secretarial work, journalism and even industry.
But it is regrettable that in a majority of cases the success
achieved as career women has not succeeded in maintaining
80
the tranquility and the joy of their homes. The aim of 
education, therefore, srhould not be bread-winning or simply
a career only but the art of living too.
A
GO. ]\Irs. Hirlekar Yamunabai; op. cit., p. 6.
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A proper mixture of East and West is the real solution 
to the problem of education in India, so that women who 
are educated can live better, brighter, happier lives, assert 
their rights, take their proper shave in the family and home 
as well as their country’s politics and in world affairs, and 
realise that’knowledge is power’ and the best equipment for 
the achievement of the peace and prosperity of their country 
and their people.
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CHAPTER VIII 
Women’s Movements And Their Political Status.
"There would have been no need for a 
women’s movement at all had not
X
subjection existed."
A brief Survey of Women’s Movements in England; The general 
condition of women not only in India but all over the world 
was in a very deplorable state a century ago. Women were 
denied the fight to vote ano. had to undergo many other social 
disabilities. The first impetus in the direction of a demand 
for political and social rights in Europe was received from 
the French Revolution. In England it i^ as the Industrial 
Revolution which assisted to some extent in changing the 
conservative and age-old customs and traditions, lydiich had 
hitherto been responsible for the suppressed position of 
women.
Individual efforts of women like Miss Hannah More and 
}Irs. Trimmer opened out a new vista for women’s activities 
for social work for women. Seferal political and social 
movements like the Chartist Movement incidentally helped in 
making the people conscious of an urgent need for social reform
Writers
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Writers like John Stuart Mill and others in the second half
of the 19th century made hold statements and established
1
a case claiming equality for women. Since 1869, slow but 
steady progress was made, though in the beginning the workers 
suffered many setbacks because public opinion was not as yet ée 
developed to that extent.
It is interesting to study how and at lAÈiat levels better 
privileges were obtained by women. It started in the sixties 
with educational facilities leading to careers for women 
and the granting of municipal franchise to women tax-payers 
and led to the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882 giving 
women full rights over their own property and the suffragette 
movements of the 20th century.
Ro other movement was responsible for obtaining politi­
cal rights for women as the suffragette movement which was 
very active from 1902 to the beginning of the first World 
War. There was a division in the suffrage association, one 
being the militant suffrage movement under the guidance of 
Mrs. Pankhurst whose motto was ’deeds not words’, the other 
under the leadership of Mrs. Fawcett had a greater faith in 
creating public opinion by peaceful methods. As a result 
of agitation militant campaign and peaceful protest of both 
the sections of the association, public sympathy began to
be
!• Vide "Subjection of Women" by J. S. Mill.
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be kindled in their favour. The efficient organisation and 
handling of work by women during the first World War made 
the nation realise the ability of women and led to a recog­
nition of their rights by giving them the fundamental right 
ÿo vote in 1918 though certain limitations were imposed.
The passing of the Parliament Qualification of Women Act
enabled women to stand for the House of Commons, a town or
2
a county council on the same terms as a man, though it took
another ten years to equalise the franchise and remove the
3
inequality in the legal position of women.
This movement in England had its repurcussions in other
countries and a wide spread agitation took place throughout th
the world; for the recognition of political rights of women.
by 1920 franchise was granted to women in most of the
4
European countries as well as the United States.
2. Rehru, Shyamkumari; (ed.) Our Cause, p. 349.
3. Hate C.t Hindu Woman and Her Future, p. 202.
4. The franchise was given to women as early as 1893 by
Rew Zealand, followed in 1902 by Commonwealth of Australia 
and Rew South Wales, by Queensland and Victoria in 1909. 
Denmark was next in 1915. Women of Russia, Holland, British 
Columbia and U. S. A. were enfranchised in 1917; although 
a uniform law for the U. S. A. was passed in 1920. At 
the end of the War in 1918 Great Britain and Canada 
followed suit.
4 '
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8.2 A brief review of women’s movement in India : Women ’ s
movement in India is not a recent phenomenon but during the
last fifty years it has undergone a rapid change which has
made it prominent. The history of a women’s movement is
not a well ordered process along the traditional lines of
evolution, but it has its ups and downs according to the
civilization, culture and local circumstances of the time.
There may be certain factors which speed up the movement
of progress while certain other factors stop it altogether.
In the Vedic times women enjoyed political rights and
down the Smriti periods instances were not lacking v^ere
5
women did not participate in politics. But after that 
upto the 19th century women’s condition vjas paralysed and 
they held very subordinate position.
Early in the nineteenth century it was Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy who started the movement for social and educational 
reforms especially to ameliorate the position of women. A 
series of social reformers like Pandit Ishwara Chandra 
vidyasagar, Keshav Chandra, Halbari and others took up the
6
torch of socia.1 reform once lighted by Raja Ram Mohan Roy. 
Thus "the women’s Movement in India owes much to men who ha,ve 
been pioneers in the cause of social reform (because) long
before
5. For deteuils see Ch. I.
6. For details see Ch. II.
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before women ha.d become conscious of their position in 
society, of the evils and inequalities to which they were 
victims, of the hardships, from which no escane seemed
7
possible, male reformers had taken up the standard for the^i."
A spirit of reform pervaded throughout the country under
the influence of various socio-religious movements as well
as other factors described in Chapter II which brought é
general awakening among various classes. At the end of the
previous century two organisations - one entirely political
the Indian Rational Congress, and the second, the Indian
Social Conference, gave much impetus to women’ s movement
in the present century. Yet the transformation brought
about in the status of women by the Rationalist movement
was so rapid that it was crovmed with success previously
8
undreamt of by social workers.
The earliest of women social reformers was Pandita 
Ramabai who pioneered the women’s movement as early as 1889 
by opening the home for widows called Sharda Sadan. Another 
prominent woman worker at the beginning of the present 
century was Ramabai Ranade - the wife of Justice Ranade who 
himself -v/as a social reformer and worked for the cause of 
women. Upto the first two decades of the present century
improvements
7. Me non Lakshmi : The position of Women, p. 28.
G. Brockway Rora K.: A Larger ¥a.y for Women, p. 122.
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improvements in the position of women were mainly due to 
the efforts of social reformers and workers - men and women/ 
women together. Men like Dadahhoy Ravrojaji, Gokhale, Remade 
bir R. G. Chandavarkar, Agarkar, Rarayan l'îalhar Joshi and 
Prof. Karve could inspire other women such as Ramabai Ranade, 
Parvatibai At ha vale and Rukamabai to work for the emancipa­
tion of women individually but of course, through their 
institutions. But a mtionwide movement wassfirst started by 
Annie Besant tJrirough her Home Rule League and "her subse­
quent imprisonment helped to stimulate political activity
in general but it was also instrumental in creating a general
9
political consciousness among the educated women of India."
Afterwards several organisations such as Women’s Indian
Association, Rational Council of Women, The Bharat Stree
Mandai and baroj Ralini Butt Memorial Association came into
existence. "This was the foundation of group consciousness
and united action which has been an undoubted factor in
bringing about the speed of the emergence of India’s woman-
10
hood into power and publicity."
The idea of uniting Indian womanhhod took shape at the 
suggestion of Mr$. Oaten, the director of Public Instruction, 
at the prize distribution of Bethume college and finally
the
9. Asafali Arunas Women’s Suffrage in India, Our Cause, p.352.
10. Cousins j^ fe.rgaret E.: (Forward Progress and Freedom) -
Awakening of Indian Womanhood, p. 53.
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the initiative efforts of Mrs. Cousins constituted, All
11
India Women’s Educational Conference in 1927. In the 
beginning, it restricted itself to educe-tional problems but 
only exception to it in the very first session was a reso­
lution passed against child marriage as it was felt that it 
was a serious impediment in the education of girls. Later 
"it was found that the matters affecting women which demanded 
most urgent attention were in the sphere of social reform, and 
the greater part of the agenda of later meetings came to be
12
concerned with social rather tha,n with educational questions’.* 
The origin of a self conscious movement amongst Indian 
women can be attributed to the formation of the Indian Ration­
al Congress in 1885. From its very beginning, membership was 
open to women on the same terms as men and thus it was a 
union of the lea.ding men and women of India. Women like 
Sarojini Raidu or Annie Besant had presided the Congress at 
different times and educated women like Margaret Cousins, 
Kamaladevi Chattapodhyaya and others were inspired by the 
Congress to worx individually in women’s field. They deve­
loped 8,n independent movement for achieving women’s rights 
and a proper place for them in the home and society. Majority 
of these women workers while working in the Congress or
attached
11# For details see the Chapter Ro. 3.
12, Brockway Rora K.: A larger Way for Women, p. 120.
.f t-
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attached to it developed a talent for building women’s
organisations through which they could demand their rights
more emphatically. As stated before, these womnn were
helped by many of the congress workers who were equally
interested in social reforms and women’s uplift. As
mentioned in Hoaern India "Row women have come to the front
and have organised a movement for the amelioration of the
conditions under which they live, not by political action
13
only but also by the educationjof public opinion."
Thus in short, women’s movement started mainly by the
men reformers for women’s education and emancipation during
the 19th century was taken up by women themselves at the end
of the same century. Moreover, "the women’s movement gained
considerable impetus by the part played by and the status
accorded to women in the intensive political movement
14
conducted by Gandhij i and the Congress since 1920." They 
continued to work in co-operation with men upto All India 
Women’s Conference came into being. From that time onwards 
they separately agitated a movement mainly through this 
organisation by putting forward most of their demands for 
social, economic and political advancement.
8.3
IS. O’Malley L.S.S.; Modern India and the West, p. 695.
14. Indian Year Book; 1945-46, p. 637.
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8.3 Women’s Political Movement in India; Comparing the 
political rights of women in other countries India can boast 
of the political rights enjoyed by Indian women in the far 
past. The internal evidence of literature in Vedic times 
proves Indian women had a full share in politics and in the 
administration of the state Indian women could be counsellors 
and advisers to the state and rendedred many services to the 
country, by reason of their womanhood. They could even rule 
wisely and independently. They also ha.d freedom of movement 
and equal opportunities witl|men so far as civil liberty 
was concerned. Prom history it can be estimated that even 
during the unstable period of Mahomedan rule women played 
quite an honourable part in politics. It is true that the 
system of government was different from the present day 
system of democratic government, people were satisfied with 
their kings and nobles and if there was dissatisfaction 
they rebelled against them and succeeded in getting their 
personal political rights.
But women’s freedom was gradually curtailed during the 
period of foreign invasions. It was also affected by internal 
quarrels among neighbouring rulers. With the Mahomedan 
period onwards, and after the advance of British rule, the 
system of governing the country gradually changed and even­
tually womenjlost their political rights.
As
37
As described before, the women’s movement has progressed 
smoothly in India ever since. Imperceptibly but steadily, 
during the last fifty years, women have acquired better 
position and have achieved nutrîl^ erous rights social, legal, 
as well as political. Compared to the militant suffragette 
movement in England, women in India received their political 
rights with considerable ease. The main reason for it was 
that from the very beginning, they had no men opponents who 
obstructed their progress. On the contrary they wanted to 
emancipate the Indian womanhood; and consequently, their effort 
and social work for the cause were enormous.
The women’s suffragette movement was carried on mainly 
by the Women’s Indian Association. Two women Annie Besant 
and Saroj ini Raidu were able leaders of the movement who 
presided over the Indian Rational Congress in 1917 and 1921 
respectively. Annie Besant did much propaganda work by her 
forceful and frequent speeches which stimulated educated
4
classes of women who alv/ays desired their own enfranchise­
ment.
The first official step in the women’s suffragette 
movement was taken in the year 1917. Mr. Montague, then 
Secretary of State for India, was touring the country in 
order to investigate and study Indian conditions before 
framing the Rew Constitution for India. At that time Mrs.
Cousins
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Cousins was the Secretary of the Women’s Indian Association.
She organised a deputation of women representatives fromjthe ;
whole country to wait on him. The deputation led by Sarojini
Raidu (and Rani Lakshmibai Rajvade and Annie Besant among
them) was received by Hr. Montague on the first of December
15
1917 in Madras. While describing the event Mrs. Herabai 
Tata writes that "A deputation of women on behalf of their 
Indian sisters \^ raited on the Viceroy and the Secretary of 
State ... the chief promoters of this deputation were a 
group of Indian University women, helped by two ladies who ; 
had been ardent workers for the suffrage in England, Mrs.
Margaret
15. The demands of Indian women were as follows as quoted 
by Aruna Asafali in her article Women’s Suffrage in 
India given in Our Cause, p. 351-352.
"Our interest as one half of the people, are directly 
affected by the demand in the United (Hindu Muslim Reform) 
Scheme (1.3) that the members of the council should be 
elected directly by the people on as broad a franchise as 
possible and in the memorandum 3 that ’the franchise 
should be broadened and extended directly to the people’. 
We pray that when such a franchise is being drawn up, 
women may be recognised as people, and that it may be 
worded in such terms as will not disqualify our sex, but 
allow our women the same opportunities of representation 
as our men .... The precedent for including women in 
modern Indian political life has been a marked feature of 
the Indian Rational Congress, in which since its inception 
women have voted and been delegates and speakers, and 
which this year finds its climax in the election of a 
woman as its President. Thus the voice of India approves 
of its women being considered responsible and acknowledged 
citizens; and we urgently claim that, in drawing up of all 
provisions regarding representation, our sex shall not be 
made a disqualification for the exercise of the franchise 
or for service in public life.
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Margaret Cousins and Mrs. Dorothy Jinrajdas."
For the first time in the history of women’s movement 
in India an official demand v^ as ma.de for the grant of woman’s 
suffrage. But this demand did not hear f any fruit and the
17
answer received from the official bodies was disappointing. 
This failure did not stop the activities of women. On the 
contrary, they continued their efforts and propaganda work 
more vigorously than ever. In 1918 their demand for women’s 
suffrage was supported by the Indian Rational Congress and 
by the Muslim League. Other educated men of the country 
willingly supported their claim.
When the Southborough Franchise Committee came to India 
to investigate the question of franchise their attention was 
dravm to the claim of women to be included in the franchise 
reforms. Annie Besant, Sarojini Raidu, Mrs. and Miss Tata 
gave their evidence before the joint Parliamentary Committee 
in favour of Indian women’s franchise after the introduction 
of GoverimeAt of India Bill in Parliament in 1919.
When the report of Southborough Franchise Committee 
came out Indian women read it with pain and surprise, as it 
stated that Indian women themselves did not want franchise, 
and that social conditions in India were not yetjsuitable for 
women’s franchise. The Committee reported that "In some
provinces
16. Mrs. Tata Herabai; A Short Sketch of Indian Women’s 
Franchise work, p. 1.
17. Mehta. Hansa: Political Status of the Indian Woman (Our
causej, p. S43.
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provinces the Municipal franchise includes women, but the
evidences placed before us showed that it is sparingly
exercised, except perhaps in Bombay city. We are satisfied
that the social conditions of India make it premature to
extend the franchise to Indian women at this juncture, v/hen
so large a proportion of male electors require education in
the use of a responsible vote. Further, until the custom of
seclusion of women followed by many classes and communities, is
18
relaxed, female suffrage would ha.rdly be a reality."
Various meetings were held in Bombay as well as in other
big cities protesting against the decision of the Southborough
Committee. Various organisations passed resolutions in
protest of the decision andsent cables requesting them for
19
sympathetic consideration.
"In July 1919 the women of Bombay assembled in a public
meeting to protest against the indignity put upon their sex,
and to express their deep regret at the recommendations of
the Southborough Franchise committee not to include Indian
20
women as a I'^ iole in the Franchise proposals." Several
women’s meetings held at various places passed resolutions
condemning
16* Quoted by Aruna Asaf Ali in Our Cause, p. 353.
19. ]\irs. Tata Herabai; A Short Sketch of Indian Women’s 
Franchise Work, p. 7.
20. Ibid, p. 6.
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condemning the decision and not less than eleven such
cablegrams were despatched to the Secretary of State for
India and various prominent persons in England stressing the
21
need for women’s franchise in India. The report of the 
Committee stated tha.t it was purely a domestic matter and 
should be decided by the provincial legislatures in India
and
21. Mrs. Herbai Tata describes the protest raised by va.rious 
women organisi tat ions and resolution passed by them as 
follows; "As president women’s public meeting, Bombay 
July 12, 1919, have the honour to submit resolution 
passed unanimously for sympathetic consideration and 
support. Public meeting of the women of Bombay protests 
against recommendation of Southborough Committee and the 
Government of India disqualifying women for franchise in 
Reform scheme on grounds that social conditions in India 
make it p eremature and impracticable to grant it. This 
meeting begs to draw attention to the fact that Women in 
Bombay Presidency and other parts of the country already 
exercised franchise intelligently in Municipal and other 
elections." "Another meeting was called and the following 
resolution wa.s passed and cabled to the Secretary for 
State for India in the name of I'Irs. Jaiji Jehangir who 
presided theretat; "Bombay women favouring women’s suffrage 
have read ... Lord Southborough’s evidence before your 
committee stating franchise to women in India not desired 
by women themselves. That belief is not founded a fact 
largely attended Indian women’s meeting recently held in 
Bombay enthusiastically claimed franchise; similarly vari­
ous women’s representations were submitted to Southborough 
Committee. Women ask no favour but claim right and justice 
If the vote is denied it will mean serious check to womenÉs 
advancement in India. @iven by Mrs. Tata in A Short Sketch 
Of Indian Women’s Pra^nchise Work, p. 6-7.
Another cablegram ivas sent by Sir Rarayan Chandravar- 
kar - the President of Bombay Presidency Social Reform 
Association. It runs as follows: "Educated women by reason 
of intelligence and sound practical sense more deserving 
of franchise tha.n uneducated classes to whom Southborough 
Committee has recommended elective right 45 branches womens 
Indian Association controverts Southborough’s evidence; 
they claim votes - protest against disqualification.
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and if they were in favour of it the Government of India 
would appr^-ve their decision* It also recommended widening 
of franchise for men electorates*
Thus the provinces were given the authority to enfran­
chise their women. Madras and Bombay immediately took the 
opportunity and in April 1921 pioneered the cause of women by 
granting them franchise. "The first Legislature in British 
India which had the privilige of passing the women’s suffrage
resolution in (April) 1921 by a considerable majority was
22
I%dras giving women votes on the same terms as men." The 
United Provinces, the Central Provinces, the Punjab and Bengal 
soon followed the example of Madras, the first, by giving the 
rights in 1923 and all others in 1926. women were also made 
eligible for seats in provincial legislatures in the same 
years and in 1927 for the first time a lady, Dr. Muthulakshmi 
Reddi, v/as nominated as a member in the D-iadras Legislative 
Council.
This remarkable success was due to four main factors. 
First a new era was beginning for the Indian people through 
the introduction of a number of reforms in the Indian Govern­
ment. This opeded the door to complete self government, but 
only men were allowed to vote though women composed nearly 
half the population of India, and it had been by the joint
efforts
22. Aruna Asafali: Women’s Suffrage in India, Our Cause,
---------- 353-354.
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efforts of men and women that the agitation for reform in 
the Government v/as made. The women of India were awakened 
hy this time and with the help of men reformers determined to 
protest against injustices done to them.
Secondly, women realised their own freedom while strugg­
ling for the country’s freedom. As far hack as 1914-1917 
with the rise of the political agitation for Home Rule women 
began to realise their exclusion from any share in represen­
tative government under British law. In the civil disobe­
dience movement, between 1929-33 women participated actively 
in large numbers in the Rational political struggle. Again 
in 1942 women, still in greater number joined the movement 
which aimed at achieving complete freedom for India. This 
was a joint effort by men and women for the common cause.
The praiseworthy work done by Indian women in the struggle 
for independence is summarised in the resolution of January 
26th, 1942, passed on the anniversary of India’s independence 
day: "We record our homage and deep admiration for the 
womanhood of India, who in the hour of peril for the mother­
land, forshook the shelter of their homes and with unfailing 
courage and endurance, stood shoulder to shoulder with their 
menfolk in the front line of India’s Rational Army to share 
with them the sacrifices and triumphs of the struggle."
Thirdly, the suffragette movement amongst women in
Britain
.'r V %
Britain, America and other countries and their consequent 
success had great tonic effect on the educated men and 
women in India and led the men to recognise women’s right to 
partake in politics and public life. It was essential, too, 
for Indian women to hold as high a position as women in the 
other parts of the world in order to keep pace with the 
modern world.
Fourthly, the political struggle of Indian women has
differed very much from that of their western sisters. In
India men did not strongly oppose the right of women to
enter into any field or activity because this was not entirely
new to them, though women were kept in subjection by men
since post Smriti times by rigid social rules and customs.
Both the Hindus and the Muslims have a happier background
for it v/as not so very long ago that their women were free to
23
move about with them. Moreover, the political movement 
was neither in competition with men nor a revolt against 
men. It was simply an attempt by women to regain their lost 
powers and they achieved it without any objection from men.
8.4 Further Development in Franchise of Women; By 1929 
women had nominally acquired the right to vote and had gone 
further and achieved the right to be nominated or elected
to
23. Glahatt opadhyaya, Hama lad evi ; The Awakening of Indian 
Women, p. 10.
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to the provincial legislatures. This was brought about 
gradually. In 1920, two native states of India, Travancore 
and Cochin granted franchise to women, they also nominated 
two women to their Legislative Councils. This step was 
immediately followed by one of the provinces of British India- 
Madras, the province idiich was known as the most orthodox.
In Madras three women took advantage of their right to stand, 
but unfortunately they were all unsuccessful. The other 
provinces soon followed these examples with the exception 
of Bihar and Orissa. In the province of Assam, where the 
demand for equal political rights was less strong, the 
granting of the right to vote and the throwing openjof the 
Legislative Council to women was a great surprise. Gradually 
all the provinces of India opened the doors of their Legis­
lative Councils, to women. Other progressive states like 
Mysore and Jhalawar soon followed their examples by leading
a step in advance by removing all sex disqualifications. The
\)
Franchise based on the property wt^alification restricted the 
number of women voters because owing to the legal disabili­
ties very few women could hold property which entitled them 
to vote. Moreover, "the Hindu legal system denied the right 
of absolute ovmership of property to women governed by it and 
there were other customary laws which, followed the same 
principle. Therefore, the number of women enfranchised
between
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between 1921 and 1933 remained very sniall indeed, 315,651
24
women as against 6.8 million men.”
In 1928, when the Statutory Commission came to India 
they realised the necessity for a wider franchise for women 
owing to the growing influence of Indian women in public 
life. They accordingly suggested two qualifications. A 
woman, 25 years of age who was the wife of a man having the 
property qualification could vote. Also a widow of that 
age or over whose husband at the time of death had the prop­
erty qualification should have the right to vote. These 
recommendations, however, were not accepted. Soon after this 
a Bill was introduced by an enlightened group oç men in the 
Legislative Assembly proposing to enfranchise women on the 
same basis as men bringing the ratio at one women to every 
five or six men. It was also proposed that any person of 21 
years of either sex &ould vote freely. As may be expected, 
this Bill did not become law.
Proposals for a new constitution of India were first 
introduced in 1930. Seats were to be reserved for women 
in all provincial assemblies excepting those of the horth 
Western Frontier Province and the Federal Legislatures. This 
reservation of seats indicated a woman^ s disability to stand
independently
24. Menon. Lakshmi lU: Political Rights of Women in India,
pT 2. Unesco beminar on the Status of Women in South 
Asia, hew Delhi 1952.
independently. There was no longer to he any bar to a 
woman’s becoming a member of the Council of State, the new 
Federal Council, but here again their numbers were generally 
limited to the number of reserved seats.
Early in 1931 a representative gathering of Indian women 
met in Bombay under the Presidentship of Saroj ini Baidu and 
attacked these propo^^als. They drafted a Memorandum on the 
status of Indian women in the proposed new Constitution, and 
made the following demands:
(1) The removal of all sex disqualification,
(2) The immediate acceptance of the principle of adult 
suffrage,
(3) The unequivocal refusal to accept special expedients, 
namely the reservation of seats, for limiting the presence 
of women in Legislature and Administrative Institutions.
The Franchise Committee under the presidentship of Lord 
Lothian came to India in the year 1932. The tjable below 
shows the existing proportion of men and women voters in 
various provinces as noted by the Lothian Committee.
Provinces Women Hen
Madras 1 10
Bombay 1 10
Bengal 1 16
Provinces
25. According to table given by Aruna Asafali in Women’s 
Suffrage in India, Our Cause, p. 357-%-
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Provinces Women Men
The Punjab 1 29
Bihar and Orissa 1 62
Central Provinces 1 25
Assam 1 114
In order to improve this unbalanced state of affairs the 
Committee recommended two more special qualifications for 
women. The first vras the literacy qualification. It can 
be clearly seen from the above figures that in provinces 
like Bombay and Madras where female education v/as the highest 
the percentage of women voters was also the highest. This 
was generally true of all the provinces, but the Punjab, 
though having the lower percentage of female education had 
not the lowest percentage of feraa.le voters. Its population 
was largely Muslim and although many Muslim women are not 
educated, they have more property rights, a.nd on that ground 
they had the right to vote. Thus an anomaly was created 
which cut accross the proposed literacy qualification. The 
second qualification ■v/as that of wifehood. This meant that 
those women who were either wives or widows of persons who 
ha.d or would have the right to vote on the basis of a 
property qualification would be made eligible for the vote.
The All India Women's Conference which after 1929 had
become
become the chief mouth piece of Indian Women’s rights,
grievances and demands, strongly objected to these proposals
in detail. There were several reasons for the objection.
The literacy qualification! was unacceptable as it was not
possible to fix a real standard of literacy amongst the women
of India where the majority of the women are illiterate. The
wifehood qualification simply stressed women’s dependence on
men which struck at the very root of the principle of equality
of the sexes. Two women Begum Jahana.ra Shah Nava-z and Radhabai
Subbarayan were nomina.ted by the Government to sit in the
26
Round Table Conference held in the autumn of 1930.
The joint efforts of the three women’s organizations -
the national Council of Women, the Women’s Indian Association
and the All India Women’s Conference as well as the repre-
sentatioBs of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur to joint Parliamentary
Committee, helped considerably to mden the franchise for
women. Thus, under the Act of 1935 nearly six million women
27
were enfranchised as against 29 million men.
In spite of the criticisms of these prominent organi­
sations, the two controversial qualifications were incorpo­
rated in the Act of 1935 and hence the disparity among men 
voters and female voters v/as more than four times. "The
position
26. Me non Lakshmi; The Position of Women, p. 27.
27. Ibid, p. 27-28.
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position of the women’s electorate will be roughly, 20,00,000
qualified by property, 40,00,000 by wifehood and 3,00^000
28
by education."
Though in a limited scope Municipal franchise was grant­
ed to the women of Bombay and Madras Presidencies earlier 
than their political franchise, the response of women in 
i^ dadras was so limited that no protest was made when it was 
suddenly withdraivn from this presidency some years later. The 
right was not returned to them until 1945. In Bômbaÿ over 
1760 women were qualified to vote for the Bombay Corporation 
and a fair percentage of these polled at each election; 
similarly in other municipalities, women exercised their 
vote, responsibly and intelligently, bince 1922, first by 
nomination, then by election, a great number of women have 
become municipal councillors and members of local boards 
all over India. Their appointment has been chiefly by 
nomination but there have been notable instances where seats 
were won by election in open contest with men; such as the 
election of all four women who first entered the contest 
for seats in the Bombay Corporation, and the occasion when 
the single woman contéstant in the Municipal elections in 
Lucknow secured the largest poll of any of the candidates, 
îfeny important local reforms have been secured by this large
body
28. Amrit Kaur: Women under the hew Constitution, Our Cause,
“ p. 374.
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body of women councillors and every year sees a greater
29
number of women serving on these local councils and boards.
In 1933, when the hew Constitution was once again under 
consideration by the Joint Select Committee, All India Women’s 
Conference sent three of itts representatives to place the 
women’s case before it. The Memorandum presented shov/ed the 
enormous strides political consciousness had made in the 
minds of Indian women. They demanded a democratic consti­
tution conferring full self-governing rights on India and the 
inclusion of a clause in the Fundamental Rights’ Charter 
granting equal rights to women; they also declared themselves 
strongly against communal electorates, against the reserva­
tion of seats for women and special women’s constituencies, 
and against the wifehood and literacy qualifications for
franchise. Much credit is deserved by women for putting
30
these points forward.
The proportion of women voters to men varied at that 
date between one to ten in Madras and Bombay, and one to 
fourteen in Assam, a most discouraging state of affairs. But 
even the prospect of increasing the women voters would not 
tempt the women to agree to the wifehood qualification, iMiich 
ivas rightly resented to as placing a premium on marriage and
perpetuating
29, Indian Year Book 1945-46, p. 641.
30. Kaur Amrit: Women under the hew Constitution, p. 372.
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perpétua.ting the dependence of women on men instead of
recognising their independent right to suffrage. They
were also right in condemning the literacy qualification
as a mockery mn a country vdiere hardly three percent of the
31
women were literate.
As mentioned earlier the total number of women enfran­
chised under the Hew Constitution of 1935 was about six 
million. The proportion was nearly 1 woman to 5 men; but 
the sex-bar v/as not completely removed. Educational backward­
ness, economic dependence and social prejudice prevented large 
numbers of women from exercising their vote, nevertheless, \ : 
the new constitution did give Indian women political rights 
far in advance of those enjoyed by them before that date.
Women were given six seats out of a total of 156 reserved 
for British India in the Federal Council of State, and 9 out 
of a total of 250 in the Federal Assembly. In the Provin­
cial Assemblies women continued to have seats reserved for 
32
them.
So far as Provincial Assemblies were concerned, women
33
had reserved to them the foilowing seats:
Province
31. ChhatQ-padhya.va, Kamaladevi: The Awakening of Indian 
Womanhood, p. 12.
32. |4ajumdar: Advanced History of India, p. 958.
33. According to Ibid, p. 959.
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Province Seats
Madras 8
Bombay 6
Bengal 5
United Provinces 6
The Punj ab 4
Bihar 4
Central Provinces
and Berar 3
Assam 1
Orissa 2
Sind 2
Prom 1935 onwards men and women were able to vote both 
in general constituencies and in special constituencies.
Such was the advance made and such the widespread recognition 
of women’s claims that women candidates successfully contest­
ed general seats in ten cases, one in Madras, one in Bengal 
and eight in the United Provinces. The significance of these 
successes lay in the fact that the women defeated men in 
constituencies in which men voters predominated. Writing 
about the Progress of women in Modern India and the West it 
bas been noted as follows: "A few of them liave been advanced 
to a high place and office, for example, a lady is a minister 
in the United Provinces, two more are deputy speakers in
Provincial
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Provincial Legislative councils; in Travancore one was
appointed Surgeon General and another given a judicial
34
appointment as District Munsif in 1938."
Evidence of the results of the awakening of Indian 
women is to he found in more than one legislative measures 
sponsored by women legislators and calculated to confer 
greater rights and freedom on women.
In less than ten years after the 1935 constitution most 
of the 700 Municipalities and 200 district Boards extended
35
the franchise and women members were h to be found on them. 
This is a sphere in which women should be able to excel theme 
selves for they deal with the primary needs of the public - 
needs with which women, with their strong domestic instincts 
would feel more familiar than men and be better equipped to 
deal.
A further notable development affecting Indian women 
was the amendment of the rules of the Bombay High Court, 
enabling women to sit as jurors. Eight women responded to 
it and in July 1944, for the first time in India fifteen 
women were summoned to serve on the jury at the criminal 
session of the Bombay High Court. Today there are several 
women in India who have become Justices of the Peace and they
have
34. O’Malley L. b. S.! Modern India and the West, p. 696.
35. Aruna Asafali: Women’s Suffrage in India, Our Cause,
p .  364.
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have rendered the most useful service in Juvenile Courts.
Since the achievement of independence by India, women 
have acquired more political rights in the recent Constitu­
tion of 1950. Out of 17 persons an average of eight women,
i.e. nearly half the number of persons have the right to 
vote. A woman is no longerrestricted by the property, wife­
hood, literacy qualifications. A person - idiether male or 
female above 21 now has the right to vote. "The constitution 
of India has firmly established a democratic secular state
in the country, with full individual liberty and civil rights
37
and the largest electorate in the world."
In conclusion, a short summary of the main events in
women’s enfranchisement would not be out of place and help
to clarify the different stages through which it had to pass
38
before it attained realisation.
1917 Pirst Woman deputation waited on Secretary of State
for India, Hon. Edwin Montague to ask for the women’s 
enfranchisement.
1921-
1926-29 Montague Chelmsford Reforms gave power to enfranchise 
women in Provinces and women were given the right to
vote
36. Indian Year Book, 1945-46, p. 637.
37. India Hews Republic Humber Jan. 26, 1951, p. 12.
38. According to 0’Mai lay L.S.S. Modern India and the West 
p. 475 Menon Lakshmi: The Position of Women, p. 28.
vote in Madra,s and Bombay 1921. The United Provinces 
in 1923, The Central Provinces, The Pun j ab and Bengal 
1926 and Assam in 1929.
1927 The first nominated woman member in Ma.dras provincial
Council was Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddi.
1921-33 Women were entitled to vote on property rights. The 
number of women voters was 315,651 against 6,792,821 
men.
1935 Widening of women’s franchise by the Government of
India Act, 1935. 6,000,000 women were enfranchised
against 29,000,000 men. Government also reserved 
42 seats for women in legislatures.
1937 Eight women were elected in the election of 1937
in constituencies reserved for women; five were nomi­
nated to upper houses. Six women took office one as 
minister and the others as deputy speakers and 
Ps,rliamentary Secretaries.
1938 The first^member Radhabai Subbarayan was elected to 
the Council of State.
1943 Renuka Ray, the first woman nominated by the Govern­
ment held the position in the Legislative Assembly 
in connection with the Hindu Marriage and Inheritance 
Bills
1945 Prom Madras constituency, in general election Shrimati
Ammu
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Ammu Swaminathan was elected to the Central Legis­
lative Assembly.
1946 Mrs. Vi j ayalakshmi Pandit was appointed to j)lead the 
Indian delegation to the United Bâtions Organisation 
of which BOW she is the President. In 1941 she was 
also holding the post of Minister of State.
As stated above, all these and some more women have been 
already nominated and elected in Central as well as provin­
cial legislatures. Although they belonged to different 
communities yet they worked in harmony which shows unity in 
political life. Their common aim was tWremove the obstacles 
which hinared the progress of women.
At present, in principle Indian women have got their 
political rights equal to that of men and a few outstanding 
personalities now hold position of high responsibility not 
in India but also abroad and they have gained a world-wide 
reputation which indicates their ability to work and high 
political status. Compared to the whole bulk of population 
their number is still not in equal proportion with that of 
men because of the regrettable fact that ordinary women are 
still slow to avail themselves of their political rights. The 
real difficulty is to make them aware of such rights and to 
use them properly. The majority of women, especially in
rural
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rural areas, hardly understand them. It cannot be said
that a great awakening has taken place among Indian women.
All the women’s institutions are stirring to make woman more
conscious of both their political and civic rights, and their
future achievements will show how far they are prepared to
take advantage of their increased opportunities.
The francnise rights conferred on women by the Hew
Constitution of India, 1950, cannot be enjoyed by women so
long as "educational as well as other opportunities of
employment are limited by financial stringencies, social
customs and habits, and traditional beliefs .... Of course,
39
they are changing but they change very slowly indeed."
At present, in principle Indian women have got their 
political rights equal to that of men. Consequently a few 
outstanding women, now hold positions of high responsibility 
not in India but abroad and they have gained a worldwide 
reputation which indicates their ability to work and high 
political status.
39. Menon Lakshmi; Political Rights of Women in India, p. 3
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CHAPTER IX
Legislation Affecting Social Position of Women.
"The woman in the eye of Indian' Law has never been 
a very dignified person deserving certain rights and 
privileges attendant unon her important place in the
1
social, spiritual and economic fabric of the nation."
The movement for the emancipation of women and improve­
ment in their legal status v/as started by the social refor­
mers since the first quarter of the 19th century. Eater on, 
women themselves realised the legal disabilities which to 
an extent were responsible for hampering their progress. They 
therefore, started demanding legal rights but the progress 
was very slow as people in general and government in parti­
cular, did not show much enthusiasm for it. People showed 
a hostile attitude towards some of the legal reforms and 
even the active and otherwise progressive members on the 
legislature, at times, exhibited their disapproval towards 
proposed reforms. However, a group of social reformers from 
the very beginning was of the opinion that rapid progress 
can be made in the position of women by legal enactment. "As 
Ranade declared, legislation was one of the important methods
of
1. Report of the National Council of Women in India, 1943.
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2
of changing the social structure to a higher level."
The laws affecting Hindu Women ^had its origin in the
ancient Hindu Law and it took great efforts and time to change
it to suit the changing modern social structure. Indian
women, whether Hindu or Muslim, have been given an inferior
position in law. The origin of the Hindu Law can be derived
from four main sources - the Vedas, the Smritis, examples set
by the conduct of the vituous and interpretation based on one’s
o
own conscience. But the sources of the present Hindu Law
can chiefly be attributed to the Sruti, the Smritis, the
Commentaries and Digests, judicial decisions. Legislation 
4
and Customs. In short "The Hindu Law as is commonly under­
stood is a set of rules contained in several Sanskrit books
5
of authority on the law governing the Hindus."
The position assigned to women by Manu and other law­
givers appears very one sided in the changed circumstances of 
modern times. Hence in order to improve the legal position 
of women, general movement for the emancipation of women
becomes not only necessary but an integral part for such social
progress.
In
2. Mrs. Desai Heera: The Impact of the British Rule on the
Position of Indian Women, p. 306.
3. According to Manu - the ancient Hindu Law-giver there are
four sources of Dharma or law. Manu, ii, 12.
4. Manek, M.D.; Handbook of Hindu Law, p. 3.
5. Ibid, p. 2.
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In ancient times, women enjoyed a respected place in
the family hut their individuality was not acknowledged in
the modern sense of the word. Most people lived according to;-
the joint family system and the legal position of women was
in accordance with this custom.
Today, however, the times have changed. The joint -
family system is breaking up rapidly in the cities and
members of such families are striving for individuality. In
these circumstances, therefore, the chief disabilities from
which women suffer are related to marriage and property.
Like Hindu law Muslim law has a divine origin but it is
only attributed to the revelations of a single individual.
Muslim law centres chiefly round the sayings and doings of
6
Prophet Mohmed. But the main difference in the belief is
that " ....though the Hindu speaks of his law having been
revealed to him in the Vedas and Shastras, he does not
recognise any particular person as the recipient of the 
7
revelation."
The legal status of Indian women differs in accordance
wi th
6. The original Muslim law recognised four sources: The Koran 
actions and sayings of the Prophet preserved by tradition 
and handed doivn through authorised agents from generation 
to generation, agreement or opinion of the Muslim jurist 
of any particular age and analogical deductions derived by 
the judge from the first three sources.
7. I'lantek. M.L.: op. cit., p. 1.
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with different religions. Hence the study of the history 
of social legislation and Bomendments from time to time, becomes 
necessary in order to ascertain and evaluate the legal pro­
gress made in the status of Indian women together with an 
idea of the laws of marriage and property and the problems 
arising from them such as, divorce, inheritance and right 
to property is equally important in order to estimate the 
progress of Indian womanhood. All these codes are more or 
less based on ancient laws. Laxmi Menon sums them up thus: 
"There is no national civil code regulating personal rela,- 
tionship in India. Marriage, divorce and property rights
are governed by wha,t are called ’personal laws’, that is,
8
customary laws to some extent modified by legislation."
9.2 Marriage Laws: That the legal existence of a woman was
incorporsuted by marriage with that of her husband was gene­
rally believed upto the first quarter of the present century 
and even today the majority of the people are not free from 
that belief in India. This ivas the general spirit behind all 
the I0.WS of marriage. Moreover, India is inhabited by a 
great number of castes and creeds, each having so divergent 
customs, that it is not possible at this place to review all 
the legal forms of marriage as one is bound to come across
as
8. Menon Lakshmi : The Position of Women, p. 23.
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as many forms as there are castes, and creeds and religions. 
The important marriage laws relating to three main groups 
- Hindu, Muslims and Pars is will be discussed below in a 
chronological order.
1. Hindu Marriage Laws; The greatest importance given to 
marriage in India is by Hindus. "Marriage from the stand­
point of jurisprudence, contains three elements and may be 
viewed from those three standpoints, as a contract between
parties, as status imnosed by the laws of the country, and
9
as a sacrament." As stated earlier, marriage for Hindus
is a sacrament or ’Sanskara* and eight forms of ma.rriage
10
were practised in a,ncient times. According to the Hindu
conception of legal marriage two ceremonies are essential
11
requisites to the validity of a marriage and such marr­
iages are considered indissoluble.
The Special Marriage Act III of 1872 as Amended by the Act ’ 
of 1925; Brahmo bamaj of Bengal did not believe in any 
ceremonies of any religion, agitated against the situation 
and wanted legislation validating marriages in their group. 
Legislation was also essential for the persons who intended to 
have intercaste marriage because upto the Special Marriage
Act
9. Iyer, P.P.: Statute Law relating to Marriage and Divorce
in British India, Introduction, p. i.
10. For details see Chapter I.
11. For details see Chapter IV.
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Act Of 1892 the parties to a marriage had to belong to the 
same caste unless custom permitted intercaste marriage. 
j^ Iarriage between a male of a high order and a female of a 
lower order wb,3 recognised as valid but the reverse was not 
the practice as it was invalid according to the rules of 
Hindu religion. Consequently, the special Marriage Act was 
passed which made provision for marriage between persons who 
did not belong to any of the following religions such as 
Hindu, Mahomedan, Parsee, Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, bik^ 
or Jain. It had also provision for divorce and succession 
to property. The main drawback of this Act was that the party 
entering the marriage had to declare that they did not bel­
ieve or profess any religion to which they were born. Con­
tinuous efforts were made by the social reformers for amend­
ments to this law. But due to the opposition from the 
conservative groups and apathy of the government they did not 
succeed. The agitation for the amendment of the Act by 
B.H.Basu and V.J.Patel w ^ ^  noteworthy in their efforts. The 
latter introduced the Hindu marriage Validity Bill in 1918 
in the bupreme Legislative Council, but failed in the attempt. 
At last Dir Hari bingh Gour succeeded in introducing a bill 
which became law with some modifications knoim as the bpecial 
Marriage Amendment Act of 1923. This act did not require a 
declaration that the parties did not belong to any religion,
but
but it enforced strict monoganoy. Durgabai remarks about
certain rights regarding adopti-n and succession in a joint
12
family which were forfeited under the amended law, the
Act runs as follows: "The Special Marriage Act of 1872 as
amended by the Act of 1923, also enables persons belonging
to different castes validity to marry, provided the marriage
13
is monogamous and solemnised according to its provisions." 
Except Brahmos the number of people who took advantagé of 
the law v/as extremely small.
In some progressive states like Baroda, Indore, and Tra­
vancore similar acts were passed in 1908, 1916 and 1943 
respectively.
Child Marriage Restraint Act: As stated before in chapter V
child-marriage was a common practice among Hindus as well as 
Muslims upto the first quarter of the present century. Con­
sequently, injury to the mind and body of a woman arising 
out of early maternity and ill health of the child and the 
mother and the hindrance to girls’ education drew the 
attention of the enlightened public sufficiently and contin­
ued agitation to do a\-jay with child marriages was carried on 
since the beginning of the present century.
The
12. Manek: Handbook of Hindu Law, p. 15.
13. Lurgabai: Legal Status of Women in India, p. 3
The earliest effort in this direction was made by -
Manmohan Ghose in the last decade of the nineteenth century.
He said that "Ho marriage shall be valid if either of the
contracting parties at the time of celebrating their marriage
is below a certain minimum age, which he nroposed to fix
14
for the present at twelve years." He pointed out the agree­
ment with his opinion of a great scholar like Dr. Bhandarkar 
to impress his views on religious grounds too but his views 
did not receive support from the public. In 1894, three years 
after his proposal, i^ ysore State took an active step by 
enacting a law which prevented child marriage in that state.
It also prohibited tha,t\ny man who having completed fifty 
years of age marries a girl who has not completed fourteen 
years of age, shall be punished with imprisonment of either
description for a. term which may extend to two years or with
15
fine or with both."
Baroda passed an Act prohibiting marriage of a girl 
below 12 and that of a boy below 16 which came into force 
on 21st July, 1904. In 1932, the law was brought in confir- 
mity with Sarada Act. In 1918 another state, Indore, legally 
prohibited the marriage of a boy below 14 and that of a girl 
below 12 by the Act Ho. 11 of 1918. This law was amended
again
14. Risley: People of India, p. 199.
15. Ibid, p. 200.
again in 1933 on the basis of barada Act.
The proposal made by bardar Arjun bingh of Kapurthala 
at a meeting of the East India Association held in London 
on the 31st July, 1905 was the first attempt in the present 
century for reforming the marriage laws through the inter­
vention of the government. He put forwards his views which 
stated that "Allowing that the Government interference is 
not desirable, has not the government interference got other 
means to eradicate, or at least to mitigate, the custom of
early marriages and thus save the female children, or at
16
least a proportion of them, from improper widowhood ?"
His proposal v/as voluntary. He was of the opinion that 
governemtn ought to pass the law and the different castes, 
sub-castes or communities after holding their meeting volun­
tarily could decide to come under the protection of such law. 
But his proposal bore no fruit.
Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Act 1925 (XXIX of 1925): It
has been already mentioned before that the age of consent was 
raised for the first time to 12 years in 1891 after the 
penal code’s regulation but the evil did not stop as it did 
not attract sufficient attention of the public due to their 
ignorance about the existing law and their unwillingness to
give
16. Risley: op. cit., p. 203.
give publicity to such cases on account of their being
personal raa.tters. It did not specifically mention the age of
consent between marital relation and extra marital relation.
This flaw was removed for the first time in 1925 and an Act
was passed which raised the age of consent to 13 and 14
respectively in the case of marital and extra-marital sexual
consummation. IVhile passing a remark on this ineffective
government enactments Rames war i Hehru sums up as follows:
"A few stray prosecutions did take place under the Act but
generally its very existence was unknovm to the public.
Barring a few lawyers nobody even knew that such a law existed
and when in 1925 the age of consent was raised to 13 years,
the general public remained as oblivious of the fact as 
17
bef ore. "
So far as British India was concerned the problem of 
child marriage was officially first raised by Lala Girdhari- 
lal. In 1921, he questioned government authorities whether 
they would prevent the marriage of a girl below 11 and that 
of a boy below 14 by enacting a law. The government did not 
show their willingness to consider the problem owing to 
public opposition (on account of their backwardness) but 
said that the initiative should be taken by private indivi­
duals
17. Hehru Rameswari: Early Marriages (Our Cause), p. 262.
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18
duals.
Again in 1924 Mr, Ranglal Jajodia desired to introduce
a Bill referring to child imrriage in the Legislative
Assembly. Somehow, the Bill was never introduced, though
19
such permission was given by the Viceroy.
In 1927 Dr. Gour introduced a Bill in the third Legis­
lative Assembly in order to raise the age of consent to 14 
and 16 respectively in the case of marital and extra-marital 
relation by amending the Section 375 of the Indian Penal 
Code. Thus several private Bills were introduced in the 
Legislative Assembly to prohibit child marriage as well as to 
raise the age of consent. Owing to the demand made by the 
educated public opinion as well as by many official and un­
official bodies Government felt a need to appoint a committee 
to inquire into the matter and, consequently, on the 25th 
June of 1928 the Age of Consent Committee was appointed by 
the Government of India. The committee consisted of nine 
members out of them two were women representatives, one Lr. 
Mrs. M. O'Brien Beadan and Mrs. Rameswari hehru, a wellknown 
social worker. The chairman was Sir Moropant Joshi and the 
committee was popularly known as the Joshi Committee. The 
purpose of this committee was to inquire into the prevailing
state
18. Lesai Me era: The Impact of the British Rule on the 
Position of Women, p. 309.
19, Report of the Age of Consent Committee, p. 15.
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state in society regarding the age of consent a,nd to examine 
the effectiveness of the law and its suitability to Indian 
situation and to inquire whether any further amendment of
20
the Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Act 1925 was necessary.
Moreover, a Bill was introduced by Rai baheb Harbilas 
Sarada on 1st February 1927 to check the child marriage by 
declaring such solemnisation of marriage invalid if either 
party was below a certain age. The Bill penalised the boy 
marrying below l6 and a girl marrying below 14. Moreover, 
it also penalised parents, guardia.ns and the priests, who 
performed marriages below the prescribed age. The bill
21
remained pending upto the Report of the Consent Coimiiittee. "
Evidences before the Age of Consent Coimiittee were
striking. There was opposition too from the orthodox groups
against fixing the age of marriage and consent. But the
committee found that the majority of the enlightened people
were in favour of such amendment. One of the foremost social
workers in Gujarat and the Secretary of the Gujarat Ladies
Club Lady Ramanbhai hilkanth gave her opinion before the
age of consent Committee as follows: "She had got a petition
signed by ten thousand women, in favour of the Sarada Bill,
22
fixing the minimum age of marriage at 14 years." All 
India Women's Conference vjas not silent on the subject. They
made
20). op. cit., p. 2.
21. Ibid, p. 15.
22. Ibid, p. 58.
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made country-wice agitation by passing resolutions in its 
session of 1928 in support of Sarada Bill which i-jas under cone 
sidération. Ladies in progressive provinces unanimously 
expressed their desire for the necessity of laws regarding 
marriageable age and the age of Consent. An urgent need for 
passing the law was felt by the members of the Committee 
after the interviews taken by them and the striking evidences 
from the different authorities in various fields such as 
education, medical and social work had. been heard. The argu­
ments in favour of legal amendment can be summed up under 
five headings according to the recominendations of the
Committee: (l) Physical (2) Eugenic, (3) bocial, (4) Edu-
23
cationa.1, (5) Economic.
The Committee could see a definite advance and a new 
ai\rakening and consciousness of their rights among women 
which had made them a^ vare of their role in Society and promp­
ted them to make demands for their rights. The Committee 
stated its views thus: "Women are no longer content to 
remain stationary and the change of outlook in their lives 
is a fact of very great significance in considering, among 
others, the question of advance in the age of marriage. The 
movement for the emancipation of women, largely depends upon 
this one question, and no wonder in this country who came as
witness
23. op. cit., p. 157.
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witness before our Committee have with one voice insisted
24
on an a.dvance."
As a, result of public agitation through several organi-
25
zations especially A.I.W.C. and the recommendations made 
by the Age of Consent Committee after a great deal of dis­
cussion, the Child Marriage Restraint Bill was introduced 
by Rao Ba.hadur Haribilas Sarada and the Child Marriage 
Restraint Act popularly known as the Sarada Act was passed 
in 1929 which came into force on the 1st April, 1930 i.e. 
about six months later. Such a gap of six months in the 
enforcement of the Sarada Act led to many ill consequences 
which have been discussed in detail in Chapter V. This Act 
v/as applicable to the whole of the British India and all 
Communities residing in it. It fixed the marriageable age 
for a boy at 18 and for a girl at 14 and punished the 
husband of above 18 and the parents or the guardians as well 
as the priest if the marriage is performed in contravention 
of the law.
In spite of such an important enactment as stated before 
it did not prove very eflective in the beginning. There has 
been remained certain drawbacks in the Law itself. Firstly, 
a complaint was to be lodged, in the court and it had to be 
brought to the notice of that of the court that the marriage
was not
24. op. cit., p. 158.
25. For details see Chapter 5.3
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was not performed according to the barada Act and then only 
it may be penalised. This work was only done by social 
workers because the public was not ready to lodge such a 
complaint. It was essential to make it a cognizable offence 
so that the public would automatically lessen such practice. 
Secondly, the punishment væls not very severe. In most cases 
it was in the form of a negligible am out of fine. The 
penalty ought to have been larger or imprisonment or both. 
Thirdly, the marriage performed not according to the require­
ments of the barada Act o%ught to be considered as invalid, 
then only the desired effect can be achieved.
Legislation Affecting Polygamous Marriage; Though monogamy 
was practiced as a general rule, the Royal Families, the castes 
with hypergamous unions and a small number of people under 
special circumstances (especially on account of the v/ife's 
barrenness) indulged in the practice of bigamy or polygamy.
This ims a practice not only among Hindus but Muslims as well. 
For preventing bigamous marriage in 1942 the Baroda Govern­
ment passed ah Act declaring that a marriage of a person 
during the lifetime of his or her spouse is illegal if the 
former spouse has not been divorced. After the Independence 
of India a similar step v/as taken by the Government of 
Bombay. An Act known as the Bombay Act Ho. XXV of 1946
which
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which received the assent of the Governor of Bombay on the 
6th Hovemher, 1947, was passed in Bombay Province to prevent 
bigamous marriages. This Act in known as the Bombay Preven­
tion of Hindu Bigamous Marriages Act, 1946, and is applicable 
to Hindus residing in the Bombay Province. It was defined 
as follows: "Bigamous Marriage" means the marriage of a 
person during the lifetime of his or her spouse, if the 
marriage of such person with such spouse has not been diss­
olved or declared void by court of competent jurisdiction 
or is not void according to the custom or usage of the
community to which either of the parties to such marriage 
26
belongs." A bigamous marriage would be considered void
and it would be taken as an offence under section 494 of the
Indian Penal Code and penalty for such a marriage is either
a fine or imprisonment or both. Presidency Magistrate or
27
First Class Magistrate sliall take it as an offence. The 
greatest drawback in this Act is that it provides facilities 
for second marriage other than in the Province. The Law is 
not uniform throughout India and the marriage celebrated 
outside the province where such law does not exist is not 
cognisable. Another important Act was passed in 1946 which 
gave the first wife a statutary right of maintenance and
separate
26. Manek: Ibid, p. 347
27. Ibid, p. 348.
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separate residence if she so desired in case of her husha.nds
second marriage. This Act is known as the Hindu Married
women's Right to Separate Residence and Maintenance Act,
28
1946. The Act gives relief to Hindu women as she is the
one who is economically dependent.
Among the Hindus, the parties to a marriage have to
belong to the same caste unless custom permitted otherwise.
Miarriage between persons belonging to different sections
of the same caste was held valid but this was given statutary
recognition by the Hindu Marriage Disabilities Act, 1946.
Intercaste lüarriages were sanctioned by the Hindu Marriages
29
Validity Act, 1949. Mixed or Intercaste Marriages though, 
now legal are still by no means very frequent in spite of 
the propoganda carried on by the social reformers in favour 
of such marriages.
There are also definite prohibited degrees of relation­
ship and marriage is invalid between two persons related 
within the prohibited degrees in the absence of a usage to 
the contrary. Up till now it m s  a wellknoi^m fact that a 
Hindu could not marry a girl of the same 'Gotra' i.e. there 
can be no marriage between parties having common ancestral 
descent in the male line. The 'Gotra' or 'Pravara'
disabilities
28. Durgabai! Legal Status of Women in India, p. 4.
29. Ibid, p. 3.
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disabilities have been removed by the Act of 1946 (Act XXVIII
of 1946). This introduced a great change by validating
a marriage in the same 'Gotra*. "According to that Act,
notwithstanding any text, rule or interpretation of the Hindu
Law or any custom or usage to the contrary a marriage between
Hindu which is otherwise valid shall not be invalid by reason
only of the fact that the parties thereto belong to the same
30
'gotra' or Pravara’".
Legislation Concerning Divorce; As mentioned earlier, a Hindu
marriage is a life-long union and cannot be dissolved during
the life time of a partner. This rule was mostly observed
by higher castes hence divorce was unknown in high caste 
■»
Hindu society ^ere it was not customarily permitted even 
to persons who married under the Special Marriages Act of 
1872. "According to the Hindu notion marriages are made 
in Heaven and therefore even after the husband dies that
31
tie must be kept up, andjhence widow remarriage is disallowed." 
Once a legal Hindu marriage has been celebrated with the two 
essential ceremonies, the wife is completely in the possess­
ion of her husband. "There is for the women of the Hindu 
community no legal means of escape, whether by divorce or by
senaration
30. Durgabai; op. cit., p. 3.
31. M. Tata Lam; Divorce in India, (Our Cause), p. 294-295.
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separation, from a husband, however cruel. The most that
courts can do is to refuse restitution of conjugal rights
to the husband of ajfieserting wife, if they judge that to
return to the husband's household would be physically unsa.fe 
32
for her."
Among the lower Hindu castes, however, divorce could be
obtained by merely declaring one's intention before the
headman of the caste and by paying remuneration fixed by
them to the offended party. But in certain provinces e.g.
Suck dJvv/oYcc.
in the Bombay Province^is at present not legally recognised 
without the intervention of the court. This puts some 
hardships in the way of people where divorce is customarily 
recognised by the community. Looking to the present situa­
tion divorce is essential for every section of society. The 
problem of divorce is vitally important owing to several 
causes. Due to the prevalence of child marriage and bigamy 
or polygamy divorce is the only outlet to free women. Again, 
ill-treatment cmuelty and adultery on the part of a husband 
makes it necessary, bhen a husband is an idiot or edicted to 
some vices divorce remains the only solution. Ho doubt, it 
is true that there are certain provisions made among the 
upper castes for a wife to get separation from her husband, 
but they are very strict and of an extreme nature. If a
husband
32. Rathbone, E.P.; Child Î4arriages, p. 131
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husband is suffering from a disease such as leprosy or 
syphilis, or if he keeps a concubine in the same house or 
is guilty of cruelty to the degree of making it unsafe for 
his wife to remain under his care, or if he has adopted 
another religion the court seldom refuses to give a decree 
in favour of the wife. But if the husband has married ano­
ther wife or is guilty of infidelity, or is a drunkard, or 
it is merely that the wife is a minor, there are then no 
grounds for the wife's leaving him; on the contrary, the 
husband is entitled to sue for damages against any person 
who helps his wife to remain away from him without legally 
justifiable cause. "In Aryan family chosen for religious 
purposes the wife cannot be put away without cause, bo far 
as divorce is recognised in the earliest law with which we 
are acquainted, it is justifiable only on the ground of either
barrenness or of misconduct of exceeding grossness, bterility
33
furnishes indeed sufficient cause for separation" Thus a
high caste Hindu woman suffers sometimes immensely because of 
the absence of legal provision for divorce which are commonly 
accepted by progressive countries.
It is a general belief among Indian people that divorce 
would shatter many happy homes and it would destruet or at 
least would seriously damage the institution of family.
looking
33. Thwing: The Family, p. 24.
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Looking to the example of Russia a,nd other Western countries
where divorce is found India has nothing to he afraid of
in granting both the parties the right^ to dissolve marriage
where it becomes unslelccessful.. Westermarck has rightly
remarked that "the existence of marriage does not depend
on l a w s  marriage is not an artificial creation but
an institution based on deep-rooted sentiments, conjugal
and parental, it will last as long as these sentiments last.
And should they ever cease to exist, no laws in the world
34
could bave marriage from destruction."
Ho doubt the problem of divorce arises for a small 
section of Hindu society but it is high time now to liberate 
these upper class women by making provision for divorce.
The first progressive step was taken by the Baroda State 
with the passing of the Divorce Act in 1937 for Baroda 
subjects. Divorce was given to either party under this Act 
on the following grounds: desertion, not obtaining the news 
for seven years, change of religion, taking of religious 
order, curelty, adultery on the part of the husband, inability 
to perform marital duties on account of drunknness. Moreover, 
impotancy, indulgence in unnatural sexual life on the part of 
a husband and bigamyafter the Act of 1942 were further grounds
for
34. Westermarck; A Short History of Marriage, p. 308.
for a married wife to ask for divorce. Bombay Province took 
the lead by passing the Act of Divorce in 1947 which provided 
for a right of divorce to all Hindus in certain circumstances 
A suit for divorce is permitted on the following grounds:
"If the defendant was impotent at the time of marriage and 
continues to be so upto the time of the institution of the 
suit,
2. If a defendant has been suffering from leprosy not 
contracted from the plaintiff for a period of not less than 
seven years before the institution of the suit,
3. If the defendant has been a lunatic for period of not 
less than seven years before the institution of the suit or 
is an idiof,
4. If the defendant has deserted the plaintiff for a period 
of four years,
5. If the defendant has not been heard of as being alive for 
the space of seven yea.rs by those persons who would have 
naturally heard of it had the defendant been alive;
6. If the husband has any other woman as a concubine and if
a wife is a concubine of any other man or leads the life of
35
a prostitute."
Hot going into the details of separation or alimony 
or maintenance here one can definitely say that this was a
progressive
35. Manek: Hand Book of Hindu Law, p. 349-350
2progressive legal step for ameliorating the condition of
marriage especially for women. Thomas ha sprightly said that
"Marriages held together with the full consciousness of free
divorce are the only ones worth having. All the rest are 
36
tyranny."
2* Mohomedan Marriage Laws : "[Marriage under Muslim law, is
a contract for the purpose of legalising sexual intercourse
37
and the procreation of the children." There are three
types of marriages among Mohomedans: Valid, irregular and
void. The valid marriage is a contract made between two
major persons in the presence of two sane acult male witnesses
or one male and two female witnesses. An irregular marriage
is one which is contracted without witnesses or with a fifth 
38
wife, or m t h  a woman undergoing Iddat (that means the
period during which the wife must wrait before her re-marriage)
or marriage with other than a Muslim or a marriage with a
39
person within the prohibited degrees. The issues out of
such a marriage are legitimate but do not possess the right
of inheritance, and the wife is not entitled to possess any
in.
'dower' . In Mohomedan law^ marri age a wife can claim from
her
36. Thmms; Women and Marriage in India, p. 146.
37. A Muslim is permitted to marry four wives at a time.
38. Manek: Ibid, p. 28.
39. Koran forbids to marry with half-sisters; parental aunt, 
maternal aunt, brother's daughter and sister's daughter.
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her husband a sum ofmoney or some property known as 'Dower'.
The marriage neither regular nor irregular is known 
as void and though it is legally void it is socially accepted. 
The children by such marriage are illê^itiinate and a wife 
has no right to ask for 'Dower.'
Compared with Hindu law, Muslim law is a very simple 
law and it is based on certain definite equitable considera­
tions! A Muslim woman holds much higher legal position than
40
that of a woman in any other community.
Every Muslim of a sound mind, provided he or she is 
not a minor can enter into the marriage contract. In cases 
of minors and lunatics the consent of a guardian is essential. 
If it is found that in giving such consent the guardian has 
neglected his duty or if the marriage i/jas arranged by others 
than the natural guardian, - by natural guardian is meant 
the father or the grandfather - and if such marriage proves 
disadvantageous to the minor it can be rendered void at the 
will of the minor on attaining puberty. This is really a 
partial safeguard against the disadvantage of chiId-marriage 
of a minor.
The sum of dower has not been clearly stated by Koran 
but things not in existence, such as next years crop or things 
forbidden to a certain mohomedan such as wine or pork or the
personal
40. Justice M.C.Chagala; Legal status of Women in India p.36. 
TReport of the conference on Legal Status of Indian Women, 
1943.)
personal services rendered by a husband to his wife cannot
be counted in 'dower'. The wife has full right over her
'dower' . After the full payment of the 'Dower' a husband
is at liberty to take his wife where ever he likes; inshort
he obtains full authority over her.
If a wife revolts against him, apausband has authority
to punish her for such disobedience. If she runs ai/jay from
the house she has no right to claim - maintenance from her
husband until she returns to him and the husband may divorce
her or sue her for the restitution of conjugal rights. In
41
short, the duties of \hLfe are as follows:
1. She must reside in her husband's house,
2. She must obey his orders and perform her ma.rital duties at 
reasonable times and places in accordance with health and 
decency.
3. She must avoid the company of strangers and need not 
appear in public without sufficient reason.
Thus the Mohomedan law confers on the wife a right to 
dower, and maintenance, and residence in her husband's house. 
She enjoys legally a better position in marriage than a Hindu 
wife but many a times due to her backwardness and ignorance 
she hardly exercises these rights.
DiTOTce
41. Hehru bhamakumari; Legal Forms of Marriage in India, p.
Divorce: Islam permits dissolution of marriage to both
parties though on different gonditions. For a husband a 
marriage can be dissolved very easily and three kinds of 
divorce are legally recognised. Firstly, a marriage can be 
dissolved or terminated by the husband without the interven­
tion of the court of without assigning any reason, he has only 
to speak one word 'Talak' (divorce) three times in the pre­
sence of or even in the absence of his wife. Secondly, a 
marriage can be dissolved by the mutual consent of both 
parties and thirdly by the intervention of the court on the 
petition of either of the parties. A mohomedan woman suffers 
in the first type of divorce where a marriage ca,n be dissolved 
on the mere whim of the husband provided he has paid the 
dower. Ho doubt she is at disadvantage in this type of 
divorce yet "Muslim law provides various checks on these 
right of the husband to divorce his wife at will. The first 
and most important is the payment of 'dower*, she can fix
such a high 'dower' that she can make it impossible for her
42
husband to divorce."
In the other two types a  woman enjoys almost equal legal 
rights and she has not to suffer at all, except that if she 
does not marry thereafter, her divorced husband is not bound 
to maintain her. On divorce she is free to marry again after
a
42. Justice M.C.Chagala: Legal Status of Muslim women in
India, p. 37.
a fixed period i.e. after complete three months.
Before the Act of 1939, a judicial decree was obtain­
able for dissolution of marriage at the complaint of the 
wife only on the ground of impotency of the husband or vdien
charge of adultery made by him against his wife was proved 
43
false. The dissolution of muslim Marriage Act was passée
on 17th March, 1939, and was extended to the whole of British
India. It enlarged the grounds for dissolution of marriage
and it gave considerable and important rights to Muslim
women. Justice Ghagala properly says that "under the Divorce
Act a Muslim wife has more rights than she has either under
44
the English Law or under the Parsi Law."
By the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939 a 
marriage can be dissolved on the following grounds:
1. That the whereabouts of her husband is not known for the 
period of four years.
2. That a husband has been suffering from leprosy or a 
virulent veneral disease or has been insane for a period 
of two years.
3. That the husband was impotent at the time of marriage and 
continues to be so.
4
43. Manek: Handbook of Mohomedan Law, p. 62.
44. Justice Ghagala; op. cit., p..38.
4. That the husband has failed without any reason or cause 
in his marital duties for a period of three years.
5. That the husband has been sentenced to imprisonment for
criminal offence for seven years or more.
6. That the husband has failed to provide maintenance for
his wife for two years.
7. If a wife has been given in marriage before the age of 15 
the marriage can be repudiated before she attains the age 
of 18 provided it has been consumiiiated.
8. That the husband treats her with cruelty.
9. Besides above grounds a marriage can be dissolved on any 
other ground legally recognised as valid for the dissolu­
tion of marriage according to the present Muslim law.
3. Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act; Upto 1936 Parsis were 
governed by the Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act of 1865. Ho 
marriage among Parsis is valid unless it is solemnised accord­
ing to the usual Parsi marriage ceremonies with the essential 
ceremony called 'Ashirvad'. A marriage is valid if it is 
solemnised between the parties related to each other in any 
of the degrees of consanguinity or affinity prohibited among 
Parsis. All Parsi marriages are monogamous. The consent
50-yi
Of a guardian or the parents is necessary if the^desiring 
to marry have not completed 21 years. The duty of the priest
is
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is to perform the ' A shir va d' ceremony and to issue a marriage
certificate signed by the parents or guardians and the
witnesses. He should also register the marriage. A man as
well as a woman is placed on the equal footing for dissolution
of marriage. The grounds for divorce has been greatly
45
extended by the Parsee Divorce Act in 1936. This amended
Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act came into force from 22nd
June 1936. Certain amendments were necessary in the Act
owing to the changed condition and ideas prevailing in the
Parsi Community. P.M.Dalal has rightly remarked that "bince
the Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act of 1865 circumstances had
greatly altered and there was also a change in the sentiments
46
and views of the Parsee community. " The Parsi Marriage and
Divorce Act (III of 1936) expanded the grounds for divorce 
and any married person may claim divorce on any one or more 
of the following grounds:
1. If imrriage has not been consummated within one year after 
its solemnization owing to the wilful refusal of the defendant 
to consumate it.
2. If the defendent at the time of marriage was insane or of 
unsound mind and continues to be so in the same state upto 
the date.
3.
45. J.S.Lam; Position of Women in Parsee Law. (The report of 
the conference on Legal Sta.tus of Women, p. 52.
46. Dalai P.M.: Social Life and Manners of the Parsees in
Iran and India, p. 482.
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3. If the defendent was pregnant at the ’time of marriage
by some person other than the plaintiff.
4. If the defendent has practised adultery or fornication 
with an unmarried woman (not being a prostitute) or has 
practiced bigamy or has been involved in a rape or 
unnatural offence.
5. If the defendent lias since the marriage voluntarily caused 
grievious hurt to the plaintiff or has infected the 
plaintiff vâth veneral disease and in the case of a husband 
being the defendent if he has compelled the wife to submit 
to prostitution.
6. If the defendent changed the religion.
7. If the defendent has deserted the plaintiff wilfully for
more than 3 years or more.
8. If the defendent has failed to comply with a decree of 
restitution of conjugal rights for a year or more.
9. If the defendent is sentenced for seven years or more.
Thus the Parsee men and women secured the same rights 
for divorce and in this respect they were in advance of 
England by one year. Christians were governed by the 
Indian Christian Marriage Act (X7 of 1872) and it is useless 
to go here into details they being in a small minority.
9.3
9.3 Legislation Regardim Property Rights of Women;
Essentially a normal Hindu Family is a joint family and
therefore “amongst the Hindus the unit is not the individual
47
hut the family." The members of the family share in
common not only the property but also food as well as worship. 
A Hindu joint family mainly consists of all the male decen- 
dents from acoimnon ancestor, their wives and unmarried 
daughters. The main aim of the joint family members regarding 
their porperty is* to preserve the property in the family 
hence the rules were made as not to pass it outside the family. 
All the members of the joint family male as well as females - 
in the case ofq daughter she ceased to be the member of her 
father's family after her marriage - havd right over the 
joint family property. But of these members " borne are 
coparceners namely the male members, tha.t is persons who on 
partition are entitled to a share of the property which the 
others are only entitled to maintena,nce. Originally survi­
vorship consisted in the exclusion of the widows and other
heirs of the conarceners from succeeding to this undivided 
48
interest."
The Hindus are governed by different schools of thought 
in different provinces. Two main systems viz. Layabhag in
Bengal
47. bharada Harang; Women and Property (Our Cause), p. 309.
48. Durgabai: Legal btatus of Women in India, p. 5.
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Bengal and lïitaskahra in Bombay and other parts of the country
prevail throughv.ut India. In Dayabhag system a widow gets
the share in the joint family property after the death of her
husband but till 1937 Mitakshara system did not recognise
such rights as "no gemale can be coparcener under the
49
Mitakshara Law."
In 1937, chiefly due to the effects of Mr. Beshmukh
50
and agitation by the All India Womens Conference together
with other enlightened men and women in India afLaw regarding
Hindu Women’s right to property was passed. The La,w was
known as the Hindu Women’s Eight to Property Act, Act XVIII
of 1937 and was applicable only in the case of a Hindu
dying intestate. The law confers on ^Hindu widow the right
op equal share as that on a son in the property of her
husband if he dies intestate.
If a person governed by any other Hindu school than
a Layabhag dies having an interest in the joint family
property his widow shall have the same interest in the
51
property as he himself had. But she gets this only in the 
limited interest known as a Hindu Women’s estate. ^
Before the amendment in thés law a widow had no right
over
49. Mull a L. P.: Principles of Hindu Law, p. 163.
50. For details see Chapter III.
51. Manek; Ha.nobook of Hindu Law, p. 84.
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over her husband’s ancestral property and under Mitakshara
law a son, son’s son, and a son’s son’s son was recognised
as the first class heir and a widow of deceased had a right
after them. "The widow of a pre-deceased son and the widow
of a predeceased son of a predeceased son were not recognised
. 52
as heirs at all except in the Bombay school" By the
Hindu Women’s Right to property Act 1937 (amended by Act XI
of 1938) 8,11 these widows were given more rights and were
given recognition as heirs belonging to the first class "and
they would sha.re the inheritance simultaneous with the son,
53
the grandson and the great grandson." In short by the 
provision of this Act the interest of a ms.le coparceners in 
the joint family after their death passes to their widows 
and these widows are entitled to get it by partition.
In modern times only the Hindu Women’s right to 
property have extended but she enjoyed the supreme right 
over her ’Stree Lhan’ i.e. personal property, since olden 
times. This ’stree dhan’is her personal property acquired 
in the form of Lower or sometimes as bride price or as a 
wedding gift, which she can dispose of at will. "From 
the very origin of Hindu Society, the ’Stree Lhan’ property 
of women were treated on a different footing from other
kinds
52. I4anek; Handbook of Hindu Law, p. 211.
53. Ibid, p. 211.
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kinds of property. The other ovmer thereof had full powers
54
and succession of the female owner concerned." Hindu 
society is still not prepared to accept the full right of a 
woman to her husband’s or her father’s property. But in 
respect to her Stridhan Hindus were far more advanced.
Before the Act of 1937 the plight of Hindu woman in 
relation to property v/as deplorable. A widow by the death 
of her husband not only lost him but also her own social 
and economic position. At one time she had to depend on the 
grayice of her husband’s relatives for maintenance, but after 
agitation she now at least shs.res in her husband’s 
property for her maintenance though she has no right over 
immovable or landed property. Different provinces have 
modified the laws to suit local conditions, but in general 
a widow could only inherit in the absence of her deceased 
husband’s direct decendants upto the third degree and 
daughters were affected by the same restriction which holds 
good either in joint or self-acquired property. The unit 
among Hindus is not individual but the whole family. Hence 
the idea behind the unequal treatment of women in the matter 
of inheritance is to preserve the porperty in the same 
family. However, the joint family system will not lastt 
long and the idea of not allowing family property to pass
out
54. Durgabai: op. cit., p. 6.
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out of the family will cease.
Mjbhoraedan Law -v/as more liberal to women over the
inheritance of property and had given them specific rights
55
in the property of a deceased relative. Regarding the
distribution of property each person is governed by the school
to which he belongs. Unlike the Hindus Mohomedans do not
acquire the right in the property by their birth right but
56
get the right én the death of the ancestor. A widow
receives l/8th share in her husband’s property if there
are blood relatives who have claim in the property, otherwise
she gets a 1/4 share in the property. A daughter receives
2/3 share if the deceased has no sons. But in the presence
57
of sons she receives ha.lf the share of a son. In addition
to this a Muslim has no right to distribute his whole property
by will against the interest of his wife or a daughter.
"The testamentary capacity of a, Muslim is limited to
only one-third of his property and the two-thirds of it must
58
go to his heirs according to the law." Though the share
of awoma.n is not equal to that of a man the Mahomedan law is 
more fair than the Hindu law to women with respect to their
rights
55. Sharada Harang: Women and Property (our Cause), p. 310.
56. Manek: Handbook of Mahomedan Law, p. 196.
57. bharada Marang: op. cit., p. 310.
58. M. G. Ghagala: op. cit., p. 41.
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rights to property.
The rights of Parsis were regulated by the Indian
Succession Act (39) of 1925. According to tha.t Act a widow
get l/3rd of her deceased husband^s iriêstate property if
there are sons or daughters. However in the absence of
any children she gets half of the property but not less
than Rs.5,000/-. In short Parsi women enjoyed better legal
status than those of Hindus and Muslims so far infestâte
59
property v/as concerned.
The Act of 1939 further developed the ground for an 
increased share of a widow and a daughter in the man * s intes­
tate property. Uptil then Parsis were governed by the 
Property Act of 1865 which was later incorporated into the 
Indian Succession Act of 1925. But the Parsi Intestate 
Succession Act of 1939 extended the ground upto parents also 
Uptil now parents had no right to any thing from their sons'^ 
property if he diedjintestate, leaving a widow and children. 
This new Act provides a widow with a share equal to that of 
a son; where as the daughter gets a share half of the son.
The father of deceased gets half the share the grandson gets 
and the grandmother is provided withlialf the share of her 
grand-daughter. In the case of a woman’s dying intestate all 
her children and widower share the property equally but in
the
39. Sharada Harang; op. cit., p. 311
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the absence of a widower all children eceive the equal share
60
from their mother’s property.
9.4 Conclusion: Considering the legal status of women in
general and Hindu women in particular the present Hindu law 
requires modifications in order to suit present day conditions. 
Women, in the distant past, did not feel the need for any 
modifications in the Hindu law because they theyi enjoyed 
certain rights in the family. They were respected and held 
honourable position in the household. In the course of time, 
however, women lost their important position and the situa­
tion prevails even to this day that has made the position of 
women subordinate. Hindu women have suffered till now in 
the fields of marriage and property which play an important 
part in their status. Agitation by social reformers and 
women workers attæactêd public attention; consequently, several 
Acts mentioned before have been passed which amended women’s 
legal status. Yet there is a long ivay to go to make her 
stand legally on an equal level with men. There has been 
alif/ays an opposition from the orthodox section of society 
who do not recognise the importance of women’s rights. Many 
backv.rard women themselves are not aware of their disability 
in law and being guided by traditions and social beliefs
simply
60. J. S. Lam: Position of Women in Parsi Law, p. 53.
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simply oppose all legal reforms. Srimati Eansa Mehta states
this fact thus: " .... Harising G-our’s special Imrria^ge Act,
the child Marriage Prevention Act .... were passed during the
twenties of this century and the Hindu Widow Right to Property
Act in 1937. The reason for this slow progress is due to
the opposition of the conservative element allied with the
indifference of an alien government who, under the guise
of a policy of non-interference, have not been anxious to
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improve things."
The legal injustice suffered by Indian women is mainly 
due to the following causes: ignorance; submissiveness; 
economic dependence; influence of social and religious 
conventions and defective laws.
As stated before, though Muslim women enjoyed better 
legal status rega.rding marriage and property rights their 
general status is not better than an average Hindu woman.
Most of the women, Hindus as well as Mahomedans are illiterate 
and their knowledge of existing laws and of their rights is 
negligible, hven educated Indian women’s knowledge regarding 
their legal rights is very limited. Although in some cases, 
they have become conscious that injustice is being done to 
them they cannot protest against it owing to their peculiar 
position in the household; also they arre seldom dissatisfied
up to
61. Eansa Mehta; Preface to the "Women under the Hindu law of 
Marriage and Succession, p. 1.
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upto the point of revolt against their position.
Submissiveness on the part of women is hereditary. She 
is at all ages dependent on somebody for protection, guidance 
and advice. From childhood she is trained in such a fashion 
that an ever submissive character is looked upon by society 
as a virtue and it is the qualification of a good wife that 
she does not protest against the family’s rulings. If she 
does, public criticism and perhaps desertion by the family 
would be her fate. Under these circumstances she does not 
get a chance to develop her individuality and assert her 
personal rights.
In addition to the natural tendency for a woman to 
submit she is generally economically dependent on a man.
Even at present her rights to property are not equal with 
those of man and especially for a Hindu woman - wife or a 
daughter - these rights are very limited. Btridha.n oven 
which a Hindu woman enjoys an absolute right is many times 
such a small amount or property that she cannot count on it 
for subsistence. In the case of a woman belonging to a 
community where divorce is customary or legal she will not 
break off marriage except in unbearable circumstances e.g. 
a Mahomedan or an Indian Christian woman from the middle 
class has a right to divorce on certain grounds but, rather 
than claim a divorce she would suffer injustice or even
cruelty
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cmielty from her husband because of her economic dependence 
on him. In a joint Hindu family also, where a woman enjoys 
the least economic freedom, in some cases, in spite of the 
recognised custom of divorce she would prefer to stay in the 
family whatever her husband’s cruelty.
Besides this, an average woman and even the general 
public is so much influenced by the caste regulations and 
popular traditions and so much prejudiced against reforms 
that they are always afraid and reluctant of any reform.
The religious belief in sacramental marriage has beenjso 
deeply rooted in a woman that she will silently suffer the 
tyranny of her husband who may turn her out of the house 
for no substantial reason and not hesitate to take another 
wife.
Present Hindu Law has certain drawbacks and an urgent 
need for amendment or reframing of the Hindu Law was felt 
during the present century as it is not suitable to the 
present day condition. As stated before, "Hindu law is a 
conglomeration of the ancient rules of law which have their 
origin in the Srutis and smritis as expounded by the ancient 
commentators and later as modified and supplemented by the c 
custom. These have been further interpreted and amplified 
by decisions of courts. Based on public opinion also, 
legislatures had to step in to remove certain hardships and
anomalies
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anomalies and to make the law conform to the times."
The present Hindu law is a reframing of ancient Hindu 
law mostly adhering to its original principles. As stated 
before there are many defective laws in almost all the 
countries vhich do not confer equal legal status upon 
women. These legal disabilities ought to be removed by 
amendments in such laws and if required complete reframing 
of such laws. This need is felt largely by many social 
workers and reformers during the last decade of the present 
century. Marriage and Property are two important aspects 
in the life of a woman; hence all the laws concerning these 
two aspects require modification in order to give her better 
or equal legal status with that of a man. Enlightened 
people are not indifferent to unequal legal position of women 
especially the Hindu women and they started agitation against 
the prevailing state in order to remove the legal disabilities 
suffered by Hindu women. The Hindu Code Bill is the outcome 
of such agitations.
9.5 Hindu Code Bill: Indian women were agitating for the
revision of the Hindu Code for some years. Many resolutions 
were passed in the meetings of the All India Women’s Confer­
ence for the amendment and recodification of the Hindu Code. 
Efforts had also been made by social reformers who had been
doing
32, Burgabai; op. cit., p. 7.
5doing their best to bring about this legislation. The 
draft prepared by the Rau Commit tee was circulated throughout 
India through the branches of the All India Women’s Conference 
and by other social and public provincial institutions.
The diversified of customs, the existence of various 
schools of law which practiced different laws regarding 
marriage succession andjinheritance created a necessity for 
a uniformity in Kinau law. Moreover the changing attitude 
towards economic independence of women and the difficulties 
felt by the court in giving a uniform interpretation were 
also responsible for the proposed Hindu Code Bill.
Clianges intended to be introduced by the Hindu Code
Bill are not so shocking to the present day society as it
would have been to 70 or 50 years ago. Hobody would deny
the urgency for codification and uniformity of Hindu law.
The law is interpreted in diverse ivays in different part of
the country so that there is no uniform legal system through
out the country even amongst the Hindus. As mentioned before
the two main schools which govern the property rights of Hindus
are Bayabhag and Mitakshara. The first holds sway in
Bengal while the sub-divisions of Mitakshara such as Benaras,
Mithila, Bravid or Madras and Bombay or Mayukha are
recognised in vari .us parts of the country ivith regards to the
63
Hindu Woman’s property rights.
With
Mehta Han sa; The woman under the Hindu Law of marriage 
and succession, p. 8.
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With the advent of the Indian Independence, the Indian 
Parliament took up the problem of codifying the Hindu law.
The Hindu Code Bill as it is called, first appeared in the 
Indian Government’s Gazette on the 19th April, 1947. The 
second reading of the Bill took place in April 1951 but 
the Bill was postponed for four years partly because many other 
important problems aha.d to be given first place and partly 
because it v/as feared that, its progressive character, 
especially,», injcertain sections might bring strong opposition 
from the more conservative and orthodox elements in the 
country.
The Hindu Code Bill proposes to make important changes 
in the field of marriage and property. The first draft of 
the Hindu Code Bill was based on more conservative lines but 
the present amended draft makes provision for marriage on 
the following lines:
1. The parties contemplating marriage are not within the 
prohibited degree of relationship.
2. The parties are not ’sapinda’ unless customarily approved.
3. The boy must be above 18 and the girl above 14.
4. neither party is a lunatic or idiot at the time of 
marriage.
5. Consent of the guardian is required when the brio.e is under 
16.
6.
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6. Neither has a spouse living at the time of the marriage.
7. Registration of sacramental marriage is necessary. Condi­
tions for civil marriage are the same given in the 1, 2,
4, and 6. Moreover, if either party is below 21 permission 
of the guardian is essential.
The important features of the marriage section are 
the forms of marriage, conditions of marriage and for disso­
lution of marriage. Divorce would be highly appreciated by 
the enlightened class of people as it removes the great 
hinderence in the path of a Hindu illassorted marriage which 
could not be dissolved upto the present time where customarily 
not approved. Monogamy would be facilitated by such pro­
vision. Still there are certain flaws in the provision for 
divorce.
Another important change proposed by the Hindu Code Bill 
is a Hindu Woman’s right to property as a widow and a 
daughter. As stated before a Hindu woman has very restricted 
right over property and a daughter has no right or at some 
places restricted right to inherit property. Hindu Code 
Bill proposes considerable changes in the women’s right to 
inheritance and succession. In spite of certain flaws in 
certain sections. "The main achievement of the Code is the 
raising up of the status of woman almost on equality with 
man by giving the daughter an equal share with a son, by
giving
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giving the female absolute control over her property, by
penalising bigamous marlriage and by conceding her the
privilege of obtaining judicial separation or dissolution
64
of marriage."
The right to divorce, succession and right to property 
will be epoch-making event in Hindu society and many orthodox 
Hindus - men and women - are strongly against it. Many of 
them have criticised it severely and held the public meetings 
to protest against it. The whole Hindu Code Bill is accord­
ing to them, althgether too advanced. They fear that 
marriage reforms especially those concerning divorce would 
result into broken homes and unhappy married lives ivhioh 
would disturb the family peace and harmony while a woman’s 
right to property would increase enmity and litigation a,nd 
bring about the disintegration of the family.
Looking to the marriage and property laws of other 
communities in India the fear of this orthodox group is out 
of place. On the contrary if the Hindu Code Bill becomes 
an Act then alone would many of the legal disabilities 
suffered by women be removed.
64. Kapadia. K.M.; The Hindu Code Bill, p. 12.
-r ■ 
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CHAPTER X 
The Economic Status Of Indian Women.
"Whenever we find women economically dependent, we find
her position inferior and subordinate and whenever we
find her economically independent, her position is
1
elevated and advanced."
The nature of economic development that has taken place 
so far in the life of the country may be said to be lacking in 
policy. Of course, it must be admitted that with the advance 
of civilization and the growth of the sciences increasing 
control over the environment is acquired with the insight into 
the laws of the operation of the physical world. Social and 
religious institutions directly affect economic life and 
vice versa economic institutions modify social life and 
customs and even religious practices. In order to understand 
and evaluate the economic status of Indian women it is necess­
ary to have an idea of the social and economic life of India 
in the immediate past; to discuss the various factors that 
led to a growing consciousness and a need for economic indep­
endence; the obstacles that women had to overcome before they 
could claim any right to an equality in economic status with 
men; to estimate the changes brought about by the World Wars
and
1. Cha11opadhvakva. Kamaladevi; The Awakening of Indian 
Women, p. 2.
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and to analyse the present position with special reference 
to working conditions and their wages.
10.2 Economic Order of the Self-sufficient Village and the 
Joint Family; In pre-British times social and economic life 
of India was mostly governed by three main institutions - the 
self-sufficient village, the caste system, andthe joint family. 
Upto the advent of British rule a village in India had remained 
mostly a self-sufficient unit as there % s  an elaborate divi­
sions of occupations between the agriculturists or farmers 
and the artisans and craftsmen. Men and women lived simple 
life in agricultural groups and worked and shared together 
their labours- and their fruits. The whole village population 
was divided into twro groups - the agriculturists and artisans - 
who depended on one another for the production. A village had 
a carpenter, ablacksmith, a potter, a barber, a cobbler, a
T/jaSherman and a priest. There vjas a class of scavangers too
2
who did the menial work. All these artisans and craftsmen
supplied the needs of the village people and in return they
received for their labour, of course, not in cash but usually
3
in kind yearly or half-yearly. Kamala Chatterji has rightly
rema,rked that "by a system of unwritten contracts to buy and
sell
2. Das, Ra.iani Mantas Factory Labour in India, p. 1.
3. Wadi a and Merchant: Our Economic Problem, p. 32.
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sell among one another the village economy never showed
the prosperity of mass production, ... but at the same time
it did not leave the workers e.t the mercy of far away markets
4
and unknown capitalists." The relation between these two 
groups were very harmonious.
Hindu society is highly stratified by social divisions on 
account of rigid caste system. To a very large extent, the 
different castes performed functions and did services which 
were alloted to them by tradition a,nd usuage centuries ago.
The prevalence of this type of social organization is dominated 
by custom, tradition and superstitution and it is difficult 
to instill ajscientific spirit which is essential for ensuring 
economic progress.
Most of the villagers followed the joint family system. 
Usually the women prepared daily requirements of the family, 
and also helped their menfolk in their chief occupation.
Besides their domestic duties of housekeeping, spinning, 
weaving, husking, grinding, making preserves and condiments 
preparing molasses and unrefined sugar, making ghee and look­
ing after the animals were the main occupation in vdiich the 
women of the agricultural family were generally engaged. Women 
of the lower classes mainly worked as labourers in crafts and 
industries and in farms. Ordinarily the question of unemploy­
ment
4. Nehru ShyaiMcumari: Our Cause, p. 134.
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ment and earning wages did not arise in the joint family
system, j^ a^ch member worked according to one’s capacity and
each one was sure to receive the minimum subsistence from the
joint income. Thus, the association of joint family provided
work and maintenance for each and every member of the family,
the old and the weak, widows and orphans. The economics of
joint family in pre-British days ivas based on co-operative
5
production and co-operative consumption. In spite of 
political upheavels, economic structure of most of the popu­
lation had remained unchanged since earliest times. Marx 
has very aptly remarked that "the structure of economic
elements of the society remains una.ffected by the storms in
6
the political weather." No doubt, there arose a group of 
people - private property oimers, landlords and small kings 
who destroyed the simplicity of life. This group of people 
collected wealth by exploiting the toiling masses. Labour 
was no moreljionoured by this class of people. This rise of 
aristocracy similar to Fedulism in Europe iiad an effôct on 
the working capacity of their women. Although small in 
number these upper class women surrounded by servants, gradua­
lly lost their capacity to work and became totally dependent. 
On the other hand, millions of women simply continued to toil
in
5. ¥adia and Merchant; op. cit., p. 36.
6. Capital, Vol.I, p. 379.
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in order to earn their livelihood. They with their fajnilies 
had to face a new situation owing to industrialisation and 
the destruction of cottage industries.
10. 3 Social Disability of Women and its Effects on their
Economic Dependence: The second problem is that of the women
belonging to the middle classes whose position is vitally
different from that of the working class women who because of
their being v/age earners are comparatively free from male
thraldon through have somewhat inferior position to that of
men on account vf social traditions. On account of a constant
struggle in the middle classes to)imitate their more fortunate
richer bretheren and the consequent false ideas of social
7
prestige and the stronghold of tradition. The women in 
this strata of society are not allowed to undertake any work 
that might bring them income. Such conservative economic 
dependence of women was tolerable in times of national pros­
perity when the earnings of the male members was sufficient to 
meet the needs of the family. But with clianging conditions 
bringing in its train impoverishment, unemployment, lower 
salaries and higher cost of living the condition of these 
women became pitiable because they had to run the home in 
funds much smaller than an average working class family. In
such
7. For detail see Chapter VI.
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such helpless conditions the women could do nothing but to 
suffer calmly the reverses of fortune with â ’characteristic 
fatalistic attitude of the Indians’, bo strong was the hold 
of the custom tha,t the somewhat enlightened attitude to the 
economic independence of women of the present time seemed 
unthinkable of only only forty years ago. Another factor 
which was partly responsible for the inability of middle 
class women to work outside their homes vjas the great fear of 
moral deterioration due to unhealthy condition of work and 
partly to the fact that many of the women were ’unattached’ 
and cases of loose living encouraged by the fudatory classes 
were well knov/n. Dr. Vera Anstey remarks, "the miserable 
conditions of the young Hindu widows may drive them to seek 
industrial employment andjiience almost necessarily (under
8
present condition) to enter into illicit sexual relationship." 
It was not found safe for women to live in isolation for the 
sake of their work.
There is a limit to the extent to I'hich such unhappy 
conditions can be endured and women in small numbers began to 
take the lead in asserting their individualities partly due 
to sheer necessity and partly out of self respect, gathering 
courage from the support of the enlightened social worxers in 
India as well as abroad. Changes in political, social and
educational
8. The Economic Development of India, (1936 edition), p. 122.
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educational circumstances of the country on account of the 
impact of the two World Wars and the awakening of social 
consciousness among the people as a consequence of greater 
contact with the Western world; the increasing industrial­
ization and the urbanization of the country; grovrth of the
9
organised women’s institutions and movements; the intro­
duction of constitutional changes and reforms from 1919 
onwards leading to a wider spread in education and culminating 
in the charter of rights granted by the New Constitution of 
1950; competitive success of India,n reformers in decreasing 
the social disabilities of women by awakening of public inter­
ests and by legislation; and many more reasons contributed to 
bring about radical changes in attitude toi^ m,rds the problem 
of the economic and social status of women in general and 
middle class women in particular.
10.4 Factors that contributed to the cha,nge in the economic 
status of women: The economic life of the people of India
which vras one of self contained small units was disrupted by 
the coming in of industrial era, the position of the women 
worker also changed fundamentally.
The Industrial Revolution brought many direct changes in 
economic and social life in Europe and it emancipated women.
It
9. For deta.ils see Chapter III.
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It had indirect influence on other countries too, "as in the
18th century colonies were looked upon as plantations." The
raw products were imported by England from the colonies and
10
other countries. Upto 1813 India v/as chiefly exporting 
her goods but within a decade she suddenly started importing 
goods mainly from England and Ireland.
The chief effect of subsequent British policy was harmful 
to Indian cottage industries as ready ms.de imported goods 
consisted of petty articles of domestic use and they threw 
village craftsmen on the land as labourers. Thousands of 
women as well, were forced to earn their livelihood as agri­
cultural la.bourers. Except in afew irrigation zones, most of 
the agriculturists have to depend on rain. Naturally failure 
of crops either due to drought or flood forced labourers to 
migrate in order to find work in mines, mills and factories.
In short, the destruction of cottage industries either 
due to the policy of the government or on account of gradual 
migration towards cities disrupted the old economic structure 
and led to a disorganisation of the social order. As a
result, the Indian women had to face new social and economic 
11
problems.^
As mentioned earlier scientific inventions at the begin­
ning of the 19th century brought rapid changes in the indust­
rial
10. Wadia and Merchant; op. cit., p. 288
11. Our Cause, Introduction, p. xi.
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rial development of Western Europe. India could not hold 
her former position owing to British policy and could not re­
place the scientific productive apparatus in place of old 
ones. "In short, the economic history of India from 1770 
to 1870 is the history of the dislocation of India’s balanced
economy, the ruralisation of her population, the progressive
12
decay of her liandicrafts and village industries."
Industrialization started growing gradually in India
after 1850. Cotton mills, jute mills and coal mining industry
were established for the first time in India between the period
1850-55. The first cotton mill was established in Bombay in
1851, and it started working in 1854. The progress was not
rapid in the beginning andjupto 1861 a dozen mills existed in
the country which grew in number to 42 in 1878. Another
industry that developed wa,s ginning and pressing of cotton.
Modern methods were introduced in mining oy coal which expanded
the industry considerably. In short, upto 1880 there were
three important industries textile, jute and mining, in India;
although minor attempts were made in establishing glass
13
factory, iron industry and leather manufacturing. Tov/ards 
the end of the 19th century tea plantations were also growing 
rapidly. This brief account of the growth of industries in
India
12. Wadia and Merchant; op. cit., p. 293.
13. Gadgil; The Industrial Evolution of India, p. 60-61.
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India upto 1878 indicates that industrialization was not 
rapid while the decay of cottage industries was so rapid 
that it >/as u^^ahle to a.hsorh the jobless people in proportion. 
However, attraction of city life and more facilities were 
enough causes to attract a villager to a city or an industrial
town, 
as can
There has been a 
be seen from the
definite trend towards urbanisation
14
following figures:
Population.
Year Rural Urban
1921 88.7 11.3
1931 87.9 12.1
1941 86.1 13.9
The rural fa.mily life of men was disturbed where men
only migrated to industrial area. Industrialization brought
fundamental changes in the life of working women. The ancient
system of family life was breaking up as thousands of women
were forced to earn their livings as field labourers or factory 
15
workers. fjany of them had to i-jander from place to place
in search of work. Unlike western factory labour many men who 
left their families in villages always irjanted to return back 
and they hardly thouglt of settling doim in the town.
In
14. India and Pakistan Yearbook, 1951, p. 19.
15. Chatterji, hamala; op. cit., p. 136.
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In spite of many disadvantages a factory labourer did
gain a few advantages from city life. His outlook widened
and if he were able to maintain his connection with village
life he might carry new ideas and knowledge of the wider
16
world and education to villagers. This further helped
them to break the harmful customs which have influenced the
life of men and women in India. Factory labourers, working
side by side with people of different castes even sometimes
with untouchables get aivay from the idea of pollution by
their touch. Many times they even did not observe the rules
of contamination regarding preparation of their food. G. R.
Broughton mentions in his book "Labour in Indian Industries"
that such a person when he returns to the villa.ge, acts like
17
yeast in a bread for the spread of new ideas."
Urbanisation and industrialization had direct effect on 
the breaking up of the joint faraily system. The efl'ect 
created by industrial revolution in Europe %vas entirely 
different in changing the position of women. Although she 
came in contact with the wider world and might partially 
gain courage to work outside the home, the same advantages 
of social progress as the women in Europe were not gained 
by Indian women labour.
As
16. ¥adia and Merch8.nt; op. cit., p. 342.
17. Broughton: Labour in Indian Industries, p. 36.
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As a result of the impact of the two world wars especially 
the becond Vo rid war there was a tremendous rise in prices 
which bore no proportion to the insignificant increase in 
salaries and the middle class families found it impossible 
even to meet their most simple primary needs of food cloth­
ings from the earnings of the male members only, s.nd therefore 
the men were compelled to f'allow their womenfolk to take up 
some work to supplement the family income. At first, the 
women themselves found it difficult to adjust to the changed 
circumstances and had to remain content with any odd jobs. 
However, they soon rose to the occasion and began to take 
advantage of the fiew facilities provided and worked in large 
numbers in the rationing and other government departments.
They also got training in professions like teaching, nursing, 
midwifery. Moreover, the intellectual equality of women and 
their physical ability to de certain jobs as efficiently as 
men ivas recognised throughout the civilised world when women 
undertook the same jobs as men during the Wars and performed 
them well. And, therefore, women began to get work in certain 
spheres which till then were the entire preserve of men. The 
favourable effect of these two aspects arising out of the 
I'/ar was that women began to qualify for professions like teach­
ing and medicine and they entered into boards, offices or the 
welfare and governmental services.
The
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The old belief ths.t the rightful place of women v/as 
domestic work and their profession v/as mainly maternity was 
slowly disappearing and educational facilities at higher level 
began to be provided for women. An extension of educaction 
on a wide scale brought in enlightenment and women themselves 
began to become conscious of their oi-m rights and therefore, 
put forivard a dema.nd for bitter service conditions and equal 
jobs as well as equality of educational opportunities.
beveral social workers and reformers, both men and women, 
contributed a great deal for the economic and social uplift 
of women. Mention must be made, of the work of Mahatma Gandhi 
which ivas of great significance. He made ceaseless and fear­
less atitation against the orthodox customs of the time like
enforced widowhood, purdah, early marriage, the economic bond-
18
age and marital slavery of Indian women. All these efforts 
of social workers succeeded in a\‘/akening the public conscience 
to the vTTongs done to the female sex and led to better life 
for women.
Many more factors directly or .indirectly helped to 
improve the economic condition of women. These include the
self-confidence acquired by women during the political
19
struggle for independence, impetus given to women by the
leadership
18. For details. Vide, Ch.HI.
19. This particular point is discussed fully in Section S.4-
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leadership of organised efforts of associations like the All 
India Women's Conference, Arya Bamaj, beva Sadan and others, 
the influence of women's movements in England and the United 
btates and their consequent repurcussions on India and finally 
the attainment of Independence.
Women, especially those belonging to the middle classes, 
began to take up different professions as a result of the 
forces and factors analysed in this section. The working 
class women belonging to the lower classes were al\-/ays wage 
earning and they continued to work, though the type of work 
and the environment was changing on account of industrial­
isation andthe deterioration of cottage industries. The 
discussion of the|problems connected with their working condi­
tions, their wages provision of amenities, maternity benefits 
and others is attempted in Section 10.6. It is necessary to 
study the position of women in various professions in order 
to evaluate the progress achieved and to judge the scope of 
future economic development.
10.5 A Survey of the Position of Women in various Occupations! 
As stated before, factory expansion in India is of recent ori­
gin dating back to the last quarter of the 19th century. In 
the beginning the growth of industries was not rapid and a 
few thousands of labourers were absorbed by those factories.
Before
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Before discussing women's labour in organised industry it is 
worthwhile here to state how women were debarred from doing 
certain jobs by convention and how certain occupations only 
were considered to be a woms.n's job. Even today the women 
of the artisan class in villages usually help their husbands 
in following their pursuits of simple forms of labour e.g. 
a potter's wife brings the earth and collects the fuel. A 
barber's wife cuts the nails and works as a hairdresser, a 
fisherman's wife sells the fish and aoil presser's wife sells 
the oil and sometimes helps in extracting the oil. normally, 
they help their husbands but sometimes utter poverty and 
necessity force them to work as field labourers. Occasionally 
some of them are found in entirely different employment e.g. 
a barber's wife in rural areas also acts as a midwife.
In agricultural work ploughing is done by men without 
many exception while women do sowing and weeding, bp inning, 
rice husking and grinding are mostly done by women, btill 
it remains true today that in no organised industry do women
outnumber the men as it will be shown statistically later on.
20
The following table shows certain occupations where women
outnumber men or were found in a larger number in 1911. This 
also applied to the position in 1951 with very small changes:
Occupation
20. Census Report of India, 1911, Vol.I, p. 411.
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Occupation Bo. of female 
workers in 
thousands. 
1911
Bo. of females 
per thousand 
male workers. 
1911
1. Barm servants and
field labourers. 12,721
2. Plantations. 350
3. Raising of small animals 
(birds, silkworms etc.) 15
4. Rope, Twine and
string makers. 167
5. Works in other fibres. 43
I
6. Basket makers etc. 384
7. Rice huskers and
flour grinders. 963
8. Grainin Parchers. 240
9. llakers of sugar
molasses and gur 24
10. Tattooers ètc. 9
11. Pish dealers, 260
12. Sellers of milk butter
ghee, poultry etc. 159
13. Betal leaf, vegetables
and fruit dellers. 414
14c Dealers in hay grass and
fodder 82
15c Dealers in firewood
c liar coal etc. 216
16. Midv.dves, va.ccinators,
compounders, nurses etc. 88
967
894
1,364
2,023
1,497
1,043
7,531
1,883
969
2,086
1,207
916
971
1,264
1,806
2,798
Prom
0523
Prom the a,hove table it can be concluded that in majo­
rity of the cases women outnumbered men where they f olio wed 
traditional occupations or special jobs assigned to women, 
secondly their work is light and mostly comes under cottage 
industries. Thirdly, a greater bulk of the women labourers 
is engaged in agriculture. This leads one to believe that 
majority of the women la.bourers are working locally while 
sta,ying in th^family. Social customs conventions end caste 
restriction usually prohibit women from entering into all 
occupations and sometimes prevent women assisting their menfolk
The following ta,ble giving the number of women as well as
21 22
men workers in 1911 and 1921 in the major occupations 
clearly shows that women were in a very small numbers 
occupied in transport work, public force, law etc:
21. Census of India, Vol.I, Part II.
22. Census of India, Vol.I, Part II.
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'Opx-l:
Total workers 
& dependents
Actual Workers Total workers 
and dependents
Actual Workers
Occupations i n Males Females It Males Females
Total Population 313,470, OU 101,525,421 47,359,582 316,055,231 100,609,843 45,803,719
1. Exploitation of animals 
, and vegetation 
lo Pasture & Agriculture
226,550,483
224,695,900
72,122,268
71,462,868
34,078,164
33,872,511
230,652,350
229,045,019
72,099,953
71,526,809
33,588,420
33,416,903
2, Exploitation of minerals 
i. Mines
529,609
375,927
210,555
153,785
97,894
74,139
542,053
398,968
234,657
179,7a
112,692
85,489
li.Coal Mines & Petroleum 
wells. 277,426 115,210 62,433 304,764 U 2 ,557 74,820
3. Industry
i. Textiles aotv^ i 
a. Cotton Spinning,Sizing 
& weaving 
li.Food Industries
35,323,041
" 8 ,3 0 6 ,5 0 1
5,966,468
3,711,675
11,503,467
2,685,256
1,921,977
806,194
6,011,763
1,764,193
1,215,714
1,327,851
33 ,167,018
7,847,829
5 ,408,374
3,100,361
10,685,372
2,455,296
1,654,8U 
732,059
5,040,001
1,575,378
1,084,734
921,405
A, Transport >p;or.« 5,028,978 2,156,943 237,939 4,331 ,054 1,765,592 204,808
5. Trade " --1 17,839,102 5,464, U1 2,637,265 18,1U,662 5,576,979 2,472,406
6, PB±)lic Force 2,398,586 1,059,399 10,025 2,181,597 993,150 46,388
7. Public Administration ; 2,648,055 ^927,599 42,922 2,643,882 931,340 74,006
8. Professions & Liberal Arts 5,325,357 1,851,053 5,020,571 1,739,284 331,042
io Religion 
ii. Medicine - 
liio Law 
iv. rinstruc tion , ' f '
2,769,489
26,900
303,408
674,393
1,008,678
«169,044
81,840
245,923
186,451
101,298
621
25,745
2,457,614
659,583
336,510
805,228
892,213
177,006
96,992
300,698
U 9,246
78,520
1,075
3 ^ & #
9. Domestic Service 4,599,080 1,733,112 992,744 4,570,151 1,710,157 821,709
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A few outstanding facts emerge from the above statistics.
(1) Out of total population little less than 1/3 of men are 
actual workers while little less tha.n 1/6 of the whole 
population are actual female workers.
(2) On the whole, little more than 1/2 of the population is
dependent on the male or female workers. The number of
total dependents has increased on the whole. This may 
be accounted for by the general depression after World 
War I.
(3) It seems from the figures that during the decade there is 
a decrease in actual workers (men as well as women) 
exploiting animals and vegetation.
(4) Industry comes next to agriculture which employs a large 
number of persons especially thefbextile industry.
(5) Mining in 1911 was still in its infancy and a little
progress has been sho\«m after a decade. Looking to the 
number of female workers engaged in mining a great majo­
rity of them are employed in coal mining.
(6) The number of persons engaged in professions and liberal 
arts is about half of that employed in the textile industry,
Prom the facts and figures in the above table it can
be concluded that three occupations - agriculture, industry
8,nd mining absorbed women in large proportion.
Women
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Women in Agriculture; Besides working on the land as a
helper to the family or as a labourer many women were employed
on plantations. Principal plantation industries were tea,
coffee and rubber. Then came cinchona, 'pan' (betel leaves)
and some special crops such as indigo. Tea plantations absorb
the largest number of labourers and there is a considerable
number of women and children. The nature of work on the
plantations v/as mainly agricultural but the remarkable feature
of the plantation labour was that it employed the whole
family. Remarking on this point the Royal Commission on
Labour in India stated that "In most other industries the
scope for the employment of women and children is limited
and in consequence the worker usually leaves his family,
behind, in his village ... On the nlantations nearly all the
23
members of a workers family are wage earners."
The workers on plantations usually continue to live the 
same life as they were used to in villages and they even 
pursue more or less same type of work. Moreover, a, worker 
was many times provided with a small plot ofl land by tea 
estate company to grow his own crop or vegetables. Prom the 
statistics and type of work on plantations it can be conclu­
ded that the number of women was the greatest on plantations 
and they enjoyed almost equal position as they used to have
as
23. Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India, p.385.
ni
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as farm labourers or doing odd jobs in their villages. The 
family life was not scattered by any drastic changes. In 
the past, malpractices were used sometimes in the name of 
recruitment; and the living conditions and treatment to the 
labour xvas not satisfactory, however, much improvement has 
taken place in later years.
Women in Factories: With the rapid growth of factories in
India especially during the present century a large number of
\-jomen were employed in textile industry; hence factory labour
requires special attention. In 1879 India employed nearly
51,000 persons in her 63 cotton mills while in 1918 an
increase of 261 potton mills v/as found which employed about
290,255 nersons daily including 50,029 women and 27,245 
24
children. Following table shows the number of men and
25
xz/omen at specified periods.
Year Actual Bo. Actual Bo.
of men. of v/omen.
:L900 :37%2,6:L7 (3ES, 6:LC)
1910 624,945 115,540
1918 897,619 161,343
26
:LS)S)0 <9f36,:5(57 :L8<l,9:2S)
The
24. Das, Raj ni Kanta: op. cit., p. 7.
25. Ibid, p. 7."
26. Annual Report of the Working of Indian Factories Act, 
1920, p. 17.
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The figures of actual number of men and women workers
during 1900 to 1920 show a definite increase but increase
in the percentage of women workers is striking which indicates
women's tendency to join factories. The steady rise in the
number of factory labourers during 1922 to 1927 can be seen
27
from the following figures;
Year Average Bo. of Women.
persons employed.
1922 1,361,002 206,887
1927 1,533,382 255,158
1 ,'&]L9,7:L:L :&;25,6:5:2
The above table shows an increase of factory labour 
upto 1927. Decrease in the factory workers in 1952 could 
be attributed to general prevalence of unemployment owing 
to trade depression during the^eriod. It is also important 
to study the distribution of female labourers provincially 
as it involves certain social factors.
28
Provincial Distribution of Factory Workers in 1918. 
Province Bo. of Factories Men Women Total
Bengal 558 354,389 52,062 459,961
:Boml)8Ly 8<5ES :22B7,9:5'? 5)4:, 2<;'7 :296, e/ZSZ
Madras
27. Chatterji Kamala: op. cit., p. 138.
28. Statistical Abstract Relating to British India, 1921, 
n. 235.
%29
Pro vi nee Bo. of Factories Men Women Total
Madras 460 75,546 15,818 99,059
U.P. 188 56,566 5,334 64,196
(] .1). 6k 
Berar 402 30,817 15,581 48,993
Bihar & 
Orissa 62 36,107 5,923 43,471
Punj ab 176 33,758 4,171 38,829
Other
bections 55 17,260 3,026 SBC), 9"72)
From the above figures it could be seen that the Bombay 
employs the largest number of women employees with the 
highest number of factories. Bext came Bengal with 52,062 
number of women engaged in factories. The cotton mills in 
Bombay province and Jute mills in Bengal were largely respon­
sible for such a large number of lAromen X'/orkers and as 
mentioned before, they were mostly employed in large numbers 
in x/inding and reeling departments. The proportion of female 
workers differed provincially oxv^ ing to several factors like 
vicinity of x/ork, freedom to x/omen in outside activities, 
caste restrictions "and. social prejudices. For example, in 
certain higher castes, women x-/ere not supposed to xvork outside 
their homes. Moreover, seclusion of xvomen especially purdah 
system among Mahomedans xjas responsible for the variation in 
numbers of female labour. Prosperity of the province in
general
î 5
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general, held hack women from entering factory v/ork.
Women in Mines; Another industry next to the textile wa.s the 
coal industry where xvomen got employment in considerable 
numbers. Most of these coalfields in India were situated in 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Labourers generally resided near 
the coal fields and in many cases entire families work in 
coal pits. Usually men cut the coal and x/omen carried it. 
Thus, the striking feature of Indian coal industry until 
recently xras the employment of xjomen underground. This gave 
a certain facility to male labourers (like plantation labour) 
as generally they x/anted their x^ romenf oik to xrork under their 
supervision. The number of x/omen labourers working undergr­
ound changed fundamentally as a result of the policy of the 
government of India on the principle that women should be 
excluded from dangerous work, bince 1929, the elimination 
of women x^ rorkers underground started, as the Act prohibited 
x/omen x/orking underground. "Power to make such regulations
x/as given in the Act of 1901 and renewed in 1923 but it x/as
29 30
not exercised until 1929." This Act exempted certain mines.
An extension of 10 years x/as granted so that a gradual
elimination of x/omen x/orking underground can be enforced.
Thus
29. Royal Commission on Labour, p. 127.
30. These included coal mines in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, 
and the Central Provinces and salt mines in the Punjab.
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Thus, employment of women labour underground had to be 
completely stopped by the year 1939. But the ban for eli­
mination of x/omen x/orking underground x/as taken away in 1943 
due to acute labour shortage. Women x/ere allowed to work 
underground in all the coal mines in West Bengal, Bihar,
Madhya Pradesh and Orissa on certain conditions xh.ich\^ ere 
for the benefit of women xforkers. Firstly, women x/ere not 
all ox/e d to x/ork in galleries less than six feet in height. 
Equal x/ages had to be paid to women as x/ell as men for similar 
work. Thridly, x/omen working underground had to be provided 
x-zith milk. The ban x/as again re-imposed in 1946 due to the
agitation in India and criticism abroad. Bow employment of
31
x/omen underground is found nowhere in India.
The f oil ox/i ng figures shox/ the gradual elimination of
32
women working underground:
M IS B" M ]ü If
1933 1934 1933 1934
Underground 99,556 109,023 12,799 11,193
Open xvorkings 30,866 38,431 10,721 12,173
Surface 40,616 44,756 11,949 13,805
The percentage of women working underground fell during 
1930-34 as shox\Ti bel ox-/:
Year
31. India and Pakistan Year Book, 1951.
32. Chatter.ji, Kamala; op. cit., p. 140.
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Year Percentag
1930 18.39
1931 16.81
1932 14.84
1933 13.14
1934 10.94
Women labourers had to face a serious problem regarding 
their employment. It is true that underground v/ork x/as 
harmful for the health of women especially during pregnancy. 
Yet the problem needs a serious consideration. The scheme 
could be only successfully carried out x/hen all these women x u 
x/ould be absorbed in some industries allied to coal mining.
The earning of the miner x/as considerably reduced if his x/ife 
XA/as not provided with some other _mnd of x/ork. She ought to 
be employed in surface xvork or engaged in some cottage 
industries managed by the employer of the coal mines. Failing 
this a person x\/ho x/as unable to maintain his family xvithin 
a limited income of his oxm x/as likely to send his family to 
his native village. This xvould induce him to enter into 
other vices. With no family to support on the spot he might 
indulge into the habit of drinning and gambling. Disparity 
in sex ratio is still a notable feature of all the industrial 
areas. The consequence of being ax/ay from the family may 
lead him to moral degradation. The extent of employment of
women in industry between 1929 and 1949 can be seen 1 
from the follox\/ing table:
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It has been estimated that not less than 449,000 or 13 p.c.
of the total are \>jomen and children out of nearly 3,433,000
nersons employed in 1944 in three organised industries -
33
cotton andjute factories, ' mines and plantations. The above
table indicates that there is nearly 50 p.c. rise in total 
number of persons working in factories during 1929 to 1944 
while the employment of women has increased by nearly 16,000 
during the same period. Mining shows the incree.se in number 
of x/omen employees by nearly 19,000. While plantations shows 
the increase of about 16,000 during a decade. Although 
there is a steady increase in number of x/omen employed in var­
ious industries after 1944. The decrease in number of 
x/omen in 1944 is due to partition. This increasing employ­
ment of ivomen in industry has created many problems x/hich 
are briefly discussed in the next section.
10.6 Some Important Problems connected with Women in Industry; 
Some of the inconveniences suffered by factory labour are ^ 
common to men as x/ell as(i/omen but there are some x/hich concern 
x/omen only. Factory labour is chiefly secured by middlemen 
i.e. jobbers, sirdars and Mukadams. All the x/orkers are 
dependent on them for the security of their jobs and conse­
quently there are frequent cases of bribery. In some factories
x/omen
33. The Indian Labour Yea,r Book, 1946, p. 263.
5^7
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X/omen are employed as Mukadamin (overseer) but they are
sometimes as oppressive as men overseers. Women x/orkers have
to suffer more under the control of such management as many
of the x/omen overseers are notorious for their character and
34
lead x/omen labourers in their trap. This type of situa­
tion can be terminated x/here a x/orker is appointed by the 
direct management of the factories. This and other hardships 
suffered by x/omen x/orkers can be solved by the appointment 
of educated trained x/omen inspectors in each province x/here 
x/omen employment in factories is in appreciable number. The 
suggestion of the Royal Commission in this respect is of
vital importance and should be carried out immediately in
35
each province. Moreover, the strain felt by the x/omen in
factories is great due to unlo^gienic conditions in the factory 
rooms. Many big factories have dispensaries but ver^ r fex/ 
x/omen x/orkers have the benefit of being treated by a x/oman doc* 
tor. Several factories nox/ provide creches for x/orkers child­
ren but x/here such facilities x/ere not given x/omen usually
took
34. Mukhtar; Factory Labour in India, p. 143.
35. Report of the Royal Commission on La.bour, p. 71. Import­
ance of the some of the problems of these fa.ctory x/omen 
can be seen from the resolutions passed by A.I.W.C. at its 
several meetings. (See Appendix B.)
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took their children in x/orkrcorns especially in jute mills of
Bengal x/here creches were not approved due to the caste 
36
prejudice. Under such conditions x/omen suffer from ill-
health and children are exposed to noise, unhealthy a,tmosphere 
and sometimes serious or minor accidents.
Another important problem is that of the number of hours 
of work for x/omen in factories. Working hours have been 
very long since the beginning of the establishment of 
factories, andthey continued to be long in many factories 
unofficially even today. In 1921-22 Dr. Gurjel in his invest­
igation of conditions of x/omen's x/ork in Bengal found cases
37
of women x/orking for 12 hours a day. The working hours
of men as x/ell as x/omen were the same in the beginning but
a lax/ x/as passed in 1891 officially fixing the hours of x/ork
for x/omen at 11 x/hich hox/ever x/as never followed in practice.
There x/as no changed in the legal x/orking hours upto 1922,
but the Act of 1922 limited x/orking hours to 60 per x/eek
x/ith a maximum of 11 hours a day for both the sexes and
38
prohibired x/omen from doing night x/ork. Some people are
of the opinion that women should be allowed to x/ork less
number of hours as they have to perform the double duty of
earning
36. This also suggests the stronghold of customs in that 
province.
37. Canton (ed.)t The Key to Progress, p. 162.
38. The Indian Year Book, 1951, p. 115. This Act x/as amended 
in 1934 as the result of the acceptance of most of the
recommendations of the Royal Commission on Labour. Finally
the weekly hours of x/ork have been fixed at 48 and daily 
at 9 by the Factory Act of 1948.
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earning and housekeeping. But their remains the danger of
their unemployment if they are not allowed to x/ork equal
39
number of hours with that of men. Majority of x/omen
labourers x/ork in the factory out of sheer necessity and they 
cannot afford to lose their jobs. Moreover, hindrances put 
by the provision making distinction betx/een the x/ork of men and 
women minimises the chances of employment of x/omen in facto­
ries. Consequently, a x/oman is at a disaavantage when she 
tries to compete for a job with a man, unless there is Èegal 
provision that a certain percentage of women should be employ­
ed in big factories.
The housing conditions of industrial x/orkers is far 
from satisfactory on grounds of sanitation and hygiene and 
x/hich affects x/omcn more than men because the former have to 
spend more time at home.
The x/ages of x/orkers vary in various industries and in 
different places. Moreover, x/ide variation in the rates of 
payment in different parts of the country makes any general­
isation difficult. Often the x/ages paid in India have been 
insufficient and do not enable one to have a decent living.
Many times child labour and fema.le labour is being exploited 
by small factories. According to the Report of Royal COiiim- 
ission on Labour the average daily earnings of a man in
1926
39% LaB,4.Rajhi Kanta-: -cit^j
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1926 were Rs. 1-8-0 in Bombay, Rs. 1-6-0 in Alimedabad and 
Rs. 1-0-5 in Sholapur. Women were paid Rs. 0-11-11, Rs.0-12-6 
and Rs. 0-6-8 respectively. The table below gives the aver­
age daily earnings of an adult x/orking on tea plantations
40
in three important centres in 1950-51. It is seen that
the average earning of a me.le worker x/as almost 15 to 20^ 
more than that of afemale worker.
Average Daily Earnings.
Centre Men Women
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P
Assam Va.lley 0 - 1 4 - 0 0 Ÿ 12 0
Darjeeling 0 - 1 5 - 0 0 - 14 - 0
Bilgiris 1 - 4 - 3 0 - 14 - 9
in mining industry an unskilled woman's daily earnings
I
varied from 7as. to 9as. x/hile a man earned betx/een 8 as. and
41
10 as. in 1950-51.
Women labour in agriculture especially in fields are 
sometimes paid in grain and their earning fluctuate according 
to the prices of-grain. Wages of x/omen and men on plantations 
also varied.
In every industry women receive less x/ages, for similar 
type of work and for the same hours of work, bhe gets even
less
40. The Indian Labour Year Book, 1950-51, n. 222.
41. Ibid.
» »
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less than an unskilled lahJurer. This state of things can 
he attributed to two nis.in factors. It is a,rgueâ that women 
being the weaker sex work less vig,.urously than men and they 
work in order to supplement tne family income. _ioreover, 
women get maternity benefits. There is some truth in the 
statement that many x/omen x/ork to add to the family income 
but there are x/omen x/ho x/ork as principal wage earners to 
support themselves as x/ell as their children or sometimes other 
old dependents. It can be concluded that in industries the 
principle of equal pay for equal x/ork has not been accepted.
The x/ages of women based on their productive ability and 
the principle of equal pay for equal x/ork is accepted in many 
progressive countries. The Minimum Wages Act of 1948 attempts 
to improve th£^ condition of x/age earners by providing for 
the fixing of minimum x/ages in certain scheduled employments 
including agriculture. Women a.re paid equal salaries to 
that of men in many fields in India but it is not universally 
applied.
Another difficulty related to working x/omen is the problem 
of motherhood and child-rearing. As mentioned before creches 
and dispensaries are provided by the big factories throughout 
India. A large number of x/omen employed in industries drew 
considerable attention of the authority to the need for pro­
vision of ms. ter ni ty benefits. Some big industrial concern
voluntarily
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voluntarily introduced the scheme of maternity benefits but as 
la^te as 1929 except Bombay and O.P. it was not enforced lega­
lly. The Bombay Maternity Act was passed in 1929 x/hich x/as 
considerably amended in 1935. Later on similar Acts x/ere 
passed in all the major provinces. This Act x/as only appli- 
cehle to x^ o^men x/orking in factories. The Bengal Maternity 
Benefits (Tea Estates) Act, 1948 x/as passed by the West Bengal 
legislatures in 1948 for the x/omen employed in tea plantations. 
In 1941 the Central Legislature passed the Mines Maternity 
Benefit Act x/hich x/as further amended in 1943. The main 
principle underlying all the fraternity Benefit Acts x/as the 
same. It x/as based on the principle of guarding women from
42
financial difficulties during the period of her confinement.
It is needless to discuss here the period of rest and payment 
of Maternity Benefits as it differs from place to place and 
from industry to industry, yet whatever advantages are received 
by such an Act it x/ill definitely improve the health of x/omen 
and children.
At present trade unions are established in most of the 
main industries. " Though x/omen have been taking part in social
X
activities since as early as 1889, very fex/ x/omen are 
members of such trade unions. Although women are admitted as 
x/ell as men in these Unions their number is not considerable
except
42. Indian Year Book, 1951, p. 119.
X. Anstey, V.; op. cit., p.^  321 (1936 edition).
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except in certain districts. This natural shyness and their 
inability to attend meetings owing to the rules of purdah is, 
however, noted and must surely prove a drawback. There are 
instances, quoted in the Bombay Report on Co-operative Socie­
ties, 1922-23, shox/ing that a number of x/omen from the Bhil 
community in Bombay have been on Managing Committees. Moreover, 
the double duties of the household and factory work are 
responsible for the inability of these women to take any 
part in cooperative activities. Quite often their backward­
ness and ignorance as x/ell as the traditional custom of not 
taking part in any activities x/ith men holds them back from 
attending any trade union meetings. There are a few social 
x/elfare centres for x/omen x/orkers x/hich are providing useful 
x/ork and recreational facilities conducted by private enter­
prise as x/ell as by Government and many x/omen take advantage 
of these special classes and centres.
10.7 Women in Professions and Liberal Arts: Prom the statis-
43
tical data given earlier it can be seen that a very small 
proportion of women were engaged in various professions upto 
1931. Hox/ever, this number has considerably increased since 
then. Women x/ere generally prohibited till quite recently 
from entering into certain professions as they x/ere not highly 
esteemed by society and even needy women from the upper
classes
43. See table given on p.
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classes and middle classes were not supposed to work outside t
their homes. In olden times cottage industries and self-
sufficiency of a village provided x/ork to such needy women
in their homes. But under the present economic development
this system had nee.rly disappeared.
Prom the various cent^ us reports in the present century
one can find that x/omen are engaged mainly as teachers, nurses
midwives, health visitors, doctors, inspectresses, x/elfare
workers and clerks. During the last decade a large number of
x/omen are employed as stenographers, office secretaries and
telephone operators. As late as 1947 x/omen x/ere not allox/ed
to enter into certain services like the Indian Civil Service.
The All India Women's Conference x/as not silent to this
point and several times resolutions x/ere passed to attract
44
the attention of the government as x/ell as the public. A 
resolution passed in 1941 to this effect by All India Confer­
ence runs asfollox/s: "This conference recognises the right of 
x/omen to economic independence and considers that all services 
and professions be opened to them. It is regrettable that 
women are still excluded from various recognised services
45
and professions and are debarred from training facilities." 
This disability x/as removed under the Bex/ Constitution of
India
44. e.g. see Report of the All India Women's Conference, 1939, 
p. 129.
45. All India Women's Conference 1941-42, p. 88.
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India; but "x/omen in India have to fight more against unjust
46
customs than unjust lax/s." as social customs did not
allox/ them to take the profession of their choice. First of 
all it is bel ox/ the dignity of the people of the higjier 
castes to allow their women to x/ork outside their homes. 
Secondly, caste system and superiority of the upper classes 
did not all ox/ their x/omenfolk to take a profession or job 
which x/as socially considered to be of a lox/er type e.g. 
ÿilm industry. During the last tx/o decades a few cultured 
people li8.ve entered the film industry and the previous atti­
tude to it lias slightly changed. There are many dangers in 
the film industry but this is one of the fey professions 
open to x/omen where they are highly paid. A x/oman who has 
courage to join the profession and ability for good acting, 
x/ithout being affected by the atmosphere of the film industry 
can easily preserve the peace, tranquility and sanctity of 
her home life.
Another profession not socially much approved of is 
that of nursing. In spite of the fact that so many x/omen are 
striving to be economically independent, very fex/ choose
nursing as a career. Women of the unner class have not been
47
encouraged to take up nursing owing to class prejudice. In
the
46. Gedge and Choksi: Women in Modern India, p. 10.
47. According to League of Bâtions Report Health Organisation 
in British India,
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the lox/er classes some orphan^ girls x/ho have to depend on 
themselves join this profession. Others x/ho take a course 
in nursing are x/idox/s and persons x/ho have not other means of 
livelihood. They take to nursing not because they have a 
special aptitude for it, but because they have little alter­
native. So most of the x/omen x.ho take the course are x/ithout 
much social or educational background. Their x/ork is hard 
and sometimes irksome if the sister or the doctor in charge 
is fault-finding. Sometimes two temptations come‘'’^their x/ay 
and they become an easy prey of the higher officials. Thus 
in India nursing as a profession has not a very good reputa­
tion, and self-respecting parents do not like to send their 
daughters or relatives into the profession. The quarters 
provided for them are often uncomfortable, badly planned and 
over-crox/ded. The arrangements for board are not satisfactory 
and some of them have to cook for themselves after duty, 
x/hereas a good, nourishing balanced diet is necessary for 
them. The allox/ance offered to them during training is very 
small and does not attract a large number of young x/omen.
To remedy these defects several resolutions have been passed
48
by the A.I.W.G.
In short, in order to make the profession really honour­
able certain factors x/hich affect the nurse's position at
present
48. bee Appendix B.
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present need to be removed.By making necessary changes in 
working hours, holidays, stipend, diet, residential quarters 
and most important of all by developing the public opinion in 
the favour of the profession a sufficient number of nurses coul4 
be secured for the country which is in great need of trained 
nurses.
From the number of women doctors at present it is 
obvious that India requires still more doctors, not only to 
provide medical help for women in the country but to carry 
on social service through which so much good can be done to 
the general health of the peonle in India. The number of 
women students studying in medical colleges and schools is 
steadily increaseing but\Us a very minor fraction compared 
to the very large need asthe majority of the Indian women |
still would liKe to go to a woman doctor. The prospects i
therefore, for female doctors in India is very bright in the 
field of private practice or in Government service and the 
profession helps them to gain a good social as well as i
economic status. Fortunately the facilities for medical j
studies were open from early days to women and Indian women 
were saved the long struggle that women in Vest had to undergo ! 
before they could g'et medical education. The social status f
of a. lady doctor is definitely higher than that of a teacher 
and through her work she can gain a good reputation within
a
' I
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a short period.
Teaching is another proftssion which is joined by many
women at present and it is socially upheld. It is needless
to discuss here the number of teachers at various stages
of education as it is already stated in the chapter on 
49
Education. According to the figures given in Educational
Reports it can be concluded that more and more women are 
entering the teaching profession yet compared to men their 
number is very small and there is still a scope for a 
larger number of women teachers to be absorbed in the pro­
fession in order to remove mass illiteracy of India.
In the legal profession disabilities of women practi-r 
50
tioners were removed in 1923 by an Act. however, even today 
their number in the profession is found to be very small and 
form-8. small fraction of the total number of women in 
professions.
The cost of living has considerably increa.sed during the 
last 30 years especially after the second World War. This 
indirectly forced middle^, class families especially in big 
cities, where-daily living has become very expensive to allow 
their womenfolk to earn inorder to supplement the family
income.
49. For details see Ch. VII Women and Education.
50. Hiss Cornelia oorabji, the first Indian woman passed the 
examination of Êachelor of Civil Law at Oxford as early 
as 1892 and was appointed legal advisor to Pardanashin 
women in 1904.
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income. Unfortunately, after the census of 1931 all India
statistics regarding women’s economic status have not been
published which makes it difficult to prove statistically.
Yet empirically one can say that in big cities more and
more women are coming out of their homes and work as clerks
and typists in different sections of Government departments
as well as in private firms. But a fair idea can be had from
the following statistics giving the number of students in
51
different training and professional institutions.
1937-38 1944-45 1946-4
Universities 
and Arts Colleges 6,793 17,086 20,304
Law 25 58 59
Medicine 492 1,473 1,729
Education 345 841 1,024
Commerce 10 60 77
Agriculture 1 2 3
Engineering and 
Technology - - 6
Special Schools.
Arts 107 155 151
Medical 909 403 434
Normal and training 7,289 8,857 11,125
51. Progress of Education in India, 1937-47, Vol.II.
Technical
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1957-38 1944-45 1946-47
Technical and
Industrial 7,089 9,280 11, 004
Commerce 366 753 933
Agriculture 53 32 47
1950 1950 1950
Total Students in 
schools
Students in 
colleges
Total enrolment in
All Institutions 38,926 34,813 4,113
Vocational & Tech­
nical (1950) 
52
(1946-47) 58,993 56,090 2,903
The statistics show a steady increase in Enrolment during 
t'he period. The rise is isgnificant between the years 1937 
and 1944 and can be' attributed to greater enlightenment, 
impact of war and consequent rising prices, and a large demaUd 
for trained women. It is indeed gratifying that the pace 
of progress has been ma.intained till the present year though 
even today the number of women engaged in professions is 
far from satisfactory and is much less than such number in 
the progressive countries of the world.
Women at present are working in various fields and they
hold
52. Progress of Education in India, 1937-47, Vol.II.
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hold responsible posts in politics. There are women doctors,
lawyers, engineers, architects, artists, journalists Dusiness
53
executives and writers. It is interesting to study the
change in attitude oi the family and society to women and 
tneir work.
10.8 Economic Independence of Indian Women and the Attitude 
of Society and family members towards them; The wn-CjLt uuxk 
of Indian womanhood working insiue tneir nomes or outside to 
support their famj.lj.es can be divided into three groups:
(1) Women working in fields and factories.
(2) Women in professions and liberal arts.
(3:)ieWomen as housewives.
The first group comprises of women of which the majority 
are illiterate for whom and for whose children very little 
educational facilities are provided. No doubt, one should viot 
forget that in spite of this, they possess a cultural heri­
tage which many a times stimulates their lives. These women 
are forced to work as labourers out of sheer necessity. They 
do not earn to gain economic independence or to preserve 
their rights. They are overburdened with the double duty 
of housekeeping and earning. Though with the provision of
a
53. Indian Year Book, 1951, p. 566.
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a few modern amenities their work is slightly eased especially 
in urban areas. Their plight sometimes becomes more miser­
able in spiue of certain freedom enjoyed by them. They do 
not gain special position by their earnings nor are they cri­
ticised by the society as they are forced to work.
(2) Women in Profession: Much can be said about this group
of women as social prejudice still persists against women
54
working outside their homes. Most of the women who are 
nurses, teachers, midwives or clerks are forced by circum­
stances to earn in order either to maintain themselves or to 
supplement the family income. No doubt they are educated 
and most of them come from the middle class society they 
cannot escape "from the public criticism if their jobs are not 
socially.approved. It has been found in the investigation 
by Mrs. Hate that a very small fraction of this group is 
entering any profession for utilising their time or to serve 
the country and they do not like to sit idle and even a
smaller fraction than'that joins the profession with a view
5 5
to make themselves economically independent. This leads 
one to conclude that majority of women from middle class come 
out of their homes in order to supplement the family income. 
There has prevailed a prejudice against women’s ability
to
54, India and Pakistan Year Book, 1951, p. 566.
55. Hate. C,s Hindu Woman and Her Future, p. 69.
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to work and hold responsible posts. Mrs. Hate in her
inquiry fould from a woman on high administrative post that
"men hesitate to appoint women to higher posts as they are
afraid of the work being not properly and efficiently carried 
56
out." In spite of such prejudices a few women have shown
their capacity by successfully holding important posts in 
various fields. Their work has been appreciated by all 
groups of people and they are respected in family as well as 
in society.
Women from the middle class who work outside are not
exempted from household duties as they are always helped by
57
a servant or a relative who is at home. In some cases they
have gained a better status in the family as an earning member
while a few of them are still hindered by their conservative
relatives. Yet emperically it can be safely concluded that
the present economical need especially in big cities bnd
towns has helped women to take -up various types of jobs
without having to suffer from the prejudices of family members
or society. Public opihioneiis today reconciled with the idea
58
of married women seeking employment to maintain the family.
Career women, especially those who are professors, doctors
or
56. Hate, C.t op. cit., p. 71.
57. Ibid, p. 73.
58. UNESCO; Women and Education, p. 93.
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or holding high official posts are naturally respected by 
society and even the family members consider it a matter of 
pride. No criticism is made or stigma is attached to them 
and many times the work of a lady doctor is highly appreciated 
even among rural people. There still remains prejudice 
against certain professions yet as far as economic status of 
women in this group is concerned they hold a better position 
than their other sisters who are housewives. This naturally 
helps to improve their social status too as women who earn 
or possess the potentiality to earn are no longer dependent on 
their relatives but are many times able to support them. 
Gonsequently, they enjoyed respectable position.
Women drawing high salaries enjoy almost equal status with 
that of men but looking to the great bulk of Indian population 
the number of such women is insignificant yet they stand as 
guiding stars to other women who strive for economic indepen­
dence.
(3) Women as housewives; Very little consideration has been 
given up til now to a woman’s work in the house and in no 
country its economic value has been recognised till now. Out 
of all the women "women of the middle class suffer more than 
the lower class women. The latter can earn money .... the 
former have neither robust health nor capacity to earn and
hence
5' ^' ^
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hence they have to depend on man and he at their mercy."
A woman either working in the school, hospital or factory get 
the advantages of certain regulations related to her work.
She gets holidays, she receives benefits of health insurance 
and maternity. Her hours of work are fixed while’a house­
wife’s work is never finished.’ No doubt the life of a 
middle class woman in urban area is less hard than that of 
her sister in a village and generally she has to work less.
But economically the condition of the lower middle class 
woman is far from satisfactory. After toiling hard for the 
whole day she finds it difficult to make both ends meet. Many 
people think that Indian women are parasites but barring a 
small fraction of women from the high class families all of 
them toil from morn till evening either in factories or in 
their homes. A housewife renders useful service in the home 
as she does all the odd jobs by which a family is economically 
benefitted. She grinds the corm, preserves the food, prepares 
pickles and condiments, mends the clothes, looks after the 
children and old people, nurses them in their sickness and 
does many more jobs. A move has been started since 1941 by 
the All India Women’s Conference which framed a women’s 
charter. In the session of 1941 a resolution has been passed 
that a woman should be entitled to a certain share in her
husband’s
59. Hate, G.; op. cit., p. 96.
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husband’s property legally. Not only this, but All India
Women’s Conference has demanded in their Indian Women’s
charter of Rights and Duties that "the woman who works in the
home shall have a right to a part of husband’s income to be
61
used by her as she likes." Some may fear that this type
of allocation will reduce her position to that of a mercenary 
and the tender relation between husband and wife will cease 
to exist or at least will ÿ,be affected. As stated in Chapter 
IX a Hindu woman possesses a few rights over her husband’s 
property under certain conditions and a daughter is not 
entitled to inherit her father’s property. Under these 
circumstances a very small number of women in India are 
property holders or economically independent. If these 
housewives are given a social sanction to use a certain 
income of her husbands property by mutual understanding of 
if given some money allowance legally by the government 
then and then only their plight can be improved. Moreover, 
the sacred relationship or tender tie between the husband 
and the wife will not be disturbed. It is high time now to 
recognise thé right of houseifives in family income to compen­
sate for her work in the home.
Conclusion
60. Cousins; Indian Womanhood Today.
61. Draft of Indian Women’s Charter of Rights and Duties, 
clause VIII A.
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Conclusion; The idea that it was almost divinely ordained 
that women should have inferior status to that of men ivas 
current in India for ages. The present trend towards equality 
of status - social and economic - has constituted a major 
social transformation. Today in principle, Indian women 
have won their economic independence because of the rights 
granted by the New Constitution of 1950. In actual pra-ctice 
they have still a long way to go. India is industrially 
developing rapidly in the present century and more and more 
women are coming fori^rd to join all types of industries.
Most of the women are houseigives while some of them are 
partially engaged in agricultural work. Remaining of them 
are mainly engaged in industries and a few of them are 
professional or career women. No doubt, a small number have 
achieved world-wide reputation by holding responsible posts 
in the country and abroad and their economic as well as 
social status is beyond the reach of majority of men. Yet it 
remains a truth that most of the Indian women are either 
àbourers or housewives and most of them are toiling hard for 
the maintenance of their hearths and homes. These women are 
not parasites and in a way they are economically independent 
compared to that of middle class women. However, the strong­
hold of social customs and prejudices is particularly felt in 
India on account of the existence of many castes creeds and
races
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races and complicate the problem of economic independence 
of women.
Different kinds of social systems prevail in different
parts of the country and are different for various stratas
of society. The middle classes have their own peculiar
problems. But partly due to the new awakening among women and
partly out of necessity more women from the middle classes
in urban areas are entering various professions. Even a few
from the wealthy classes have been doing honorary social
work or are following some career. But their number is quite
small. It is true that Indian women have now begun to assume
both in theory and in practice equal responsibility for the
family income though in nine cases out of ten they lack the
training that is necessary. "The problem is not so much
one of competing with men for securing jobs but of the service
to the community according to her abilities and educational 
62
training." How can the country progress if half of its 
population (the female population) fail to contribute to 
the economic and social growth of a struggling nation ?
There is a great need for provision of better facilities of 
health and education, better amenities of life, improved 
living conditions and new avenues of work. Though, many
women
62. UNESCO; Women and Education, p. 102.
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have migrated, from rural areas to the urban and industrial 
areas and have joined programme of mass literacy and social ' 
welfare; yet much more strenuous efforts will be necessary 
before these women can be made literate and their social 
status can be improved. The founding of more institutions 
like the present women’s organisations and their extension 
to rural areas would be helpful in awakening a sense of civic 
rights and duties among these women.
A group of conservative people fear that if women start 
earning they would neglect household duties. This would 
disturb the peace and tranquility of the home. Mrs. Hate in 
her interview found that many women ably manage the home with 
the aid of the servant or a relative, also many of them are 
not willing to work outside unless the need arises. In many 
cases when -v^ aen a woman is working outside she is assisted 
by relatives and she is able to carry out her duties effici­
ently. A better understanding and a great appreciation of 
the work of women by their menfolk would inspire the women 
to work more happily and contentedly. There is much to do 
on the part of the Government and private enterprise for 
women in professions. They should be given equal pay for 
equal work besides protecting their motherhoods by making 
provision of maternity benefits. In order to lessen their 
household drudgery there ought to be provision for creches
for
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professional women so that married women can get equal 
chance for their economic independence.
The condition of factory women is sometimes pitiable 
under the twofold burden of earning and household duties.
Their salary is scanty, very few of them have joined the 
labour unions because of their illiteracy, ignorance and 
backwardness. In spite of the efforts of some Labour offices 
and big industrial concerns to improve the housing of these 
industrial workers the living condition of these workers 
are far from satisfactory. The wages a woman receives are 
always less than man in many industries and medical facilities 
and creches are scanty. Much work remains to be done by
the Government, factory owners as well as social workers to
improve their social and economic condition.
Women employed as field labourers many a times suffer 
from unemployment as agriculture is dependent on rain at 
many places in India. They have to v/ander from place to 
place in search of work for extra income. Revival of the 
cottage industries by protection from government will prove 
a boon to such women especially women who are widows or who 
cannot work outside their homes.
It would not be incorrect to say that women from the
middle class families who earn or have potential earning
capacity exercise considerable influence in their families as
well
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well as in society because their economic and social status 
is respected at present. A man holds a dominating position 
largely due to his earning capacity he being the chief bread 
winner. A sanskrit drams.tist Lhasa has aptly said in 
Charudatta (Act III V 17) that a man becomes a woman when he 
is economically dependent upon her and vice versa." A few 
career women by their ability to work have proved that sex 
limitations do not come in their way. This has encouraged 
other women to enter professions once believed to be 
exclusively for men. Of course, it is difficult to secure 
economic independence for a married woman under the present 
circumstances but if her household work is either recognised 
by state or family members or if she has capacity to earn 
her living if need arises she will gain not only a better 
economic but a good social status as well.
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Summary and Conclusions.
In the foregoing ten chapters is given the history and 
vicissitudes of the status and condition of women from the 
Vedic times to the present day. The early history is traced 
briefly by just collecting the threads to serve as a back­
ground for th^interpretation of later trends and customs. The 
position, duties, powers, status and disabilities of women 
as daughters, wives and widows during the 20th century is 
studied in detail.
The present trend toiva,rds an equality of status has 
constituted a very important social transformation. During 
the last fifty years public opinion in India has been cons­
cious of the ill treatment given to women and the consequent 
impoverishment caused to public life by their inability for 
active participation in economic, social and political spheres 
of life on account of ap.ack of educational and social facili­
ties. Today, in principle, Indian women have obtained their 
emancipation. Finally the new Constitution passed in January 
1950 has removed legally many disabilities. However, in 
actual practice socialecustoms and prejudices vdiich have 
been deepjrooted for centuries, are difficult to be overthrov/n 
and therefore, much remains to be done before women can get the 
status in society which is rightfully theirs. The problem 
becomes more complicated because of the existence of many
castes
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castes creeds and races, innumerable varities of social 
customs and traditions, multiplicity of languages and cultures, 
all arising to some extent out of the vastness of the country. 
In spite of these variations, there are certain fundamental 
issues which are common to the vjhole country. Women should 
be given special encouragement and opportunities for educa­
tion, social and economic independence in order to enable her 
to contribute fully in the political, economic and civic life 
of the country on a basis of equality with men. This is 
absolutely necessary if India wants to regain its old position 
as a progressive country in the comity of nattions.
2. The Object and Scope of the Investigation; The primary 
object of this investigation was to discuss the f ollowing 
aspects of the problem of the status of women viz. (a) the 
general amelioration in the position of women with the growth 
of women’s institutions during the twentieth century; (b) Dif­
ferent marriage customs and traditions and the existence of 
practices like payment of dowry, bridegroom price and others, 
(c) The special problems arising out of the prevalence of child 
marriages, and the presence of social evils like enforced 
widowhood, purdah and prostitution and (d) the cultural, legal, 
political and economic status of women.
3. Status of Women in Ancient Times; In order to understand
and
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and find suitable ways and means to improve the social status 
of women it is necessary to study the historical background 
so that the problems may be viewed in the correct perspective. 
In Vedic times Indian women enjoyed equal facilities for edu­
cation, had a great deal of freedom of movement and took active 
part in religious ceremonies. They enjoyed almost equal rights 
with men in almost every field with only a small distinction 
in respect of proprietary rights. But this highly respected 
status of women gradually began to deteriorate from the early 
Smriti period. One of the reasons for such a deterioration 
was due to the fear of pollution arising out of marriage to 
non^Aryan wives. In order to safeguard the sanctity of 
religious scriptures from inaccurate recitation by the non- 
Aryan wives who were not well-dersed in the ancient language. 
Women were not allowed to participate in religious ceremonies. 
And hence their education was neglected and their social 
status suffered. The spread of Buddhism and Jainism improved 
the position of women to some extent by giving them equal 
treatment in certain respects.
4. Status of Women from Medieval times to the end of the 19th 
Century: The social progress of women was interrupted and
affected by foreign invasiouns, internal conflicts and wars 
among small rulers, during this period. All this time of
insecurity
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insecurity and chaos women’s position naturally suffered.
The conquest of India by the I4ahomedans had a permanent effect 
on the status of Indian women which has persisted even upto 
the present day.
The social and economic position of Indian women presented 
a gloomy picture at the beginning of the 19th century. The 
status of women was more or less determined by the established 
traditions and ideals believed to be originating from religion. 
The main forces working against the emancipation of women at 
that time were the general illiteracy and superstition of the 
people together with a number of social customs such as the 
purdah, religious prostitution and seclusion of women, child 
marriages and unequal marriages enforced widowhood, Sati and 
female infanticide and caste system. The legal rights of high- 
caste Hindu women with regard to divorce and property were not 
all recognised and their economic position was far from satis­
factory.
The middle of the nineteenth century witnessed a remark­
able outburst of intellectual activity in India and radical 
transformation in social and religious ideas. This was to 
some extent due to the repercussion of the growing conscious­
ness in Europe to progressive conception of democracy, nation­
alism, rationalism and others. The main impetus, that liberal­
ism received in India, was from the contact and the influence
of
of Western culture and education. Two schools of thought - 
the Reformers and the Revivalists worked side by side, the 
former having its faith in western thought andculture and the 
latter deriving its inspiration from the proper interpretation 
of the ancient Vedic literature, both working for a common 
cause of the betterment of society. They realised the 
necessity for the liberation of Indian womanhood from the 
disabilities they had suffered during the dark years of the 
past centuries. Raja Ram Mohan Roy a pioneer amongst the 
reformers started the Brahmo Samaj which had as one of its aims 
the removal of unhealthy social customs and disabilities 
which hampered the progress of women. A prominent revivalist 
worker Dayanand Sarswati established the Arya Samaj with a 
view to restoring to the women their rightful respected status 
of the old Vedic times and enabling the converted Hindus to 
come back to Hinduism by instituting the idea of ’Suddhi’ 
(purification). Details of this work and efforts are given 
in Chapter II. Other noteworthy features of this period of 
the nineteenth century were the work of missionaries in the 
field of education and social welfare of women, the establish­
ment and the growth of powerful social and political organisa­
tions like the Indian National Social Conference and the 
Indian National Congress, and the introduction of legislation 
prohibiting social customs like Sati, andgiving legal sanction
to
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to widow remarriages and others. Thus, the beginnings of 
agitation for the emancipation of women were made in this 
period and a new awakening by the efforts of individual refor­
mers slowly gathered momentum and culminated in mass movements 
in the twentieth century.
5. The General Amelioration in the Position of Women and the 
Growth of Women’s Institutions (1900-1950): The present age
witnessed a new era in the history of the social progress of 
women which hitherto had been marred by orthodoxy arising out 
of historical and political reasons, conservatism which was a 
characteristic feature of not only Indian society during the 
17th century and the 18th century but also of the Western 
world, a belief at times, a fanatic one, in the superiority of 
the male sex, a rigid and narrow interpretation of the Shastric 
injunctions leading to a very minor and secondary position of 
the women in society, anda total and illogical neglect of the 
education of any kind at all of women in general, beveral 
factors were responsible for contributing to the uplift and 
raising of the social status of women in the present century 
from its lowest ebb during the prededing generation. It must 
be admitted that the progress was a slow and evolutionary one 
and left much to be desired and accomplished even to the 
present day. However, in order to understand and help social
reform
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reform it is worth while to see the direction and study the 
efforts of those courageous, unswerving and persevering social 
workers, both men and women who devoted their lives to this 
great cause. It would not only give a proper historical 
perspective but serve as an immense source of inspiration to 
generations.
All the common evils, social, political and economic (in 
the form of seclusion of women, the prevalence ofpurdaja, 
child marriages, mass illiteracy, Devadasi andthe ban on 
widow rems^rriage, divorce and foreign travels) continued to 
prevail. These were formidable social customs, which the 
workers had to fight against. Though social reforms during 
the last fifty years have been made possible by the strenuous 
efforts of the individual workers, it must be admitted that a 
very quick and forceful effect leading to revolutionary social 
changes became a reality on account of the social consciousneæ 
growing out of the great political movements demanding the 
liberation from foreign domination and the constitution of a 
sovereign democratic republic in India. There were two groups 
of workers - (l) those who actively worked throughout their 
lives for the cause of emancipation of women and (2) outstand­
ing personalities who exerted, though indirectly, a very great 
influence to bring about amelioration of the status of women.
To the first category belong great reformers like Pandita
Ramabai
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Ramabai baraswati, Ramabai Ranade, Annie Besant, Prof. Karve,
G. K. Beodhar, and Bala Bevraj,and others. A detailed outline 
of their work is given in paragraph 3.2. They made sincere 
efforts to improve the positionof women specially in the 
field of education. By establishing women’s institutions, 
social as well as educational they succeeded in awakening a 
social and political consciousness not only in men but also 
in women thus recruiting to the ranks and files of social 
reformers from both sexes and from all stratas of society 
erasing for once distinctions of class and creed. Institutions 
like the bharda badan at Bombay and Mukti badan in Poona 
founded by Pandita Ramabai, be va badan at Poona founded by 
Ramabai Ranade, Arya Kanya Mahavidyalaya at Jalandhar, founded 
by Bala Bevraj, and the S.N.B.T. Women’s University the first 
of its kind inlndia founded by Br. Karve, were established in 
different parts of the country. As time passed more branches 
of the above mentioned institutions as well as new foundations 
springing up out of inspiration from the present body were 
sprinkled all over India and were contributing in their 
humble way their share of social reform. There was a trend 
towards a blind imitation of western methods and culturô as 
English education expended amongst Indians but this was checked 
by workers like Annie Besant, who helped to awaken national 
pride and love for Indian culture.
Outstanding
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Outstanding Indian personalities ivho had a far-reaching 
influence on moulding public opinion to accept a higher status 
for women, were the eminent poet hr. Rabindranath Tagore and 
the noble ruler Maharaja Sayajirao of Baroda. Tagore revolted 
against the existing system of education where the dictum was 
'spare the rod and spoil the child' and where the method of 
study was memorization of facts and figures devoid of a,ny use 
of analytical powers of the child and of any contact between 
the teacher and thetaaght. Ke established a University, 
Vishv/abharti, and a school, Uantiniketan at Belpur, small 
village near Calcutta. A special feature of this institution 
was that it imparted education to girls as well as boys 
believing in the equality of the sexes and laid great stress 
on the arts like dancing, painting, music etc., and on cul­
tural activities. Even today the Visva-Bharti enjoys India- 
wide popularity. Maharaja bayaji Rao was a pioneer in 
introducing compulsory primary education in his state. He was 
in advance of social reforms in British India and his main 
achievements were the enforcements of legislation, restricting 
the marriageable age of boys and girls, making divorce possible 
under certain circumstances, removal of Purdah system and 
untoucliability and other allied social customs.
Besides the efforts of these great individual social 
workers, there i\7as even more powerful influence - the
influence
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influence of the political movement for freedom from foreign 
rule - that led to a swift and India-wide change in social 
attitudes specially in developing respect for the personality 
of women. The call made by the struggle for independence to 
women, because men alone were unequal to the task, gave women 
a chance to get back the self-confidence that they had lost 
since centuries and furnished them with opportunities for 
self-realisation and exercise of their latent powers. It was 
astonishing in those years to see women of all castes and 
creeds of all ages and professions taking part either in 
picketting the shops, leading processions in protest, adamantly 
holding ground against 'Lathi* charge and firing, courting 
imprisonment under the worst conditions and undergoing 
innumera^ble other hardships - all in response to the urgent 
call of the country and their great leader and prophet
f
Mahatma Gandhi. The national political movement and its 
effect on the status of women is given at length in bection 
3.4. For the first time in history, women entered the field 
of politics and came out in thousands to participate in the 
Civil Disobedience Movement and got training by becoming 
active members of the Indian national Congress, in organi­
sation and administration of co-operative activities. The 
credit for this overwhelming change rightly belongs to 
Mahatma Gandhi. "He has throughout his long life of service,
pree,ched
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preached against the i-jrongs done to women in the name of law, 
tradition and even religion^" and it v/as he who showed them 
the real place in the home and the world, brought them out 
of their ignorance and the bondage of customs.
The experience that zealous and gifted women like Sarojihi 
naidu, Kama lad evi Ghattopadhya and Annie Besant, got by work­
ing in the political organisations and in various sub-commi­
ttees led to the founding of different organisations on 
secular as well as communal basis. Their objective, in the 
main, was to work for raising the status of women. At a 
later stage, enlightened Indian women realised that in order 
to put forth their demands and to bring about worthwhile 
social reconstruction they must organise themselves on a 
country-wide basis. This led to the coming into being of the 
All-India Women’s, Conference which tackles not only the 
problem of education (for which it was first founded) but 
covers all fields - cultural, social, legal, political and 
economic - affecting the position of women.
The attainment of independence in 1947 and the closure 
of the struggle for freedom turned a new chapter in the 
reconstruction of Indian Society where men and women have 
equal status and both in unison have to strive to raise the 
country to a level where it can hold its own in the galaxy
of
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of democratic nations. A first step in this direction which 
also serves as an ideal and an inspiration to all is embodied 
in the hew Constitution v/hich enjoins absolute equality of 
the sexes. By the Fundamental Rights conferred by it, it 
provides "... that no citizen shall on grounds only of reli­
gion, race, caste, sex, descent ... she.ll be discriminated 
against in respect of any employment or office under the - 
state." This gives an equality of status to women and it is 
now up to the women of India to make the best of the opportu­
nities provided by the state, by raising their own levels 
of education, intellectual attainment and physical fitness.
The constitution also lays down that free compulsory primary 
education would be provided for all between the ages of 7 
and 14. This would help in overcoming the great evil of 
illiteracy which has hampered the greater participation of wom­
en in many intellectual fields of activity.
6. I4arriage Customs and the Position of Women in the Family; 
The position of women in the family largely determines her 
status in society and therefore the evaluation of her married 
status becomes necessary, bince ancient times marriage has 
been given a religious sanction and one of its main objective 
was the propagation of the race. Marriage for women has been 
regarded even ûpto the present days not only as a social and
religious
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religious duty but a necessity. It determines the fate of 
a woman to much larger extent than it concerns the destiny 
of a man because it is in marriage that the woman has to 
find the fulfilment of all her hopes and derives as well as 
her security. A belief in the sanctity of marriage is typical 
of eastern culture and perhaps this idea persists in spite of 
a growing rationalism. However, it had its advantage; it 
gave women the moral strength to bear patiently innumerable 
hardships and privations for hundreds of years. The consi­
deration of a marriage as a religious sacrament was not 
harmful in itself but it made women helpless when irrational 
and unfortunate customs began to come into vogue either on 
account of pseudo-puritanical notions of the society dominated 
by men or political and social upheavals. For instance the 
custom of purdah and seclusion of women came in as a measure 
for protecting the Hindu women from falling into the hands 
of the Mahomedan conquerors. But it persists even to this 
day when there is no cause for such an alarm.
Even at the beginning of the present century in spite of 
the efforts of social reformers, the attitude of society in 
general towards women was one of patronising condescension.
It must be admitted that there was visible a fortunate change 
which helped to lessen the calous neglect of a woman as a 
person with physical needs but there was hardly a trace of any
recognition
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recognition of the personality of the woman. Her individuality 
was not respected andthe psychological needs of a woman as a 
human being with sentiments and emotions was something which 
very few could understand and appreciate. The little that v/as 
done to improve her physical condition ivas entirely on chari­
table grounds and it was against this attitude that the social 
reformers of the time agitated. This was the background in 
which customs like kulinism and polygamy, paying of bride­
groom and bride prices, dowry and others were considered 
normal and practical and women themselves were reconciled to te 
these evil customs. The prevalent belief used to be that 
sex determined mental as well as physical capacities. Fortu­
nately better knowledge of psychology today ha.s made educated 
men give up though reluctantly the old sentimental man-made 
argument that women were biologically unfit for occupational 
work or for higher education. It must be admitted that even 
today there is a very large percentage of Indian people who 
still have little faith in the ability of women to do the 
same jobs as men.
The attitude of society towards women is in a larger way 
a reflection of her position in the family. In the family, she 
was important as the keeper of the house, but almost completely 
lacking in authority.
For a woman, especially in the case of a high-caste
Hindu
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Hindu generally marriage had been the only way open to her 
for getting economic and social security. As a mother, she 
i^ras respected in the family but being illiterate and supressed 
since she was young they could not ascertain their rightful 
position. Normally her weak physique, lack of education and tfe. 
the heavy pressure of household work did not give her scope 
for enlightenment. She continued to suffer social injustices 
such as child-marriages, enforced widowhood, seclusion and 
purdah. Quarrels between a mother-in-law and a daughter-in- 
law were very frequent and presented an unhappy side of the 
joint family system. Dowry system and h i ^  bridegroom price » 
and other impediments in a ma.rriage ruined the girl's father 
as well as disturbed the family peace and so a daughter came 
to be considered a liability.
Woman in the lower strata of society had to work to add 
the family income yet in majority of the cases a man was the 
chief bread winner. His duty was to provide for the family 
while a womanEs duty was housekeeping. The state of married 
life can be improved by more liberal treatment to women and 
certain desirable changes in the marriage customs. Under the 
present circumstances among most of the high-caste people 
where customs of bride-price or bridegroom price and dowry 
system still prevail marriage has lost its sacramental 
aspect and many times it becomes commercial. Polygamy is
being
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being restricted in several provinces in India by law and 
today divorce can be secured by a Hindu woman in some provin­
ces yet it does not have a social sanction. A barren woman 
was many times abused and sometimes she was superseded by a 
co-wife. There is a specific change in the attitude towards 
a barren woman today. A girl is being treated though not 
equally, reasonably. Ho doubt reforms in marriage laws 
indicate general awakening of the people especially due to 
the efforts of women organisations and woéks of the social 
reformers. Thfô changeover to smaller family units has 
helped to develop the personality of women and they are 
slowly taking their rightful position in the family.
7. Custom of Child Marriage and Enf orced Widowhood: Women
began to lose all along the line the moment their education 
began to be curtaiiled. "Early marriages naturally came into 
vogue when there was nothing to keep the girls engaged after 
the age of nine or ten." This system of child marriage 
brought three serious consequences; (l) early motherhood,
(2) ill-health, and (3) child widowhood. Statistics showed 
that there is a very high percentage of infant mortality in 
the case of mothers below the age of 16. The nerves of the 
young mother were strained by overwork and consequent ill- 
health resulted. Early marriage cuts short the period of
childhood
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cMldliood and deprives the girl of an important adolescent 
stage in her development. The incidence of child marriages 
in the first decade of the present century was quite high. 
Educational advancement, efforts of social reformers and the 
demands of social institutions and government legislation 
have all helped to gradually lessen the prevalence of child
X
marriage.
The Age of Consent Coiimittee pointed out the immediate 
need for legal enactment prohibiting child ms.rriages. As a 
consequence,in spite of strong opposition from the orthodox 
groups, The Child Ttarriage Restraint Act or Sarada Act came 
into force in 1930. Till then there was a gradual decline 
in the p.c. of child marriages but again it increased in 
1930 due to the rush in marriages in anticipation of parada 
Act. Public opinion v/as not enlightened and therefore legal 
enactment had little effect in eradicating any evils though 
it protected the right of an individual. Sarada Act did not 
prove very effective in the immediate future due to the 
ignorance of the masses but owing to the general awakening 
during the last twenty years the practice of child marriage 
in urban areas and especially among the upper and middle 
stratas of society is negligible and(it has also greatly 
decreased in rural areas.
The
X. For details see Chapter Bt*
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The most serious consequence of child marriage was the 
resultant child widowhood and the compulsion for such widows 
to lead very hard life in the high caste society. The fear 
of widowhood v/as absent in lower castes where remarriage as 
well as divorce were both permissible but it brought much 
calamities for high caste Hindu woman. Social prejudice was 
very strong and even though the Widow Remarriage Act of 1856 
i/jas passed it was not of any practical use and it did not 
lessen the miseries of widows. However, the austerity in 
observing rules for widows was slackened during the present 
century especially among the enlightened classes, yet widow 
remarriSvge v/as not the real solution of the problem as all 
women did not desire a second marriage. It was also not very 
practical for widow with children to remarry, bome of the 
social reformers like Pandita Ramabai and Mrs. Ranade had 
the real insight in the problem as they started widow homes 
to shelter mdows and make them economically independent by 
teaching handicrafts. Another social reformer Dr. Karve 
started educating them and inspired them to qualify as 
teachers, nurses etc. Of course individual efforts were not 
sufficient to tacicle the whole problem fully. Mahatma 
Gandhi and other writers by their writings created public 
opinion which reduced to some extent the miseries and ill- 
treatment given to the widows. Today widow remarriage is not
widely
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widely practised yet a person has not to suffer from caste 
austerities as it used to he in the twenties of the present 
century.
An average Hindu woman is so religious minded that she 
takes mdowhood as something ordained by Fate, and resigns 
herself to such a miserable life. It is necessary to bring 
fresh hope and inspiration to her to enable her to make life 
worth living by giving her a proper social status and making 
available educational facilities which would help her to be 
self supporting and consequently let her regain her self-con­
fidence.
It must be admitted that the progress in the amelioration 
of the condition of widows in the last haundred years has been 
very slow and it requires the immediate and urgent efforts of 
not only the social reformers but the whole nation as well as 
the positive contribution of the Federal and the State 
governments.
8. Two main Social Evils - Purdah and Prostitution; The 
custom of purdab was more common among the Mahomedans in India 
and it was generally adopted by the ruling and aristocratic 
families of the Hindu community after the advent of the Muslim 
rule about seven or eight centuries ago. This custom of 
purdah and the seclusion of women may have had its merits in
medieval
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medieval society but in the present age of democracy when 
the rights of women are beginning to be recognised purdah is 
nothing but an anachronism and it is quite appropriate that 
it should die a natural death. Furthermore, this custom was 
never universally practised among Hindus, it was much more 
strictly observed in the ©unjab, Bengali, Bihar and U.P. tha.n 
in the South and was cofined more to the upper and richer 
classes than to the masses. Such seclusion of women have done 
great harm to the health of the women and hindered them from 
making any progress or getting any benefit from active 
participation in social, economic and political life. Statis­
tics have shown the high percentage of the incidence of disease 
like pneumonia, neurosis, tuberculosis among purdah women.
There has been continuous and ceaseless agitation against it 
during the last fifty years and public opinion has been 
gradually developing in favour of its abolition. It is hoped 
that with a wider spread of education a.nd with the realisa­
tion of the women themselves of their duty as well as their 
àbility to ta,ke an active part in the welfare of the state 
this eustom "of purdah and seclusion would have no place in 
the social structure.
Of all the social evils one of the worst and the most 
rampant is prostitution. A large number of women in India 
were forced to resort to this immoral means of livelihood for
their
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their inability to secure any suitable work. It is pitiable 
for women but it is a disgra.ce to society. Besides profess­
ional there vras religious prostitution which fortunately 
was confined only small section of the country and is being 
eradicated. Commercial prostitution was first protested 
against by Keshav Chandra Sen in 1875 and since that day 
enlightened public opinion has been trying to remedy this evil.
X
The Regulation system was introduced but it is only a half 
way measure. It must be admitted that on account of the 
poverty of the people it is not possible to do away with this 
evil completely but all efforts must be made by legislation, 
by providing educational facilities for women and by teaching 
them useful arts and crafts to eradicate the prostitution.
With a change in attitude to certain professions and with a 
growing recognition of the dignity of labout it is certain 
that more women would prefer to leave this immoral mode of liv­
ing which does immense injury to their body and mind, negli­
gence of society, enforcement of widowhood, prohibition of 
widow remarriage and the unsympathetic attitude of society 
towards once misled girls and widows and the insufficient 
number of rehabilitation houses have all been responsible 
for this large incidence of prostitution. Several measures 
have been taken by the International Conferences as well as
by
X. For details see 6.12.
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by the All India Women's Conference to combat the growing 
traffic in women and children. Legislation has been enacted 
making traffic in minors a criminal offence. But there is no 
uniformity of law against it throughout India which is a very 
important and urgent need.
9. Women and Education; The quality, the content and the 
extent of education very largely determine the social status 
that, woman would enjoy in any society. It is education that 
brings enlightenment and gives courage to overthrow the age- 
old orthodox social customs which have outlived their utility 
and are absolutely irrational in the light of modern democra­
tic thought. Questions of women's civic rights, economic 
independence property rights, right to education, right to 
work with adequate wages and security of tenure, right of free­
dom of association right to franchise andthe right to health 
and leisure relate to their individual status. Science has 
helped to remove the stigma of the inferiority of the female 
sex and the world wars and the struggle for independence have 
established a faith in the ability of women to undertake the 
most intellectual jobs and made the people realise the 
futility and the impossibility of attempting any constructive 
work without the active cooperation of the female - half of 
the population. Time has come when the traditional division
of
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of functions between men and women with a consequent prestige 
value attached to man's work is beginning to be abandoned 
and an increasing belief in the intellectual equality of the 
sexes is established. The Indian Constitution guarantees 
equality of opportunity to both the sexes and lays particular 
stress on equality of educational opportunity suited to both.
The history of women's education in India during the 19th 
century is one of neglect. In 1901-02, the percentage of 
literacy among women was only 0.9 and therefore it is obvious 
that the nineteenth century can show but a poor record in the
field of the education of women. The main interest of the ^
history of the education of women in that period lies therefor^ 
in the controversies that were going on around this problem; 
and the gradual conversion of public ooinion in support of
I
the education of women in the awakening of a consciousness to
the social injustice done to women; and in the attempts made
to improve their condition by various measure. The twentieth 
century witnessed the overcoming of the initial inertia and 
the laying of the foundation of the modern educational edifice, 
and the preparation for.the rapid expansion of the education 
of women in all directions. For this initial spade work the 
educational and social workers and administrators of this 
period deserve a glowing tribute. Even the British officers 
described the lack of educational facilities for women as
'the !
S'
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'the most conspicuous blot on the educational system of 
India.*
The first years after 1921 were imrked by a great social 
and political awakeing among women, several causes contributed 
to this awakening but by far the greatest contribution of 
this period to emancipation of women was made by Mahatma 
Gandhi and its effects were felt in all walks of life - 
social, political and educational. A new leadership v/as rising 
up in the midst of women which was created by a spread of 
secondary and university education and the first All India 
Women's Educational Conference was held in 1927. As a result 
of these forces there was an unprecedented spread of educa­
tion among women and about fifty percent new institution cater­
ing to all stages of education were established and the enrol­
ment rose by about 150 p.c. in the fifteen years between
X
1921-22 and 1936-37. Constant endeavour is being made on 
all sides to bring the education of women in India upto at 
least the level vbich has been reached in the education of 
boys and rapid expansion pa,rticularly of higher education 
took place in the period between 1937 and 1947. The war 
incidentally created among educated women a desire to seek 
a career and economic independence on account of the economic 
pressure J>ut on the middle classes by the rise in the cost
of
X. Figures taken from the Quinquennial Reviews of the Progress 
of Education in India
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• of living. Indian society in its turn learnt to tolerate if 
not exactly to respect a career woman, and today there is a 
growing tendency among women to qualify for various professions 
though it must he admitted that the social prejudice against 
certain professions prevents girls from good families from 
taking up professions like acting, dancing or nursing as a 
career.
Though there has been progress it has not been able to 
keep pace with the demands of an increasing population and 
the needs of modern life. In 1950, on an averagé, one in every 
five girls of school going age ivas in school. This shows 
that about 80 p.c. have still to be accomodated in schools. 
Furthermore, there is tremendous wastage in primary education 
and only 28.8 p.c. of the girls enroled in class I succeed 
in reaching class IV - when they may be expected to achieve 
the minimum degree of perms.nent literacy. The one solution 
to this problem is to make education compulsory not only in 
theory but in practice by endeavouring to improve the economic 
conditions of parents so as to enable them to make up for the 
contribution of their children's labour towards the livelihood 
of the family. In recent yea.rs there has been a great demand 
for the reconstructions of the curriculum so as to have a 
closer corelation with the practical needs of the community. 
Productive work and the crafts are recommended and a top
priority
5 60
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priority has been given by the Planning Coimnission (appointed 
by the Government of India} in their educational scheme to 
'basic education' with a view to the development of all 
national activities in a co-ordinated form.
There is a great need for the extension of education to 
the rural areas vhich have been so far neglected. Recently 
the idea of establishing rural universities is being consi­
dered. It is indeed creditable that the medium of instruc­
tion and examination in the only Women's University in the co 
country is the mother tongue or regional language.
More educational facilities ought to be made available 
to women by the organisations of the special evening schools 
and colleges, introduction of correspondence courses and the 
granting of permission to appear privately for public examina­
tions. Besides special scholarships, free places for girls 
and women should be introduced in all educational institutions 
in order to enable them to come up to an equal educational 
level with men.
10. Political Economic and Legal Status of Indian Women; 
Politically Indian women became more conscious of their rights 
and strove for their emancipation under the influence of 
women's movement in England and other countries. It can be 
said that the battle for suffrage for women in India was partly
won
le/
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won in England and America. The first deputation of women 
waited on the Secretary of State for India, Honourable Edwin 
Montague in 1917 to ask for their enfranchisement. The 
Montague Chelmsford Reforms for the time gave power to enfra­
nchise women and they were given right to vote in different 
provinces shortly afterwards. Since then women’s franchise 
have been widened from time to time when finally the Hew 
Constitution gave the right to vote to the entire adult popu­
lation. Credit must be given to the efforts of social workers 
like Mrs. Sarojini Haidu, Annie Besant and others as well as 
to various women’s organisations which took active part in
X
the agitation. Ho thing much remains to be done except to
raise the status of women by education and other facilities 
and to enable them to appreciate the value of their right to 
vote as well as the duty they owe to their country which 
requires their active participation in all spheres of life 
including the political.
Legislation affecting women has evolved progressively 
though at a very slow pace because it had tovait for an 
awakening of consciousness among the people to the economic 
and social disabilities of women. On account of different 
religions in India legislation has to differ from one creed 
to another and is affected to a very great extent by customary
laws
X. For details see Chapter VIII.
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laws. Important and progressive legislation during the last 
hundred years has been ena,cted with respect to marriage and 
property. Compared to Mahomedan, Parsis and Christians marr­
iage and property laws it is found that Hindu laws are less 
in advance of the time. It is however, interesting to see 
that property laws have been m^^dified from time to time giving
women small rights of inheritance and ownership though it
must be admitted tiiat legislation affecting property rights 
is still to be enacted which would treat women at par with 
men. Sometimes as in the case of Hindu Code Bill legislation 
has either to be xept pending or is not Effective because 
public opinion is not prepared for it.
There is no uniformity of legislation in different provin­
ces of India. For instance in Bombay and Madras bigamy is
prohibited by law while in other adjoining provinces there 
is no legislation to that effect. To remedy this lack of 
uniformity as well as to set right many injustices suffered by 
women the popular government have proposed the Hindu Code Bill. 
It is discussed in detail in section 9.5. Rationally speaking 
the Hindu Code Bill has proposed important and much needed 
changes in the Hindu Women’s rights to property, marriage 
and divorce but orthodox public opinion is trying to hamper 
its passage, under the plea that it would disturb the family 
peace and harmony and increase enmity and litigation. The
Bill
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Bill is still at the committee stage. Of course, it is high 
time that w-men themselves should awaken and demand their 
rights and privileges.
The economic status of women is very intimately connected 
with their education. The idea of living an independent life 
apart from marriage was unthinkable to an ordinary Indian 
woman almost till the first world war. But since then there 
has been quite a revolution and a great awakening hastaken 
place during the last three decades. The political movements 
in India inspired women to organise themselves and assert 
their rights and helped them to establish their position 
of equality with men in the social and political spheres.
The two world wars with the consequent increase in the cost 
of living and the necessity for middle class women to earn 
brought in an idea of economic independence. Apart from the 
middle classes in which women have started to find work, the 
industrial and social revolution that has been taking place 
has sent working class women to seek work in mills, mines and 
factories as well as in commercial concern. Public attitude 
is also changing'and is getting reconciled to the idea of 
their women working. Peasant and working women have always 
enjoyed greater freedom of movement therefore it is the 
middle class that has to adjust the most. Several women’s 
as well as welfare organisations have been trying to get
better
better terms and service condition for women working in 
factories as well as professions. Women’s economic status and
social importance were further accentuated with the adoption
of the new Constitution which stipulates that no citizen 
shall on ground of sex be ineligible for any employment or 
office under the State. A further advance v/as made with the 
recruitment of women to the foreign, political and adminis­
trative services which had once been the monopoly of men.
There is no discrimination made and regard to salary scale 
and changes of promotion. The minimum wages Act of 1948 
represents an attempt to improve economic condition of the 
people by fixing minimum wages for various categories of
3-obs. Efforts must, of course, be made to maintain a due
balance concerning the suitability of certain occupation for 
men and women. It is indeed gratifying to see that a country
i
where v/omen had been confined to the home for centuries has 
today its women not only represented in almost every field 
of national activity but making themselves felt in inter­
national affairs and occupying distinguished positions in the 
government ,> at home as well as abroad. This new urge to 
economic independence is bound to improve considerably the 
social prestige and status of women in India.
s b .
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APPEHDIX A
X . Resolution IX, Fourteenth Conference, Lahore, 1900 I.H.d .O,t
1 (a) The Conference notes with satisfaction that most of the 
reports received from the various Provinces furnish evidence 
that earnest efforts are being made to raise the marriage­
able age of boys and girls to prevent the exaction of large 
sums of money and to curtail expenditure on marriage 
occasions. It is, however, obvious that there is great
i
i
room for improvement until the age is raised to at least 12 
to 14 for girls and 15 to 21 for boys, and the conference 
accordingly recommends tliat Local Associations formed for 
the Promotion of Marriage reforms should not slacken their 
efforts until the standard laid dovm by the Walkerkrit 
Rajput Hitakarini Uabha a.nd acted upon by most of the Rajput 
states in that Agency and Malva. has become the rule with 
all ca.stes throughout India, and the scales of expenditure 
laid doim by the same orga.niza.tions are accepted as the 
maxima limits.
(b) In the opinion of the conference the scale of girls in 
marriage, ill-a.ssorted marriages, polygamous marriages and 
exchange or Bamlla marriages are all opposed to the spirit of 
the Shastras a.nd are abuses of the institutions of marriage 
tending to degrade the marriage-tie, and the Conference
recommends
X. Taken from the Reports of the Indian Social Conference 
from 1900.o'Y\voouvàs,
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recommends that strenous efforts should be made by Reform 
Sab has and Associations to discourage these abus es 
tiepeated in 14th Conference 1900 19th Conference 1905, 20th 
Conference 1906, 25th Conference 1911, 29th Conference 1915, 
30th Conference 1916).
2. Resolution V, Fourteenth Conference, Lahore, 1900. I.E'.b.C: 
The Conference notes with pleasure tha.t there is a general 
agreement in all Provinces about the desirability of promoting 
the cause of purity, and of discouraging the practice of 
giving Hautch parties, and it learnt with satisfaction that 
earnest efforts are being made in this direction in several 
places such as Lahore, Bellary, Mangalore, and others. There 
is, however considerable room for improvement everywhere, the 
Conference is of opinion that the necessity of stricter oAs-er® 
obsérvance of personal purity in speech, thought and action 
should be insisted on every Association in the Pledge of 
membership as a matter which can admit of no compromise and 
that the use of a Hauch girls in religious services and 
social parties and processions and abuses of the Holi be 
vhecked everywhere and more innocent entertainments substi­
tuted in their Place. (Repeated in 14th Conference 1900,
27th Conference 1913, 28th Conference 1914.)
3.Resolution
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3. Resolution VI, Fifteenth Conference, Bengal, 1901 I.H.S.C. 
This Conference notes with satisfaction the steady decline
of Polygamy in the country, and recommends the adoption of 
measure which would accelerate the disappearance of Kulinism, 
an institution for which there is no precedent or parallel 
in other parts of the country.
4. Resolution XII, Fifteenth Conference, Bengal, 1901 I.H.S.C 
This Conference notes with satisfaction the advance made in 
the raising of the marriageable age for boys and girls, and 
hopes that the efforts made in this^direction would be 
steadily continued.
5. Resolution IV, Sixteenth Conference, Ahmedabad, 1902,
I. H . S . C .; This Conference wishes once again to place on 
record its condemnation of the practice of extravagant 
expenditure on marriage, whether in the shape of a payment 
for the bride or the bridegroom or in feasts and entertain­
ments, and hopes that the good sense of the community will 
co-opera.te \d.th the efforts of Socia.l Reform Associations 
to mitigate this crying evil. (Repeated in 17th Conference 
1903, 16th Conference 1904, 20th Conference 1906, 27th 
Conference 1913, 29th Conference 1915 and 20th Conference 
1916).
7. Resolution
«r* .
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7. Resolution XIV, Sixteenth Conference, AJamedabad, 1901 
I.E.b.c.: This Conference begs to put on record its opinion 
that the custom of Zenana is of a pernicious character in 
that it affects prejudicially the physical and mental 
development of women and the Conference desires all sympathise 
sers of Social Reform to do their best to foster and promote 
public opinion against the custom in those parts of the 
country and in those classes in which it is prevalent. 
(Repeated in 17th Conference 1903, 18th Conference 1904,
20th Conference 1906, 27th Conference 1913, 29th Conference 
1915 and 30th Conference 1916.)
8. Resolution XV, Sixteenth Conference, Ahmedaba,d, 1902
I.h.S. 0 This Conference deplores the custom which obtains 
in certain parts of the country of the beating of breasts 
by women in public streets on occasion of death, and desires 
that earnest efforts should be made to stop this unseemly 
practice. (Repeated (in the 17th Conference 1903).
9. Resolution XI, Twenty-Second Conference, Madras, 1908,
I.E.S.C.: This Conference cordially supports the movement 
started to better the condition of orphans by starting 
orphanages and otherwise and nothing with satisfaction the 
movement started to protect girls and young women from being
dedicated
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dedicated to temples, pray for public sympathy and supoort 
of these movements.
10. Resolution V, Twenty-Third Conference, Lahore 1909,
I.h.S.0.: This Conference invites all communities concerned
to give their earnest attention to ameliorate the condition 
of Hindu Widows by placing no obstacle in the way of their 
re-marriage or provind them with educational facilities and 
Widows’ Homes so that they may become better qualified than 
now to be bisters of Mercy and useful a.nd respected members 
of Society (Repeated in 29th Conference 1915.)
11. Resolution VII - Act III of 1872 - Twenty-Fourth Conferenee 
Allahbad, 1910 I.H.S.C.; That this Conference is of opinion tJà 
that the requirements of Act III of 1872 or repudiation of 
religious belief on the part of parties to marriage, is 
unnecessary and inexpedient and urges that the law to be so 
amended as to omit this undue interference with religious 
beliefs.
12. Resolution III, Twenty-sixth Conference, Banlcipore, 1912 
I.H.S.C.: That this Conference records its deliberate
opinion that tlie minimum marriageable age for girls should be 
raised to 16 and for men 25 years to afford them opportunities
f or
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for their physical and intellectual development. (Repeated 
in 27th Conference 1913).
13. Resolution V, Twenty-seventh Conference, Karachi, 1915 
I.R.B.C.; Tha,t this Conference places on record its deep 
gratitude to the Government of India for introducing into 
the Imperial Legislative Council a measure for the better 
protection of minor girls and recommends that, in order to 
widen the scope and increase the usefulness of this piece of 
legislation, the following alternations be made therein 
before it passes into a law:-
(i) The words "unlawful and immoral purpose" in clause 2 
of the Bill should read as "unlawful or immoral".
(ii) hxplanation 2 to clause 3 of the Bill should be "illicit" 
sexual intercourse without lav/ful marriage".
(iii) A new clauèe should be added, raising the age of consent 
from 12 to 16 as against all persons except the husbands 
by lavTful wedlock in as much as enlightened public 
opinion of the Indian Community is in favour of the 
reform.
14. Resolution VII, Twenty-Seventh Conference, Karachi, 1913
I.h.b.C.: That this Conference recommends that the
Government of India eh be approached with a request to Pass
a permissive and not compulsory law enabling a Hindu Marriage
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APEEKDIX B
Some Important Resolutions Affecting the Status of Women 
Passed at Various Sessions of the All India Women’s
Conference,
A. Social.
1938-39:
1. This Conference emphatically condemns the unnatural 
and devitalising custom of allowing immature girls to become 
wives and mothers, as it robs them of their right to educa­
tion and freedom and aryests their mental, moral and physi­
cal growth. This meeting demands that the legal age of 
marriage be fixed at 16 and 21 for girls and boys respectively.
2. This Conference views with dismay the frequent violation 
of the Sarda Act. It calls upon the Constituencies to educate 
public opinion against the custom of chiId-marriage.
3. This Conference supports Sir Hari Singh Gour’s Age of
Consent Bill and demands that the age be raised to 16 and 18 
for married and unmarried girls respectively.
4. This Conference recommends that unequal marriages of
old men to minor girls should be forbidden by law.
5. This Conference strongly disapproves of Polygamy and
appeals
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appeals to women not to marry and to parents, not to give 
their daughters in marriage to any man who has a wife living.
6. This Conference is grateful to Sir Hari Singh Gour for 
having taken up the question of Hindu marriage and recommends 
that his Marriage Dissolution Bill may he amended on the 
lines of the Baroda Hindu Divorce Act.
7. This Conference places on record its opinion that there 
should he complete equality between the sexes in the matter 
of inheritance and control of property.
8. This Conference strongly protests against the existing 
discriminations in Hindu Law against the rights of women;
it demands that existing laws should be so amended as to 
make them just and equitable and that an All India Hon- 
official Commission be appointed to consider the removal of 
the legal disabilities of women as regards inheritance and 
marriage.
9. ¥e give our vdiole-hearted support to all the bills 
introduced into the Provincial and Central Legislatures, such 
as the Bill on the Hindu Women’s Inheritance Rights (by
Hon. Mr. P.C.D.Charry, before the Council of State) and 
welcomes the bills passed by the Sangli and x^sore Darbars
on
65::
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on Hindu Widow’s Property Rights, which seek to remove 
the legal disabilities of women in so far as they are in 
accord with our principles. We further support Rao Bahadur 
Kale’s Bill in the Bombay Council, on the Hindu Widow’s 
Property rights.
10. This Conference condemns the custom of enforced seclu­
sion of women and entreats all Hindus, Muslims and other 
communities which observe the custom, to take practical 
steps to educate public opinion towards abolishing it as 
soon as possible.
11. This Conference urges that no sex disqualifications 
should be shown for debarring women from services in any 
department of Government.
12. This Conference expresses its profound indignation and 
disappointment at the omission of the right of Franchise or 
of candidature for election to the Legislatures of the 
following Provinces:
Bengal, Assam, Horth-West Frontier Province, Delhi,
Ajmer-Merwara, and strongly recommends that these qualifi­
cations be removed forthwith.
13. This Conference supports all efforts that are being 
made in the country to suppress immoral traffic in women
and
5” 5 -
and children and in particular it supports the Madras Brothels 
Bill and Prevention of Devadasi Dedication Bill and all 
other Bills on similar lines. It is also of opinion that 
women should he equally penalised with men for keeping 
brothels.
14. This Conference congratulates the States of Travancore 
and Cochin on the abolition of Devadasi service in temples 
and gives its whole-hearted support to Mr. R. K. bhanmukham 
Chetty’s Bill for the prevention of dedication of women and 
girls to service in Hindu temples. It calls upon all 
Constituencies where this practice exists to educate public 
opinion against it.
15. This Conference is of opinion that Acts for the 
suppression of traffic in women and children be introduced 
in all Provinces and Indian States where they do not exist 
and to provide for suitable amendments to sudh Acts in the 
provinces, where they are in force, to make them stricter 
and more effective, and urges the Legislatures to introduce 
such Acts and amendments at an early date,for establishment 
of Remand and Rescue Homes for Women and Children, so that 
the Acts can be effectively enforced.
16. This Conference expresses its emphatic protest against
such
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such evil social customs, as undue expenses on occasions of 
marriage and death, sale of brides and bridegrooms, dowry, 
prejudice against widow remarriage, polygamy, intensive 
intercaste marriages and purdah.
1940:
17. This Conference condemns the custom of enforced seclu­
sion of women and entreats all Hindus, Muslims and other 
communities which observe this custom, to take practical 
steps to educate public opinion towards abolishing it as 
soon as possible.
1941-42:
18. This Conference fully endorses the main recommendations 
of the Hindu Law Committee, namely, that the whole of Hindu 
Law be codified, and demand that the codification be based 
on the principle of equal rights and liabilities for both men 
and women.
19. This Conference notes with regret that its previous 
demand that at least two women should be included on the 
panel of the Hindu Law Committee has not been given effect to, 
and once more reports its demand.
1946:
20. This Conference desires a re-orientation of the legal 
status of women in Indian Society. It urges the immediate
consideration
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consideration by the Central Legislature of the Hindu Code 
Bill. It recommends the introduction of Classes which will 
uphold the principles of equality as defined by the Charter 
of Women’s Rights framed by the A.I.W.C.
21. This Conference demands that vAerever customary laws 
allow divorce amongst Hindus, women should have equal rights 
with men in getting redress under these Laws. It also appeals 
to the Indian States to bring their legislation into line 
with that of British India.
22. This Conference congratulates the Bombay Government 
on passing an anti-Polygamy Bill.
23. This Conference deplores the dowry system (Jahaiz) so 
universally practised in India. It earnestly appeals to all 
public spirited people to rid society of this evil.
24. (a) Establishment of large numbers of women’s homes to 
teach the needy and helpless a craft or profession in order 
to prevent them from falling prey to prostitution.
(b) In the case of rescued women, the establishment of 
proper aftercare homes, where they may be brought back to 
normal life.
1948
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1948:
25. This Conference .... appeals
(a) To girls to come forward in large numbers to join
this essential profession;
(b) to the Central and Provincial Governments to give 
employment to all nurses trained under their scheme 
with adequate pay and proper housing;
(c) to all governments and private institutions to see 
that the hours of work of nurses are regulated.
26. This Conference .... urges that all women shall have
the right
(a) to work;
(b) to enter all professions and industries;
(c) to receive equal pay for equal work;
(d) to have equal opportunities with men for training 
and promotion to all responsible positions;
(e) to earn a living wage;
(f) to be provided with adequate working conditions;
(g) to enjoy the benefits of full social security 
services. (These social security services should
include suitable provision for sickness, old age, 
unemployment, full maternity benefit with full pay, 
health protection before and after child birth, day 
nurseries and nursery schools for the care of 
children);
(h) to be safeguarded against discrimination on grounds
''s
grounds of sex and marriage; ....
1949:
27. In view of the fact that the new constitution removes 
all disqualifications on grounds of sex it is necessary 
that existing discrepancies in the law should he removed 
by necessary legislation.
B.Labour
1938-39:
1. In all factories where there are a considerable number 
of women employed this Conference resolves that the following 
are essential:
(a) The employment of a woman doctor to ensure ante 
and post natal care and attention during child­
birth for the mother and medical care of the 
children.
(b) The establishment of Maternity Homes and an ade­
quate supply of trained help.
(c) The establishment of creches and nursery schools.
2. This Conference reiterates the need for the immediate 
appointment of at least one Woman Factory Inspector for 
every large Industrial area, with full powers under the Act.
6 0 6
3. This Conference desires that a thorough enquiry 
should be made into the condition of women mi ne-workers and 
urges the Standing Committee to take early steps in the 
matter.
4. This Conference is emphatically of opinion that a 
woman representative on behalf of the women workers in 
factories, mines, plantations and other industries be deputed 
by the Government of India as a delegate or an adviser to 
the International Labour Conference to be held at Geneva.
5# This Conference draws the attention of the Government
of India to the following recommendations of the Royal 
Commission on Labour and urges for early legislative measures 
# # # *
Haikins (women jobbers) should be excluded from the 
engagement and dismissal of labour.
6. This meeting of the All India Women’s Conference
strongly urges the Government and the authorities concerned 
to take immediate action for the provision of suitable empl­
oyment for women workers eliminated from mines and the fixing 
of adequate minimum v/age for men mine workers whose family 
income has been reduced by such elimination.
7. This Conference is of opinion that an All-India Maternity
Benefit
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Benefit Bill on the lines of those passed in Bombay, G.P. 
and Madras he introduced in the Legislative Assembly. It 
further recommends that the Constituencies in the different 
provinces work for the passage of such a Bill.
1946:
8. This Conference draws the attention of the Government 
of India to the necessity of framing a composite Maternity 
Benefit Act, paid out of a State Insurance Fund with uniform 
measures for the vjhole of India, being made applicable to 
women workers in regulated and unregulated industries, mines ar 
and plantations, nurses and women teachers, and allworking 
women and it further recommends the extension of this service 
for all women working in their homes.
1949:
9. The Conference urges that women should be given faci­
lities to work as part time teachers, doctors and nurses so 
that the educated talent among women may be harnessed for the 
benefit of Society.
C.Education
1938-39:
1. This Conference is of opinion that:
(a) Priority should be given to the claims of girls’
education in every scheme of educational expansion.
2
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2. This Conference urges the universal introduction 
of free and compulsory Primary Education without further 
delay. With this purpose in view we request the authorities:
(a) To provide for properly trained teachers the 
majority of whom should he women. ...
3. Separate Middle Schools and High Schools for girls 
should he established in places where ajdemand for them exists 
and where there are no such schools.
4. This Conference is of the opinion that Secondary Edu­
cation for girls be remodelled so as to include subjects
such as Home Craft, Home Hursing, First Aid, Dietetics, Heedle 
Craft, Cookery, Laundry which should be made optional one at 
least being compulsory.
5. This Conference recommends that the inspecting staff 
of girls’ schools should consist of women only, and that the 
Chief Inspectress should be considered as Deputy-Directress 
of Inspection.
6. In the opinion of this Conference, the proper encourage­
ment of co-education would help greatly towards the solution 
of various social and economic problems confronting the 
country. The Conference therefore urges strongly that:
(i)
60§ '
(i) Co-education be introduced in primary schools and 
colleges•
(ii) A large proportion of women teachers be always app­
ointed on the staffs of Co-educational Institutions, 
particularly those of primary schools.
1940:
7. This Conference urges the Government of Bombay to 
take all necessary steps to give at an early date statutory 
recognition of the S.H.D.Thackersey Indian Women’s University 
which has been doing useful work for the higher education
of women for the last 20 years.
1949:
8.(a) In order to accelerate the progress of education and 
remove the prevailing ignorance of parents regarding educa­
tional problems, this Conference emphasises the need for the 
establishment of Parents’ Leagues.
(b) It also requests the All India Radio to give more 
frequent programmes dealing with the upbringing and education 
of children, for the special benefit of parents and teachers.
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Al^EEEDIX G
Extracts from the Joshi Re-port and other Sources.
Sir P. C. Ray, University College of Science and Techno­
logy, Calcutta, Vol. VI, p. 225.
Asked if he had kno'f/m of cases where girls of thirteen 
or fourteen had "become mothers and suffered for it he 
replied:-
"It is common knowledge. It is not so rare that I should 
single out one or two cases. I have noticed it a.lmost in 
horror and shame that girls should "become mother at so early 
an age."
He says that, when a man dies leaving a young widow, 
she "becomes "the common property of the entire village caste". 
Also that "in the Hindu Society" a man of sixty who is a 
grandfather may marry a girl of twelve or fourteen, and that 
this is "not rare; I will not say it is very uncommon".
"Public opinion tolerates many dirty things."
Child Marriage, p. 27.
Dr. C. J. Campbell M.D. Principal of the Lady Hardinge Medical 
College, Hew Delhi Vol. I, p. 443.
"I must have attended more than a thousand girls for
child-birth at ages of twelve and three-quarters to sixteen
and
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and a Mialf, and the had effects seen in them and in others 
under observation or trea.tment as a result of this early 
child-bearing can hardly be exaggerated"•
She gave as instances of the bad results, tuberculosis 
"which often develops during pregnancy or lactation".
Dr. H. H. Blair, L.S.A.(Lond.) of Darjeeling (Vol. VI, p. 287) 
"Many girls under thirteen suffer from osteomalacia, 
as a result of early maternity."
Dr. E. A. Douglas, in charges of the Kinnaird Memorial 
Hospital, Lucknow. Vol. IX p. 53.
"I saw a girl of twelve whose vulva and vagina were so 
badly mutilated and mental condition so badly affected that 
she was quite demented. Her sister forcibly removed her 
from the husband\s home. On admission to hospital, her 
vulva tissues were crawling with maggots and she herself was 
affected with gonorrhoea. Incidentally, the husband sued for 
restitution of conjugal rights and won his case, I ivas told." 
...."Mothers unaer fifteen are for more difficult to cure 
than elderly women."
Dr. Sathna, Health Officer of Delhi - Vol.I, p. 439.
"The first child among Hindus almost always dies." He
attributes
6 1 2
attributes this to early marriage and premature births.
"Girls have not got the vitality to fight against nature." 
p. 30.
bister bubbalakshmi, Head Mistress, Lady Willingdon Training 
College, Vol. IV, p. 117.
"Would y ,u say that in the case of a Brahman girls the 
marriage is consummated before the girl completes her 
fifteenth year ?"
"It is so in 99 per cent of the cases .... the number is 
larger under fourteen than under fifteen."
Asked for cases where young girls hSd suffered from 
early consummation, she said:-
"Within the last five years I have come across more
than ten cases like that among Brahmans...... they are
married at ten or eleven till the time they go to their 
mother-in-law’s house. There is no girlhood at all among 
Brahmans. The mother-in-law treats the girl as if she were 
a woman; the domestic duties are on her shoulders. This 
results in the derangement of the womb and there are other 
complications."
"You see any number of mothers between fourteen and 
fifteen who are not able to look after their children; so 
young themselves, they cannot keep awake at night with the
babies
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babies crying all the time."
"How many such cases ha.ve you seen ?"
"I4an3^  such cases; it seems to be a general rule. "
"More than ten or twelve in two years ?"
"More than that."
The Hon. Mr. Justice Hanavutty, Judge of the Chief Court of 
Oudh at Lucknow. - Vol. IX, p. 243.
"I certainly do consider early consummation of marriage 
and early maternity two of the principal factors responsible 
for the high maternal and infantile death-rate ... The 
purdah system results in the ignorance of the girl-wife in 
matters of health and hygiene, and the custom of the dai or 
barber-woman cutting the unbilical cord of the child with 
a dirty unclean kharpi (generally used for cutting grass) 
or an old razor are other causes that make for the early 
death of the mother and child with the silence and depth of
a strong tide at night......  Until the women of the country
take up this cause in right earnest, the generality of men, 
who look upon them as their playthings, will not really and 
seriously bestir themselves."
Evidence of Orthodox Muslim Witnesses.
"Quazi Zahirul Haq, of Dacca, admits that the girls
are
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are married at all ages, even at two and three, among the 
lower class of Muslims, that immediately after puberty, which 
happens at eleven or twelve, the girl is sent to the husband’s 
house and that he is aware of girls who became mothers at 
thirteen or fourteen, but he will oppose all consent and 
marriage legislation as it interferes with the liberty 
granted by God’s law. To the same effect is the evidence of 
Khan Bahadur K. biddiqui, who strongly urges the reduction 
of the present age of consent to eleven. The witness states 
that co-ordination is not uncommon to lower classes before 
puberty and is considered essential by all, including the 
advanced section, soon after puberty. He is personally aware 
of four or five girls who ha,d co-habitation at ten and eleven 
and became mothers. He is, however, deadly against fixing 
by law and age of marriage." (Joshi Report p. 68 Bengal.)
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Age
A l l  r e l i g i o n s  
Ü M
H in d u s  
U M
A ry a s  
U M
B rah m o s; 
n  M :
P a r  s i s  
U M
M uslim s 
U M
C h r i s t i a n s  
U M
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AGE. SEX aUD QIVIL COEDITEON OF HCHDUS & MUSLIMS.
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